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LIVING WILLS

FRIDAY, JULY 20, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MEDICARE AND LONG-TERM CARE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:33 a.m., in
room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John D. Rocke-
feller IV (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Daschle, Danforth, and Durenberger.
[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]

[Press Release No. H-43, July 12, 1990]

MEDICARE SUBCOMMITTEE To HOLD HEARING ON PATIENT SELF-DETERMINATION ACT,
INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY DECISIONS ON MEDICAL TREATMENT TO BE DISCUSSED

WASHINGTON, DC.-Senator John D. Rockefeller IV (D., West Virginia), Chair-
man, announced Thursday that the Subcommittee on Medicare and Long-Term Care
will hold a hearing on the Patient Self-Determination Act.

The hearing is scheduled for Friday, July 20, 1990 at 9:30 a.m. in Room SD-215 of
the Dirksen Senate Office Building

The bill, S. 1766, sponsored by Senator John C. Danforth (R., Missouri), would re-
quire Medicare and Medicaid providers to make available to their patients informa-
tion about living wills and other advance directives. It would also require providers
to ask their patients whether they have executed living wills.

Rockefeller said, "The recent Supreme Court decision on the Nancy Cruzan case
highlights the need to take a closer look at how individuals and families make deci-
sions concerning medical treatment. It's been estimated that over 1 million people
in the United States are being sustained by life-saving technology."

"Making decisions about one's own health care is a very private and emotional
decision. I am looking forward to this hearing which will probe whether or not cer-
tain measures would improve the ability of individuals to make informed choices
about medical care," Rockefeller said.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER IV, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM WEST VIRGINIA, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOM-
MITTEE
Senator ROCKEFELLER. This hearing will come to order. I hope

and believe that we are beginning an important hearing. I am par-
ticularly grateful to the witnesses for being here, some of whom
will have painful things to say. I think all of us will learn a great
deal this morning and we ought to. This is the first time, I believe,
that this committee has ever held a hearing about this subject inso-
far as I am aware. Which is in and of itself interesting, that some-
thing which is now so much on the minds of an increasing number
of individuals has been so long ignored in terms of public policy.

Every day millions of Americans make decisions and choices
about their personal health care. Sometimes they make those deci-



sions in concert with doctors or with other providers of health care
or family members. But for the most part, people make health care
decisions personally. They make them without a great deal of fan-
fare and sometimes without a great deal of thought.

Most of us, I would guess, spend very little time thinking about,
or discussing with those close to us, what we would want or what
we would personally choose in the way of health care in the event
of circumstances we would prefer to not think about. This is, in the
event we were determined to be permanently unconscious and to
have a very dim, or nonexistent, hope of recovery.

High tech health care, I think, has contributed to this. It has
contributed to many things in a positive way, perhaps most things
in a positive way. Certainly, it has improved the quality of health
care for Americans. Procedures that extend lives that were consid-
ered absolutely unthinkable 10 years ago, 15 years ago, much less a
generation ago, are today routine.

It has been argued by some that a side effect of some of the truly
incredible medical advances that have been made is a situation
where some individuals are in fact kept alive beyond a point, past
a point that they themselves would want to be kept alive. But be-
cause of the small numbers of individuals who have chosen to
make their wishes known beforehand, many families, friends, and
health care professionals are left in a state of limbo trying to figure
out what choices that person would make.

Only 9 percent of Americans, of adults, have living wills. My wife
and I do; but most don't-91 percent of Americans, adults, do not
have living wills. And far fewer than that have designated some-
body, in the event that they don't have living wills, to make deci-
sions about health care for them in case of incompetency. In spite
of the fact that almost all States have enacted legislation setting
up guidelines on advance directives, we still have this dilemma.

West Virginia, my State, enacted a law just this past March that
established a durable power of attorney for health care decisions. It
may be that it is generally assumed by most people that if they
were in such a situation that a family member or a doctor would
make the right decision and they would be allowed to carry out a
decision on treatment choices in case of incompetency or inability
to make decisions. I would assume that. It is a natural, human de-
cision.

But it does not necessarily work out that way. It is a false as-
sumption. And the recent Supreme Court decision, of course, in-
volving Nancy Cruzan, appears to suggest that it is in fact crucial
for citizens to make their choices clearly known beforehand.

Senator Danforth, who is on my left, in his bill, Senate Bill 1766,
the Patient Self-Determination Act, has proposed one way of im-
proving public awareness and educating health care providers
about advance directives in the hope that more families will be
able to deal with this very difficult situation. And, in fact, I,
myself, am very grateful to Senator Danforth for suggesting this
hearing and for his thoughtful work in this area.

He is joined in his bill by Senator Moynihan and Senator Pryor,
both of whom sit on this committee. The cost of this bill in finan-
cial terms is extremely minimal, simply printing and distribution,
and a bit of education; but the impact is potentially enormous.



A final word. One thing this hearing is not about is about the
matter of when or if we "pull the plug." This is not that hearing.
That hearing may come. But this is not that hearing.

Today's hearing is about figuring out how to best educate the
public on current State laws regarding advance directives. This will
not make any family decisions easier or the circumstances less
painful, but it may provide some comfort to families to know that
they are carrying out a decision -whether it is to do everything
possible medically or to remove life supporting technology, that
was made personally by the individual affected and reflect, that
person's own values and desires.

So I think this is an important hearing. We have some coura-
geous witnesses. I want to call on Senator Danforth, whose hearing
this really is, and for those of you who do not know, is not only a
lawyer very knowledgeable about health care, but he is also an or-
dained minister and brings an extraordinary depth of view to this.

Senator Danforth.

OPENING STATEMENT OF lION. JOHN C. DANFORTH, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MISSOURI

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for
chairing this hearing and for your generous remarks. In the year
that you and I were born-we being the same age-371/2 percent of
the people who died in this country died in hospitals. Most of the
rest died at home. Today, about twice that percentage, around 75
percent of the people who die in America die in hospitals.

Often times the last days and weeks and months of peoples' lives
are spent hooked up to machines under circumstances where the
individuals can no longer think, can no longer express themselves,
can no longer communicate. With modern technology it is possible
to keep people alive, literally for years, under that set of circum-
stances.

I think in the Cruzan case it was believed that it was possible to
keep Nancy Cruzan alive for maybe 30 years in a persistent vegeta-
tive state. All of us have the legal right to determine how much
medical care we want or do not want for ourselves. If a physician
or if a hospital recommended to us a certain type of medical proce-
dure you and I have the right to say, "no, we do not want that," for
ourselves.

The Supreme Court in the Cruzan case indicated that that was a
Constitutional right. At the very least it is a common law battery
to invade the body of another person against that person's will.
The problem is that with so many people spending their last
months and years in hospitals, those people lose the ability to com-
municate what their will is. That was the problem in the Cruzan
case. Nancy Cruzan could no longer speak for herself.

What this issue is is about people's ability in advance to express
their own wishes for the amount of health care they want, so that
at the time that they can no longer speak for themselves, they will
already have spoken in a way that is effective.

As you have pointed out, Mr. Chairman, most States do have pro-
visions for living wills and/or for so-called durable powers of attor-
ney. But the fact is that most people do not know anything about



those laws, or about the availability of such documents. In one
survey of physicians in Colorado it was found that 74 percent of the
physicians in Colorado had no knowledge about the living will law
of that State. And while 95 percent of the people in this country
have indicated that they would like to make an advance directive
about the future of their health care, as you have pointed out, Mr.
Chairman, only 9 percent have actually done so. Only 4 percent of
the hospitals in this country, according to one survey, ask people
when they are admitted whether they have an advance directive or
not.

This is a communications problem. It is not really a legal prob-
lem, although I am sure all States might benefit from looking g at
the laws they now have on the books and maybe clarifying them.
But basically, it is a communications problem. It is one of letting
people know that yes you can now take steps to assure that the
worst nightmare of your lives does not eventually come to pass.
And it is a nightmare.

I think that if many people were shown video tapes 10 years
before of how they are going to spend the last months of their lives,
they would have said, "Please, do not let this happen to me." Well
in many cases it does not have to happen. But in order to execute a
right it is important to know what that right is.

That is all this legislation does. It provides in substance that
when people are admitted to the hospital they are told about the
possibility of advance directives. And if they want to execute one or
if they have executed one already, a record is made of that and
their wishes are going to be implemented. That is all it does. It
does not force anybody to implement it; it does not force anybody
to do anything. It just says you have a legal right and we want you
to know about it.

Now there are many ways I am sure of publicizing this legal
right. The theory that we had, Senator Moynihan and I, is that
when people are admitted to hospitals at whatever age, not just
Medicare or Medicaid patients, but all patients at hospitals and
other institutions that are a part of those systems; that is just a
Government hook into the hospitals. But when people are admit-
ted-say you a"-e 21 years old for a tonsillectomy-they are asked
as a routine matter, as 4 percent of the hospitals now do, "Do you
know about advance directives and would you like to have one?"
Very simple.

I appreciate the hearing, Mr. Chairman, and I hope that this bill
is enacted into law. I do believe that even in advance of it being
enacted into law the very fact that this issue is brought to public
attention will have the effect of publicizing the fact that most
Americans today have the ability and the right to state in advance
what their wishes are should at some future time they become in-
capacitated.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Senator Danforth.
Senator Durenberger is the ranking member on this Subcommit-

tee and is somebody I greatly admire. He knows an enormous
amount about health care and is extraordinarily thoughtful, philo-
sophical really. Senator Durenberger may have some comments.



OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAVE DURENBERGER, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MINNESOTA

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do and I
thank you for those very generous comments. I commend you for
calling this hearing. If there is an issue that will attest how deep
any of us think, this has got to be it. I compliment Jack Danforth
and Pat Moynihan for continuing to deal with it enough, to the
point where we have had this hearing.

The advance of technology always raises difficult issues. Medical
technology which sustains life and bodily functions gets us to the
most profound of ethical issues, the issues of life and death. When
we created the new agency for Health Care Policy and Research
last year we, as you recall, Mr. Chairman, specifically indicated our
desire to know "what works and what does not." But when is high
technology appropriate and can technology work too well?

These are the issues that Jack Danforth has been asking us for
several years. Medical science is at a crossroads over the issue, and
one that we can no longer ignore. Some have pointed out that the
population over 65 in our country will triple to 87 million people in
the next 50 years. And simultaneously, our ability to keep people
with chronic conditions alive longer will also increase probably
faster.

With accelerating health care expenses already straining our na-
tional economic resources they say that decisions must be made
about who will receive what medical treatment. In this Senator's
view the financing of access to medical care should not def.ermire
what treatments are given for medical conditions and for how long.
Economics is simply not the whole story.

I have served three or four very frustrating years as a member of
the congressional Biomedical Ethics Board that is not getting any-
thing done because we cannot decide on who can chair the thing. It
is a very frustrating process. So while I may differ in my approach
to this subject of my colleague from Missouri, it,§ a matter of
degree and not of substance. And I must say I am as frustrated as
anyone here.

As I watched the people in Oregon try to deal with something
they call "values" but what we are really talking about is the
ethics issue, they are doing it because we have not done it here.
And they cannot do it just in Oregon or they are going to be ac-
cused of rationing the poor out of the system This is a national
problem crying for a national consensus and then hopefully a na-
tional solution.

I look forward to hearing from all of the groups represented
today. Personally I have many unanswered questions and some I
am sure I have not even thought of. It is important that the leader-
ship of this Nation be willing to grapple with the difficult issues
that impact on all of our futures. How we balance and respond to
the needs of individuals, providers of health care and society at
large will be increasingly scrutinized in this and in the coming
years.

My final advice to my colleagues is, with regard to this bill or
anything similar to it, to do it if it is the right thing to do. Not
because it appears to be the necessary thing to do. When a society



like ours reaches the point that it believes it is necessary to reduce
access to life-saving technology because of cost or appearance, it
ought first to seek alternative means to reduce those costs before it
seeks to reduce the access.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Senator Durenberger.
Congressman Levin has introduced not precisely the same bill,

but virtually the same bill in the House of Representatives. I un-
derstand that Ways and Means is already in mark-up and that this
bill may be a part of that. And, therefore, Congressman Levin
comes to us not just as an expert on health care and a lot of other
human issues, but is somebody who is on top of this situation.

Sander Levin, we admire you here for many reasons and we wel-
come your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. SANDER LEVIN, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM MICHIGAN

Congressman LEVIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is
a real pleasure to be able to appear before you who are so vibrant-
ly active in the health field and your two colleagues who are like-
wise. Senator Danforth, Senator Moynihan and others, have provid-
ed such real leadership in this particular area, as the three of you
have in so many areas relating to health. And I am privileged to be
Jack Danforth's partner on this issue.

What I would like to do is to ask that my written testimony be
placed in the record.

Senator DURENBERGER. Of course.
Representative LEVIN. And instead of referring to that in any

detail what I would like to do if I might for a few minutes is to
relate the experiences we have had so far in subcommittee as we
have considered the companion legislation.

As I see it, this bill is about empowerment, not empowerment of
the State, but empowerment of the individual. Without knowledge
there is no power. And what this bill in the Senate and in the
House attempts to do is capacitate people in terms of periods of in-
capacitation by providing them knowledge, informing them, and
making certain that their wishes are noted in a useful way on the
record.

I think that is in some respects what the Nancy Cruzan case is
about. If she were able to speak I, at least personally, would have
no doubt what she would say to the Congress. Empower the indi-
vidual The Supreme Court has thrown the issue back to the indi-
vidual and it is in my judgment critical that we make sure that the
individual person in this country knows of their rights and that
their rights are appropriately recorded.

That is what this bill does. It attempts to ensure that people
have some control in advance over- their last days if they are
unable to speak during those days. It is not an easy issue. But I
think Senators Danforth and Durenberger, as well as yourself, Mr.
Chairman, are so correct that we have an obligation here in the
Government to make sure that individuals are empowered.

So let me run through three or four issues that have been raised
as we have marked this bill up in subcommittee, the House sub-
committee in the House. There has been some question-I think it



has dissipated-why the need. And you and Senator Danforth have
addressed that. In most States there is today statutory and/or regu-
latory frame work, but it is not being utilized except in about 10
percent of the cases. Ten percent of the people are using their op-
portunity under State law.

So there is clearly a need and the need has only heightened be-
cause more and more people are in the very human predicament
that we are discussing this morning. It said, well how do you
inform; why not do it some other way than through the hospital or
the nursing home. There is some suggestion, just send it through
the mail. There is also the suggestion that will come later, perhaps
we give people the information when they go for renewal of their
driver's license.

It seems to me the answer is pretty obvious. It should be in a
health setting. It should be in a setting that has some relevance to
this matter. If every physician were able to undertake this, if we
could be sure that every physician could inform the individual of
their rights maybe it would be best to simply leave it to the physi-
cian. But that is unlikely to happen. We are dealing with tens of
thousands of units.

And to simply require that hospitals and nursing homes and
other such units provide people with information upon admission
and have that recorded strikes the authors as being the relevant,
effective-or at least one relevant and effective- mechanism in-
strumentality for carrying out the empowerment, the informing of
the individual.

It has also been raised, well how is this related to the goal of as-
suring quality care. I think it has everything to do with that. First
of all, quality includes some adherence to the wishes of the individ-
ual. I think all of us in terms of values would say that is incorpo-
rated in our definition of quality.

And also, I think, if I might say so, I think Senator Durenberger
has very much touched this point. Long before I would support ra-
tioning I would support options in the exercise of them by individ-
uals. We are far from carrying that out. So I think it has every-
thing to do with the goal ofassuring quality of care.

It has also been said, we do not like to make this a condition of'
participation. Let me just say that I think it is very relevant to do
that. We went through the other conditions of participation that
are included. Two of them relate to hospitals providing at the time
of admission a patient's Bill of Rights, explaining the right to treat-
ment, payment for services, et cetera; and there is another one
which requires hospitals to post information specifying the rights
of individuals 'Lo not be turned away.

In terms f protections of the poor, that has also been raised.
Within the bill we have introduced in the House-and there will be
I understand similar protections in the Senate bill-there is a clear
statement relating to these protections and not conditioning the
provision of care on an advance directive.

Public opinion is very clear on this. A recent poll in Michigan,
which is struggling with whether there should be a law on advance
directives-and this is the last point I want to make-people were
asked, "Do you think people in Michigan should be allowed to
decide in advance what means will or will not be used to keep



them alive if they fall into a coma from which they have no hope
of recovering?" The answer is "yes"-94 percent.

When it comes to matters of life and death I think we should
proceed cautiously. This is a cautious step. We have been very
much assisted by the interest in the advice and the help of groups,
private sector groups that cut across the spectrum, economically,
religiously, culturally and every other way. And I am hoping
through this hearing, Mr. Chairman, that you will be able to spot-
light attention on this need and your and ours, in the House, re-
sponsibility to respond reasonably, rationally, and cautiously to
this very human need.

Thank you so much for the opportunity to testify.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Congressman Levin.
[The prepared statement of Congressman Levin appears in the

appendix.]
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Just one quick question from me. During

your markup, one of the Congressmen expressed what you referred
to a bit, and that is that this could work to the disadvantage of the
poor because maybe they could be more easily, let's say, badgered
or pushed into making decisions that may not be in their own best
interest.

But it is true, is it not, that this bill allows for the poor, as well
as anybody else, to say, "Yes, I want all life saving heroics possible.
I want the full treatment." That people do not have to say, "I want
the plug pulled." They can also say exactly the opposite, can they
not?

Congressman LEVIN. Absolutely. Indeed, they are informed of
their rights regarding advance directives. And if they do not wish
to exercise their right there is nothing further and there is nothing
to record. And in the House bill there is this specific provision not
to condition the provision of care otherwise discriminating against
an individual based on whether or not the individual has executed
an advance directive and we are inserting some penalty provisions
if there is any violation of it. And in the Senate bill there is lan-
guage that prohibits coercion of any kind.

I think as our two committees work on this we can come up with
additional language to make sure under no circumstances would
there be coercion. This is the opposite of coercion. This is empower-
ment that we are after.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Senator Danforth?
Senator DANFORTH. I think it is important to point out that the

bill provides for telling people of their rights to execute an advance
directive. The bill does not say what the advance directive should
provide. People could theoretically executive an advance directive
which says, "Do everything you can to keep me breathing for as
long as you can possibly do it." People could do that.

That would be one form of advance directive. My guess is that
very few people want to have their families and themselves put
through that. Most people want to be able to say, look there comes
a time when I am no longer me and I do not want to be kept alive
artificially by machines when I am no longer myself. I think that is
what most people would say. But we are not forcing people to say
that.

In fact, if somebody wants to just "hang on" they could do that.



Congressman LEVIN. Absolutely. That was pointed out at a meet-
ing. In some instances this advance directive will be a protection of
an individual against an institution of disobeying their wishes to
have their life prolonged under any circumstances.

Senator DANFORTH. Right.
Congressman LEVIN. You are motivated, as I am, because this is

really a bill about freedom and individual choice, not about coer-
cion. It is the opposite.

Senator DANFORTH. Sure. I mean why should institutions people
have never known before, may have never even set foot in them
before, people they have never seen, make decisions contrary to
what they would have made had they been able to decide for them-
selves, and contrary to what their families want, and what their
families believe they would have wanted.

Why should some impersonal institution-if 95 percent of this
country die-or 75 percent, rather, of the people in this country die
in hospitals, why should some hospital official or some group of
lawyers never seen before by the individual be making these
choices? And as you pointed out, it is empowerment. It is simply
saying, this is your decision, nobody else's. It should not be any-
body else's; it should be yours.

I want to thank you for what you have done, Congressman; and
for the progress you are making. I hope we can catch up with what
the House has been doing here in the Senate.

Congressman LEVIN. Thank you.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, I have never missed an

opportunity to say that I came to the Senate with Carl Levin and I
really enjoyed working with Carl. But the opportunity is to say
what a treat it is to see Senator Levin at work. He has been over
here on a number of occasions and on a number of committees and
we have been on conferences together.

I admire you greatly. And on this issue, like all the issues you
tackle, you always take the tough ways. This is my way of thank-
ing you for taking the time to be involved in this issue and to come
here today.

Congressman LEVIN. Thank you for your kind words.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. So there.
Congressman LEVIN. I think I had better leave.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Congressman, very much.
Congressman LEVIN. Good luck. You have been pioneering and I

hope that your call will be heard.
Thank you.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Our next witness-and incidentally, I will

impose the 5-minute rule only on the fourth and fifth panels. In
other words, for our next witness and then the two witnesses fol-
lowing that thee will be no 5-minute rule; and then after that,
the : will be.

Gail Wilensky has the most difficult job in Washington. She does
it extremely well. She is determined to rationalize and make sense
of a whole serious of difficulties that confront not .just providers
but consumers of health care. Now she is dealing with a tough
problem.

I look forward to your testimony, Dr. Wilensky.



STATEMENT OF HON. GAIL R. WILENSKY, PH.D., ADMINISTRA-
TOR, HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DE-
PARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Dr. WILENSKY. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am pleased

to be here today to discuss advance directives such as "living
wills," and their role in making personal health care decisions. As
we move into the 1990's medical science and technology are per-
forming life saving and sustaining treatments that were unthink-
able a few decades ago. The growing use of sophisticated medical
services increases the likelihood that individuals will have to make
difficult decisions about whether to prolong care.

Providers of health care recognize that these decisions may place
them in a troubling position from an ethical and legal standpoint.
In this health care environment, living wills and other advance di-
rectives assume an even greater importance.

I commend Senator Danforth and the subcommittee for raising
this complex issue for discussion. The Senate bill, the Patient Self-
Determination Act of 1989, represents an ambitious effort to high-
light the importance of advance directives, and to inform and edu-
cate the public about such directives. We share these goals.

I follow a guiding principal-the more knowledge people have
about their health care options, the better able they will be able to
make informed choices. I believe in the phrase that Sander Levin
used, "empowering the individual." Your goal of educating health
care consumers about living wills is entirely consistent with this
principal.Even so, we need to ask questions. How can we best ad-
vance your goal of informing the public? And, what role should the
Federal Government play in promoting public awareness of living
wills?

S. 1766 would rely on the Medicare conditions of participation for
health care providers to achieve these goals. We are concerned that
this would manipulate the conditions to a purpose significantly re-
moved from their primary objective-ensuring that quality care is
rendered in a safe environment.

The bill would accomplish its goals by imposing additional Feder-
al regulation and oversight of Medicare and Medicaid providers of
health care. Specifically, to enforce the bill's requirements, we
would have to publish regulations amending the conditions of par-
ticipation. This new condition would describe the procedures and
documentation necessary to ensure that facilities are in compliance
with the requirements relating to advance directives.

We take our responsibility to enforce the conditions of participa-
tion very seriously. We cannot and do not take a casual approach
to enforcing Federal requirements, especially when they are specif-
ically mandated in law. Providers that fail to comply with living
will standards will be required to take corrective action.

In fact, the nursing home reform legislation requires that there
must be a remedy for every deficiency. The remedies include cor-
rective action plans, fines, civil monetary penalties and bans on ad-
missions. Failure to accomplish necessary corrections would ulti-
mately subject a provider to termination of Medicare and Medicaid
payments.



Under this scenario, the Medicare and Medicaid conditions of
participation would be used to regulate an activity which does not
directly relate to the conditions' immediate goal of assuring quality
care. We believe this is a risky precedent and would encourage fur-
ther use of Medicare conditions of participation to accomplish
other unrelated activities.

Let's be clear about this. If the Congress believes that society will
be better served by knowing about living wills, then let's find a
way to provide that information directly. We should not obscure
the issue by including it in a regulatory process that deliberately
stays at arm's length from medical decisionmaking.

Our most important concern is for patients. We are concerned
that the bill does not provide adequate safeguards for poor and vul-
nerable patients. Providers should not be given incentives to limit
possible financial losses by pressuring indigent patients into
making hasty decisions about living wills or by implementing these
wills, too quickly.

A sick person may be unable to properly consider information
about living wills while in a hospital or other facility. A discussion
of living wills at a time when medical treatment is being sought
may only serve to confuse patients or to create additional anxiety.
Indeed,-a patient could believe that his care might be compromised
unless he gives specific treatment instructions.

Frankly, any decision about living wills should be made well
before an individual enters a hospital. The bill's requirement
places an unnecessary burden not only on the patient, but, we be-
lieve, also on the health facility that is required to provide this in-
formation.

We are concerned that the bill would require States to enact leg-
islation regarding living wills as a condition of Medicaid funding as
well. If a State does not comply, financial assistance critical to the
medical care of the poor could be jeopardized.

The public information campaign required by the bill also pre-
sents some problems for us. It is true that a general informational
campaign could increase the public's awareness of the value of
living wills. However, such a campaign could not be fully effective
without describing the varying legal requirements in each State.
-But I do not think the States would want the Secretary to interpret
their laws. And because of the diversity of State laws, the Secre-
tary could not assure that an accurate and consistent message
about living wills would be delivered from State to State. States are
better equipped than the Federal Government to effectively inform
citizens about advance directives. Improved public awareness about
living wills could be better accomplished without linking it to an
intrusive, cumbersome Federal requirement.

The Government funds other educational programs that are not
tied to a regulatory enforcement scheme. Why should education
about living wills be singled out as a compliance issue? Instead, we
need to develop a coordinated package of activities that will effec-
tively inform the public about living wills, outside of a forced or
coercive atmosphere.

For example, we could consider establishing a national 800
number where people could get answers to general questions and
be directed to more specific State information. States could provide



information at various points of contact with their citizens, such as
when people apply for a drivers' licenses, similar to what is being
done for the organ donor program.

In fact, States that want to elevate the importance of living wills
could mandate that providers conduct information and educational
activities as a requirement for State licensure, since this is where
licensure occurs. We could also work with professional groups like
the American Hospital Association and the American Medical As-
sociation to encourage voluntary efforts by hospitals and physi-
cians. Informational material could be made available in waiting
rooms. Physicians could participate in continuing medical educa-
tion seminars to encourage informed discussions of advance direc-
tions with their patients. Community and advocacy groups can be
enlisted to agree to work on living wills as well. These groups,
along with trade unions, and senior citizens groups, publish regular
newsletters which can target specific information to their mem-
bers.

I intend to see that HCFA does its part as well. The next update
of the "Medicare Handbook" will contain information about ad-
vance directives. I will also see that our new beneficiary education
campaign addresses this important issue directly.

Further, we will consider other informational tactics such as
using the check stuffer, which we often include in Social Security
checks to provide important information to our beneficiaries. We
can also work with other Federal agencies, such as the Administra-
tion on Aging and the Department of Veterans Affairs, to tap into
their routine lines of communication with (he people that they
serve.

The options are practically endless. It will take a mutual com-
mitment to develop an informational strategy that works, and
HCFA will-contribute its share to this effort. I want to reiterate my
strong support for making the public more aware of the impor-
tance of advance directives.

However, given the sensitivity of the life and death decisions
made through advance directives, actions by the Federal Govern-
ment regarding their use should be carefully and cautiously consid-
ered. Any Federal requirement to advise and inform should not
result in a tension or pressure that is inappropriate in personal
treatment decisions. We can, however, work together to fashion co-
operative programs that educate the public about living wills.

I thank you for the opportunity to discuss this important issue
and would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Dr. Wilensky.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Wilensky appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator ROCKEFELLER. I get a kind of a mixed message from your

testimony. Because on the one hand it seems to me you are saying
you want to help-talking about an 800 number and the "Medicare
Handbook"-and on the other hand you are saying in a sense this
should not be a Federal regulatory matter. And I understand your
sensitivity about this because I leaned over to Senator Danforth
and I said one of the admirable things that you are trying to do is
to cut down on burdensome regulations. That is one of the things I



think you have as objective in your Department. But on the other
hand, I am not sure if this isn't a different kind of a situation.

You have an objection to tying Medicare to the enforcement of
distribution or the disposition of advance directives. On the other
hand, I believe that under current law hospitals, at least, must ask
members of families if they are willing to donate organs of some-
body who has just died and that this is, in fact, tied to participating
in the Medicare program.

Dr. WILENSKY. No, that is not correct.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. I am incorrect about that? What is the sit-

uation on that?
Dr. WILENSKY. Okay. Let me back up and answer the first part

about the confusion. I understand how that confusion could exist. I
would like to clarify it.

I feel very strongly about the general objective that you are
trying to undertake to inform individuals, to make information
available, and to allow them to make their choices. I would like to
make that as clear as I can. I have two different levels of objections
to this particular strategy. One is an area in which I am generally
sensitive to, and that is because it is such a forceful mechanism.
There is an interest and tendency that I have heard during my
brief tenure at HCFA, on probably a dozen occasions already, to tie
things to Medicare conditions of participation.

We take a jaundiced view-I guess is the best way to put it--to
doing that, unless we believe that the condition is directly and im-
mediately related to the quality of health care that is provided, and
to providing a safe environment in which health care is delivered.
And anything which is somewhat extraneous, not unrelated to
quality issues, but somewhat extraneous, on principle, we object to.
We take the conditions of participation very seriously and enforce
them very seriously. Violations can result in termination notices.
Serious corrective plans of action need to occur. This is not some-
thing that we take lightly.

So, our concern is that we are taking something that we have an
interest in, an interest in promoting knowledge about, but, which
we believe is not directly and immediately related to the quality of
health care provided, nor to the provision of a safe, physical envi-
ronment and tying it to a directive.

Again, the example that you use with regard to organ donation
is not a condition of participation. There was one which Congress-
man Levin did reference about patient's rights. I am also advised
that the particular condition it is very difficult to enforce. That is,
to ensure that patients are informed of their rights tends to be
more of a paperwork process.

So, the living will provision is one requirement which, in fact, we
believe would be very difficult to enforce requirement and we
object, on general grounds about tying something to a condition of
participation which we believe is not directly related to either qual-
ity or safety for the patient.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Okay. It is possible that the American
Hospital Association may not agree with your statement that they
do not have to do this. Since they will be testifying later we will
find out.



Dr. Wilensky, I guess what I am sitting up here trying to think is
that you are raising--

Dr. WILENSKY. We believe hospitals may already do this. Again,
we are not objecting to hospitals doing this. We would like to work
with the American Hospital Association, have information avail-
able, encourage hospitals, encourage physicians who we think are
in an even better position than the hospital, which by its very
nature is a highly stressful place to be, to discuss this information,
to make it widely available, but not to force the provision of infor-
mation as a condition of participation in Medicare.

We believe that there is a very indirect relationship between the
general provision of information about advance directives and
whether or not a hospital ought to be allowed to participate in
Medicare.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. I understand your answer.
I guess what is confusing to me is that as I was listening to your

testimony I was waiting for you to say, "Of course we will partici-
pate in this." I somehow expected that. I had read your testimony.
I knew it was not coming, but then I figured, well, no but she
will-it will have changed by the morning. [Laughter.]

Senator ROCKEFELLER. I am serious about that. As I indicated at
the beginning, this is the first hearing we have had on something
of this sort. The issue has gained considerable public attention.
Social workers, providers, hospitals, nursing homes, all kinds of
people provide care to the elderly and therefore who deal with
Medicare and Medicaid. This is part of your bailiwick.

I guess I am confused because it seemed to me that you would,
other than whatever the cost is of a toll-free number, which you
have suggested, or the "Medicare Handbook," that you would sort
of welcome a chance to do this because it is a---

Dr. WILENSKY. I said we are going to do this with the "Medicare
Handbook."

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Well in that people are not aware, what is
so ethically wrong or burdensome about requiring that kind of
work for participation in Medicare? I mean, why is that so offen-
sive?

Dr. WILENSKY. Again, it is offensive to us on at least two
grounds. I know that at the moment you are particularly con-
cerned about this particular issue. It is not uncommon to want to
use the conditions of participation for what are regarded as many
generally appropriate good kinds of activities, like providing
smoke-free environments, or doing AIDS testing and counseling.

As a general rule, we do not wish to have Medicare conditions of
participation tied to things which we believe are not directly and
immediately related to the quality of care being provided and the
safety of the patient. We think there are lots of ways that HCFA
and other parts of the Department of Health and Human Services
can do things directly to increase the information available.

The point of this is to try to have people understand they have
the right to make these kinds of decisions. That is the ultimate
point. That means trying to make information more readily avail-
able than it currently has been.

The problem is not so much with the legal structure. Forty-two
States acknowledge living wills, somewhat lesser have durable



power of attorneys. But people are frequently not aware of it. They
do not know where to go for information. They do not have easily
available means of information. We think there are lots of ways to
try to increase the availability of information.

We are willing to explore the notion of an 800 line, not to pro-
vide information directly on living wills. Obviously, that does not
make a lot of sense. This is a personal issue. There are a lot of com-
plicated questions. But rather we should direct people who have in-
terests, if they do not know where to go in their State. And after
all, State laws do differ. It is hard to give absolutely the same in-
formation in any sort of national way to make sure that people
know where to go in their States.

The notion of putting information available like they do inT many
art, -they do in the District of Columbia-about organ donation
where people pick up forms for drivers' licenses is simply a way to
say, this is an area you may wish to know about. Here is where
you can find out more about it. Working with the AMA, to try to
encourage physicians to place information in their waiting rooms.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Dr. Wilensky, all of this I applaud and I
understand. I guess I can best ask my question by asking for a
sense of priorities. Name five or six things for which you do require
hospitals, providers, others to do as a condition of participating in
Medicare. It is a way of trying to draw out a sense of priorities.

Dr. WILENSKY. Adequate staffing, cleanliness, involvement in
quality assurance programs, medical review, fire safety codes. They
are elements that directly relate to the quality of care being pro-
vided, literally the physical quality of care being provided to the
patient as well as physical safety of the hospital environment with
regard to fire and other safety remedies.

They are conditions which, if not met, we terminate the right of
providing health care under the Medicare program. We do so
either on an immediate basis, if they are immediate threats to the
health and safety of individuals, or we do on a more frequent basis
with a 90-day termination notice and a -resurvey to establish
whether or not hospitals will come in compliance with a particular
condition of participation.

These are very serious, immediate, direct relationships to qual-
ity. There are a couple of exceptions that have occurred. We are
trying very hard not to have conditions of participation be a vehi-
cle that people use to hang important, worthy, laudatory goals on
that are not directly and immediately related to quality of care and
physical safety of the patient.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Senator Danforth?
Senator DANFORTH. Dr. Wilensky, thank you very much for your

being here to explain the doctrine of your Agency. I think that-as
I said in my opening statement-every little bit helps. Every little
reference to living wills, because if 74 percent of the physicians in
Colorado do not even know what the law is there is a very signifi-
cant information gap.

Dr. WILENSKY. I agree.
Senator DANFORTH. I do not agree with you that providing infor-

mation constitutes pressure. I think that an informed public is
very, very important. And for me to say that to provide simple in-
formation and to allow people to make their own choice somehow



constitutes pressure is somehow wrong. But I do believe that every
little bit helps. And while I think that having an 800 number or
putting a paragraph in a handbook is not going to have any signifi-
cant effect, maybe a few people are going to be informed by it and I
would encourage HCFA to take whatever steps you have in mind
however small they might be.

With respect to the requirement on providing information on
organ transplant you might like to read Section 1138 of the Social
Security Act. I thank you for being here.

Dr. WILENSKY. Thank you.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. I am reading Section 1138 of the Social Se-

curity Act. It is too long so I will not comment on it. Thank you
very much for being here.

Dr. WILENSKY. My response to the reference to the Section is, I
have been told that that is not incorporated into the conditions of
participation as a point of fact.

Thank you.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. I will followup with you privately on this

matter. I thank you very much for being here, Dr. Wilensky.
Our next witnesses are Julianne M. Delio of Queens, NY, and

Kitty Allen, who is co-chair of the Public Policy Committee of the
Alzheimer's Association of Houston, TX.

We are very happy that you are both here. You both have power-
ful, painful and important matters to put before the Congress. Ms.
Delio, we would start with you if that is all right.

STATEMENT OF JULIANNE M. DELIO, QUEENS, NY
Dr. DELIO. Thank you. Chairman Rockefeller, Senator Danforth,

my name is Julie Delio. I am from New York. In 1986 my husband,
Daniel Delio, underwent a minor operation to repair a rectal fistu-
la. Due to an act of negligence by the anesthesiologist his brain
was destroyed rendering him permanently unconscious. Danny suf-
fered not only cortical brain death but also the misfortune of
having his heart revived even though his human essence had been
destroyed. He had brainstem function only. He was 33 years old
His life was essentially over. He had been thrown into a persistent
vegetative state.

At this point medicine was able only to offer him an existence in
oblivion. He was being kept alive by artificial nutrition and hydra-
tion forced through a jejunostomy tube into his intestines. He was
entirely defenseless against medical technology that forced upon
him an existence which he found abominable. He had been pre-
pared to accept a natural death.

Danny believed the death of the cortex was synonymous with the
death of the person. This belief stemmed from his extensive scien-
tific understanding of the body as well as his philosophy on life.

Danny and I had had extensive, detailed discussions about vege-
tative states and artificial life support measures. He had made me
promise never to let him live even 1 day in such a condition. His
mother and I were the only ones left to speak for him. I requested
termination of all life support, including artificial nutrition and hy-
dration, so that the death initiated by the doctors who operated on
him could finally conclude.



At that time I was employed as an assistant professor of medi-
cine at New York Medical College, which is affiliated with West-
chester County Medical Center, the facility to which my husband
had been transferred for treatment after the operation that de-
stroyed his brain. Despite the fact that Westchester County doctors
privately agreed with my request to terminate life support meas-
ures the hospital officially ignored my request and forced me to
resort to litigation. After filing my lawsuit I was fired from my job
at New York Medical College.

My termination was a clear message to Westchester County phy-
sicians. Among other fears, the MD's were afraid of losing their
jobs as I had lost mine. The hospital administration was making all
decisions from a risk-management point of view. The medical staff
who knew and understood the medical issues and Danny's family,
who knew and understood his desires, were shut out.

Taking my case to court alienated me from the medical commu-
nity. No physician ever called me after I filed my lawsuit. They
continued treating him aggressively without informing me and
without my consent until I threatened them with criminal assault
charges. Then they made me sign refusal to consent to treatment
forms each time they felt he required some form of treatment.
They made me feel as if I was signing a death warrant each time.

The judicial process was devastating to me and my mother-in-
law. The loss of my husband was tragic enough yet then I was then
forced to plead publicly to strangers for his death. You cannot
imagine the psychological trauma involved in pleading for the
death of the person you love most in this entire world. I could
barely concentrate in court and I was so afraid.

After 13 harrowing months in the court system, the New York
State Appellate Division upheld Danny's right to refuse treatment
even though he was no longer able to speak for himself.

After the court ruled in our favor the hospital still refused to ter-
minate treatment. The day after the court order came down the
feeding tube fell out of him as had so often happened throughout
the year. I begged them not to reinsert it, citing the Appellate
Court decision on our right to refuse this treatment. A doctor
promised me that the tube would not be put back in. I left the hos-
pital late that night only to return early the next day to find that
they had not only reinserted this tube into my unconscious, de-
fenseless husband, but they also stitched it in.

I will never forget the fresh blood on his emaciated stomach.
There was no record of who reinserted the tube, who gave the
order and no doctor would face me to explain. The administration
had ordered this to be done against my husband's wishes and
against my wishes as his court-appointed conservator.

The court ordered the hospital to terminate treatment or trans-
fer Danny to another facility that would agree to abide by his
wishes. Westchester County Medical Center said they would not
appeal the decision as long as we agreed to transfer him. They
simply wanted to wash their hands of this whole affair. Therein
humanity added enormously to our private tragedy.

Families should not be stigmatized by County or public facilities
and further traumatized by forced transfer as my family was,
simply for requesting their legal rights. Why should a county hos-



pital be able to refuse a patient's legal court-sanctioned rights
when my husband's physicians in that hospital were willing to
comply with the court order?

After a heart wrenching search Danny was transferred to a hos-
pital in Manhattan. Ten days later he died quietly in my arms, sur-
rounded by his mother and uncle.

But not even death gave him release from the bureaucracy of our
medical and legal communities. Two hours before his funeral I was
informed that the New York City Coroner's Office refused to issue
a certificate of cremation. They demanded an autopsy on Danny's
body. No one could tell me why. After his funeral they took his
body to the city morgue and autopsied him. Two days later I was
called to identify the body.

When Danny died I had donated all of his organs according to
his wishes. I was then told by the doctors that his year in a vegeta-
tive state had left all of his organs, except for his corneas, useless
to the living. Artificial nutrition was not even minimally able to
keep him in an acceptable state for organ donation. Ironically, the
power of medicine was only to further destroy his body.

Had my husband been allowed to die a natural death when his
brain was first destroyed at least five others could have lived. Had
the doctors been empowered to honor his wishes without me going
to court, his heart, liver, kidneys, bones and skin could have been
used to give back to others the joy of life which had been taken
from my husband.

Even though the court system eventually worked for us we were
brutalized by it. No one should ever have to go to court under these
circumstances. Court is the last place a family belongs when they
are facing their darkest hours.

Danny did not have a will. He never put his wishes in writing. I
did not even have power of attorney for him even though we were
a well educated couple and knew these things were important. We
were young and enjoying a happy life. Who would have known
what was to happen to us. We were not a typical family. Both of us
had Ph.D.'s, had extensive scientific training, and had worked in a
medical setting for years.

That Danny and I talked to extensively about vegetative states
was amazing to most people. We were able to offer clear and con-
vincing evidence of Danny's wishes. Most people have not and will
not speak of these issues in the kind of depth our courts and laws
seem to be requiring of our American families.

The Cruzan family and what has happened to them is far more
typical. This system utterly failed them. Their case is a more horri-
fying example of how most American families will continue to fare
in our present system. For us it is too late, but perhaps somehow
we can lessen the devastation to others in the future.

Thank you.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Ms. Delio, very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Delio appears in the appendix.]
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Ms. Allen, we would welcome hearing

from you.



STATEMENT OF KITTY C. ALLEN, CO-CHAIR, PUBLIC POLICY
COMMITTEE, ALZHEIMER'S ASSOCIATION, HOUSTON, TX

Ms. ALLEN. Chairman Rockefeller, Senator Danforth, and mem-
bers of the committee, my name is Kitty Allen and I am from
Houston, TX. I am here to speak for my mother-in-law who has
Alzheimer's disease and for my family who cares for her. I am also
here as co-chair of the Public Policy Committee for the Alzheimer's
Association and I have submitted this statement on behalf of that
organization.

I want to commend this committee, and Senator Danforth par-
ticularly, for your leadership on this issue of patient self- determi-
nation. This committee, and especially you, Chairman Rockefeller,
as head of the Pepper Commission, has been at the forefront of ef-
forts to assure that all Americans have access to health care and to
long-term care services to sustain and improve the quality of life.

It is appropriate that you should also be taking on the issue of
how decisions are made about medical treatment, particularly as
life nears its end. And we are grateful to you for the opportunity to
be here today.

The Alzheimer's Association is the national voluntary health
agency organized to support families caring for loved ones with
Alzheimer's disease and, through research, to find the cause, the
treatment and the cure for this horrible affliction. We work
through 210 chapters and over 1,600 support groups throughout the
country.

Alzheimer's disease is a degenerative disease that robs a person
of memory, judgment, reasoning, everything that makes that
person a unique human being. It is irreversible, untreatable and
always fatal. One of the cruelest ironies of the disease is that the
body often remains physically healthy long after the person inside
has disappeared. Death is inevitable.

But by the time the patient reaches the stage where decisions
have to be made about life-sustaining treatments, he or she is no
longer capable of participating in those decisions.

I have come here today to tell you about Gran, my mother-in-
law. My husband., Joe, is her only son. She and Papa have been
married for 55 years. He worked on the docks for -Exxon for 31
years, and she was a homemaker. Ten years ago Gran was helping
me take care of my babies.

Senator Rockefeller. Take your time.
Ms. Allen. Today she is lying at my house in a fetal position.

When Gran was diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease in 1981, we did
everything we thought we were supposed to do to help her get her
affairs in order. We updated her will, but no one ever mentioned a
living will. We really thought Lhose were more for organ donation.
And they certainly did not mention a durable power of attorney for
health care-neither the doctor, nor the lawyer.

Two years after her diagnosis, Gran and Papa sold their house
and moved in with Joe and me and the little girls. She was still
walking then, but she was gradually forgetting how to do the most
basic things. She required constant supervision. She was already
wearing diapers and she was forgetting how to eat.



Over the course of a year or so we went from feeding her table
food to junior foods to strained baby foods. By 1985 she had shrunk
from a 140 pound vital woman to an 80-pound shell of herself. One
Thursday afternoon she forgot how to swallow and there was no
way we could get any food or water into her body. In fact, anything
we put into her mouth simply drooled out.

By Saturday it was clear to me that she was becoming dehydrat-
ed. I contacted the emergency room since her physician was out of
town, but they completely dismissed our concerns and they said,
"Oh, honey, she'll eat when she gets ready." By Monday when her
doctor returned, we finally got someone to see her. However, they
refused to listen to my explanation that that part of her brain had
died on Thursday that told her how to swallow. They insisted that
she must have some sort of obstruction.

So over our objections they took her away from us to do what
they called a barium swallow. But because Gran could not remem-
ber how to swallow, they ended up pouring the barium into her
lungs and inducing pneumonia. With that they had to admit her to
the hospital and the doctors told us that in order to treat the pneu-
monia they would first have to insert a feeding tube to rehydrate
her. They led us to believe that this was a very temporary proce-
dure, really only necessary to kind of get her back to where she
was.

In any case, in the condition that she was in they had already
estimated she had no more than 6 months to live. We had agreed
as a family long before this incident that there would be no ex-
traordinary efforts to save Gran when it was time for her to go.
Papa, and Joe, and I knew that was what she wanted. And had the
doctors explained the implications of what they were doing to
Gran, that they were in fact introducing a life support system that
could never be disconnected, we would never have allowed that
tube to be inserted. That was all 6 years ago.

Gran has not been out of bed since the day they put in the tubes.
And because of the formula that she takes she is now so heavy we
have to have a hydraulic lift to move her. She's at home, and she's
alive, but not living. Now I don't know how many of you have ever
seen just how invasive that treatment is, and it is painful. I know
because we have to keep one arm restrained to keep her from pull-
ing the tube out.

Our lawyers have told us that there is nothing we can do to
remove the tubes and to allow the natural process of dying occur.
Papa, her husband, is an 87-year-old man in frail health himself,
and he spends his days taking care of Gran with me and part-time
nursing help. He has an advance directive. Even so, he lives in con-
stant fear of being hooked up to a machine and constantly reminds
us that this must never happen to him.

Our story is not fancy and it is not unusual. That is probably the
greatest tragedy of all. Because, in fact, it is a fairly typical story
of a family dealing with Alzheimer's disease and one that can be
told by any number, or any thousands, of people of families across
the country.

This is not a minor issue. Four million people in the United
States today have Alzheimer's disease. Half of us in this room, if
we live to be 85, will be stricken with this devastating illness. In



every case, if some intercurrent illness does not end life sooner, the
patient will reach the stage Gran is in today-unable to perform
even the most basic function of daily life, certainly unable to com-
municate their wishes with regard to medical treatments.

This is why our association so enthusiastically supports Senator
Danforth's bill.

The association has adopted guidelines for the treatment of pa-
tients with advance dementia, and these guidelines include family
members as a critical part of the decisionmaking process. Copies of
these guidelines have been submitted with the testimony.

The Supreme Court in the Cruzan decision has now held, howev-
er, that the family does not have a constitutional right to makes
these decisions for a loved one. That ruling underscores all the
more the importance of clear advance directives, which not only
specify a person's treatment wishes but authorize another to make
sure those wishes are carried out if the person is not able to decide
for himself or herself.

There is no dcubt in our minds that Gran did not want to be
kept alive the way she is today and that she did not want the feed-
ing tube in her present condition. But because she had never writ-
ten that down and had never named a durable power of attorney
for health care decisions, we cannot honor her wishes. What a God
send it would have been if when Gran would have entered that fa-
cility for the early diagnosis 10 years ago someone had talked to
her, to us, about her rights to execute an advance directive and to
make her wishes known before it was too late.

This very legislation encourages each of us to sit down with our
loved ones and our doctors and to work through these issues when
we are competent and healthy. A time of crisis is not a time for
carefully considered rational decisions about medical treatments.
Our family has learned the hard way the consequences of not
making those decisions early before tragedy strikes.

Certainly the best decisionmaking occurs when there is good and
open communication among everyone involved-the doctor, the pa-
tient and the family. By making discussion of treatment issues a
routine part of health care you are encouraging that communica-
tion. This bill recognizes that execution of a legal document does
not end the process but that providers have an affirmative obliga-
tion to continue to review treatment plans.

The association does recommend one minor change in the bill,
but a very significant change. This is to ensure that this obligation
of communication continues even when the patient loses the capac-
ity to participate in the discussion. The bill establishes a clear re-
sponsibility of the provider to the patient-to inform him or her of
their rights, to inquire about the presence of an advance directive,
to honor the patient's wishes with regard to treatment, and to peri-
odically review those wishes with the patient.

We recommend that language be added to the bill to make-clear
that the provider has these same responsibilities to communicate
with responsible family members or the patient's guardian. With-
out that protection the bill would have little meaning for an Alz-
heimer's patient once that patient loses the ability to communicate
about his or her wishes with regard to further treatments.



In conclusion, let me express once again the appreciation of the
Alzheimer's Association for your efforts to protect the rights of all
of us to make our own decisions about medical treatment and to
assure that those decisions are respected. Enactment of this bill
will not do anything to change the cruel reality of Alzheimer's or
to halt the inevitable progression of the disease. That will require
an expanded commitment to medical research to find the answers
to the disease and the development of a long-term care system that
provides help for its victims.

By encouraging early and clear decision making with regard to
medical treatment, however, you can at least make it possible for
patients and their families to come to the end of their ordeal with
some final dignity and peace.

I would be happy to answer any questions. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Allen appears in the appendix.]
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you very much, Ms. Allen, and

both of you for your courageous testimony.
It is incredible isn't it that this goes on? As you indicated, 4 mil-

lion Americans have Alzheimer's. As you indicated, that disease is
not going to turn around unless there is a cure. So much of this is
going on but it takes place in private, and it is the most private of
all agonies.

Therefore, the public and others--institutions, rules and regula-
tions, the Government, even hospitals-do not know what to do,
cannot face direct action. Perhaps they are scared. I do not know
what it is. Why would it be? I mean Americans are a compassion-
ate people. When people are starving in Ethiopia we turn the world
upside down to try and help. One little girl fHlis down a well in
Texas all news stops until that little girl comeb out safely. We are
an extraordinary nation and very compassionate people.

Why is it, do you think, that the situations that both of you have
described go on and that we are somehow unable to confront them
and to help families with this situation?

Ms. DELIO. From my experience, one thing that became very
clear to me early on and throughout the entire year that my hus-
band was in a vegetative state was that the physicians they sympa-
thized with me, they had the medical knowledge to understand
what the medical reality was for my husband, they agreed with me
that this was the proper thing to do, but beyond that they were
afraid to speak out on their convictions. Somehow they were over-
whelmed by the administration and the administration's control
over the situation.

And the level of ignorance amongst hospital personnel, including
the physicians-the administrators, physician's assistants, nurse's
assistants, nurses-was unbelievable to me, that they had no con-
cept of what the patients' rights were, no concept of what their
rights were, and no feeling of a sense of responsibility to learn
what their rights were and-what my rights were.

I can remember having discussions about the AMA's recent
statement at that time, in 1986, about termination of treatment for
the hopelessly ill, and the neurologist involved in the case knew
nothing of this statement. I found out very fast as soon as I was
confronted with this problem. And here they were dealing with
these kinds of situations all the time and they knew nothing about



this statement and they didn't seem to care. It was like, "well I
simply cannot make that decision for you," and did not want to get
involved.

Also in my case they were afraid to get involved because they
were afraid of losing their jobs. It is unbelievable. But again, the
level of ignorance amongst all the professional staff was intoler-
able. I believe it is very, very important that we educate not only
patients of their rights, but the personnel who are delivering the
health care to the patients.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. And don't you think that informing pa-
tients of their rights, families of their rights in the hospital in that
setting is perfectly acceptable?

Ms. DELIO. I think it is perfectly acceptable because-I also see it
as acceptable in other areas and in other methods. But within the
hospital setting I can say from my own experience, my mother-in-
law has a high school education, never dealt with these issues
really to the extent that we were forced to face them at this time,
and it took her a number of weeks to come to grips with what the
reality was.

She had never thought of these issues in the depth that Danny
and I had. But it took her quite a few weeks to come to grips with
the fact that this is the time to let go. This is what Danny really
would have wanted. And had she never been faced with that out-
side of the hospital, just talking about it philosophically outside the
hospital environment, I don't think she ever would have come to
grips with what was going on really. I don't-think she would have
had a full understanding of what kind of decisions we would have
to face.

I don't know if I made myself clear.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. You did.
How long after your husband's surgery did you know that he was

at the point that he would not want to continue in that condition?
Ms. DELIO. Well I knew almost immediately from the first night

that his brain was essentially destroyed, but it was probably about
2 weeks because the physicians kept assuring me that-well they
had to put him into a barbiturate coma to stop his seizures from
occurring and they told me it would take about 2 weeks for those
drugs to wash out before they would know really what the state of
his brain was. So it was probably about 2 weeks after the incident,
which is very early for many people.

There was another woman who went through this with her hus-
band. It took her 2 years to come to grips with the reality that her
husband was riot coming back-2 years in the situation before she
went to court for the right for her husband to refuse artificial nu-
trition and hydration. That was Pat Brophy in Massachusetts.

So I think people's understanding of what the reality is comes at
different times. And even if you don't have an advance directive
sometimes I think it is more important for the family to under-
stand the issues at hand during the time of an incident so that
they can make decisions based upon what they believe the patients
would have wanted for themselves.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Kitty Allen, in describing the situation of
Alzheimer's, Ms. Delio, and we know that 4 million people are af-
flicted with Alzheimer's disease-in fact, one Of the interesting



things about that is up until recently we thought it was 2 million
people; now we learn it is 4 million people. How in America with
all of our information do we suddenly have the knowledge that
there are 4 million rather than 2 million people who have Alzhei-
mer's. I am not asking that as a question, but I am just sort of
struck by that as a point of lack of information, a lack of under-
standing.

Ms. Delio, many people after hearing your testimony would say
well, I do not know somebody like that and that probably will not
happen to me. Human nature is to deflect and to defer.

Ms. DELIO. Yes.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Unless there is an intervention which

says, let's face now some things which possibly could happen later,
so that we will be more realistic and more empowered by that
time. In fact, the situation you have described to us with respect to
your husband is not as unusual as people think it is, is it? Have
you talked with numbers of other families?

Ms. DELIO. I always question every time I read a summary of the
kinds of numbers of people who are in a vegetative state in this
country. That number 10,000 always pops up; and I always wonder
where the source of that number came from. When my husband
was in Westchester County there were two other patients that I
knew of-one younger than him, and one much, much older than
him who were vegetative at the time. And in my own neighbor-
hood, after my own case was done, a man who lived 2 miles from
me gave me a phone call after reading about my case and told me
his wife was vegetative and he was at a loss for what to do. He
needed help in trying to win for her her rights, which he eventual-
ly did after going through another terrible court battle.

And since then I have been contacted by a woman in Nassau
County and Suffolk County, actually quite recently. Again, one
woman had a daughter who has been vegetative for 12 years, and
she was absolutely frantic saying, "I never knew that I could do
anything about this. I knew she never wanted to live like this, but
I never knew I had any rights or ability to do anything abotit this."

So people on a personal level have contacted me and all within
my area. And it makes me wonder if there are this many people
right within my own neighborhood, then I suspect that that
number is an underestimate and probably a gross underestimate of
what the reality is in this country, but I do not know for sure.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. But in any event, the passage of Senator
Danforth's bill would really help hundreds of thousands of people,
wouldn't it?

Ms. DELIo. I think so. It is critical to raise the awareness and
have people start talking about these issues. Because the best of all
possible worlds people will talk about these issues and make their
wishes known. Unfortunately, that is not what is out there now.

What happened to the Cruzan family is just a horror when I
think back on it. That is more typical of the American family
today. People have a gross sense of whew, I wouldn't want that to
happen to me," but that kind of testimony is not standing up in
our courts and perhaps it should. Because people do not have the
language and the verbal background to describe the types of medi-
cal technology they do not want.



I think it is unfair to the American population to expect of them
to have knowledge of all the medical forms of treatment there are
and list them specifically. And I think it is important that families
should have the right to make decisions as the situations occur
once they understand and see what is going on and what is hap-
pening to their family members.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Ms. Allen, isn't it the obligation of every-
one-whether it is hospitals, social workers, private individuals,
State governments, Federal Governments, health care financing
agencies-isn't it really the obligation of every single person, every
single institution, every single force possible to make people aware
that through knowledge they can save themselves the agony that
you have gone through and that government ought to be doing all
it can?

Ms. ALLEN. Without question, Senator. I think in particular the
institutions where a lot of these people enter the system, so to
speak, for the first time, this is an excellent way to start.

The Alzheimer's Association, through our newsletters as Dr. Wi-
lensky suggested, encourages our members to take the initiative for
their loved ones while they are still competent, to execute durable
powers of attorney, living wills. We cannot do it all. And this kind
of legislation is a tremendous first step towards that greater educa-
tion effort.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you both very much.
Senator Danforth?
Senator DANFORTH. I want to express to both of you my gratitude

for your willingness to be here and to relive for us your own sto-
ries. This is, of course, very powerful testimony and it is a terrible
ordeal you have gone through. I appreciate your sharing it with us.

I take it, Mrs. Allen, that your view as well as Mrs. Delio's view
is that you are not alone? I mean, this is not an unusual situation
that you have gone through. It is very common. You know other
cases?

Ms. ALLEN. Yes, sir. Very definitely.
Senator DANFORTH. HCFA you heard testify that they are con-

cerned about piling more and more burdens on hospitals, and the
paperwork, and the regulatory burden, and so forth. I guess every-
thing that Government does should be the consideration of not
trying to overburden the American people. There is always a ques-
tion of balancing the good that can be done with the burden that is
imposed.

Were you impressed with the regulatory burden argument? It
just seems to me that it is such a simple matter to say to some-
body, you know, "Here is a brochure and here are your rights."

Ms. ALLEN. No. I personally was not impressed with her claim
that it would be an unreasonable burden on the administration.
Quite the contrary. As I understood from the testimony in tying it
into the-what was the term-the provider, the eligibility, and
their fear of a risky predecent-I think was the language that was
used-and her claim that it did not have a direct impact on the
quality of care. Quite the contrary. I think it has a real direct
impact on the quality of care and respect for the wishes of the pa-
tient.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you have anything you would like to add?



Ms. DELIO. I would agree. When I hear someone say it does not
have an impact on the quality of care that statement is utterly as-
tounding to me when I think of what they did to my husband for
over a year and how they utterly ignored his wishes. I mean that
was just so traumatic to me, to know that his desires were clear
and his wishes were ignored and what they called caring for him at
the time that he was receiving medical treatment. To me this was
an abomination and a crime against him.

If that is not quality of care, I do not know what is.
Senator DANFORTH. Well again, I want to thank both of you for

being here and for your very powerful testimony.
Ms. ALLEN. Thank you.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you. Let me also say as one who

sat here for many years learning most from the lay people, the
non-experts, that those were very, very special and certainly in my
case influenced my own understanding greatly. I thank you both
for that.

I am going to ask what will sound like a legal question but it is
not. I mean you are a better part of the understanding of the prob-
lem. But if I understand the majority in the Cruzan case correctly,
and I am just sort of bottom lining this, they said that the State is
entitled to guard against potential abuses, everybody's concern in
the system.

People who are concerned about potential abuses, I think, look at
what we have come to know as the more readily available advance
directives, like living wills, as a great potential abuse. I mean my
mom has a living will. I think she did it just because she felt she
ought to do it, like so many people do. And certainly what Jack
Danforth is doing with this bill would make her much better in-
formed under a certain set of circumstances than-she is.

But potentially the issue of informed consent is the difficult part
that we wrestle with here. And whether it is a living will situation
which in effect the doctor ends up making a decision in many cases
or in many-States or it is some other kind of situation which you
are trying as a relative to determine not what you would want to
have happen if it were you, not what you would want to have
happen with Grandma or your husband, as the case may be, but
trying to best reflect the consent and the intent of the person in-
volved.

Do each of you have a recommendation about how we might best
deal with that issue of informed consent and the instrument or the
process or something that you wish had been in place at a particu-
lar time in your particular cases?

I mean it is a burden for you to carry too. I am assuming that in
one way or another your cases are very different, but the decision
making burden is not an easy one to carry either and there would
be some comfort in the long run, years from now, when you think
back on your husband, when you think back on your Grandma.

Is there a process that you have thought about or some kind of
an arrangement, if you will, that would make you comfortable?

Ms. ALLEN. In our own personal decision I think when Gran was
initially diagnosed-and she was in a hospital setting for that diag-
nosis-I think perhaps any patient that is given a fatal, terminal



diagnosis should receive some additional counseling on how best to
make the kinds of decisions perhaps they will be confronted with.
That would have been very helpful to us.

And again, maybe that should have been from the physician,
maybe there was a social worker in the hospital. I am not really
sure. But it would have been really helpful if instead of just check-
ing out, being told you're on your own, some special information
about the kinds of decisions that would ultimately confront us
would have been very beneficial.

Ms. DELIO. In my husband's case, I'm not really sure. Things
were so clear to me what he wanted. Perhaps if there had been a
form on entry into the hospital, at the point of admission, that
would allow him to state his wishes as to who should make health
care decisions for him, that might have been helpful. I really don't
know though about that. One thing that has become very clear to
me personally is that I am a strong believer in the ability of substi-
tute decision making because as I said before most people cannot
comprehend this situation until they are truly faced with it. Most
people do not think about these things and they never will. And
even if they think about them, they often times do not take action
on it.

I mean as you well know, it is legal to write a will. How many
people, you know, write a regular will, let alone a living will? I
have a fear that starting to-well, it is good to make all of this
more routine, to make advance directives and living wills part of
our regular health care upbringing, but at the same time I have a
bit of a fear that if a person does not have an advance directive, I
would hope that they would not be stripped of their rights to exe-
cute their beliefs and their right to refuse treatment under certain
circumstances. And I would hope that the families would still be
able to, to the best of their abilities, determine what their family
member would have wanted for themselves and still have the free-
dom to execute what they believe would have been in the best in-
terests of the patient.

I didn't really read the Cruzan decision, but I heard that one of
the statements was, "Well let's err on the side of life." And I must
say that I have never seen a more destructive force in life as what
I saw being done to my husband and being kept alive in a persist-
ent vegetative state. I would never describe that as "erring on the
side of life." I only describe it as a force that is far more destruc-
tive of life.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you both very much. It sounds silly
to say that you have made an impact and you have contributed
enormously. You have. We are grateful for your courage. Thank
you for coming.

Ms. ALLEN. Thank you very much.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Our next panel is the Reverend Richard

McCormick, who is professor of Christian ethics at the University
of Notre Dame; and Dr. Thomas Scully, who is director of the
bioethics program, school of medicine, University of Nevada. If you
gentlemen would have a seat.

We will now go to the 5-minute rule.



Senator Danforth just pointed out to me that we have a vote.
What I will do is to call a 10-minute recess so we can vote and
come back.

[Whereupon, the hearing recessed at 11:22 a.m. and resumed at
11:36 a.m.]

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Father McCormick, you are identified to
me as Mr. McCormick by the sign in front of you. I think Father
would be more appropriate, would it not?

Father MCCORMICK. That is right.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. We would welcome your testimony, sir.

STATEMENT OF REV. RICHARD A. McCORMICK, SJ., JOHN
O'BRIEN PROFESSOR OF CHRISTIAN ETHICS, UNIVERSITY OF
NOTRE DAME, SOUTH BEND, IN
Father MCCORMICK. Thank you. I am Father Richard McCor-

mick, a Jesuit priest and a professor of Christian ethics at the Uni-
versity of Notre Dame. I have been in the field of Christian ethics
for 35 years. I speak for myself, obviously, not the Catholic Church,
nor do I speak for the Catholic Health Association, though I en-
dorse with virtual unanimity their endorsement of S. 1766.

I want to explain in detail why I endorse this. Basically, I can
put it this way: I consider self-determination and knowledge about
it to be directly and immediately associated with quality care-a
slight difference with a previous witness. I believe that hospitals
which put the patient at the center of their concern should be key
actors in the dissemination of the knowledge which is so key to
their patients.

One of the greatest obstacles to the exercise of the right of self-
determination in this context is ignorance about the right itself
and about the tools of its exercise. I can personally testify in my
own work throughout the country that this ignorance is wide-
spread. Over and over people approach me after lectures and so on
to inquire about living wills, durable powers of attorney, indicating
that they do not really know a great deal about it.

S. 1766 is basically aimed at this serious lack of knowledge. The
reasons for the bill are listed. I want to add two more, which is my
judgment make this bill all the more urgent. The first dimension of
health care in our time is its increasing depersonalization. I find
three factors at work in health care that are playing a formative
role-technology, concern for cost containment and legal public en-
tities. Now by that I mean the courts, the legal profession and leg-
islation.

It is my thesis that these factors-technology, cost containment,
public entities-can affect the very matrix of the healing profes-
sion. This matrix is constituted by the conviction that medical deci-
sion making best serves the interests of patients when it is located
within the triad of patient/physician/family. Decisions have to be
tailor-made to the needs of the individual. They are like glove fit-
ting an individual hand. They are personal.

These other factors I have just mentioned, however, are imper-
sonal factors and they can very easily preprogram our treatment
and lead to a form of oppression of the weak and dependent by the



powerful and healthy. Whatever the case, in a depersonalized at-
mosphere patient self-determination easily gets submerged.

The second dimension I want to call attention to that makes this
bill urgent is the attitude in our society toward death. The medical
profession is committed to curing disease and preserving life. We
take that for granted. But this commitment must be implemented
within a healthy and realistic acknowledgement that we are
mortal. The point seems so obvious as to be trivial and in a sense it
is. But living it out is not.

The attempt to walk a balanced middle path between medical-
moral optimism which preserves life at any cost, with all means re-
gardless of diagnosis, prognosis, family history, patient preferences
and so on, and medical-moral pessimism which takes life when it
becomes onerous, boring, dysfunctional and hopeless is not easy, es-
pecially in a highly litigious atmosphere.

Symptoms of this abound in our society. I submit to the record
medical statements indicating a certain idolatry of human life-
really human existence rather than human life.

In conclusion, let me say it has been my experience that most
decisional problems touching acceptance or rejection of treatment
can be traced to a lack of communication. For this reason I believe
that the notion of advance directives can relieve this problem. Ad-
vance directives such as durable powers of attorney and living
wills, encourage discussion and documentation of views of sustain-
ing treatment in advance.

I believe, once again, that institutions, such as hospitals that
have the patient as the center of their concern, should be key
agents about the center of the patient's concer", which is self-deter-
mination.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Father.
[The prepared statement of Father McCormick appears in the ap-

pendix.]
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Senator Bryan will introduce Dr. Scully.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD H. BRYAN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
NEVADA

Senator BRYAN. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your courtesy and I
realize the constraints your committee is under. I did want to re-
quest the opportunity this morning to formally introduce to the
committee a long-time friend of mine, Dr. Tom Scully. He is a dis-
tinguished scholar, a distinguished physician, who served formerly
as the dean of the school of medicine at the University of Nevada,
and continues to remain on the staff. He and his wife are the au-
thors of a thought-provoking publication entitled, "Making Medical
Decisions." As a medical ethicist, I think you will find that his
comments are very thought provoking.

I would be remiss if I did not add that as Governor I had the op-
portunity to appoint him to the State Board of Medical Examiners
and my own son owes his career, at least in part, to Dr. Scully's
good judgment in recommending him for admission to the Univer-
sity of Nevada School of Medicine, from which he has graduated
and now in his residency.
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So I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

Dr. Tom Scully.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Senator Bryan.
Dr. Scully, we welcome you, sir.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. SCULLY, M.D., DIRECTOR, BIOETHICS
PROGRAM, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA,
RENO, NV
Dr. SCULLY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I ap-

preciate the opportunity to speak in support of the Patient Self-De-
termination Act of 1990 and thank you for the invitation. Although
I am a member of several organizations endorsing and supporting
this bill I speak as a private citizen. I speak as a physician who has
cared for mentally incompetent and permanently unconscious pa-
tients who never made known their wishes concerning medical
treatment.

As a bioethicist who has frequently consulted with families, both
privately and in the context of a hospital ethics committee, con-
cerning decisions that had to be made for loved ones who never
made known their wishes concerning medical treatment; and as a
teacher and a medical educator who realizes who difficult it is to
persuade young and old to acknowledge their vulnerability and
mortality to confront their denial of death and to write down their
wishes concerning medical treatment. As an author, who with my
wife, has interviewed hundreds of patients about medical decision
making or more often the lack of it in their families, telling their
stories, some tragic and some hopeful and some joyful, in our book,
"Making Medical Decisions."

I speak as the patient who has undergone major surgery four
times, including a kidney transplant. I have survived a myocardia
infarction and have gratefully experienced the benefits of high tech
medicine provided by a multitude of knowledgeable, skillful, caring
physicians, most of whom, however, were total strangers to me,
knowing little or nothing of my life's goals, my aspirations, hopes,
fears or anxiety-not to mention my religious beliefs or what I
would wish to have happen to me should I be unable to make medi-
cal decisions for myself.

Prior to undergoing the first of those surgeries, I executed a du-
rable power of. attorney for Health Care in order to spare my
family the additional anguish and heartache attendant to making
difficult decisions to withhold or withdraw medical treatment from
me if, as a result of those surgeries or illnesses I had become per-
manently unconscious or unable to make decisions for myself.

From all of these perspectives I see the urgent need for a Patient
Self-Determination Act. A highly visible and aggressive public edu-
cation program which stresses the importance of all adult citizens
making their wishes concerning medical treatment known and in
light of the most Supreme Court decision in Nancy Cruzan, making
those wishes known in writing in the most "clear and convincing
manner.

Practical problems affecting the changes envisioned in this law
arise I feel in the issues of public and professional education. A na-



tional campaign to inform the public will hopefully increase public
awareness and create a demand to execute advance directives. But
if the implementation awaits the admission of mostly Medicare and
Medicaid patients to hospitals and nursing homes, then it will be
much too late for many-young and old-already rendered deci-
sionally incapacitated either by the injury or disease that brought
them to the institution in the first place.

Public education should be directed to every citizen who sub-
scribes to a health maintenance organization or joins a group
health insurance program, is enrolled as Medicare or Medicaid re-
cipient, is employed by the Federal Government, is enrolled as a
public employee in a public retirement program, enlists in any Fed-
eral service, or is discharged and becomes eligible for Veterans ben-
efits, and yes, registers to vote in a national election or completes a
U.S. census form.

But most importantly, public education must begin early when
every teenager takes a driver's education course and obtains a driv-
er's license to drive on a Federally-funded highway. Remember
that a large number of those in the persistent vegetative state and
permanently unconscious are teenagers and young adults who sur-
vive serious automobile accidents which they never anticipated and
which occurred prior to their evr having made their wishes known
in a clear and convincing manner. And public education regarding
the need for advance directives should continue each time a citizen
renews his or her driver's license or registers an automobile.

The education and training of physicians, nurses, social workers,
pastoral counselors, and others working in hospitals and health
care facilities are absolutely essential to the successful implementa-
tion of this act. If communication with patients is perfunctory, hur-
ried, callous, ending up in legal formalities and paper pushing,
then more harm than good will result.

And in the process, patients rnust be free to sign or not to sign
an advance directive, free of coercion. They must also be reassured
concerning the quality and type of care to be provided so that the
advance directive will not be misinterpreted as cutting them off
from beneficial care that they may want and should receive. Pa-
tients must understand that as their wishes to minimize, withhold
or withdraw active treatment are respected, they will still be cared
for and they will not be abandoned.

In implementing this Act the physician is essential. It is the phy-
sician's responsibility not only to foster trust but under the ethical
principals of autonomy and beneficence to help patients further
their own legitimate ends-that is, the patient's legitimate ends.

In fostering communication discussion and dialogue with patients
the physician must engage the patient in a process of shared deci-
sion making so appropriately called for by the President's Commis-
sion.

In my view, physicians and appropriately trained hospital per-
sonnel should routinely ask all patients about the existence of ad-
vance directives as called for in this Act. But more importantly is
the inquiry about the existence of surrogate decisionmaking. A
single page living will can easily be lost and misplaced, overlooked
in a fast-paced complex world of high tech intensive medicine.



If a living will even gets from a patient's safe deposit box or the
physician's office to the hospital record, the hospital record which
expands exponentially with reports, consultations and progress
notes, it may be lost.

It is far more important, in my view, for each person to desig-
nate in writing a surrogate decision maker either as a proxy or at-
torney-in-fact in a power of attorney. This should be done in addi-
tion to the living will. The surrogate can monitor the progress of
the patient's progress.

I will end by saying I served as a surrogate for my 86-year-old
mentally incompetent mother during the last few years of her life.
I sat with her when she died quietly and peacefully, as she wished,
without any futile last minute attempts to resuscitation, or at-
tached to machines or tubes.

In conclusion, it is clear that the competent adult has the abso-
lute right to accept or reject any or all medical treatment consist-
ent with their private values and preferences, and that this right
should continue through the mechanism of an advance directive. It
is equally clear from the recent Supreme Court decision in Nancy
Cruzan that there is a need for every adult to write down his or
her wishes and preferences in advance of decisional incapacity; and
as syndicated columnist Ellen Goodman said last month in her
Travelers' Advisory-"Don't leave home without it."

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Scully appears in the appendix.]
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, gentlemen. Senator Danforth

and I were waiting for the subway downstairs. He turned to me
and he said, isn't it incredible how painful it is that somebody-in
this case Ms. Delio-would have to be in the position of arguing for
her husband's death. Now you are in bioethics and you are in
Christian ethics. It would seem to me that-and you discuss deper-
sonalization and maybe cost containment is doing that to us,
maybe the overwhelming medical load on physicians, hospitals, the
provider community is doing it to us. I do not know what is doing
it to us.

But it just seems to me that it would be fairly natural for doctors
to do what was in the interest of their patient and that it would
not be natural for a doctor if the patient was incompetent to-and
the family felt very strongly about it not being fair that the patient
continue in that condition-that a doctor would respond to that.

Dr. ScuLLY. I would hope so. I agree with Mrs. Delio's comment
early. It seems to me--

Senator ROCKEFELLER. My questions is: What is -our problem
here? Is it medical liability? I don't know much about Westchester
Hospital. Are administrators a different breed? I mean, what is our
problem here?

Father MCCORMICK. From my experience both as an observer
and as a patient more than I care to remember many people do not
understand what goes on in a contemporary hospital setting. When
a patient goes to a hospital the hospital is organized in such a way
that it responds in almost predictable ways. Things are done to you
one after another, either preps or post-ops or-they are just done to
you. The whole mass comes at you. It is not as if you are sitting



there self-determining your way through this whole maze. It does
not happen that way.

So I think in other words you are on the defense from the very
moment you are a patient in one of these settings.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Dr. Scully?
Dr. SCULLY. Well I think that the issue might be legalism. It

seems to me that patients and their families ought to express
themselves and ought to make decisions about themselves. I agree
with Mrs. Delio that we need to look at the whole substituted judg-
ment principal, whereby I having lived with my wife for 35 years
have a much better idea of what she may or may not wish to have
happen to her, whether she has written it down or not.

Now, in fact, she has. I am her durable power of attorney; she is
mine. One of the concerns I have about this whole movement is
that if we insist that the entire population of 250 million people
write everything down, then I think we have lost our humanity.
We have lost our essence as a community of caring, loving people.
We have become a community of paper pushers. It seems to me we
will lose that.

But until that occurs, until we reunite as a community of caring
people for one another, I think we are forced to put things down. I
also want to say for just a moment that I strongly disagree with
the idea that empowering people is not a part of the quality of
health care. I have been a patient a number of times and I have
been close to death. One thing that happens to patients when they
are seriously ill is loss of control. When patients cannot control
anything else in their life they complain about the hospital food.

A critical part, an essential part, of healing is regaining some of
that control. Part of that control is the whole process of the in-
formed consent mechanism, part of it is through the process of
shear decisionmaking, and part of the sense of loss of control being
regained is my knowledge that my wife will step forward with my
two sons and speak in my behalf. And right next to my credit card
is a little thing that says I have a living will and you better call
her.

That gives me a sense that in an impersonal, dehumanized, legal-
istic community that is not the kind of community that we ideally
would like to be in, someone is going to be stepping forward. But I
fear and I am concerned about those who do not express them-
selves, who do not have someone who can step forward. That is un-
fortunate.

To the extent that this bill submitted by Senator Danforth at
least pushes that a little bit further, I support it wholeheartedly,
and I think it should be a public education program. But I think
that in the long run if we have to write everything down and end
up with legal documents for every piece of decisionmaking, then
my profession will have failed and I think our society will have
failed as a caring, loving community.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Senator Danforth?
Senator DANFORTH. Absolutely, Dr. Scully. The only question is

to try to make it as easy as possible to show by clear and convinc-
ing evidence that the person who cannot speak for himself or her-
self has expressed an intent with respect to future medical treat-
ment.



I would like to ask some questions to you, Father McCormick.
You are a Jesuit. You are a professor of Christian ethics at Notre
Dame. You have taught Christian Ethics and written in the field
for 35 years. You say in your testimony that the Catholic Health
Association endorses S. 1766.

So I would like to ask you some questions about the obligation or
lack of obligation from the standpoint of Catholic medical ethics to
squeeze out every last minute of life. Everyone in the country
knows the commitment of the Catholic Church to life. And you are
believed by many to be the foremost Catholic medical ethicist in
the United States. I would like you to tell me your understanding
of the tradition and position of the Catholic Church relating to
whether or not there is an obligation to keep somebody breathing
in a vegetative state.

Father MCCORMICK. My understanding of the Catholic tradition
on the preservation of life can be stated quite simply as follows:
That human life while it is a basic good, as the condition of all
other achievements and experiences, is not an absolute one. There
are other values for which life may be sacrificed. Or flip the coin,
see it negatively, we say that death is an evil to be avoided as a
general rule; and yet, it is not an unconditioned evil.

It is that basic judgment on the meaning of life and death which
is at the heart of the Catholic tradition. Basically, it begins to sug-
gest that not all means have to be used to preserve life. Then we
get into the casuistry of the preservation of life, into ordinary and
extraordinary means. Ordinary should be used; extraordinary need
not be and so on.

But at the heart is that basic value judgment about the meaning
of life and death. If I can put that in another way, in a little more
technical way, we try to view life and death within what we know
as the Pascal Mystery. Now this is true of Christians, not just
Catholics. The Pascal Mystery being the life, death and resurrec-
tion of Jesus. And just as Jesus rose from the dead and now lives,
so we who believe in him, put our faith in him, will enjoy a similar
future life.

It is within that context that life and death are to be viewed.
That relativizes them a little bit so that the mere accumulation of
minutes is not the criterion of good dying from the Christian point
of vie-w, and certainly the Catholic. Concretely, I have been in-
volved in many of these incompetent cases from the very moment
of Karen Quinlan's problem. I was involved in that case from the
very beginning. The vast majority of these cases should never have
gone to court and would have been easily solvable certainly within
Catholic perspectives and I think even more generally Christian
perspectives, without a great deal of bother.

Why did we get that way? That is a good question. I think that
technology is running affairs far more than we would like to admit.
But that is the answer I would give you.

Senator DANFORTH. Is your answer the same with respect to
withdrawal of nutrition and hydration?

Father MCCORMICK. Yes, it is. Although I admit that there is a
minority on the other side of that point of view. Basically, a group
of people who assert that keeping Nancy Cruzan and people in a



persistent vegetative state, circulating and ventilating, is indeed a
great benefit to these patients.

From a Christian point of view, I can make no sense of that
statement.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
Dr. Scully, you have written a book entitled, "Playing God"?
Dr. SCULLY. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. What do you mean by that title? What is the

basic thesis of the book?
Dr. SCULLY. Traditionally, physicians have been accused of play-

ing God, often in a pejorative sense-that is, that they have been
the final arbitrators of who makes decisions either to treat or not
to treat, to treat or withdraw treatment.

The thesis of my book is that if anybody is going to be playing
God with you it ought to be you and nobody else. That requires
some thought. It requires confronting your mortality. It requires
saying, yes, I am going to die. It is requiring saying, everybody is
going to die. There is no such thing as anyone-yet to my knowl-
edge-entering immortality except in some existential way.

So that playing God is that each of us have to play God for our-
selves. We have to decide what are our preferences, what are our
goals, what are our likes and dislikes and then say these are the
limits, these are the limits under which I am willing to live. These
are the burdens. I am willing to accept the benefits I want. And
certainly even looking at Pope Pius XII statement in 1957 about or-
dinary and extraordinary, he put it in the context of the analysis of
relative benefits and burdens to the specific patient as seen by him,
the patient, in that context; not as seen by anyone else.

So "Playing God"-which by the way, the title has changed-
that is what I meant by that. And that is the thesis of my book. We
hope, my wife and I, in the way we wrote it we will help others to
look at themselves and make decisions for themselves. That is why
I support your bill and cheered when I first read about it last fall.

Senator DANFORTH. I thirk what most people mean by "Playing
God" is well, playing God to make the decision that certain people
should die. I think it is also playing God if somebody makes the
decision that some people who are in the process of dying should be
arrested irom that process artificially.

Dr. SCULLY. Absolutely.
Senator DANFORTH. It seems to me that what technology has

done now is to create a situation where people who have no stake
other than a professional stake as a health care provider do have
the means now to play God. They have the means to artificially
arrest something that is happening in the normal course of life and
death; and they can do it for an extraordinary period of time. It is
possible to keep somebody in a vegetative state for decades. Isn't
that right?

Dr. SCULLY. Thirty-six years in the case of Elizabeth Espizito.
The worse thing that can happen to our society is the technologi-

cal imperative taking over, in my view; where then I become sub-
ject to the machine, rather than the machine becoming subject to
me. That is what we are facing.

Senator DANFORTH. You both have been very helpful and I thank
you for your testimony.



Dr. SCULLY. Thank you.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. In the event that the Danforth bill passes,

and that information is disseminated widely, and that people
become vastly more aware of advance directives, living wills and
all kinds of other things, it is also -true that there will be teenagers
and young people, as you have pointed out, who by reason of their
youth, will never have thought that this would happen so nothing
will be there. So a surrogate would be helpful.

On the other hand, there will also be people-probably large sec-
tions of the majority of people-who will still not know about this,
and will not know that they can save themselves incredible and un-
imaginable pain-family destroying pain. So passing a bill to make
information available is helpful, but it is not going to close the gap.

Dr. SCULLY. No.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. And therefore the question remains as to

the gap and what the responsibility of providers-I guess specifical-
ly of doctors-and then of hospitals, in that hospitals develop rules
either as individual hospitals or as associations. What is your judg-
ment-and then, of course, there are the courts who rule.

What is your judgment as to how all of this will evolve with re-
spect to the gap which is left?

Dr. SCULLY. A couple of points. First of all, you point out that
hospitals make rules for doctors. I would argue that there are very
few hospitals that exist without physicians bringing their patients
there. And physicians, through hospital committees, have a great
influence on the way hospital policies are dev-".oped. At least I
think they ought to.

I would also argue that every hospital, as called for in this bill,
has a Hospital Ethics Committee, and on that committee are sever-
al people who I would call community representatives. They are
not members of the board of trustees; they are not members of the
hospital staff; they are not employed by the hospitals. They are
there to sort of say, hey, what is going on in our community. We
help support this place. We want to have an influence on what
happens. We want to be sure that the policies of this hospital, deal-
ing with this specific issue of patient self-determination, have a
community input.

I would argue that such an Ethics Committee-and I sit on two
in my community-not only can have an enormous influence on
the policy development, the education of the public, but also be
called in on specific cases, which we do frequently, to try to help
physicians and patients and families work through what is in the
patient's best interests.

I would agree, Senator Rockefeller, that this is only one piece of
that.

I would also argue that every medical school-and most are;
mine is, and others-are developing more formalized courses in
medical ethics for all of young physicians so that in the future they
put into perspective not only their role in trying to cure a disease,
but look at the other side of the coin which is to care for patients.
-And until we get back to a balanced approach between the curing
and the caring, the technological imperative and what is in the pa-
tient'.: best interests, we will still have this gap.



I see it as an ongoing process. It is not going to end with this bill
or 10 more bills that Congress can write. But it is a beginning. So I
would hope and urge the Congress to pass this as the first step in
pushing that debate forward.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Dr. Scully.
Father McCormick?
Father MCCORMICK. Well the gap, I am perhaps wrongly a great

believer in progress by tragedy. I believe that it is only by a succes-
sion of cases like the Cruzan case that the public awareness is
going to be stimulated, shocked really, into doing something
against its instinctive tendencies.

By that I mean we still, culturally have a great reluctance to
talk about death in any meaningful way. I am suggesting you may
be seeing that in the response of certain physicians and even cer-
tain hospitals to this initiative. That may be a corporate manifesta-
tion of this reluctance to deal with death in any meaningful way.
Until we can deal with that, I think that gap is going to be there.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Gentlemen, thank you both very much.
Dr. Scully, before you go, as I look over your left shoulder I see

another Tom Scully who I take it to be your nephew or your son?
Dr. SCULLY. My nephew and name sake and God child.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Well in any event, he has an enormous in-

fluence in this country on health care. I work with him frequently
and appreciate him greatly.

Senator DANFORTH. Could you tell him that the administration is
all wet on this bill? [Laughter.]

Dr. SCULLY. If he and his wife accept my invitation for dinner to-
night I will have that opportunity. [Laughter.]

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, gentlemen.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Chairman, prior to the next panel I ask

that two documents be placed in the -record of this hearing. One is
entitled, "Christian Affirmation of Life," published by the Catholic
Health Association which includes a living will form; and the
second is a booklet entitled, "Choices for the Journey, Durable
Power of Attorney and Health Care Decision Making for Reli-
gious," by Brother Peter Campbell, and it is also published by the
Catholic Health Association.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Of course.
[The documents appear in the appendix.]
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Our final panel consists of Charles Saba-

tino, who is the assistant director of the Commission on Legal
Problems of the Elderly; Paul Rettig, who is executive vice presi-
dent and director of the American Hospital Association; and Nancy
Dickey, who is a member of the board of trustees of the American
Medical Association.

Paul, since I know you best, why don't you start out.

STATEMENT OF PAUL C. RETTIG, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
AND DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON OFFICE, AMERICAN HOSPITAL
ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. RETFIG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. The hospitals

greatly appreciate the attention to this important ipsue being given
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by the subcommittee and commend Senator Danforth for his lead-
ership in this area of advance directives and living wills.

The issue of keen interest to hospital is one with which hospi-
tals need to cope on a daily basis and "heir personnel need to cope
with it. Something like 70 percent of deaths occurring in hospitals
involve in some way a choice to forego life- sustaining treatment.

For years the AHA has been active in this area in attempting to
provide policy guidance to hospitals on the role of patients' fami-
lies, guardians, physicians, and hospitals themselves in the with-
holding or withdrawal of medical treatment. We filed a friend of
the court brief in the Cruzan case.

Our view about this issue is that the most important thing that
can be done is to educate the public about the importance and
meaning of advance directives. As the name implies, the directives
should be in advance. As a practical matter in many cases when
the patient arrives at the hospital it is too late really to effectively
deal with the situation.

Nonetheless, let me make it plain that we do recognize the obli-
gation of the hospital to be involved in education of patients, hospi-
tal staff, and the community; and with some changes that have
been under discussion with the Senator and his staff, we are sup-
portive of this general notion.

Let me go on to say that the bill- offers some hope that we can
deal with a more serious problem that hospitals face in this area,
that of patients who are when they arrive in the hospital or
become afterwards incompetent or unconscious and have not pro-
vided some form of advance directive. Hospitals are kind of at a
loss in this situation where the advance directives do not exist and
where State laws, as they often do, conflict.

One recommendation we would make is that to the extent possi-
ble the Secretary would provide information that will be helpful to
patients, families and hospitals in this kind of a situation where no
advance directives exiE;. We recognize that the Federal Govern-
ment can do this, but that also the State role is important because
of the specificity of State laws.

We would like to thank Senator Danforth for his willingness to
discuss concerns we have about the bill and to work with us. We
understand that there is a willingness to make a series of changes
in the legislation having to do with specific aspects of informing pa-
tients of their rights, the documentation of treatment wishes, the
responsibilities of ethics committees, and so forth.

My statement contains more information on our concerns and
what we understand to be the response. We want to continue to
work with the Senator, and his staff, and this subcommittee to re-
solve a remaining concern we have which has some similarities to
the one that Gail Wilensky mentioned-which is a concern that
what Senator Danforth referred to as "the hook"-namely Medi-
care and Medicaid-is used for a number of issues and require-
ments on hospitals, though for good social purposes that are not
specifically related to the issue of quality of care.

I must say that in this particular issue we have a lot more sym-
pathy than some others. But there are a series of things for which
Medicare participation has been used as a lever to force' some
action on hospitals and these build, so that a series of somewhat



extraneous things begin to be required of hospitals and we hope to
continue discussing that matter.

In summary, we are very supportive of the goals of the bill. We
appreciate the willingness to discuss some concerns we have and
help us be supportive.

Thank you.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you very much, Mr. Rettig.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rettig appears in the appendix.]
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Dr. Dickey? And you have somebody you

care to introduce?
Dr. DICKEY. I do.

STATEMENT OF NANCY W. DICKEY, M.D., MEMBER, BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, RICHMOND, TX,
ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL ZARSKI, SENIOR LEGISLATIVE
ATTORNEY, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Dr. DICKEY. I have with me Michael Zarski, a senior legislative

attorney for the AMA. I am a family physician in Richmond, TX;
and a member of the AMA's board of trustees.

We appreciate the opportunity to come before you and discuss
advance medical directives, such as living wills. The right of a com-
petent adult to control medical decisions affecting his and her body
is deeply rooted in our laws and is grounded in the importance our
society has traditionally accorded the autonomy of the individual.

The right to refuse treatment, however effec.Ave that treatment
may be or however grave the consequences of the refusal, is an es-
sential element of individual autonomy. While the right of patients
to determine their own treatment has been recognized problems
can arise when it comes to invoking that right under some circum-
stances.

The issue o: determining whether artificial life support should be
utilized or withdrawn frequently occurs when a patient is already
unconscious or otherwise mentally unable to make that decision. In
short, that person's right to decline artificial life support can be
frustrated by a failure of the individual to leave sufficiently clear
advance directives. We have heard numerous times this morning
about an example of this; the Cruzan case.

There are two mechanisms by which an individual can avoid this
problem-through written directives, like a living will; or through
appointing a proxy to make decisions, a durable power of attorney
for health care.

The AMA's Committee on Medicolegal Problems has studied
these mechanisms for indicating decisions regarding life-sustaining
treatment. It has looked at the advantages and disadvantages of
each and these are described in a communication published in the
May 2, 1990 Journal of the American Medical Association which is
attached to today's testimony.

The AMA has also reviewed Federal legislation on this subject,
including S. 1766-the Patient Self-Determination Act. There is
strong support among physicians for the use of advance directives.
It is extremely important that the wishes of our patients be known
to the medical treatment team and that the voluntary use of ad-



vance directives should be strongly supported and encouraged by
physicians.

The AMA, therefore, strongly supports the goal of S. 1766. We
are, however, concerned with a few of the specifics within the bill,
including the major focus on institutions in pursuing advance di-
rectives at the time of admission. The American Medical Associa-
tion does not believe that the hospital or nursing home is the most
appropriate place, nor that the time of admission is the most ap-
propriate time to consider initially the issues of advance directives.

We understand that Senator Danforth, the sponsor of S. 1766, is
developing some modifications to the bill. One proposed modifica-
tion would specifically require that HHS develop informational ma-
terials to be made available to Medicare and Medicaid providers
and possibly consider mailings of information to Social Security re-
cipients. The proposed modifications would improve S. 1766 and
make the bill more consistent with AMA principals.

Even without a legislative impetus, the association is committed
to increasing awareness of advance medical directives and health
care powers of attorney. In fact, at our annual meeting less than a
month ago the House of Delegates passed a resolution encouraging
the American Medical Association to make available to every phy-
sician in his or her office means of discussing this with their pa-
tients.

To this end, our office of general counsel is developing two bro-
chures-one directed at physicians and one directed at patients-as
well as model medical directive forms to be used by our patients.
We are also exploring the possibility of offering our patient bro-
chures to HCFA for distribution to their Medicare and Medicaid
beneficiaries.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we commend you for holding a
hearing on this important matter. We have had the opportunity to
discuss this issue a number of times and we can never overempha-
size to our patients and the public the opportunity and perhaps
even the obligation to make these health care decisions.

Although there may be different ideas regarding the responsibil-
ities and the logistics for promoting the development and the use of
advance directives, there is no doubt that everyone benefits from
the existence of a clear expression of the individual's preferences in
the provision of medical treatment and technology.

We are eager to incorporate the information and ideas developed
by this subcommittee into our projects at the AMA, to work with
the Department of Health and Human Services to promote the use
of mechanisms for advance medical directives, and to continue to
have input, as Senator Danforth and others look at this bill and
find ways, hopefully, to best serve the needs of our patients.

Thank you. I would be happy to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Dickey appears in the appendix.]
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you very much, Dr. Dickey.
Mr. Sabatino, when I introduced you I did not say you were rep-

resenting the American Bar Association. We welcome your testimo-
ny.



STATEMENT OF CHARLES P. SABATINO, J.D., ASSISTANT DIREC-
TOR, COMMISSION ON LEGAL PROBLEMS OF THE ELDERLY,
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. SABATINO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Danforth, and

members of the committee. I am Charles Sabatino, assistant direc-
tor of the American Bar Association's Commission on Legal Prob-
lems of the Elderly and I submit these remarks at the request of
our president, L. Stanley Chauvin, who sends his regrets because
he cannot be here today. And I thank the subcommittee for the op-
portunity to appear and to express the ABA's support of the pro-
posed Patient Self-Determination Act.

Mr. Chairman, the timing of this proposed legislation and hear-
ing could not be more propitious, given the decision last month by
the Supreme Court in the Nancy Cruzan case. While that decision
is fraught with troubling and uncertain implications one thing is
clear--it sends a sobering message to all adults that one's right to
control life and death health care decisions may depend on each of
us taking pen in hand and writing down as precisely as possible
our treatment wishes while still competent.

Given such a message, then states, health care providers, the
legal community, and the Congress must realize a corresponding
need and obligation to inform the public, to educate the public, and
to provide the means for people to formulate and express their
wishes regarding health care. These goals are precisely the goals of
the Patient Self-Determination Act. That is why the Act is timely
and important.

In addition, the research mandate of this act, which has not been
mentioned today, stands out as especially crucial, for we really do
not have much experience in examining the practical and legal
problems in using advance directives or other techniques for
making health care decisions. We need to learn what works best
and what enhances genuine communication among patient, family,
physician and other health care providers.

The ABA has policies strongly supporting the principal that indi-
viduals have a right to consent to and to refuse suggested health
care interventions and that appropriate surrogates may exercise
this right on behalf of individuals who are incapable of making
such decisions, especially through the use of advance directives.

During the last 3 years the ABA, particularly through the Com-
mission on Legal Problems of the Elderly, has exerted considerable
effort to educate both the public and the legal community about
the nature and availability of advance directives, especially health
care powers of attorney.

Let me dispel here one misconception as strongly as I can. Much
of the discussion on this topic has centered on living wills. A living
will would not have helped Nancy Cruzan, nor Mrs. Delio, nor Mrs.
Allen, as most people in a persistent vegetative state or an advance
stage of Alzheimer's disease are not considered to be near death as
long as they are hooked up to the feeding tubes.

Almost all living will statutes today apply only when the patient
is close to death. One needs something more than the traditionally
conceived living will-either a health care power of attorney or a
directive that is broader in scope.



Now one example of the ABA's efforts of education in this area
is a recently released booklet on health care powers of attorney.
Copies of that booklet, which are the blue and white one, are avail-
able here today. We make that booklet free to the public through
the American Association of Retired Persons, which has cooperated
with us on this initiative.

In previous testimony on the House version of this bill we high-
lighted certain challenges and pitfalls that face this kind of health
legislation. I do not want to repeat all of that here. Today I wish to
emphasize two particular concerns about the development of law in
this field.

The first concern is the portability of advance directives. In the
recent past, relatively few States have legislation regarding ad-
vance directives for health care. Today some 41 States, plus the
District of Columbia, have living will laws and 31 States, plus the
District of Columbia, have health care power of attorney laws.

The legislative frenzy in this area is demonstrated by the fact
that 20 of these health care power of attorney statutes have been
enacted in just the last 18 months. That is more than one enact-
ment per month.

However, the increasing variability and complexity of these stat-
utes raises a question. Will a validlyexecuted instrument from one
State be recognized in another? Of the 32 existing health care
power of attorney statutes only six expressly grant recognition to
out-of-state instruments that comply with the law of the other
State. This is one area that Federal action through strategies sug-
gested in our written testimony could make a dramatic difference
in ensuring the rights of patients who by choice or by fate happen
to cross State lines.

The second issue concerns the impact of advance directives on
the poor and isolated. Clearly, the pendulum is swung too far away
from the use of advance directives today. However, as we push the
pendulum in the other direction, we need to be mindful of possible
risks, especially for the indigent, poorly educated and isolated indi-
viduals who could be vulnerable to facile execution of documents
urged upon them by over-enthusiastic caretakers.

However, this is not an insurmountable problem and we applaud
suggested changes in the legislation such as clarifying the role
boundary of providers and prohibiting discrimination based on the
presence or absence of an advance directive.

In closing, I want to reemphasize the ABA's support of this initi-
ative and offer our resources to assist you in fine tuning and imple-
menting this act. I thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sabatino appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator ROCKEFELLER. I thank all three of you very much. It was
just occurring to me as you were talking, and thinking about
Father McCormick, about our inability in this country to deal with
death. We avoid it. And the term "advance medical directive"
somehow sort of symbolizes that to me. It is like we do not even
want to say what we mean so we say an "advance medical direc-
tive."

Dr. Dickey and Mr. Rettig, and also Mr. Sabatino, Ms. Delio
when she was describing her experience with the hospital-I am



not asking you to be knowledgeable about that; I am asking you to
sort of do the best you can to answer this question-described
something that sounds like a movie, that I do not associate with
the way the real world works and obviously I am wrong. She de-
scribed a climate of fear, a climate of fear, potentially resentment.
She was fired. Obviously the hospital did that for whatever reason.
It sounded like a system which was really quite out of whack and
that hospitals, doctors, and the laws put her and her husband in a
situation of not only great difficulty but it would seem to me kind
of an amoral kind of disadvantage.

I would care if you would each comment on your reflections on
her description of what happened to her and to her husband.

Dr. DICKEY. I think, if I heard Ms. Delio correctly, and as I have
read through the Cruzan case, and in all too many other cases, the
patient and the physician, the primary care giver with that patient
and the patient's family have frequently been in agreement, but
some other entity has been intruded. It might be a hospital employ-
ee; it might be a hospital institution itself; it might even be some
person who appears to have no business in the case and it ends up
in a court room.

I think it is symptQmatic of decisionmaking in health care by
those who fear accusations that everything possible was not done,
or that if an action is carried out without all of the "T's" crossed
and the "I's" dotted that perhaps accusations and lawsuits will
come later, not by the patient who will not be there anymore, but
by someone who wasn't a part of the decisionmaking. This demon-
strates some need for improvement in these kinds of decisions, but
frequently it is not a problem between the individual physician and
the individual patient, particularly where patients have a long-
standing relationship.

The other problem, of course, is, as you heard from Dr. Scully
earlier, that all too often in this day of technological medicine you
may begin your medical care in a facility or with a physician close
to home, but rapidly may be transferred into a high technology,
much more impersonal situation where you have numerous care
givers, numerous physicians and people who do not know you, your
family or your situation.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Paul?
Mr. RETIG. All the several explanations that have been given

earlier make a lot of sense to me. I have no explanation whatso-
ever for why a hospital would resist carrying out a court order. I do
not think this situation-although there are many such situations.
no doubt-is probably typical. In other words, as I said, something
like 70 percent of the patients who die in hospitals are involved in
some way with the decision to forego life-sustaining treatment.
There are something like 1,300,000 such cases.

So I have to assume that these are extraordinary, however tragic
they are. My assumption is as a non-lawyer is that there are many
legal concerns that drive this and that is largely what is underly-
ing it. As a non-lawyer I can ignorantly say that in a case where
there was no advance directive, the Cruzan case, the court did not
agree that the feeding tube could be withdrawn and these are feed-
ing tube cases.



Senator ROCKEFELLER. In agreeing with you and before I call on
you, Mr. Sabatino, that is what ran through my own mind as she
was testifying.

I think you are right. I think it is fear of law, fear of lawsuits,
fear of-it is all of those things that come from a society that not
only does not confront death but does not confront personal respon-
sibilities and is one reason, Mr. Sabatino-I do not mean this to be
ungracious-why lawyers do so well in this country. We would
rather sue than confront our own inner thoughts and inner respon-
sibilities both on a personal and on a societal basis. But that is just
my own thoughts.

What are your thoughts, Mr. Sabatino?
Mr. SABATINO. Well there are many forces that drive an institu-

tion's behavior. Let me try to address just one of the legal forces. I
think it was Justice Brandice who said that the law is behind the
times. Well today, technology has leap-frogged over our romantic
image of preserving life and over the simplistic legal view that
death is the ultimate injury, and preserving life is the ultimate
good.

Many institutions still adhere to what I think is an oversimpli-
fied romantic image of what is going on today. Technology has re-
written the whole scenario. I would just add one thing about the
role of law in this area and somewhat parrot Dr. Scully's remarks
that we should not "overcontractualize' the process of death, as I
call it, and require everybody to need a legal draftsman to make
sure everything is spelled out with every "I" dotted and "T"
crossed. That document, that advance directive, or whatever we
call it ought to be the outcome of a communication process. It
ought to be its distillation and summary and not substitute for the
process itself. We need to keep that perspective as we develop this
whole area of law.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Paul, one question for you and then Sena-
tor Danforth may have questions.

You heard Dr. Wilensky testify that the organ donor program is
not a Medicare condition of participation. What is your under-
standing of the requirement that hospitals must ask a family
member whether they would be willing to donate the organs of a
person who just died?

Mr. RETTIG. Since this occurred some time ago, there has been
time for your staff and ours to look into the matter a bit so I am
better able now to tell you what the situation is. There is a require-
ment that hospitals, to participate in Medicare and Medicaid, es-
tablish protocols to assure that families of potential organ donors
are made aware of the option of organ or tissue donation and their
option to decline. There are some further details.

This is a free-standing requirement in the Social Security Act,
Title 11, which in fact includes such programs is peer review orga-
nization and so forth that do apply to Medicare and Medicaid. So it
is not-if I can get a little technical-there is a section of the law,
Section 1861(E) that prescribes conditions of participation. These
are really the health and safety specific quality issues.

There is another section that says hospitals-this is Section
1866-in order to participate, even if they meet the conditions of
participation must agree to certain things. For example, to provide
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to the Medicare program sufficient financial information so that
Medicare can pay the claims properly, and a series of requirements
like that.

There is in addition-now this one, which is free-standing is nei-
ther literally the condition of participation nor the provider agree-
ment section-but a free-standing requirement on any hospital
that wishes to participate in Medicare and Medicaid and in any
event it is a requirement, whether it is technically a "condition of
participation."

Senator ROCKEFELLER. And is it one that proves particularly bur-
densome to the hospital?

Mr. RETFIG. My understanding is that it is not terribly burden-
some, although it is in another touchy area in which hospitals in
effect are encouraged and their medical staffs to talk to families of
patients who are potential organ donors, which means they are se-
riously injured and near death.

So there is some resistance there. But, in fact, this is a require-
ment that hospitals, as I understand, are undertaking and attempt-
ing to do.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Dr. Dickey, one final question from me. In
our medical schools, how are young people being taught to deal
with death, to deal with tough ethical and moral issues, deep areas,
that we have been discussing this morning?

Dr. DICKEY. Well I can say in all honesty, far better now than a
decade ago. It varies across the country. There are very specific
courses at some medical schools. There are more informal mecha-
nisms in other schools. Virtually every school now incorporates
some education in medical ethics. A great many of them--

Senator ROCKEFELLER. What does it do? What does it teach?
Dr. DICKEY. A great many of them do very innovative things

today using role models and acting out so that students actually
have an opportunity to practice confronting the kinds of difficult
situations they will certainly encounter at some point in their med-
ical careers.

Many schools have on their staffs such superb ethicists as Dr.
Scully and Dr. McCormick. They all incorporate throughout the
training the specific aspects of medical ethics that may relate to in-
dividual fields, such as surgery or infertility, OB/GYN and neo-
natal nurseries.

Education in medical ethics has increased dramatically in the
decade of the 1980's, partly because the technology has forced those
kinds of decision making, partly because a decade ago with the
Karen Ann Quinlin case, not only did the public become aware of
the difficulty of dealing with these issues, but the medical profes-
sion became aware as well. And just as any other type of person
involved, physicians vary in their willingness and their ability to
talk to their patients about these issues.

Ideally the place to talk about these issues is in the doctor's
office before the patient faces crisis decisionmaking. Then you have
the opportunity to look down the road and see what kinds of deci-
sions you and your family may be facing. Some doctors are better
at bringing this up than others, but we are learning that we can
teach all physicians the mechanisms for bringing up the issues and
presenting them.



We not only see all of this incorporated in the medical schools,
but we are seeing it as a very popular course in continuing medical
education for practicing physicians who realize that they were not
exposed to this a decade or two ago in school and yet they are
forced to discuss technological treatment issues with their patients
and the possibility of using or not using certain life-sustaining
treatments for their patients.

So it is not only in the medical schools but as important, it is a
very highly sought-after educational topic by those of us who are
already in practice.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Senator Danforth?
Senator DANFORTH. I would simply like to thank each of you for

not only today but for the help that you have given my staff as we
have progressed with this legislation. I would encourage you to
work with us. We are very anxious to accommodate the specific
concerns or at least most of the specific concerns that you have ex-
pressed.

It seems to me that the kind of legislation we want has to have a
system to it. That is, it is not going to be sufficient, I do not think,
to say well there is going to be an 800 number or that booklets are
going to have paragraphs in them. I think that there has to be
some way, some systematic way,- of raising the issue with people.
That is why hospital admissions is the way that we have conceived
of. That is not to say it is the only way or the best way or that one
of you might think of a better way to do it.

But it is a system rather than, well, if a doctor wants to spend
another 15 minutes talking to a patient when he has a waiting
room full of other patients, you know, maybe a discussion will take
place. I think it has to be a system.

Secondly, I think it -has to be a system which reaches people in a
variety of circumstances and in a variety of ages. That is why I do
not believe-maybe it is a good idea to send this out with the first
Social Security check or something like that. But that would not
have helped Mr. Delio. That would not have helped Nancy Cruzan.
Because they were in one case-Mr. Delio was in his thirties and
Nancy Cruzan was in her twenties. And Mrs. Delio said that she
knew of another case in the hospital of somebody e-en younger
than her husband. It can happen at a young age and people can be
kept alive for decades.

So I think that there has to be a way of reaching people, and not
just a paragraph in a book or if you are interested call an 800
number, but a way of putting it to people. Even if it is just in a
minute or 2 minutes, do you have an advance directive; would you
like one. Here is a simple way to get one.

That is what the legislation attempts to do. Maybe it does it in a
clumsy way, maybe it does it in not a good way, maybe somebody
can think of a better way to do it. But whatever we do, I do not
want it to just be haphazard. Sort of a hortatory comment which is
aimed at doctors, please talk to your patients.

There has to be some system. Why do we use Medicare and Med-
icaid? Because it is just a hook. What we are saying is that provid-
ers-that is people, institutions who are participants in a Federal
program have to do it. It is simply a hook. That does not have any-
thing to do with Medicare or Medicaid.
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It is simply a method of getting hospitals to raise the question
because the feeling is that most people at some time go to hospi-
tals, and most people go to hospitals before they are in a position of
dying. Most people go, you know, to have babies or to have their
appendix removed or whatever. People go to hospitals.

It seemed to us that at the time when people are concerned
about health maybe that is the time to say, do you have a living
will. There is a hospital in Illinois where-somewhere in my stack
of things here I have-here it is. They have posters on the wall.
"We suggest you fill out the new Illinois Health Care Power of At-
torney. Forms are available here. If you have a Living Will or
Health Care Power of Attorney, please let us know."

I do not think that is coercive. I just think it says think about it.-
And then there is a little check on their admissions form. No big
deal, but it is a system-a system for putting it to people. That is
what I hope to retain in legislation.

Now there are other questions and I really appreciate your testi-
mony and your help, Mr. Sabatino. You have been enormously
helpful. The question of portability really is an issue and I hope
that you will continue to work with our staff on this particular
subject. Maybe there is something that we can do on it.

The form of living will-we do not say anything about it-but
clearly there are differences in quality of forms. I just anecdotally
had a living will and I looked at it and I really wasn't satisfied. I
could not understand what it meant.

The Journal of the American Medical Association, about a year
ago, I think, had an article with a comprehensive form with boxes
to check. I made out a new living will with the boxes checked. So I
think that there is enormous room for trying to clarify how people
think. You know, put it to people. If you are in this kind of situa-
tion, what would you like done? What kind of treatment would you
like? I think that that is very fruitful.

And clearly, the power of attorney, because there are always
going to be situations that nobody anticipated in detail before, and
because we do not want something that is so legalistic that it is a
matter of arguing almost as though we are arguing about a tax
bill, you know, on the finicky detail of what was said or what
wasn t said. So I think that the concept of a power of attorney is
very, very important.

Those are really in the nature of closing comments. I want to ex-
press to each of you my appreciation for the time you have put into
this and for your constructive approach to it and your willingness
to work with us. I hope we can pass something and I hore we can
do it with reasonable dispatch. But we certainly want it to be the
wisest approach we can find and you are helping to make it so.

Mr. Chairman, this has really been a wonderful hearing and I
appreciate your leadership and all of the witnesses who have added
so much to it. I think that the more we talk about this subject the
better off we are going to be as a people and this has been one
forum where we have been allowed to do that. I appreciate your
letting us have this opportunity.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at 12:49 p.m.]





APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Krr C. ALLEN

Chairman Rockefeller, Senator Danforth and members of the Committee. My
name is Kitty Allen. I am from Houston, Texas.

I am here to speak for my mother-in-law, who has Alzheimer's Disease, and for
my family who cares for her. I am also here as cochair of the Public Policy Commit-
tee of the Alzheimer's Association and am submitting this statement on behalf of
that organization.

I want to commend this Committee, and Senator Danforth particularly, for your
leadership on this issue of patient self-determination.

This Committee, and especially you Chairman Rockefeller as head of the Pepper
Commission, has been at the forefront of efforts to assure that all Americans have
access to health care and to long term care services-to sustain and improve the
quality of life.

It is appropriate that you should also be taking on the issue of how decisions are
made about medical treatment, particularly as life nears its end:

The Alzheimer's Association is the national voluntary health agency organized to
support families caring for loved ones with Alzheimer's disease and, through re-
search, to find the cause, treatment and cure for this horrible affliction. We work
through 210 chapters and over 1600 support groups throughout the country.

Alzheimer's disease is a degenerative disease that robs a person of memory, judg-
ment, reasoning-everything that makes that person a unique human being. It is
irreversible, untreatable, and always fatal.

One of the cruelest ironies of the disease is that the body often remains physically
healthy long after the person inside has disappeared. Death is inevitable, but by the
time the. patient reaches the stage where decisions have to be made about life-sus-
taining treatment, he or she is no longer capable of participating in those decisions.

A TYPICAL STORY OF AN ALZHEIMER FAMILY

I want to tell you about Gran, my mother-in-law. My husband, Joe, is her only
son. She and Papa have been married 55 years. He worked the docks for Exxon for
31 years. She was a homemaker.

Ten years ago, Gran was helping me take care of my babies. Today, at the age of
77, she lies in our house in a near fetal position.

When Gran was diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease in 1981, we did everything we
thought we had to do to help her get her affairs in order, including updating her
will. No one ever mentioned a living will, much less a durable power of attorney for
health care.

Two years after her diagnosis, Gran and Papa sold their house and moved in with
Joe and me and our two young children. She was still walking then, but she was
gradually forgetting how to do even the most basic things. She was already wearing
diapers and was forgetting how to eat. We went from feeding her table food, to
junior foods, to strained baby food.

By 1985, she had shrunk from a 140 pound vital woman to an 80 pound shell of
herself.

One Thur day afternoon, she finally forgot how to swallow. There was no way we
could get any food or water into her body. By Saturday, it was clear even to me-
and I'm no medical expert that she was becoming dehydrated. Her doctor was out of
town. We called the emergency room, but they dismissed our concerns. "Honey,
she'll eat when she's ready," they told me.

(49)
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By Monday, when her doctor returned, we finally got someone to see Gran. They
refused to listen to our explanation of what was happening and insisted that she
probably had some kind of obstruction. Over our objections, they took her away
from us to do something they called a "barium swallow."

But because Gran could not remember how to swallow, they ended up pouring the
barium into her lungs and inducing pneumonia.

With that, they had to admit her to the hospital. The doctors told us that in order
to treat the pneumonia, they would first have to insert a feeding tube to rehydrate
her. They led us to believe it was a very temporary procedure. In any case, in the
condition she was in, they estimated she had no more than 6 months to live.

We had agreed as a family, long before this incident, that there would be no ex-
traordinary efforts to save Gran when it was time for her to go. Papa, Joe and I all
knew that was what she wanted. We remembered Gran in tears, after her diagnosis,
telling us, "I don't want to end up like Daddy"-the aging father for whom she had
cared for years.

Had the doctors explained the implications of what they were doing to Gran-
that they were introducing a iffe-support system that could never be disconnected-
we never *ould have allowed the tube to be inserted.

It is now six years later. Gran has not been out of bed since the day they put in
the tubes. The 80 pound woman we took to the hospital is now so heavy we have to
use a hydraulic lift to move her. She lies at home in a near fetal position-alive, but
not living.

Our lawyers tell us there is nothing we can do to remove the tubes and allow the
natural process of dying to occur.

Papa, an 87 year old man in frail health himself, spends his days taking care of
(;ran. lie now has an advanced directive. Even so, he lives in constant fear of being
hooked up to a machine himself and constantly reminds us that we must never let
this happen to him.

Our story is not fancy. It is not unusual. In fact, it is a fairly typical story of a
family dealing with Alzheimer's disease--one that could be told by thousands of
families around the country.

THlE IMPORTANCE OF S. 1766 FOR A12.IIEIMER PATIENTS

This is not a minor issue. Four million lwople in the United States today have
Alzheimer's disease. Half of us in this room-if we live to be S5-will be stricken
with the disease.

In every case, if some intercurrent illness does not end life sooner, the patient will
reach the stage Gran is in today-unable to perform even the most basic function of
daily life, certainly unable to communicate their wishes with regard to medical
treatment.

This is why the Alzheimer's Association enthusiastically supports S. 1776 and
Congrt-ssman Levin's companion bill, Ht.R. 4449.

The Association has adopted Guidelines for the Treatment of Patients with Ad-
vanced Dementia which includes family members as a critical part of the decision-
making process. iA copy of these guidelines is attached.) The Supreme Court has
now held, however, that the family does not have a constitutional right to make
these decisions for a loved one. That ruling has underscored the importance of clear
advance directives which not only specify a person's treatment wishes but authorize
another to make sure those wishes are carried out if the person is nof able to decide
for himself or herself.

There is no doubt in our minds that Gran did not want to be kept alive the way
she is today, that she would not want the feeding tube in her present condition. But
because she had never written that down, and had never named a durable power of
attorney for health care decisions, we cannot honor her wishes.

What a godsend it would have been if, when Gran entered the hospital for those
diagnostic tests ten years ago, someone had talked to her, and to us, about her
rights to execute an advanced directive and to make her wishes known.

This legislation encourages each of us to sit down with our loved ones and our
doctors to work through these issues when we are competent to do so. A time of
crisis is not a time for carefully considered rational decisions about medical treat-
ment. Our family has learned the hard way the consequences of not making those
decisions early, before tragedy strikes.

The best decision-making occurs when there is good and open communication
among everyone involved-the doctor, the patient and the family. By making discus-
sion of treatment wishes a routine part of health care, you are encouraging that
communication. This bill recognizes that execution of a legal document does not enid



the process, but that providers have an affirmative obligation to continue to review
treatment wishes.

The Association recommends one change in the bill, to assure that this obligation
of communication continues even when the patient loses the capacity to participate
in the discussion. The bill establishes a clear responsibility of the provider to the
patient-to inform him or her of their rights, to inquire about the presence of an
advanced directive, to honor the patient's wishes with regard to treatment, and to
periodically review those wishes with the patient. We recommend that language be
added to the bill to make clear that the provider has these same responsibilities to
communicate with responsible family members cr the patient's guardian. Without
that protection, the bill would have little meaning for an Alzheimer patient, once
that patient loses the ability to communicate about his or her wishes with regard to
treatment.

In conclusion, let me express again the appreciation of the Association for your
efforts to protect the rights of all of us to make our own decisions about medical
treatment and to assure that those decisions are respected.

Enactment of S. 1766 will not do anything to change the cruel reality of Alzhei-
mer's or to halt the inevitable progression of the disease. That will require an ex-
panded commitment to medical research to find the answers to the disease and the
development of a long term care system that provides help for its victims.

By encouraging early and clear decision-making with regard to medical treat-
ment, however, you can at least help make it possible for patients and their families
to come to the end of their ordeal with some final dignity and peace.
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I)rections For M" Treatment

To mv famtlv. friends, pastor. physician, and attorney:

Because of my Christian belief in the dignity of the human person
and my eternal destiny in God, I ask that if I become terminally ill I be fully
informed of the fact s) that I can prepare myself emotionally and spiritually
to die+

I havc a right to make my own decisions concerning treatments that
might unduly prolong the dying process. If I become unable to make these
decisions and have no r(aonable expectation of recovery, then I request
that no ethically extraordinary treatment be used to prolong my life but that
my pain be alleviated if it becomes unbearable, even if this results in short-
cning my life. ("Ethically extraordinary treatment" is treatment that does
not offer a reasonable hocc of benefit to me or that cannot be accord
phshcd without excessive expense, pain, or other grave burden.) However,
no treatment should be used with the intention of shortening my life.

I request that my family, my friends, and the Christian community
j()in mc in prayer as I prepare for death. I request that after my death others
continue to pray for me so that ! wli, with God's grace, enjoy eternal life.

Signed:

Date:

Witnessed:-

Witnessed: -Witnessed:

Date:
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DEATH: PHILOSOPHICAL AND PRACTICAL ISSUES

All members of Roman Catholic religious insti-
tutes (e.g. orders, congregations, monasteries, hermitages,
and even society at large) must at some point discuss the
topic of death. Whether the discussion occurs after a
member dies, during a retreat, or in the course of the
Church's liturgical year, it challenges every member to think
about death which each of us must someday confront.

Such discussions often do not consider the
practical issues relating to death and healthcare, however,
these issues must be addressed. All that religious learn
about being spiritually prepared for death remains impor-
tant, but decisions may be required concerning the use of
artificial or extraordinary means to prolong life. Each person,
whether religious or lay,, should decide beforehand what
kind of life-prolonging means he or she would accept.
Because an individual may not be able to make these critical
decisions in an emergency others will need to can-v out the
directives made in advance or act as the individual would
likely act if competent to decide.

Naming a decision maker is especially critical. If
none is named, American society usually looks to the natural
family. Yet, if religious life has any special value and its usual
decision-making process any relevance, the religious must
make clear that usual presumptions about family responsibil-
ities in healthcare decision making are inappropriate for
religious. On the other hand, the family of a religious must
not be excluded from playing a part in their loved ones
dying. A religious should attempt to make clear, however,
that religious life, especially when of long duration, has a
validity that should not be ignored during healthcare deci-
sion making. The best way to ensure that the religious'
values will be recognized is for the religious to make known
beforehand by legal means the more important details to his
or her religious institute, family, and physician(s) and to the
general public. -

Others may have the right to act on a religious'
behalf, but today in the United States a religious is obligated
to help in that process. The courts do not allow critical
healthcare decisions to be made without attempting to



determine the patient's wishes. In all critical healthcare
choices the individual, therefore, whether competent or not,
is always key to the decision-making process. Yet if a
religious has not made a decision concerning a health.aj-
issue, such as use of a life-support system, someone else,
perhaps not the person of choice, will be requiri.d to make
the decision. The United States is in the process of develop-
ing procedures on critical healthcare deci-'on making for
patients who do not make their wishes known beforehand
and who are no longer competent to decide. Unfortunately,
this decision process is very complex. For a religious, it can
involve the religious institute's leadership, the family, medical
professionals, and the court.

Since different people may propose conflicting
courses of action for an incompetent patient, the court often
must decide what is in the patient's best interest. The court
tries to protect all parties rights, but especially the patient's.

A court decision on a healthcare issue is usually
slow and awkward, and the patient may die before a
decision is made. Court procedures invade the patient's
sphere of privacy and intimacy with family and friends it a
time when the patient should be able to preserve the greatest
personal dignity. Even in the best of court-resolved health-
care decisions, all the parties involved are frequently dis-
tracted by untimely needs to present their cases within
ongoing, adversarial proceedings. A neutral party - the
court - makes the final decision. Throughout the length%,
process the primary,, attempt is to decide what the patient
would wint if competent to decide.

Given the persistent American attempt to honor
individual freedom, it therefore seems logical and sensible
for religious to be more fully prepared for death. To be
prepared toda, a religious must take legal steps to clarify his
or her healthcare decisions on artificial or extraordnuiry means
for prolonging life and to name who makes such decisions if
he or she is no longer competent.

Good planning for critical healthcare decisions
will ensure that the religious-receives the full dignity that
should surround the dying process and will incorporate the
basic values that characterize a religious' life. Once the
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religious has identified which procedures to permit and
which to exclude, he or she must create legal instruments
like a Eying will or a durable power of attorney (see
appendices). These legal instruments, discussed more fully
below, permit a religious' wishes to be honored in the event
he or she is incompetent.

Sample instruments should be studied to guide
in the preparation of these legal documents. Care is needed,
however, to observe and insert any relevant local law. All
documents should be reviewed periodically to ensure that
the), -ontinue to meet tile individual's wishes, are still legal,
and are not so outdated as to arouse suspicion whether they
still express valid wishes.

ISSUES IN HEALTHCARE DECISION MAKING

There is no question that U.S. law protects an
individual's right to make critical decisions on healthcare
issue, including prolonging or terminating life. This right,
however, is not absolute. When an individual acts in a
reasonable manner that does not infringe on others' rights,
the American legal s-stem allows that person some degree of
freedom in decision making. U.S. law is quite tolerant of the
individual's right to nake unusual healthcare decisions,
provided they do not affect others' rights.

Although constraints on individual' actions
e\ist in certain areas of life, personal freedom to decide many
areas of one's life is fiercely protected. In legal terms, these
rights include especially a person' right to privacy.

Religious, as members of American society;
have the same civil rights and obligations as any other
persons. Entering religious life does not reduce an individu-
al's civil freedoms. The religious, through vows, freely
adopts a new style of life and agrees to some limitations on
personal freedom. These limitations are free choices among
religious, religious institutes, and the Church. The individ-
ual religious' free choice of living the religious life doe.s not
reduce basic civil freedoms. The individual religious has the
same civil rights and obligations after vows as before vows.
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Society always looks to the individual, even one
)ho is a religious, to make informed decisions, including
those on healthcare. Just as persons in every walk of life are
influenced in their decision making by their life choices, so
also a religious is influenced in his or her decisions by the
choice to enter religious life. In the final analysis, however,
the individual religious is still the best one to decide about
his or her own healthcare, as about many other decisions.

A basic principle in the American legal system
recognizes that a competent adult has the legal and moral
right to refuse medical treatment. The legal right is qualified
by the state's interest in preserving life, in protecting
innocent third parties, in preventing suicide, and in main-
taining the medical professions ethical integrity. A compan-
ion principle is that the incompetent person has the same
rights as the competent person regarding the legal right to
refuse medical treatment. In this latter situation, other
people must make the decisions the incompetent person
should, but cannot, make.

A basic tenet in healthcare is that modern
medical care works to heal and to prolong life. For many
patients, recovery from an illness is short but the process ot
dying is long. Modem medicine can artificially prolong life
even if it cannot ultimately prevent death. Death comes to
everyone, but to very few is it sudden and unexpected.

Once an individual enters a healthcare facility.
the emphasis is on sustaining life. I lealthcare providers keep
the patient informed and elicit decisions from the patient or
from a surrogate about healthcare prtcedures they will or
will not use. If healing is not likely, typically plysicians
desires and training will motivate them to prolong life. At
some point healthcarv providers' desires may not mesh with
the patient's or surrogate's desires regarding a course of
treatment. When this occurs and a patient is no longer
competent, and his or her wishes are unknown or unclear,
matters worsen. The players in the decision-making process
on the patient's behalf, or on the healthcare providers' or the
public's behalf, will have competing interests and liabilities.
Possibly a hospital ethics committee will help the parties find
a solution in the patient's best interests. If not, and as a last
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resort, recourse will be made to the court to work out
conflicts and liabilities. The ideal course of events is to avoid
going to court. To understand why this area can be so
complicated, it is necessary to review some of the criical
facets of healthcare decision making.

Informed Consent

Today in heaithcare there is great emphasis on
making sure that the patient understands the diagnosis and
the various courses of treatment. General, choices must be
made in treatment decisions. The patient should understand
that in tile American system of law he or she must make
those decisions. This understanding does not mean that the
patient ignores healthcare professionals' knowledge, e\-
perience, and skill. It does mean that the patient must be
informed of and understand what is happening and agree to
sonie course of treatment. This agreement is known as
informed consent, which derives from the patient- inherent
digit.

Intornied consent is not an absolute term.
Instead, it is a concept that considers nan factor , that can

.influence a nv dtcisiOn. For healthcare, intonned consent
means that the patient understands what i, wrong, what %ill
be, done, and what the CotnseqUVlCees Of Xotll the illness and
tht' COUrse of treatmnL'Ilt or nontreatnient are. Fuldailnel tal to

intornlid consent is that tilt' patient must know tilt risks to
his,, or her if' and health in either accepting or refusing
treatment

A religious. %\ hell a patient, has the same right
to taktc intornled d1cions as anyone else, O rigiou,, also

has the right and opportuilnit to ha\t' other-, make informed
dt'Lision, tor him or her in a manner that makes slenst for
religious life and that is also acceptable to socie't\. For a
religLous who has lived under vows and has trecuently and
freely ratified that choice, there will be no difficulty" inI
.stisty ing society"s concerns and spelling out an\ healthcare
means to be used s'tr avoided at death. The basic Christian
values of respect for life, death, dving, and eternal life that
are fundamental to religious life easily surmoult any limita-
tion society would impose on critical healthcare decisions.



Surrogates

When a patient cannot make healthcare deci-
sions, and when no clear process exists for others to make
those decisions, the situation becomes complex. It is possible
that the interests of the parties involved will take precedence
over the patient's right to die with dignity, especially in the
context of Christian life. In theory this should not happen,
but some cases that have moved through different courts
suggest that the patient's best interests were lost in the time
it took to wage an adversarial court case to guard against
liability and make a decision.

Before the 1970s there was not much need for
surrogate decision making. Families for their own members,
and members of religious institutes for their own members,
in cooperation with their physicians, made the critical
decisions about healthcare procedures when the patient
could not decide. This situation has changed in many ways.

One major change is the tremendous increase in
available life-prolonging procedures. Another is the growth
of lawsuits for medical malpractice against healthcare institu-
tions and professionals. The healthcare provider is being
challenged by the courts on behalf of patients and their
survivors. Sometimes the standard of care is found wanting
and the healthcare provider must pay monetary damages to
the patient or to others on the patient's behalf.

The prominence that a potential lawsuit plays in
the healthcare provider's mind cannot be denied, even if
others may, criticize the fear of a lawsuit as exaggerated. Fear
of a lawsuit causes the healthcare provider to be more careful
in making sure that informed consent has been obtained.
Where the patient cannot provide the informed consent,
healthcare providers want to be sure the law will protect
them for actions taken at others' direction. This has led to the
development of several ways through which the patient can
still exercise control, or at least can influence healthcare
decision making, when he or she is no longer competent to
decide.

t . nother issue of note in regard to healthcare
decision making is the type of decision that the Christian can
or should make to be faithful to Christian traditions. Active
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destruction of one's own life or the leaving of directions for
others to end one's life is contrary to the values of Christian
tradition. Harming human life even in the guise of mercy is
unacceptable and no one has a right to do so or to request
such. Suicide or euthanasia are both actions that are wrong
in the Christian tradition, and neither is in any way the
proper subject of plans for healthcare decision making by a
religious.

Suffering is a fact of human life and has special
significance for the Christian as an opportunity to share in
Christ's redemption. Nevertheless, there is nothing wrong in
trying to relieve suffering. Besides making choices for
different healthcare procedures, any planning for surrogate
decision making should include the patient's wishes regard-
ing relief of suffering, especially in certain types of painful
terminal illness.

The religious must make sure that the traditions
and values that guide religious life find their way into any
plans for surrogate decision making. It is not enough to
appoint someone to decide when one is no longer compe-
tent; it is important to provide the surrogate decision maker
with examples of the types of decisions a religious would
make and the underlying principles. First and foremost,
Church teaching does not hold that life is an absolute value,
but it is seen as a basic one that is a source and an
indispensable condition of every human activity and all
society. Therefore the religious should clearly state that life,
although basic and fundamental, is not to be preserved and
prolonged at all costs.

Every individual has a duty to care for his or her
own bodly and to seek necessary medical care, but this does
not mean that all remedies must be used in all circum-
stances. Traditional Church teaching holds that one is not
obliged to use "extraordinary means" to prolong life when
such means offer no reasonable hope or benefit or when
they involve great hardship. Unfortunately, decsions in this
regard are very complex. As medical science advances, the
effectiveness of procedures on patients changes. No patient,
e%,en the religious patient, can or should make such deci-
sions without discussing them with members of his or her
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own religious institute, with the family if possible, and with
medical care providers.

LIVING WILL

One of the common ways a person can address
the possibility of not being able to make healthcare decisions
personally is by providing direction to others. In their
simplest form, these directions may be no more than advice
to physicians and others to follow in critical healthcare
decision making. A popular name for these directions is a
living will. In its short history it has evolved from a simple
statement of nonbinding advice to a document that in some
states must be followed.

In some ways the term living will is a curiosity
and even a contradiction. It is obvious that whoever invented
the phrase wanted to convey the idea that someone not yet
dead was spelling out personal choices, in this case about
healthcare decision making. The key word in the phrase
living will is will, a term with a long history. Many people
are advised to write a will in order to make their intentions
known regarding their affairs after they are dead. Church
law directs all religious to make a civilly vaiid will at the time
they profess vows.

English common law has built up a vast body of
law regarding wills, but the law deals with the content of a
will only after the person making it is dead. A will has no
use or effect over a person or his or her property during life.
A will has relevance only after death. For example, a person
can make a will leaving all his or her property to one person.
Even though that will is ready to be used and is validly
executed, the person may give the property to another so at
the time of death there is no property to distribute. People
may question such a person's good sense but no law was
broken. At the time of death the will is valid, but regarding
the property bequest, it will be ineffective. The will can
control only what the person owns at the time of death.

For the lawyer trained in common law tradi-
tions, therefore the term living will was difficult to accept or
appreciate. Today this is no longer such a problem because
different state legislatures have defined the concept in ways



to give it special effects.
The original intent of the living will concept was

to borrow from the law an idea about a statement that
expressed a person's wishes when he or she would be
unable to do so. Whereas the true will is a binding document
after death, the usual living will has no binding effect. It
provides only advice. Yet it remains a useful tool for allowing
one's decisions to be preserved.

Good living will statements exist in several
forms and a religious can consider their use. On page 18 is a
sample living will called a A Christian Affirmation of Life:
Directions For My Treatment, published by The Catholic Health
Association. The fact that the Christian Affirmation of Life is in
its third edition indicates that it is still evolving to keep up
with developments.

Many people in America have used different
types of living will documents whether or not they were or
are called living ills. The use of a living will is still a helpful
way to make known one's wishes beforehand, but there has
also been much activity around the country to address the
fundamental defects in the living will. Merely providing
advice is not enough, especially if it is not binding or if
healthcare providers believe that following the advice does
not protect them from liability.

To address the defects in _the living will, differ-
ent states have by, statute defined the living will (sometimes
under different names) as being more than advice. Some
states have advanced the concept to where the living will
amounts to a durable power of attorney (see below). Where
state action has occurred, the trend is to make sure a citizen
retains the right to make binding critical healthcare decisions
or to have others make them when he or she is unable to act.
The laws usually state that when healthcare providers rely on
a living will document drafted to conform to the law, they are
not liable for actions performed in good faith. In some places
living will laws have made it mandatory that a medical
provider honor a patient's wishes or withdraw from a
particular case.

Most likely, generally acceptable living will doc-
uments, under various names, will emerge for use through-
out the United States. Until that time comes, it is necessary to



ensure that any document used conforms to local law and is
checked periodically for continued validity. Religious have an
additional problem not yet effectively treated in many living
will statutes - the choice of a surrogate decision maker.

Some living will statutes require the physician
to honor the patient's wishes and generally state that the
physician should consult with -the patient's family if he or
she needs help in making decisions. The law presumes that
the patient's family decides in place of the incompetent
patient. This may not be an acceptable solution for a
religious, nor one sensitive to the values of religious life. Few
states provide in their living will statutes for nonfamily
surrogates, but none demands that surrogates only be
natural or legal family members. A religious, therefore, can
choose to name surrogate decision makers, and a durable
power of attorney. not a living will, is the better way to make
that choice.

Power of attorney law has always recognized a
person's ability to select an unrelated agent to act on his or
her behalf. This area of law has some problems, but it is
more developed. The durable power of attorney is a better
choice for a religious to consider than a living will, since it is
binding.

DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY

The concept of durable power of attorney has
roots in the ancient English common law concept of power of
attorney. Its growth into the longer phrase - durable power
of attorney - is recent history. Yet it is an older concept than
a living will. The difficulty with the durable power of
attorney concept is that only very recently has it been
considered for use in healthcare decision making. For years
the plain power of attorney or durable power of attorney was
never associated with healthcare matters. That situation is
changing; in many states a well-drafted durable power of
attorney can offer a religious an excellent means to express
his or her wishes on critical healthcare decisions that others
may have to enforce. It combines in one document control
over one's healthcare wishes and the legal means to make
sure one's wishes are carried out.
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In English common law many of the legal
structures found today developed in response to society's
needs to act in an orderly manner. Corporations and trusts,
for instance, are old concepts that are still developing to meet
current needs. The power of attorney had similar roots as a
response to society's needs to function in an age of limited
communications. A businessperson could not be everywhere
at once, and a person engaged in one place had no way to
conduct affairs elsewhere. To address that problem, which
was a real constraint on commerce, the person (the principal)
was able to name an agent to act on the principal's behalf.
Over time many formalitie-s developed around this process,
and it became known as granting a power of attorney. This
does not mean that the agent must be an attorney.

One holding a xwer of attorney has a written
instrument that delegates the principal's p wer to the agent
in different ways and varying degrees depending on the
principal and the business at hand. As the power of attor-
ney developed, and for many years, it was effective only as
long as the principal granting it could act at the very same
time the agent acted if only the principal were present. If
the principal could not act, the agent could not validly act.
This concept makes sense if one considers that the
p)ower of attorney developed as a resxmse to the inability to
communicate or travel easily. No thought was given to
what would happen if the principal could not act. The power
of attorney thus was not valid if the principal became
incapacitated.

In time a type ot power of attorney evolved that
could survive the incapacity of the principal granting it. This
bxcame known as a durable power of attorney. The change
addressed the business reasons that usually surrounded the
xver of attorriey when communication and travel improved

to existing levels. When a person selects the durable po-,wer
of attorney, he or she dts not want business damaged just
b-caus e the principal happens to be unable to act. Also, the
durable pto)wer of attorney ensures that an individual's
wealth, or business affairs, receive proper care even if the
person is unable to conduct the affairs personally. In this
latter sense the durable power of attorney provides a goot
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response to healthcare decisions and a patient's inability to
act, but it was not developed to grant powers about
healthcare decisions. It was confined to business matters.
Today all 50 states and the District of Columbia provide for a
durable power of attorney in various matters. All cover
business uses, but not all provide for healthcare decision
making.

Some states specifically provide that a durable
power of attorney can be used for healthcare, and many
more do not prohibit healthcare purposes even if they are not
specifically provided for in legislation. The durable power of
attorney concept will no doubt evolve so that it will be
recognized to cover not only business matters but healthcare
matters as well.

Statements by a 1983 presidential commission
and various governors' commissions that have looked at the
whole process of healthcare decision making are clearly
urging that the law move to recognize the need for knowing
a patient's healthcare wishes and having a surrogate in place
to carry out those wishes when the patient is unable to act.
Not all the devices that ar: found in state law that address
this problem are called a durable power of attorney, but more
and more states are addressing these issues in both appro-
priate and legal ways. In time, common instruments will
emerge nationwide.

Thus, a religious wishing to articulate his or her
wishes for healthcare decision making and name a surrogate
to act on his or her behalf can draft a legal instrument to that
effect in most states. Even where the law is still evolving, or
where it has been slow to address this concern, a durable
power of attorney dealing with an individual's healthcare
wishes and naming a surrogate decision maker can provide
knowledge about the individual's desires. Even if the durable
power of attorney is technically defective or is not recognized
for healthcare uses, it can have value as a statement of the
individual's wishes, since no court has ever denied the
paramount importance of following a patient's clearly stated
wishes regarding healthcare matters.

A religious using a durable power of attorney
must make clear in the document that he or she is a

12



religious. This ensures that the usual presumption of favor-
ing family decision makers will not be used to preclude
participation by members of one's religious institute in
healthcare decisions.

Selection of one sample document over another
for the durable power of attorney depends on a particular
jurisdiction's legal concerns. For example, California has a
specific form that has legal recognition and effect. In that
state there should be no reason to deviate from the pre-
scribed form. In most other states, one has some choice in
how much to include in the document beyond stating one's
religious life affiliation.

The religious must decide between a durable
power of attorney restricted only to healthcare decision
making or one that combines healthcare and business
matters. Covering both healthcare and business matters may
be imxrtant in some cases, but generally religious, who do
not own property, do not need to include business powers in
a durable power of attorney. On the other hand, when a
religious institute in consultation with its attorney begins
drafting a durable power of attorney for use by its members,
it must be aware of how the durable power of attorney
concept is understood in its own jurisdiction. If there is
support for a durable power of attorney containing only
healthcare powers, business powers can be omitted. If a
jurisdiction has not develold its law on the durable power
of attome to consider healthcare powers, adding business
powers, even if the\, are never needed, will strengthen the
durable power of attorney dOCument, ensuring its effec-

tiveness. Business poK wers can thus become the bridge to
give recognition to the health pxwers. One should not
conclude that business powers should be excluded from a
durable power of attorney' just because they do not seem
relevant. Legal advice concerning their inclusion or exclusion
is crucial.

In the final analysis, a durable power of attorney
is a legal instrument that must stand or fall on review by the
legal system. One's own preferences regarding the form of
the document are important but are secondary to the
primary concern of ensuring the durable power of attorney's
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effectiveness.
While a religious institute and its attorney are

drafting a durable power of attorney, the attorney most likely
will play a key part, but this should not preclude the
religious institute from making sure that the attorney gives
proper place to statements in a durable power of attorney
that explain that the religious made a free choice of entering
religious life, -has reaffirmed that choice in many ways
through the years, and that life's values deserve recognition
in any consideration or review by the users of the durable
power of attorney document. These statements need not be
long but should be clear. They should also address any
potential questions on why family members are not holders
of the power or why they are not looked to for critical
healthcare decisions.

To cover fully the family issue, the durable
power of attorney should include statements that the re-
ligious loves his or her family; but, because of the personal
life choices made, expects the public to look to the religious
institute through its lawful superiors for decision making
when the religious cannot personally act. The document
must clarify the religious' choice of life and that this choice
counts for something. A durable power of attorney should
not Ie, suspect because the family is left out of the decision-
making process. Even if the family wishes to interfere, as
may happen, the durable power of attorney document
should effectively notify all involved regarding the religious'
intentions. Society easily recognizes that a husband will
usually act on his wife's behalf, or vice-versa, and that bloK
relatives do not take precedence over a spouse. Society can
be expected to do the same for religious and recognize the
religious institute over the family.

S iety recognizes legally the free choice of two
people to marry and become a new family unit. Given this,
society should and will, if notified, grant similar recognition
to a religious' free choice of his or her religious "family."
Society and its laws do protect an individual's rights to make
known certain actions. If the contents of a durable power of
attorney are ever questioned, and if the document is found
defective, it at least can provide evidence on what course of
action the religious expected to be followed.

14



Much has been said about drafting- a good
durable power of attorney, but the discussion has not
covered one critical aspect of the document. Usually the
person signing a durable power of attorney for healthcare
decisions does not need it at the time of signing. If it were
needed right away, serious questions would arise about the
signer's competency to execute a legal instrument. How does
a durable power of attorney become effective when it is
needed?

Putting a durable power of attorney into effect
usually is done by invoking the "springing power" (a
statement that indicates how and when the durable power
becomes effective) that should be in the document. The e\act
contents of the "springing power" can vary, but its purpose
is to make the existence of the durable power of attorney
known and to allow the agent holding the ixi\er to act. It is
possible to grant the "springing power" to one part' and the
rest of the powers in the durable power of attorney to
another. Usually the one obligated to cam out the individu-
al's wishes will also have the "springing power."

Once a religious institute has a durable po wer ot
attorney it wishes to offer to its members, the nienbers must
understand its contents and its purpxse. This is on the whole
an easy and e\pcted condition, but it is also vital to observe
any legal formalities that will ensure that the document, if it
ever is needed, will be effective. The law establishes mini--
mum standards by which s(ciety recognizes legal instni-
ments when the party who made them is unable to certith
that the instniment belongs to him or her. Thus, certain
forn-alities must bev observed. In most states, a notary's
certification to the durable power of attorney is advisable.
The local attorney will know when to suggest that additional
step. If it is suggested, it further validates the document.

Finally; the durable power of attorney, like the
living will is still evolving. Care should be taken to ensure
that a document once established for a religious institute
(more than one document may x needed by some institutes
in multiple jurisdictions) retain its validity. It may be neces-
sary, to revise it periodically. Also, any p licy in effect should
encourage members of the religious institute to redo the
durable power of attorney periodically to ensure that their
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intentions- regarding healthcare have not changed. An addi-
tional reason for redoing the durable power of attorney is to
allow for the steady advance of technology. Basic Christian
values applied to healthcare wiU -require the religious to
reevaluate continually the medical means that will or will not
be used in his or her case.

In conclusion, legal means are now available to
help religious make responsible decisions about their health-
care at the time of death. Not to use these means auto-
matically shifts control of decision taking to the religious'
family or to society at large and places at risk the value a
religious gives to death with dignity through being fully
prepared as a Christian. To take this risk is both irresponsible
and unnecessary.
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A P P E N D I C E S

The following sample is the Christian Affirmation
of Life, published in 1987 by The Catholic Health Association
of the United States. It offers an introduction on the
decision-making process surrounding healthcare issues and
includes the actual form expressing one's wishes for decision
making.

The sample General Durable Power of At. .:ney
describes the full range of business, personal, and healthcare
powers that a religious could delegate to another person,
such as the major superior of the religious institute or even a
major part of the institute. The document also allows for the
major superior to decide when the "power" becomes effec-
tive and if another should act in the major superior's place.
State law will influence under what form and title the
concepts discussed in the text can be made effective. State
law forms and practice must be followed carefully.

The sample Durable Power of Attorney for
Healthcare is similar to the General Durable Power of
Attorney but is confined to healthcare decision making. Note
that the document that will be effective to accomplish the
principal's wishes and will be effective within a particular
state's legal system is the better choice. Possibly a General
Durable Power of Attorney that includes healthcare issues
will be more effective in some states than the more limited
Durable Power of Attotney for Healthcare. Legal advice is
needed to allow a religious or religious institute to make the
best choice.

The durable power of attorney samples suggest
that the agent for a religious be the Major Superior (e.g.,
Superior General, Provincial), but religious can select any
agent. If the agent is other than the Major Superior, the
religious institute must decide whether it can cooperate in
decisions the agent makes. A religious institute has rights
and cannot be bound to the consequences of decisions made
by agents of its members who have no authority or responsi-
bility for the institute's leadership and welfare.
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CHRISTIAN AFFIRMATION OF LIFE

Chuistians believe that in death life is trans-
formed by the power of Christ's death and resurrection into
eternal life. Because of this belief it is not always necessary
to use every possible means to resist death. Persons who
are dying should be given whatever support they desire
to alleviate pain and to prepare for death, but they have
no obligation to endure medical interventions that unduly
prolong their dying without offering them reasonable
benefit.

Persons who are terminally ill have the right
and the primary responsibility to decide to what extent they
will receive treatment. In order that they can exercise this
responsibility they should be fully advised of the diagnosis,
the prognosis, the proposed treatment, other available treat-
ment options, and the risks and benefits of each course of
action.

When a person is unable to make decisions
regarding treatment, others, usually the next of kin, will do
so, but they must make these judgments in accordance with
the person's legitimate wishes, if they are known. The
"Christian Affirmation of Life" is provided as a means of
indicating ones desires regarding treatment at the time of
terminal illness. It is not intended as a legal document, but
one of moral persuasion. However, it may have legal effect in
some states, so the advice of an attorney is encouraged.

Directions For My Treatment

To my family' friends, pastor, physician, and attorney;
Because of my Christian belief in the dignity of

the human person and my eternal destiny in God, I ask that
if I become terminally ill I be fully informed of the fact so that
I can prepare myself emotionally and spiritually to die.

I have a right to make my own decisions
concerning treatments that might unduly prolong the dying
process. If I become unable to make these decisions and have
no reasonable expectation of recovery, then I request that no
ethically extraordinary treatment be used to prolong my life
but that my pain be alleviated if it becomes unbearable, even
if this results in shortening my life. ("Ethically extraordinary



treatment" is treatment that does not offer a reasonable hope
of benefit to me or that cannot be accomplished without
excessive expense, pain, or other grave burden.) However,
no treatment should be used with the intention of shorten-
ing my life.

I request that my fan Lly, my friends, and the
Christian community join me in prayer as I prepare for
death. I request that after my death others continue to pray
for me so that I will, with Gods grace, enjoy eternal life.

Signed:
Date:
Witnessed:
Witnessed:
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*I GENERAL DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY

I (full legal name and if applicable add religious name)

presently of (city and state) hereby appoint Sister/ Brother/Father,

(title -provincial, general superior or president, etc.) of the (ful title of the

religious institute or religious title of the province of a named religious institute;

titles should be Church names and not corporate titles) and (her/his)

successor in this same office as my attorney-in-fact (herein
called agent). I further grant the same status as my attorney-
in-fact (agent) to any other member of the (restate the name oi the
religious institute) designated in writing by the (restate the title of the

superior) or other designated agent may act alone or in
cooperation with each other. Mention of agent, agent(s) or
agents shall not require joint action by my agents. Once this
power is declared effective, each agent alone may act validly.
Who acts shall be controlled by the (restate the title of the superior).

EFFECTIVE DATE OF DURABLE POWER OF
ATTORNEY This durable power of attorney shall become
effective on my disability or incapacity and shall thereafter
not be affected by such disability or incapacity. The effective
date shall be determined by the (restate the title of the superior) in
writing attached to this durable power and (hissher) decision
shall not be questioned by any third party.

I expect that the (restate the title of the superior) may
declare all or part of this power of attorney effective
depending on the circumstances and (he/she) shall be guided
in this decision by consultations with appropriate healthcare
professionals. Once the power is invoked, any agent given
authority to act on my behalf may do so. Further, this
durable power of attorney is intended to be effective in and
conform to the laws of my state of residence indicated above.

MY LIFE AS A MEMBER OF (name of the relig ious

Institute and of province if applicable). It is my firm conviction that my
life as a member of this religious institute has meaning and
value in any circumstance that occurs once this durable
power of attorney is declared effective. My decision to join
the (repeat the name of the religious institute) was a free choice and is
one that has been constantly reaffirmed over the years by my
free choice to live the life of religious in this religious
community. I do not wish any third party to look to anyone
else for decisions regarding me except those acting as my
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agent(s).
I especially expect healthcare providers to act on

my behalf as directed by my agent(s) and not to look to my
family for decisions about my care. Also, I expect my family
to honor my wishes and not interfere in decisions about my
life or care. This desire in no way manifests a lack of love for
my family, but it does recognize that I am a member of (named

religious institute) and the proper one to decide about my care is
the major superior of my religious institute acting personally
or through other members as my agent(s). My agent(s),
however, may consult with my family regarding my affairs or
healthcare, and I encourage such consultation. If, against my
wishes, this power of attorney, or decisions made because of
it, is referred to a court of la, I expect the usual presump-
tions found in law to look to family especially for healthcare
decisions to be put aside. I made a free choice in life to be a
member of (name ot relious institute and Pnie tfapnca i ) and to
execute this durable power of attorney; I expect those choices
to be honored and the decisions made by my agent(s) to be
upheld.

GRANT OF POWERS. I grant to m agent(s)
the following general business and healthcare powers to be
exercised in nw name and for nw benefit:

1. Ge'wnrnl Grant ot Pf ver. To exercise or perform any
act, power, duty; right, or Obligation whatsoever that I now
have or may hereafter acquire, relating to any person, matter,
transaction, or property, real or personal, tangible or intangi-
ble, now owned or hereafter acquired by me, including,
without limitation, the following specifically enumerated
everything necessary in exercising any of the powers herein
granted as full) as I might or could do if personally present,
with fulpower of substitution or revocation, hereby ratifying
and confirming all that my agent(s) shall lawfully do or cause
to be done by virtue of this power of attorney and the
powers herein granted;

2. Collection Powers. To forgive, request, demand, sue
for, recover, collect, receive, hold all such sums of mone,;
debts, dues, commercial paper, checks, drafts, accounts,
securities, retirement or insurance benefits, all documents of
title, all property of any type, now or hereafter owned by, or



due, owing payable or belonging to me or in which I have or
may hereafter acquire an interest; to have, use, and take all
lawful means and equitable and legal remedies and proceed-
ings in my name for the collection and recovery thereof, and
to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to
execute and deliver for me on my behalf, and in my name, all
endorsements, releases, receipts, or other sufficient dis-
charges for the same;

3. Real andi Personal Property Powers. To agree for,
contract, purchase or sell, receive or exchange, and maintain
any type of property in any form of ownership upon such
terms and conditions as my agent(s) shall determine;

4. Contract Powrs. To make, do, and transact every
kind of business of whatever nature, and also for me and in
my name, and as my act and deed, to sign, seal, execute,
deliver, and acknowledge any and all documents resulting
from such business;

5. Banking Ponwers. To make, draw , sign in my name,
deliver, and accept all banking instruments for deposit or
withdrawal from any commercial or savings account;

6. Tax Returns. To prepare, execute and file reports,
returns, declarations, forms, and statements for any and all
tax purposes, to pay such taxes and any interest or penalty
thereon or additions thereto; to make and file objections,
protests, claims for abatement, refund or credit in relation to
any such tax proposed, levied, or paid;

7. Restrictions on Ageits' Potwers.
a. No power exists to execute a will, trust, or codicil

on my behalf by my agent(s) but my agent(s) can
enter into custodial arrangements with a bank
with trust powers.

b. No assets of mine can be directed to my agents)
unless after my death my will so directs.

8. hIterpretations and Goz i'ing Laws. This instrument is
to be construed and interpreted as a general durable power
of attorney subject to the laws of the state of my residence.
The enumeration of some specific powers herein is not
intended, nor does it limit or restrict, the general powers
herein granted to my agent(s) or those powers provided by
statute. No grant of power contrary to law should negate the
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effect of the remaining lawful powers or the general intent of
this durable power of attorney.

9. Personal and Medical Care. My agent(s) are to make
each and every judgment necessary for the proper and
adequate care and custody of me including to fire, employ,
pay for, and discharge such domestic help, nursing services,
and practical and/or registered nurses as my agent(s) may
determine to be in the best interests of my health, and the
power to give an informed consent or any informed refusal
on my behalf with respect to my physical or mental
healthcare and comfort, including specifically by way of
illustration only and not by way of limitation:

a. Any medical care, diagnosis, surgical procedure,
therapeutic procedure and/or other treatment of
any type or nature;

b. Any physical rehabilitation program;
c. Any dental procedure;
d. Any psychiatric or psychological care or treat-

ment;
e. The admission to any hospital, medical center,

nursing home, or mental institution;
f. The use of any drugs, medication, therapeutic

devices, or other medicines or items related to
my health;

g. The execution of waivers, medical authorizations,
and such other approval as may be required to
permit or authorize care which I may need;

h. The waiver of any doctor-patient privilege; and
the power in general to take and authorize all
acts with respect to my health and well-being,
and to expend all amounts in connection there-
with to the same extent as I could if mentally
competent to do so. The prices, costs, expenses,
and compensation incurred in furtherance of the
foregoing are all to be within the sole and
absolute dis-oetioui of my agent(s);

i. The access to any and all medical information
from past or present.

10. Termiute Lift' S4pp.rt Systems. I wish to live as long
as possible, but I do not wish to receive futile medical
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treatment, which I define as treatment that will provide no
benefit to me and will only prolong my inevitable death or
irreversible coma. Therefore, my agent(s) are to request that
aggressive medical therapy not be instituted or, if instituted,
be discontinued, including (but -not limited to) cardiopul-
monary resuscitation, the implantation of a cardiac pace-
maker, renal dialysis, parenteral feeding, the use of respira-
tors or ventilators, blood transfusions, nasogastric tube use,
intravenous feedings, endotracheal tube use, antibiotics, and
organ transplants. They should try to discuss the specifics of
any such decision with me if I am able to communicate with
them in any manner, even by blinking my eyes. If I am
unconscious, comatose, senile, or otherwise unreachable by
such communication, my agent(s) should make the decision
guided primarily by any preferences that I may have
previously expressed and secondarily by the information
given by the physicians treating me as to my medical
diagnosis and prognosis. My agent(s) may specifically re-
quest and concur with the writing of a "no-code" (DO NOT
RESUSCITATE) order by the attending treating physician.

CERTIFICATION FOR ARTICLES 9 AND 10

I certify that I have read Articles 9 and 10 authorizing my
agent(s) to refuse medical treatment for' me under the
circumstances specified in these articles, that I understand
such provisions, and that such provisions state my wishes
and desires under the circumstances described.

(Signature)

11. Provide Me Relief from Pain. My agent(s) are to
consent to and arrange for the administration of pain-
relieving drugs of any type, or other surgical or medical
procedures calculated to relieve my pain even though their
use may lead to permanent physical damage, addiction, or
even hasten the moment of (but not intentionally cause) my
death.

12. Protect My Right of Pritucy. My agent(s) are to
exercise my right of privacy to make decisions regarding my
medical treatment and my right to be left alone even though
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the exercise of my right might hasten death or be against
conventional medical advice. They may take appropriate
legal action, if necessary in their judgment, to enforce my
right in this regard.

13. Make Anatomical Gifts. My agent(s) have the power
to make anatomical gifts to such persons and organizations
as deemed appropriate.

14. Funeral Arrange, mts. My agent(s) shall make any
arrangements for my funeral and burial.

15. Powver to Nominate Conservator or Guardian. If required
by law or by a court order, my agent(s) should nominate
and/or petition for the appointment of one agent named
herein to be a guardian, conservator, or serve in any
fiduciary office representing me or any interest of mine.
Also, I waive any bond requirement such office may require.

16. Third Party Reliance. For the purpose of inducing any
medical care provider, bank, broker, custodian, insurer,
lender, transfer agent, taxing authority, governmental agency, -

or other party to act in accordance with the powers granted
in this document, I hereby represent, warrant, and agree
that:

a. If this document is revoked or amended for any
reason, 1, my estate, my heirs, successors, and
assigns will hold such party or parties harm-
less from any loss suffered, or liability incurred,
by such party or parties in acting in accordance
with this document prior to that party's re-
ceipt of written notice of any such termination or
amendment.

b. The powers conferred on my agent(s) by this
document may be exercised by them alone, and a
signature or act under the authority granted in
this document may be accepted by third parties
as fully authorized by me and with the same
force and effect as if I were personally present,
competent, and acting on my own behalf.

c. No person who acts in reliance on any represen-
tafion made as to the scope of authority granted
under this document shall incur any liability to
me, my estate, my heirs, successors, or assigns
for permitting the exercise of any such power,
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nor shall any person who deals with my agent(s)
be responsible to determine or insure the proper
applications of funds or property.

d. All third parties from whom my agent(s) may
request information regarding my health or per-
sonal affairs are hereby authorized and directed
to provide such information to them without
limitation and are released from any legal liability
whatsoever to me, my estate, my heirs, succes-
sors, or assigns for complying with their re-
quests. With specific reference to medical infor-
mation, including information about my mental
condition, I hereby authorize in advance all
physicians and psychiatrists who have treated
me and all other providers of healthcare, includ-
ing hospitals, to release to my agent(s) all infor-
mation and photocopies of any records that my
agent(s) may request.

17. Photographic Copies. Photographic or other facsimile
reproductions of this executed power may be made and
delivered by my agent(s) and may be relied on by any person
to the same extent as though the copy were an original.
Anyone who acts in reliance on any representation or
certificate of my agent(s) or on a reproduction of this power
shall not be liable for permitting my agent(s) to perform any
act pursuant to this power.

I have signed and delivered this General Dura-
ble Power of Attorney this day of ,

Signature

WITNESSED:

Signature

Signature
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State of
County of

On this day of , _,

personally appeared before me, a
Notary Public, who executed the above General Durable
Power of Attorney, and acknowledged the same to be his/her
free act and deed.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this __

day of

Notary Public

My Commission expires
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DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTHCARE

I (fiuli legal name and if applicable add religious name)

presently of (city and state) hereby appoint Sister/ Brother/Father,

(title-provincial, general superior or president, etc.) of the (fuu title of the

religious institute or religious title of the prowince of a named reigious institute;

titles should be Church names and not corpo rate titles) and (her/his)

successor in this same office as my attorney-in-fact (herein
called agent). I further grant the same status as my attorney-
in-fact (agent) to any other member of the (restate the name of the
rel!,ious institute) designated in writing by the tretate the title of the

RL-ynor) or other designated agent may act alone or in
cooperation with each other. Mention of agent, agent(s) or
agents shall not require joint action by my agents. Once this
power is declared effective, each agent alone may act validly.
Who acts shall be controlled by the (retate the title oi the suinor).

EFFECTIVE DATE OF DURABLE POWER OF
ATTORNEY FOR HEALTHCARE. This durable power of
attorney for healthcare shall become effective on my disabil-
it' or incapacJ' y and shall thereafter not be affected by such
disability or incapacity. The effective date shall be deter-
mined by the (retate the'title ot the %ufnor) in writing attached to
this durable power, and (hi-,'n.r0 decision third party.

I expect that the _rk-,,ate the title tt the .unor) may
declare all or part of this power of attorney effective
depending on the circumstances, and h, he.hv) shall be guided
in this decision by consultations with appropriate healthcare
professionals. Once the power is invoked, any agent given
authority to act on my behalf may do sti. Further, this
Durable Power of Attorney is intended to be effective in and
conform to the laws of my state of residence indicated above.

MY LIFE AS A MEMBER OF name o the rel,_ous
institute and ot rrtce it a pphcaNe) It is mN' firm conviction that my
life as a member of this religious institute has meaning and
value in an, circumstance that occurs once this durable
power of attorney is declared effective. My decision to join
the Tpeat the name of the rebhgkus insttute) was a free choice and is
one that has been constantly reaffirmed over the years by my
free choice to live the life -of religious in this religious
community. I do not wish any third party to look to anyone
else for decisions regarding me except those acting as my
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agent(s).
I especially expect healthcare providers to act on

my behalf as directed by my agent(s) and not to look to my
family for decisions about my care. Also, I expect my family
to honor my wishes and not interfere in decisions about my
life or care. This desire in no way manifests a lack of love for
my family, but it does recognize that I am a member of roamedd

religious institute), and the proper one to decide about my care is
the major superior of my religious institute acting personally
or through other members as my agentss. My agent(s),
however, may consult with my family regarding my affairs or
healthcare, and I encourage such consultation. If, against my
wishes. thb's power of attorney, or decisions made because of
it, ;.i referred to a court of law, I expect the usual presump-
tic ns found in law to look to family, especially for healthcare
decisions, to be put aside. I made a free choice in life to be a
meniter of (name of religious institute and province if applicable) and to
execute thi; durable power of attorney; I expect those choices
to be honored and the decisions made by my agent(s) to be
upheld.

GRANT OF POWERS. I grant to my agent(s)
the following healthcare and related powers to be exercised
in my name and for my benefit:

1. Personal and Medical Care. My agent(s) are to make
each and every judgment necessary for the proper and
adequate care and custody of me including to fire, employ,
pay for, and discharge such domestic help, nursing services,
and practical and/or registered nurses as my agent(s) may
determine to be in the best interests of my health, and the
power to give an informed consent or any informed refusal
on my behalf with respect to my physical or mental
healthcare and comfort, including specifically by way of
illustration only and not by way of limitation:

a. Any medical care, diagnosis, surgical procedure,
therapeutic procedure, and/or other treatment of
any type or nature;

b. Any physical rehabilitation program;
c. Any dental procedure;
d. Any psychiatric or psychological care or treat-

ment;



e. The admission to any hospital, medical center,
nursing home, or mental institution;

f. The use of any drugs, medication, therapeutic
devices, or other medicines or items related to
my health;

g. The execution of waivers, medical authorizations,
and such other approval as may be required to
permit or authorize care that I may need;

h. The waiver of any doctor-patient privilege; and
the power in general to take and authorize all
acts with respect to my health and well-being,
and to expend all amounts in connection there-
with to the same extent as I could if mentally
competent to do so. The prices, costs, expenses,
and compensation incurred in furtherance of the
foregoing are all to be within the sole and
absolute discretion of my agent(s);

i. The access to any and all medical information
from past or present.

2. Terminate Lift' Suiqort Systems. I wish to live as long
as possible, but I do not wish to receive futile medical
treatment, which I define as treatment that will provide no
benefit to me and will only prolong my inevitable death or
irreversible coma. Therefore, my agent(s) are to request that
aggressive medical therapy not be instituted or, if instituted,
be discontinued, including (but not limited to) cardiopul-
monary resuscitation, the implantation of a cardiac pace-
maker, renal dialysis, parenteral feeding, the use of respira-
tors or ventilators, blood transfusions, nasogastric tube use,
intravenous feedings, endotracheal tube use, antibiotics, and
organ transplants. They should try to discuss the specifics of
any such decision with me if I am able to communicate with
them in ary manner, even by blinking my eyes. If I am
unconscious, comatose, senile, or otherwise unreachable by
such communication, my agent(s) sniould make the decision
guided primarily by any preferences that I may have
previously expressed and secondaily by the information
given by the- physicians treating me as to my medical
diagnosis and prognosis. My agent(s) may specifically re-
quest and concur with the writing of a "no-code" (DO NOT
RESUSCITATE) order by the attending treating physician.
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3. Provide Me Relief from Pain. My agent(s) are to
consent to and arrange for the administration of pain-
relieving drugs of any type or other surgical or medical
procedures calculated to relieve my pain even though their
use may lead to permanent physical damage, addiction or
even hasten the moment of (but not intentionally cause) my
death.

4. Protect My Right of Privay. My agent(s) are to
exercise my right of privacy to make decision regarding my
medical treatment and my right to be left alone even though
the exercise of my right might hasten death or be against
conventional medical advice. They may take appropriate
legal action, if necessary in their judgment, to enforce my
right in this regard.

5. Make Anatomical Gifts. My agent(s) have the power
to make anatomical gifts to such persons and organizations
as deemed appropriate.

6. Fwural Arrangements. My agent(s) shall make any
arrangements for my funeral and burial.

7. Pner to Nominate Conservator or Guardian. If required
by law or by a court order, my agent(s) should nominate
and/or petition for the appointment of one agent named
herein to be a guardian, conservator, or serve in any
fiduciary office representing me or any interest of mine.
Also, I waive any bond requirement such office may require.

8. Interpretations and Go erning Laus. This instrument is
to be construed and interpreted as a durable power of
attorney for healthcare subject to the laws of the state of my
residence. The enumeration of some specific powers herein
is not intended, nor does it limit or restrict the powers herein
granted to my agent(s). No grant of power contrary to law
should negate the effect of the remaining lawful powers or
the general intent of this durable power of attorney for
healthcare.

9. Third Party Reliance. For the purpose of inducing any
medical care provider, governmental agency, or other party
to act in accordance with the powers granted in this
document, I hereby represent, warrant, and agree that:

a. If this document is revoked or amended for any
reason, I, my estate, my heirs, successors, and
assigns will hold such party or parties harm-
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less from any loss suffered, or liability incurred,
by such party or parties in acting in accordance
with this document prior to that party's receipt
of written notice of any such termination or
amendment.

b, The powers conferred on my agent(s) by this
document may be exercised by them alone, and a
signature or act under the authority granted in
this document may be accepted by third parties
as fully authorized by me and with the same
force and effect as if I were personally present,
competent, and acting on my own behalf.

c. No person who acts in reliance on any represen-
tation made as to the scope of authority granted
under this document shall incur any liability to
me, my estate, my heirs, successors, or assigns
for permitting the exercise of any such power,
nor shall any person who deals with my agent(s)
be responsible to determine or ensure the proper
applications of funds or property.

d. All third parties from whom my agent(s) may
request information regarding my health or per-
sonal affairs are hereby authorized and directed
to provide such information to them without
limitation and are released from any legal liability
whatsoever to me, my estate, my heirs, succes-
sors, or assigns for complying with their re-
quests. With specific reference to medical infor-
mation, including information about my mental
condition, I hereby authorize in advance all
physicians and psychiatrists who have treated
me and all other providers of healthcare, includ-
ing hospitals, to release to my agent(s) all infor-
mation and photocopies of any records that my
agent(s) may request.

10. Photographic Copies. Photographic or other facsimile
reproductions of this executed power may be made and
delivered by my agent(s) and may be relied on by any person
to the same extent as though the copy were an original.
Anyone who acts in reliance on any representation or
certificate of my agent(s), or on a reproduction of this power,
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shall not be liable for permitting my agent(s) to perform any
act pursuant to this power.

I have signed and delivered this Durable Power
of Attorney Attorney this day of ,_

Signature

WITNESSED:
Signature

Signature

State of
County of

On this day of I -J.
personally appeared before me, a
Notary Public, who executed the above Durable Power of
Attorney for Healthcare, and acknowledged the same to be
his/her free act and deed.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this
day of -?

Notary Public

My Commission expires
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The Catholic Health Association of the United
States is the national organization of Catholic hospitals and
long term care facilities, their sponsoring organizations and
systems, and other health and related agencies and services
operated as Catholic. It is an ecclesial community participat-
ing in the mission of the Catholic Church through its
members' ministry of healing. CHA witnesses this ministry
by providing leadership both within the Church and within
the broader society and through its programs of education,
facilitation, and advocacy.

This document represents one more service of
The Catholic Health Association of the United States, 4455
Woodson Road, St. Louis, MO 63134-0889, 314-427-2500.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JuLIANNE DELIo

My name is Julie Delio. I am from New York and I would like

to tell you of some of my experiences pertinent to this

Patient Self Determination Act.

In 1986, my husband, Daniel Delio, underwent a minor

operation to repair a rectal fistula. During the operation

due to an act of negligence by the anesthesiologist , his

brain was destroyed rendering him permanently unconscious.

Danny suffered not only cortical brain death but also the

misfortune of having his heart revived even though his human

essence had beeni destroyed. His EEG was flatline; he had

brainstem function only. He was 33 years old. He was a PhD

in exercise physiology ,an expert in cardiac rehabilitation

and exercise rehabilitation for hypertensives and diabetics

as %ell as a marathon runner. His life was essentially over.

He had been thrown into a persistent vegetative state.

At this point medioine was able only to offer his an

existence in oblivion. He was being kept "alive" by

artificial nutrition and hydration forced through a

jeujunostomy tube into his intestines. He was entirely

defenseless against medical technology that forced upon him

an existence which he found abominable. He was prepared to

accept a natural death.

Danny believed the death of the cortex to be synonymous with

death of the person. This belief stemmed from his extensive

scientific understanding of the body and all its integrated

functions as well as from his philosophy of life.



Danny and I had had extensive, detailed discussions on

vegetative states and artificial life support measures. He

had made me promise never to let him live even one day in

such a state. His mother and I were the only ones left to

speak for him. I requested termination of all life support

including artificial nutrition and hydration so Viat his

death , begun by the doctors who operated on him could

finally conclude.

At -hat time I was employed as an Assistant Professor of

Medicine at MY Medical College which is affiliated with

Westchester County Medical Center (WCMC), the facility to

which Danny had been transferred for treatment. The

Chairman of the Department of Medicine to whom I reported at

NY Medical College was also the Chief of Medicine and

cha:.rman of the Medical Board of Directors at WCMC. Despite

the fact that WCMC doctors privately agreed with my request

to terminate life support measures, the hospital officially

ignored my request and forced me to resort to litigation.

After filing the necessary lawsuit, T was fired.

My :erination was a clear message to WCMC physicians.

Among other fears, the MDs were afraid of losing their jobs

as I had lost mine. The Hospital administration was making

all decisions from a "risk management" viewpoint. The

medical staff who knew and understood the medical issues and

Danny's family who knew and understood his desires were shut

out..

All Df the physicians sympathized with me, but none had the

courage to do anything about it. They all told me how brave



I was for going to court. They said it was the only way,

and that I would help them as physicians and so many other

pati-ants like Danny. They said it was desperately needed.

The hypocrisy was. sickening. Our family had to pay the

prica for the doctor's inability to resolve this situation.

Taking my case to court alienated me from the medical

comm-inity. No physician ever called me after I filed-my law

suit. They continued treating him aggressively without

informing me and without my consent until I threatened them

with criminal assault charges. Then they made me sign

reflisal to consent to treatment forms each time they felt he

required some form of treatment. They made me feel like I

was 3igning a death warrant each time.

The )udicial process was devastating to me and my mother-in-

law. The loss of my husband wag tragic enough, yet i was

then forced to plead publicly to strangers for his death.

You cannot imagine the psychological trauma involved in

pleading for the death of the person you love most in this

entire world. I could barely concentrate in court. I was

so afraid.

Afte: 13 harrowing months in the court system, the NY State

Appellate Division upheld Danny's right to refuse treatment

even though he was no longer able to speak for himself.

After the NY State Appellate Court ruled in our favor giving

me the right to remove all unwanted treatment for my

husband, the hospital still refused to terminate treatment.

The day after the court order came down, the feeding tube
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fell out as had so often happened throughout the year. I

begged them not to reinsert it, citing the Appellate Court

Decision on our right to refuse this treatment. A Doctor

promised that the tube would not be put back in. I left the

hospital late that night only to return early the next day

to find they had not only reinserted this tube into my

unconscious defenseless husband but they also stitched it

mI r will never forget the fresh blood on his emaciated

stomach. There was no record of who reinserted the tube,

who gave the order and no MD would face me to explain. The

administration had ordered this to be done against my

husband's wishes and against my wishes as his court

appo.nted conservator.

The hospital was ordered to terminate treatment or transfer

Danny to another facility that would agree to abide by his

wishes. wCmC said they would not appeal the decision as

long as we agreed to transfer him. They simply wanted to

wash their hands of this whole affair. Their inhumanity

added enormously to our private tragedy. Families should

not be stigmatized by County or public facilities and

further traumatized by forced transfer as my family was

simply for requesting their legal rights. Why should a

County hospital Ie able to refuse a patient's legal Court

sanctioned rights when Danny's physicians in that hospital

were willing t. comply with the court order?

After a heart wrenching search Danny was transferred to Beth

Isreal Hospital in Manhattan so that his death which began

13 months earlier would be allowed to conclude. Ten days



later he died quietly in my arms, surrounded by his mother

and uncle. We thought it was finally over for him.

But not even death gave him release from the bureaucracy of

our medical and legal communities. Two hours before his

funeral I was informed that the NYC Coroner's office refused

to insue a cremation certificate. They demanded an autopsy

on [,anny's body. No one could tell me why. After his

funeval they took his body to the city morgue and autopsied

him. Two days later I was called to identify his body.

When Danny died, I donated all of his organs according to

his wishes. I was told his year in a vegetative state had

left all of his organs except for his corneas useless to the

living. Artificial nutrition was not even minimally able to

keep him in an acceptable state for organ donation. The

power of medicine was oniy to further destroy his body.

Had rny husband been allowed to die a natural death when his

brain was first destroyed at least five others could have

lived. Had the doctors been empowered to honor his wishes

in a timely fashion, without me going to court, his heart,

liver, kidneys, bones and skin could have been used to give

back to others the joy of life which had been taken from my

husband. Danny's tragedy was a tragedy for many other

lives.

Danny did not have a will. He never p'.c his wishes in

writing. I did not even have power of attorney for him even

though we were a well educated couple and knew these things

were important. We were young and enjoying a happy life.
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Who would have known what was to happen to us? That Danny

and I talked so extensively about vegetative states was

amazing to most people. Most people are not like him. They

have not and will not speak of these issues in the kind of

depth our courts and laws seem to be requiring of our

American families. These people will still be at risk for

all the things that happened to Danny and me.

Even though the court system eventually worked for us, we

were brutalized by it. Emotionally , our family paid

dearly by fighting for his rights. I believe no one should

ever have to go to court under these circumstances. Court

is the last place a family belongs when they are facing

their darkest hours.

We were not a typical family - both of us had PhD's, had

extensive scientific training, and had worked in a medical

setting for years. We were able to offer clear and

convincing evidence of my husband". wishes. What has

happened to the Cruzan family is far more typical. The

system failed them. Their case is a more typical and more

horrifying example of how most American families will fare

in our present system.

For us it is too late, but perhaps somehow we can lessen the

devastation to others in the future.
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Xbbe)%*b U r

49-04 Annandale Lane

Little Neck, New York 11362

February 3, 1987

Ms. Tracy Miiltr.
Executive Director
New York State Task Force
on Lift and the Law
33 West 34th Street, 3rd Floor
New York, New York 10001-3071

Dear Members of the N.Y.S. Task Force on Life and the Law:

I understand ttat you are currently discussing Living Will legislation
and Intend to propose such legislation for New York State. Tracy
Miller has urged me to write to you in an effort to inform you of some
of my experiences since my husband, Daniel Dello, was tragically
thrown into a %egetative state. I am not simply theorizing or philoso-
phizinS about termination of treatment for the permanently comatose;
I am living it. You hive a responsibility and an obligation to consider
my exp fences. The psychological and physical trauma of my experience
cannot possible be conveyed in a letter of this sort 1Jut I must tell
you of some of the events that have occurred since the b-,ginning )f
this tragedy.

My husband has been vegetative for eight months. He suffered cortical
brain Oeath during minor surgery on a rectal fistula last May. He has
brain .tem fun:tion only. All indications are that there was Induced
cerebral hypox a, due to physician error. My husband is 33 years old.
He was a marathon runner and was in prime physical condition. He had
d Ph. ). in Exercise Physin'#gy. I am 32 years old. I also have a
Ph. 0. in Exercise Physiology and until last September, I was an
Assistant Professor of Medicine at New York Medical College. I was
terminated frnm employment at New York Medical College after I fIled
my petition to terminate all redical care for my husband at Westchester
County Medical Center (WCMC). When I asked why I was terminated, the
Department of Medicine Acministrator told me they didn't need a reason
to terminate anyone. He said they were an "at will" employer. It is
ot interest to note that New York Medical College and WCMC are closely
all ied.

I requested t(rmination of alI medical treatment Including nutrition
ard hydration Decause these were Oanny's %ishes under such circumstances.
I am currently waiting for my appeal to be heard by the Appellate level
of the New Yort State Supreme Court.

Tte lo;s of my husband's life is a trageo) and continuing nightmare in
ard of Itself. What has happened to his family is a horror story
worthy of note.

First, you cust understand that Danny and I both believed that the
death of the cortex is synonymous with death of the person. Please
realize this belief stems from our extensive scientific understanding
of the body and all its Integrated functions as well as from our
phlIcsophy of life.

Ohen my husband's diagnosis was clear to me I requested termination of
ill medical -.reatment. The attending physician refused. The reasons
lIven were:

=You have a medical malpractice suit pending against
St. Agnes Hospital. The doctors at St. Agnes are
going to point a finger at me and say 'We didn't
kill him, you did.''
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"There is a 'hot shot' D.A. in Westchester County
who charged a physician with manslaughter under
similar circumstances. I can be charged with
manslaughter if I terminate treatment. (The D.A.
later sent a statement to all parties saying he
felt this was essentially a private matter for
the family and the physicians. The doctors still
felt threatened)."

"If I ;erminate care, any of the nurses or any
other right to life group can make charges against
me."

"That's a societal decision. I can't make that
decision."

Danny and his medical condition was not considered even once in these
comments. No- a single reason had anything to do with Danny's wishes
o- the medical facts. The M.D.'s were only fearful of what might
happen to themselves without regard for what would happen to Danny and
his family.

The M.D.'s seemed to be ignorant of the President's Commission and its
f ndings on termination of care for the permanently comatose. They
w,,re unaware c f their own society's recent statement, the AMA's March
11186 statement on withdrawal of life support for the hopelessly ill.
They did not seem to care.

A whisper campaign began. I was told informally and unofficially by
mtny different hospital personnel to consider taking my husband home.
I was told "He'll die faster at home."; "We won't let him die, but
ycu cai at ho, e."; "He'll get a plug faster at home.", etc. It was
clear to me they simply wanted to wash their hands of this responsi-
bil ty. They all believed to let him die was the right thing to do
but none had the courage to stand up for their convictions. %

I hard :omments from most of the M.D.'s Involved in my husband's care
suct as: "He is a dead tan. '; "Your husband was a dead man that
first ni,2ht."; "I'm afraid your husband is dead."

All of the M.D.'s sympathized with me but none had the courage to do
anything about It. They all told me how brave and courageous I was
for going to Co6rt. They said it was the only way and that I would
help them (as physicians) and so many other families and patients like
Danry. They sail it was desperately needed. The hypocrisy was sickening.
Our family had .o pay the price for their inability to resolve this
situation.

)nly one M.D. steppeO forward on our behalf. He wrote an affidavit on
medical facts on my husband for me to submit to the Court when I filed
my petition in flew York State Supreme Court for termination of all
:are. Tie WCMC Administration immediately refused to let this doctor
;ign his affidavit. They blocked and delayed my attempt to get my
,.ase intc Court. The doctor told me he felt he could lose his job if
'ie signec the affidavit against their orders.

aking my case tD Court alienated me from the medical comn.vnity. 140
pnysiciar has e~er called me since I filed my petition. No M.D. even
1,ept ne .,formed of changes in ny husband's condition. They did not
.nform mp when ttey started him on antibiotics, whenever he had fevers,
whenever he had projectile vomiting or whenever his feeding tube was
bloc~ed. I leaned these things only when 1.-visited him and only
afte- I specifically asked the nurses about complications.

I finally had a confrontation with one M.D., I demanded to be informed
when they treated my husband without my consent. My Court petition
had wade things worse at the hospital. After the judge denied my
[ettiIon, the doctors thought they were now under strict Court orders
io treat Danny as aggressively as possible on all levels. They even
n entioned exploratory surgery to find out the cause of the projectile
neml Ing Danny had for over a month each time they put him back on the
.uha. feedings.
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It wis finally determined that the vomiting was caused by the feeding
tube itself - it was in the wrong position inside of him. Let this
stand as evidence that this artifical feeding Is not a simple passive
procedure. Sincc the start, the tube has become clogged recurrently.
This necessitated constant changing of his tube. The vomiting caused
by tie tube also caused harrowing changes in Danny. He had lost a
great. deal more of weight and looked terrible. It's hard to believe
anyone cal continue to exist In the state he's in.

The Judi~tal Vrocess was devastating to me and my Mother-in-Law. The -

lss of my husband was tragic enough yet I was then forced to publicly
plead to strangers for his death. You cannot Imagine the psychological
trauma Involved In pleading for the death of the person you love most
in the entire world. I could barely concentrate In Court. I was
distracted by ,?verythlng that I had been hit with over the past months.
I was sc afraid.

The Guardian ed Litem wa another source of distress to me and my
Mother-in-Law. We feared and resented a stranger who had power over
my husband's fate. The fact that an outsider had to be appointed to
watch over my husband's interests when no one could be more
coicernea abou' his interests than my Mother-in-Law and myself was
te-rifying. It was his family who were so intimately involved medically
and personally. It should be a family decision, not an outsiders',
however weIl meaning that outsider may be. How could he possibly
protect my husband's rights unless he personally understood everything
abcut mf husbanJ's philosophy ard knowledge of life? Who was this man
to have such pcwer over us? Who were all these people to Intrude on
our ilfi! on so personall an Issue?

When our story and the judge's decision nade headlines in Westchester
and was carried on New York City radio stations, Danny's mother was
devastated. She felt violated that her most private words could be
quoted from Cou-t tranc,.Ipts and printed to expose her to the world
like that. Sirce the newspaper and radio accounts, I have received
obs:ene and crank phone cqlls.

Mea whIle, I had been informed by the hospital in August that Blue
C"o;s/Biue Shield (BC/B3) would no longer pay for my husband's hospitali-
zat on even tho gh he had 365 days of coverage. He was no longer
con-;Idered in ne!ed ot an acute level of care, therefore BC/BS would
not pay. I oe the hospital $631.00 per day. My bill Is over
$15-1,000.00 so far.

Every nursing home rejected my husband They claimed he required too
nuch care becau!e of the tracheostomy 'ad jUloStomy. They also did
iot want him becaJse of my Court action. Even though the hospital
:ould fiid no facility to take Danny, BC/BS would still not pay for
his hospitalization. It Is a "Catch-22" situation.

"he hospital mace it clear to me that they would hold me directly
resow nsible for -he hospital bill. I told them I would not pay for
:are that neither Danny nor I consented to. They told me the hospital
qoul( pr*ss me lor payment. I am terrified of loosing everything
)ann)y and I ever worked together for.

,he psychologif$d trauma of knowing the hospital wants to get rid of

iOanny and no one else will take him is incredible.

lhe hospital lawyer at one point In Court said she'd put my husband in
the parking lot If she could, to get him out of the hospital. At
another point In Court the hospital said they would not appeal a
favorable decision if the Court did not direct them to comply with the
order to terminate care but would allow them to transfer him to A

facility that would comply with the rourt's decision. The judge said
"Are you telling me this family Is going to have to shop around?"
The hospital gave no reason for their position. They were treating
Danny like a piece of fish.

I cannot believe that complying with a Court order to terminate treatment
w)uld be more traumatic for the hospital staff than having to watch
Dinny and his loved ones be violated and tortured every day. In fact,
nurses taking care of my husband have told me "This is a crime. No
onie should be left like this."; "If that were my husband I'd stuff
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c')tton balls down his trachea.";, Another has said she hoped she was
o1i duty when Danny developed a potentially fatal complication. She
s,sid she would let it happen while a more inexperienced nurse may try
to save him not fully understanding his condition.

have no nursing home coverage for custodial care. My insurance
policies pay only for convalescent long term care.

I dread a trarsfer: the paperwork, the bills, the trauma of becoming
famillar with new staff and new surroundings. For what purpose?
Danny's life Is over. There is no sense to any of this. The burden
on me and my family is enormous.

The thought of taking him home is even a greater nightmare to me. Our
home was the happiest of homes. I have only good memories of him in
our home. He refurbished every wall and ceiling in our home. He was
so proud of his flawless craftsmanship. How can I bring his body into
our home in the horrid state he is in? Indeed, he is dead already, by
our owrn belief. If he had even an infinitesimal' awareness or cognition
of any kind, I would have had him home in an Instant. If any level of
comfort could be given to him I would have taken him home immediately.
No4 it would be worse than ta ing a dead body into our house. What is
left of him is not even his essence.

Ho'o can I watch him die in his own home, surrounded by all the creative,
beautiful things he made with his own hands, knowing how his brain was
destroyed, knowing how careful he had been with every task he took on,
known g how he was killed because those doctors did not take care to
do their job as conscientiously as he would have?

I oaugine his body in my bedroom and wonder if I will ever be able to
lite in 'his house again. Seeing his twisted emaciated body with
ho-rific grimaces on his once handsome face in our own home would be
un)earaile. I already have nightmares of these scenes. How can I
bring it into our own home? And yet the thought of transfer to another
fa:lity drains me. Why can't this be ended at WCMC? My spirit is
almost broken. I loved him so much.

We have been 'orced to sit by my husband's side for eight months.
Dainy hated wakes and he made me promise never to have a wake for him.
He had also requested not to be left in this kind of state even one
dat. I feel as if I have failed him.

Sone people bury their dead in a day. We have been forced to watch
him be subjected to indignities beyond belief. We have had tc watch
hi; beautiful strong body disintegrate and atrophy in the worst way
imaginable. The nurses called his body awesome when he first arrived
in the hospital. Now, the contrast is numbing. No one should have to
watch the things we heve see.i happen to their most loved, especially
when they knop what he wanted for himself. The disregard fnr his
carefully thought out wishes is torturous to me.

Maly people do not understand what it looks lIke when one is in a
vegetative state. Most think the person lies quietly, motionless and
unresponsive. If you saw what we see you would have nightmares, as we
do.

Recently, during one visit, my husband started foaming at the mouth,
his teeth were clenched so tightly, clamped down on his lower lip so
hard ttat it was cut open and bleeding. His mother and I leaned over
him to try to release his lip from his grinding teeth. Suddenly, he
vomitec with great force green fluid all over me. his mother, the
nurse, himself. Projectile vomit flew everywhere. It hit the walls,
the fl,)or, the curtains. This scene was worse than any horror film
you may have ever seen. -1 was gagging, his mother was in my arms
crying hysterically, trembling uncontrollably and pleading for them to
let her baby die. I was dazed. I can't believe what they have done
to him, to us. This Is only one example of the frightful and shocking
events we have been tortured with.
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1 personally have had to seek professional counseling to handle this
entire trauma. My Mother-in-Law is in need of counseling but feels
she cannot afford it. She %antsto spend every penny of her widow's
pension on traveling to see her son. It costs her about $200-$250 per
week to travel to Westchester and takes her 2-3 hours each way. She
just wants to lie. She does not want to see anymore of this life.

Lastly, I must comment on two often made points regarding my request
o terminatee all treatment for my husband. One, that he is so young,
nd two, that he is not terminally ill.

become frantic when some suggest because Danny Is so young he should
9 L pt "alive" waiting for some medical breakthrough. This is science
action in his case. Ho , dare they keep him "alive" for a scientific
cporiment that has not yet even been conceived of, let alone one that
is not been approved by a Human Subjects Committee. More importantly,
i'ould not consent to being part of this fictitious procedure.

ti respect to terminal Illness, remember that I believe Danny is
a( already. 3ut for those who do not understand this concept, at
*'t realize that to me on a scale .one to ten, if death is a 10,
?r neccortical brain death Is a 9.f99. Terminal Illness would be a

[lIf can still be experienced with a terminal illness. Nothing
be e(perlenced with cortical brain death. It is oblivion.

id not know where to start or.end this letter. There is so much
* to zay. This letter has drained me, but I sincerely nopo it can

you to forrulate a good law for people in our position. I just
t peace for my husband, for his mother and for me.

i who~r affai- has wrecked violence on me and my family. My personal
:edy ,as been compounded and exacerbated by the medical and legal
unites.

task force must propose laws that can offer relief to families
As nine. I hope this letter can be of use to you as you develop

'aft on living will legislation. For me and my husband it Is

itia.ly too late, but perhaps we can lessen the devastation to
r Iii the future.

With Unrelenting Sorrow,

Sincerely yours,

6 l'Ulie Del io
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF NANCY W. DICKEY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: My name is Nancy W. Dickey,
M.D. I am a family practitioner in Richmond, Texas and a member of the American
Medical Association s Board of Trustees. I am also the former chair of the AMA's
Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs. With me is Michael Zarski, Senior Legisla-
tive Attorney for the AMA. We appreciate this opportunity to appear before the
Subcommittee to discuss advance medical directives,such as "living wills."

The right of a competent adult to control medical decisions affecting his or her
body is deeply rooted in our laws and is grounded in the importance our society has
traditionally accorded the autonomy of the individual. The right to refuse treat-
ment, however effective that treatment may be or however grave the consequences
of refusal may be, is an essential element of individual autonomy.

Invoking the right to refuse medical treatment is a course of action which at one
time would have been unthinkable for the vast majority of the citizens of our
nation. But recent developments in the technology of life-sustaining medical care
means that, for some, medical treatment may merely prolong the dying process.

The AMA, many ethicists, and a presidential commission all have sanctioned-
under proper circumstances-the withdrawal of artificial life supports from a termi-
nally ill or permanently unconscious patient. Moreover, most Americans believe
that a person's wishes regarding the use of life support in-the event of terminal ill-
ness or permanent unconsciousness should be honored.

While the right of patients to determine their own treatment has been recognized,
problems arise when it comes to invoking that right under some circumstances. This
is because the issue of determining for the patient whether artificial life support
should be utilized or withdrawn generally does not arise until the patient has
become unconscious or otherwise mentally incompetent. At that point, of course, the
patient will be unable to indicate his or her wishes. In addition, the patient might
not have indicated before becoming incompetent whether life-sustaining care should
be used in the event of terminal illness or permanent unconsciousness. In short, a
person's right to decline artificial life support can be frustrated by a failure of the
individual to leave sufficiently clear advance directives.

This problem was highlighted recently in the Cruzan case. The United States Su-
preme Court recognized a competent person's constitutional right to refuse medical
treatment. At the same time, the state's interest in preserving human life entitled it
to require clear and convincing evidence of a person's wishes regarding withdrawal
or refusal of life-sustaining treatment.

Unfortunately for Nancy Cruzan, and the concerned members of her family, the
evidence of her wishes to avoid prolonging the situation she is now in was not 'clear
and convincing" in the opinion of a state court. Therefore, she remains in a persist-
ent vegetative state with no chance of regaining significant cognitive function. She
may remain in this condition for 30 years, maintained by a gastrostomy tube which
delivers hydration and a nutritional solution.

There are two mechanisms by which an individual L "i wt-.id the controversy and
the outcome of the Cruzan case, namely, through written' directives or the appoint-
ment of a proxy to make health care decisions in the event of incompetency.

The AMA's Committee on Medicolegal Problems has studied the available mecha-
nisms for indicating decisions regarding life-sustaining treatment. The advantages
and disadvantages of each of these mechanisms are described in a communication
published in the May 2, 1990 Journal of the American Medical Association. This
communication expanded on the report of the Committee on Medicolegal Problems.
A copy of this publication is attached to our testimony.

The AMA also has reviewed Federal legislation on this subject, including S. 1766,
the Patient Self-Determination Act. This bill would require that hospitals and other
institutional providers enter into agreements assuring that Medicaid and Medicare
beneficiaries receiving institutional services have an opportunity to participate in
and direct health care decisions affecting them. Specifically, S. 1766 would require
hospitals and nursing homes to maintain written policies and procedures to deter-
mine whether Medicaid and Medicare beneficiaries, at the time of admission, have
prepared an "advance directive" such as a living will, durable power of attorney or
similar document.

Under S. 1766, written policies would be required of institutions to infoun pa-
tients (Medicare/Medicaid) of their rights to make decisions concerning medical
care, including: the right to accept or refuse medical or surgical treatment; the right
to execute a written power of attorney to make health care decisions; and the right
to provide written instructions concerning health care. Institutions would also be re-
quired to inquire whether or not these patients had prepared a living will or dura-
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ble power of att irney, to document the treatment wishes of the patient and periodi-
cally review such wishes with the patient. The institutions would be required to
ensure that l-gally valid "advance directives" be implemented to the maximum
extent poss::le under the relevant state law; arrange for the prompt and orderly
transfer of a patient to the care of others when as a matter of conscience the hospi-
tal cannot implement the wishes of the patient; and create an institutional ethics
committee to initiate educational programs for staff, patients, residents, and the
community. In addition, within six months of the date of enactment, the Secretary
would be required to develop and implement a national campaign to inform the
public of the option to execute "advance directives."

There is strong support among physicians for the use of advance directives. We
believe that it is extremely important that the wishes of the patient be known to
the medical treatment team and that voluntary use of advance directives should be
strongly supported and encouraged by physicians. The AMA therefore strongly sup-
ports the goal of S. 1766, to increase the use of advance directives, and the educa-
tional program proposed. We are, however, concerned with many of the specifics
within the bill, including the major focus on institutions in pursuing advance direc-
tives at the time of admission and continued follow-up throughout the patient's
stay. The AMA does not believe that the hospital or nursing home is the most ap-
propriate place, nor admission to a facility the most appropriate time, for a patient
to consider initially the issues of advance directives. These are issues that need care-
ful thought and advice from family, clergy, physicians and others whom the patient
wants to consult. These discussions should take place outside of the emotionally dif-
ficult time that immediately precedes or is concurrent with admission to a health
care facility

The AMA believes that there are appropriate roles for both health care providers
and the government to encourage the use of advance directives and we have devel-
oped the following principles as the basis for reviewing legislative initiatives in this
area:

* Suptx)rt the use of advance directives including "living wills" or durable powers
of attorney for patients N ho wish to make known their desires about treatment.
" Support educational programs to better iniorm the public about advance direc-

tives, their benefits and uses.
0 (overnmint, both Federal and state, should be encouraged to financially sup-

port educational programs concerning advance directives.
* The ,ocial &'curitv Administration should be required to inform beneficiaries,

at the time they enroll for benefits, about advance directives, their benefits and
uses.

- The Sycial 'Security Administration should he required to notify beneficiaries at
least once every '-.I months. in the same envelope as the S.Omlal Security check or
other regular mailings, a out advance directives, their benefits and uses.

SIlospitaIs and nursing homes, as a cocii ition of participation in the Medicare
program, should x required to have pr cedtirs to determine, at admission, whether
a patient has executed a valid advance directive. If such directive has been 'xecut-
ed, a procedure should be required to note that fact on the patient's chart. hospitals
and nursing homes should have available information and forms for patients who
want to execute advance directives.

These principles reflect an appropriate approach towards greater use of advance
directives in medical care.

We understand that Senator Danforth, the sponsor of S. 1766, is developing some
modifications to the bill. One proposed modification would specifically require that
HHS develop informational materials on advance directives to be made available to
Medicare and Medicaid providers and possible mailings of information to Social Se-
curity recipients. -

The AMA believes that the proposed modifications would improve S. 1766 and
make the bill more consistent with the principles we have adopted.

Even without a legislative impetus, the Association is committed to increasing
awareness among physicians and the patient population of advance medical direc-
tives and health care powers of attorney.

To this end, our Office of General Counsel is developing two brochures-one di-
rected at physicians and one intended for distribution to pie: well as a model "medi-
cal directive form. We also are exploring the possibility of offering our patient ma-
terial, to HCFA for distribution to Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries.

In the meantime, we continue to refer those who call or write the AMA request-
ing an advance directives form to a-variety of sample advance medical directives
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including a form published on June 9, 1989 in JAMA, which also is attached to this
statement.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion Mr. Chairman, we commend you for holding a hearing on this im-
portant matter. Although there may be different ideas regarding the responsibilities
and logistics for promoting the development and use of advance directives, there is
no doubt that the patient, the patient's family, the physician, providers and govern-
ment programs all benefit from the existence of a clear expression of the individ-
ual's preferences regarding the provision of life-sustaining medical treatment tech-
nology in the event that the patient's medical condition is such that he or she can
no longer express this intent directly. The AMA is eager to incorporate the informa-
tion and ideas developed by this Committee into our own projects and to work with
the Department of Health and Human Services to promote the use of mechanisms
for advance medical directives. Thank you, and I would be happy to answer any
questions you may have.
Attachment.
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The Medical Directive
A New Comprehensive Advance Care Document
Linda L Emanuel, MD, PhD, Ezekiel J Emanuel, MD, PhD

Living wills have been strongly endorsed in principle. Unfortunately, existing
living wills are rarely used In clinical practice because they are vague and difficult
to apply To remedy this, we propose a newv advance care document: the
Medical Directive. The Medical Directive delineates four paradigmatic scenari-
os, defined by prognosis and disability of incompetent patients. In each scenar-
io, patients are to indicate their preferences regarding specific file-sustaining
interventions. The Medical Directive also provides for Ihe designation ol a proxy
to make decisions In circumstances where the patient's preferences Pre uncer-
tain. Finally, there is a section for a statement of wishes regarding orgai,
donation. The Medical Directive provides an opportunity for significant improve-
ment in the documentatk)n of patients' preferences regarding life-sustaining
care in states of incompetence. As an expression of a patient's wishes, the
Medical Directive should be honored by courts and should facilitate physician-
patient discussons of critical and terminal care options.

IJAMA i Z,51, 3RS-3290)

OVER the last dei'ade, living Aills have
been strongly endorsed by courts., law-
yers, physicians, the Presidentb Com-
mission for the Study of Ethical Prob-
lerms in Medicine and Biomedica1 and
Behavioral Research, and special public
interest group. Despite this, the use oC
living wills is not widepread. We offer
some ren.sons and propose a new ad-
vance care document that physicians
"an recommend to their patients to pro-
mote the inclusion of personal directives
in medical decisions. We propose it as a
model that courts, state leg-slatures,
and Congreu may wish to adopt The

r ", .- w -d5 M M-' id46a~
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Medical Directi e covers preferred
treatment goals and specific treatment
preferences in several scenanos of in-
competence. It also includes the option
to designate a proxy decision maker or
power of attorney for the event of in-
compeLence. the option to record a per-
sonal statement, and a place to desig-
nate wishes for organ donation.

ENDORSEMENT
OF LIVING WILLS

A pproval of giving i lls (advance care
documents should a person become un-
able to communicate his or her desires
about medical care) had been urged,
aith little, success, since the l96s. In
1976 the cae of Karen Quinltan.' the
first cae involving withdrawal of life-
sustaining technology from a perma-
nently incompetent adult, alerted the
country to the dilemnias of terminating
unwanted medical care. This case be-

came a nidus around Ahich the debate
concerning living wills crystallized, fos-
tering a strong consensus in their favor.

On January 1, 1977, Californias Nat.
ural Death Act became the first law to
give legal force to living wills. In the
subsequent decade, more than three
fourths of the states passed similar"nat-
ural death" acts.' There has also been
, owing approval by phyicians fcr ad-
vance care documents.' One survey of
physicians foun' 89 7- endorsed the le-
gal recognition of" living wills,' General-
ly, physicians view them a.s promoting
patient- physician communication, pro-
tecting patients' nghtti, arid affording
legal security for physicians. "Since liv-
ing wills provide patients %% ith an exten-
sion of their self-determination, many
ethicists ha%e also surported their
use," Similai'v. they have been on-
dorged by many religious authontiel ""

Finally, s a recent opinion pol! shnse.1,
there is strong p ,blic support for the
patientI nght to terminate ;fe-sutan-
ing care.'

DESUETUDE OF LIVING WILLS

In the face of this Aide a rd strong
endorsement, it is sinking how rarely
living wills are actually used in medical
practice. Nine percent of Americans
have made a hing will " tlsevn'r,
these documents are apparently rot
reaching physicians' ofrices or hon;,tal
Enmpirical data on the use of liv ig s
art not abundant Oneof the few etulie
aurve)ed Califurnia ph)swianq t-pi ,,
ally involved in the care of ternm,,ls i1i
adults, and found that more tfan., th-rI
had no patients Aith a l-irg si!l ant
more than 70% had fewer than Fe I a.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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tieiits in their practice with living wills.'
In addition, a review of the medical re-
cords in a Massachusetts teaching hos-
pital of 113 consecutive patients with do
not resuscitate orders during a 3-month
period, and all 73 cases seen by an ethics
committee during a 10-year period, re-
vealed no mention of a living will or
advance care document." Despite a
broad social %cceptarxe for living wills
in principle, there appears to be little
use of them in clinical practice."

LIMITATIONS OF LIVING WILLS
Part of the explanation for this diver-

gence between principle and practice
may inhere in the historical origins of
living wills. Since living %ills arose out
of a concern that people might have
their lives needlessly prolonged by
medical irterventions, aLmost all exist.
ing livig %ills focus on the patients
desoie to have medical treatments ter-
miiiated Tb many people. Iclu ing
1,h)sicians,' living Ailis seem to be for
the i ejection of care -- possibly e~en fur
accelerating death -rather than an op-
;vurtunity for the patient to outline in
as aince a full range of preferences
about medical care, including desires to
have specric t) ea of leatments
a in 'te rie l

Another part of the esxtanatn for
the lack ofuse of hl ing ails may inhere
in their curient format and desilnp
Standardized living wills use vaguje ter-
niuiooLgoy, m ting ;,-rblems 4 nter-
pretaticmn ine level of tr iv lng-uiitic
va gueies cuncertns the ;atieit's c-ndi
i-,,n 1thua mn-st l=sing wi lls re-pest ce

,,atic- r.f life sustaining care ahen
there is no rea,nabie expectation of

recA v-sri- fi om extreme -h?,sicl& or
'r,tal ,iatiltv '' A sect-nd level of
tlixl Ingiitisc vaigueness c,'ceryiv the
typ 'I ,iiirttric ¢tona I<, be terminated
Fr example, the (',,ncern for )ing
i.%i g Aili 'drecs ;.hyicianrs to forego
siti' ical neans aii hero-n measures "
otherss request the terinination of ltife
r- lr ,g irx.elures 

" 
Later living

aIls Is hae ni luleud are spectflc guide -

:es, fr instarice. reqi p-vng the ter-
in at i,-,n f sLuigery. ventlatin. anti
,t s. b!,..I pmus ta. and ii,teis ie care
.tot service' Nevertheless, tt.e most
im11,rtant operational terms - nr- tea

r~abt c'peqtati,-n tu- recover .
heroic measures" e -rr i-i.rg i-ro

cel ares." etc -are ,,,n to n. t,ple ito
tecprvrtali',ns o-n ahen Cj &,t and un
'ahat i'terventionA the ,atrt AO Ij
les.re ,
T .rIl b) it takrp arc.,-,t of a

rarrof " ss.h te cLrlica
',
: -rc.n-stan 'ss

sing *i;is seem toy' ,- ml-:e fr tKe
iiiividualed d:recin of care ' Inr eK-
ample, many li ing Ail &.s vrnt the

,ALAA "j* 9 * 49 - .. t c

foregoing of interventions only if the
patient is terminally ill. In some cases,
terminal illness is defined very restric-
tively, that is, that the patient will die
with or without medical care within I
year."" Ironically, restricting living
wills to terminal illness does not sanc-
tion the removal of respirators from pa-
tients, such as Karen Quinlan, who suf-
fer from no terminal disease process but
are being sustained by medical technol-
ogy'. *

Finally, people often sign living wills
without discussing its terms and their
Ashes with their physiians. T1his hmits
the living vills efficacy, because it often
leaves the patients physician ignorant
of the existence of the living wil and its
provisions, and because it does not pro-
vide physicians and patents the oppor-
tunity to communicate and clarify the
physician's understanding of the pa-
titt's wishes and the patient's under-
standing of how his or her wishes may
best be translated into medical dect-
sio"s during critical or terminal illness

PROXY DECISION MAKERS
Such l:mtatira of written living

wills have -r,-impted many to alvocate
that patients .lesigate pmy der,%un
makers through durable power 'fatter-
ney laws "' All states have general
durable ria er of attorney Iias aThe
New Jersey Supreme Court recently
up~hel.d the use of such a general durable
pjxver of attoniv". law to appoint a
-rox) with a-th- rty to make decisions
rvga~i~ng th (-ew.i.ion of life sustain-
ing treatments S" In addition, the leg.
slttur 5 of 13 states have es;'isctly si
thorized the use of Lirale ,.Aer* f
attorrrey for termratin a vjfe k %t&ra
Wig treatment

lowesver. prs) de .sin makers ;,re-
s-nt a limited -'jluti,-n In ;.Articullr.
ahilt ttie Irux) may be a reltive or
Slose fiendufthe patient. he ,r she may
n-,t have had an opiir(.rity to fls.-uss
the patient's -:,refers-ices fur critical or
termial care 1Kvn ahen 1r,.)x deci
ston makers have hadI s ch discussions
they are hkel) to hise made use of
vagrje trms an-I are theref,,re nilkely
to ,erc,re the sn tiguties :1 tla g-e
aIlsance care lx'urents .'i er s.ii.
circumstanceS. pr. %) decisi , rinak., g
o less an exercs- '[the i'atcert aut- it
irn, us dt'niawn and more the i-ros)

deci'i n f,-r th.e patient S .,uch riyi
gtev.lrsg is iniiLr, a recent srie)' 14

c--I.rly patmitts, their p.y aai, and
the~r sIu uoie retea'tI a atrirgly lp.r
at-idlt. of ether the sjjve ,r the ; hys
cian to guess correcttly tee patient's
a of Cs ss'.,+t resu isit.-n Further
n-se e Lhe prox) et|,ca and pss ch
10 niil t,.rslen ray be uverA he:mrg

Willingness to withdraw life-sustaining
treatments decreases from 70% to 46%
when the decision is not for oneself but
rather for a relative.' Finally, at least in
the case ofpatients with acquired immu-
ncdeficiency syndrome, the choice of a
proxy appears to be less durable over
time than wishes specified in a living
will "

THE MEDICAL DIRECTIVE:
A REMEDY

T[he problems of eisti-ng lNiig
wills-lack of accommodation for posi.
tive requests for treatment, linguistc
vagueness, inflexibility, and poor com-
munication-can all be substantially re.
lieved by the use of the Medical Iirec-
tive t'guret The Medical Directive is a
specific and comprehensive advance
care document for care st the end of life
It is divided into five parts l}l&n intro
duction. 121 a section containing four
paradi"matic scenaios c,f illness in
A which preferences for medical care are
gi -en, (3 a section for the des-grai ionof
a proxy decision aker, (41a sect ,,n fr
organ donation, and iSi a persnal
statement

The Introductlon
This section prosi-e.I an es-,arat--,n

(f care dir-one-its It s ,,rtIs
sizes that the decix: ns in it are ,ften ,f a
personal, .ilCsophical, ard spiritual
nature and that the person may a ish tu
talk with his or her family fnen1s or
r-ligtu* mentor prior to cuml let itrgt he
Medical [Directive It suggests that c,,n
silertion of personal values and g al[s
1,( treatment may be used itAly1) to

clarir , in discusai -n A ith the ;-, y 5 -,an,
the rstieitA iashea aid melical va',cs
It alas pi nts% ujt that dance care -Ic
uments sin-old be gien tr, the patie.tis

h)sician an+. family or fneril s,) that
they a ,i! he avaLilale ahen reeled ''e
emhams on pnor discussin and de
scrption of key ques"-nis at,-utI A hih
tIi articulate a patient's se. .f tniciral
vaupa are essential parts , the
ii tr A UCt ion

Four Paradigmatic Sce earlos
Iln tl,: jact., patients i tI c-ins. .'r ac

tuajl line circur.iwances, r,- .
ter asl.Imatic naitur. tt -a'. ,r

-'ye their mental ifcon,,etr t

s'-s.ate types of Ce .is,stir.,.g e-i i a
inter ienti rs comn min 1 ) err, j y,)e-,i. at, i
13 deA.gnite their references At h r t
sj-e'.t to specific Lreatments T',, pre
sertation if 1ilneas scenar s aN t) [e
C-f -'terrerly rix' ro Iea a " test f,-"a-
'sterise epl -rati,-n )f a ; a's,;. s
a 51,es and heow the) re lecta Ia ,rtic 'ar
viea of 'ife and tie pn es ) cg I'

r , s a u r i-4-.. o p,,r t r. ) f ,r a p , .

' i.",-i a: ,s, c .& t -.,.o& - 3255
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stcian to educate the patient on life-sos-
taning technology and how it can fit
with the patients wisiJ. 'he use of
ilnes scen 'ioc and pesM led interven-

tions makes the direct tes both very
informative and letibu.

The four illness scenarioare as fo)-
Iowa- when the patient is in an irrevers-
ible coma or a persistent vegetative
state but with no terminal illness (situa-
tion A); when the patient is in a coma
iith a small aid uncertain chance of

recovery (situation B), * hen the patient
has some bram damage causing mental
incompetence and is terminally ill (situ-
ation Ct. and when the parent has some
brain damage causing mental incompe-
tence w-ithout sy terminal illness isitu-
sion l)t

It is important that the acer-no are
defined by disability and proignosis
Several diagnoses may be use-I for ti!us-

trative p rl)ses. but are not part of the
definition Preseriiig the definition
free from indiVidual diagnosed allows
f-r generality withoutt loss of apej-
fctty
Tl.e e four ilineis senanus are pars

,igmatc ic Leo was Fimrt, they
eiio,'i.55 the $iectru n of t)pes 4
n,-ta:l i-o¢nipeterice 14ic-nd, they
re-revsert the j ,nrti-e circumstance
arising in me-fihls practice that tarae

n r:~, tl legal cases ' For itstare.
h 'e flirt 5-erI act'a' ltori-n A' haLs acts

Pt-; ; W ' sri-I .1 ha, the hrI .ennr
at,r -i') iah ari sn in the case

i[i-i-ie-etein'. and the (,ourth t,-ena"o

Ia:in iL s im-irion fr patients
v-ih tithe mere -ierrtent~a an-i ,' ganic

,ra , itn, rl. -e aNi has anier, in the

In. each f tt n, r i gra', es,-nan
tie -at-ern.'sa! -- aewehrh

' ,- iti. tit a'nert categone .rarg
f Ir in rev.,-, . I n sri-i ventdw;,onil

,r'.f':a fi.d ng An-i irnie ,Iiagn,,tic
r-ied.r-ri 1ese categories enci-c'
I a,% the ty; -a! range of diagnostic and
I era;.tic iiterirr,utna for incvfpe-
Tet't I-Alt i1111

l1e en rite - ti ins -ernni ri-nt
r r-fusa: ,fcx" but also aflrnati ,p

reu lts that certsi nererti r.a bie
tefitely a . : erei .f inraJ , iica
,.ns warrant t,,en In oa-iion, th ,e rp

t,-n s do r-ut force Iat ents to accept or
refuse each treatment, but recognite
I-at patierta r-iIst be unsure about
their referenceses f-,r some interven-
tions or may ,efiritel) dreare some in-
ternentlions, at-eit w-ith specific limits
cn hw Icrlg these treatments ah,.-uId be
continued In this waiy, the specificity of
interventions should help reflect the nu. -

ances of patient [,references

JAMA knr9 '9e- rwOM PAO . 2

Thus, the scenarioe provide patients
the opportunity to indicate how their
own values apply to medical care in the
event of their incompetence. In particu-
lar, they permit patients to inform phy-
sicians if ard when they believe termi-
nation or limitation of their medical
interventions is justified. In this way,
the specificity of the scenanos will per-
mit more informed generalzation to re-
lated situations.

Left to their own efforts, many people
wile be unable to imagine, delineate, and
articulate in precise terms the possible
clinical circumstances and range of med-
tcal interventions in which an advance
care document might be useful. Detail.
ing for patients specific illness cenarios
and treatment opt .cts ensures they
have the opportur.,ty to express their
wishes as precisely as pIossible, regard.
less of their intellectual abilities

Proxy Decision Maker

The objective of this part of the Medi-
calIrective i to prostie the patient
with a chance to designate a proxy deni.
si-,n maker or durable power of attor-
"ey The proxy wou!d te called on for

dirertives in circumstances not delin
eated in the four parad-tatic scenarios
or where the patient evl-r'- sei uncer
ta nty It is ex|ectedi that, ii the frmer
cas-, the ljtient's reeji-ir.ee to the fiur
jars-igmatic serarios -wi'l pro,ile
suistartal ril ance to the F roxy

I) pruide fr the ;voiibtlity if a ,f
ference in nter.retati -n of the Meilc'Al
l),rectiie b) ci n,rn.-l Iea .r a d, ,s
agreement etapen the patent's Aih-
en and the r-iy ies4t,n or het-a een
-rips wOere rT, re than .,he AA tren
ilesgnated. the Me-lical i)ret.e a]
l-As the j,-'terit to -Ir,irte ,pIc, jar
ty should have the firal 'av

In the Medical Itrect,;., the ,c i-f
s pri-sy de-,v:-n maker is r,,-t a oulsti
tute f,.r tt.e Patienit

'  
-,r, 5 trance care

,iiiumrient i,th are n,-i ,ary ant
theref,-re lo ke-i in tl,- stame |icu
mert "mfre ferencen sI-ec .e, :in thi- fu r
scena nos anmI t] e ps-r--ial ,taemrnt
are an ex pres.s-n i-f tle patients c ,'.
wh~l Lte j.rux -iSto cover the .,ncei. taiii
and unexiected clrcunr'tahces arrag
,n vii ildual cases 11-A, A jr--ny sup-
$,lcmei~ts 1-ut is n-it ex pected to aui liant
the patient s statedi prefenerces it-ted
in the fur illness saenart-s

Ofgan Donation
There is a short section deahing with

the patient's preferenceson ,rga n dona-
tion lniluding organ donation in an ad
va-le care document shvull increase
patient consideration of this matter
Thss form will not sub ttute fur the fed-
eral law of 1966 (the himnibus Reconciti-

nation Act) aM state-required request
laws, which require that next of kin be
approached regardless of the patients
exprmed wishes, However, the organ
donation section of the Medical Direc-
tive will (1) spur communication of or-
gan donation preferences within a fam-
ily and with a physician before actual
decisions have to be made, (2) provide
substantive indication of the patients
preferences, and (3) reduce the occa-
sions when organs were nut donated
simply because it was forgotten or the
patients wishes were unknown.

Personal Statements

At the end of the document, proN ision
is made for a personal statement In the
introductory section of the Medical I)i.
rective, it is indicated to the patient that
personal values concerning the limits of
life and goals of treatment in various
cenanos are the important gailing

principles in making the Medical Direc-
tive Since personal goals and values
cannot be accurately translated ni
specific decisions by anyone as well as
they can by the patient, these personal
statements should not stand in i -la-
tin, but with the spec:rc -eect,,ns im
the scenarios
T-gether, these five paits marv the

Medical thrective a coniji en ie ,|c-
laratl,-n, ;permitting pater t tv t p r -

their v iew s on inedii-al care lurivg -rc
cal 11!ness and at the end o'f life

PHYSICIANS AND
THE MEDICAL DIRECTIVE

It is important tli empi a.ire 't, nil
areas of liU i-ia! l;h% sician re it- ,i :1
ity that w- il-i co t nue , - , - ! )
s,i on the .ihu]llers if I ) i, rk It:
a I tii ,,n t j - rf,,nn t , 'he a-~ki, I iz-
n .o-s, ,t-If the pl,)ican ran a.,o, tie
nqis, an- l,-refits f p,-si-le -r, -

tons, rntr,',rwmri, or, e , r a fr-a i- I
JI Ige pr-g' Tranir',tlrg t e
f rali,,n o an-I ,J1 - t . t a' i-
decil ng ,arties is lth.e rc r; ,',,t
t-.e ph) sician

S.-me early acqsirtan'e alb I
hent' utlik it (,ten art ,-f a , -
,Iarlts agKendkia F1-U 4uS ng thi -- - -

ti-n on a discuss,-ni f !e % , '

Itrective jJ', he ber e-al ,-
dsc.uxsi.-ns neveai tlat the j ',-'
wishes seem inctrniat;le -:tht
sijciana principles, t rn-ghst i-c a 1, -

geous Ltoalert the ,at'eit totlP$ .-
ity of seeking alternative me.,7'' i-

OBJECTIONS

First, it may be uij;ectel '
Medical lirective dies n,t ei ,
the Vagueneas of other al-ar.-
documents It is necessary to n i , a
distinction between medical Sag,,-

t19e-i a, N w-cI - -Eiriidw& E niavPi 3291
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and linguistic vagueness. Medical
vagueness refers to the inherent and
irreducible uncertainty that occurs
when clinical knowledge is applied to
specific patients. Medical knowledge
does not permit precise extrapolation
from clinical knowledge, which is often
probabilistic, to predications about the
course ofan individual patient. Estima-
tion of prognosis and level of human
interaction will always be subject to lim-
ted certainty. Often the physician can

tell a competent patient or a proxy no
more than the fact that the patient has a
.small and uncertain chance" of recov-
ery and cannot be more specific about a
patient's duration of life than the fact
that the patient is terminally ill. While
this uncertainty is frustrating, it is irre.
ducibte and forms the circumstances in
whicn many medical decisions-includ.
ing life and deal ones -mustbe made.
The Medical l),rectie makes use of "s-e-
nanos in which prognosis and level of
human interaction are defined as accu
rately aq any real clinical situations
would permit

U(nnversel' ihng uitic vagueries re-
fers to the limitationq of %erbaJ expres-
sion Here the Medical Directive avoids
mo't cf the %avr:enes of current h% ig
w.suhsiturrlwg 12 'pecific inter-Nen-
t 'i fr her -ic n,-as4i res" and four .e -
narins frim per'istent vegetative state
to reerSible ens fr "extreme physti-
cal and mental liatlihty " Similarly, in
situit,-- s ( an ! I) the Medical thrc-
tin sugge4tc rprtain simle tests for
mental r iauit,ec that many beheve
cor.-tituti e of a -neaningful human lie
(an the fatiint o-rrect!y recog niz
ramnily rn', rniber ,r fi pnd, C an the pa
tlint , ,uir: 5e rri panngful lan-
g-uage' "h ieeven irt he best of circum-

stances lai g iw : also te subjectt to
unrertaint., th.e 'i- --f multiple treat-
merit optr us x defied scenario re-
stricts the net, I fh r an-i scope ( inter-
pretation of the patient's meaning,
while proviuling a tangible exprestin of
the patient's wihes

Thus ut- Inh nedral vaguerws andl
linguistic 'ag-.ini s are pushed, within
the limit of -ia,--tca reality, virtually
to their limit .' inical knowledge and
personal choices rannut be completely
transparent, ever I lie u"e of scena r
with tipes of interventions provides a
qualitative and ,luant,tdt,e improve-
ment in physicians alilit) to approxi-
mate the ideal of complete definition of a
patient's particular judgment in circum-
stances when we are otherw-ise far re-
moved from them

Second, it m,ght "- ohjected that too
much medical know ledge, time, or intel-
lectial concentration is required to com-
plete the Medical Directive Thei fur

am .aAn-*g9n1.*0 - r "61 ,22

scenarios do not require trained medical
knowledge to understand them. They
are descriptions similar to ones a physi-
cian might normally use to explain situs-
tions to patients or a patients firmly.
Some knowledge of the types of inter-
ventions listed is required, but each
term is briefly described and examples
are given Most patients are exposed to
education afforded by the media and by
personal experience, and few people are
unable to provide the concentration
needed to consider life-and-death mat-
ters such as these. In addition, if it be-
came nece.saary to explain anything in
the Medical Directive, this would also
provide an opportunity for the physi-
cian to discharge his or her responsibil-
:ty to discuss terminal care issuess'

Third, it might be objeted that the
provision for requesting treatments will
force physicians to provide u.eless care
The request for treatments denes
from the fact that the Medical I)irective
does not deal only wi th terminal ,llness
but also critical and chronic illness.
However, the patient's nght to refuse
treatment does not imply a right to de-
mand any intervention In particular, a
patient does not ha--e the right to de-
mand interventi-,ns that the ph)lscian
cunsi-lezs fctule "' Rtc,gining this im-
portant )int. the Medical Directive
makes all reql-iests. for treame rits con-
dutina?, qtating in each scenario that
req j'-sLs

t
ap;'y in!) "if cor.sidered medi-

cally r-a-naPle "
F-urth. it m ght be rn-se generally

ubjr'cted that the Me-ical lirrctive
lacL leal recog lion. lack' stan-dirg in
curt, arI rr-ght e[e-uve J-bsicians to
laA suits Whte there are legal differ-
ence' between stitulory an-I rnrststu-
ter) fnrms, th(re sir- ull not he urlue
cause for concern oeer ltigat,n A ps-
tient's right to 'elf dLetermliation is a
ba.ic ,ninrple if Amripnran la Con.e
quently, 'oce state courtA have rercg-
nize'i ring ils a, an expression of
salfdeterminati n in the absence of
state statutes reconizing them ""SB
Fiittl-iiiore courts have recognized
verbal statement-s as binding expres-

- sins of patients' self determnation.
""' The Med~cal Directie would be

far stronger eslence of the patient's
w ihes than this While complete insula-
lion from liabilit) cannot occur, it would
teem unlikely that physicians would
face successful litigation if they res-
pected the Medical [irective, and possi-
t'e for them to faet litigation if they did
nvot respect it."' Hospital attorneys will
he able to advise individuals on statu-
tory and case laws of particular states

It is also importa-'t to note that some
of the ambiguities that have under-
mined the use of living wills are of great-

er legal than medical concern. The medi.
ca profession's ability to promote a
patent's choice of medical care so that it
is in concert with his or her particular
life outlook is likely to be much im-
proved by use of the Medical Directive.
Legal concerns, while valid in them-
selves, should not undermine and dis-
tract physicians' attempts to further
their patients' medical interests by dis-
cussions of terminal and cntical care
decisions.

Fifth, it rneht be objected that organ
donation preferences are a separate
consideration that should not be in.
eluded in 'he document or perhaps ever,
discussed with the physician ahead o'
time. In response. it should be noted
that in addition to stmulatng advance
consideration and discussion of the i-ue
with next of lin, inclusion of the topic in
an advance care document makes more
palatable. and could in some cases obvi.
ate the need for, the current legal re
quirement that physicians initiate dis-
cussion o organ donation with the next
of kin of all potential donors Use (- an
advance care document woul- re-luce
the stress of facing the decoiun at the
time of new ly discovered death

Finally, it might be objected that the
Medical Directive would not be wi lely
used This is rpen to physucuan in,t-a
tie Me-i-cal Ilirectives avahae in -f.

fice waiting noms or intrilu-e| :Ir a
routine fashion to alt patient, -Iur-g
office vijis would rapidLy alter the st-'
stion Itia&lso onpn to h-rd art i

er initiative For erxanple, the t,r,
party nayer might pru, A £ re t.", e
reimbursement to physician' f, r arh
patient with whom they diudsuseu the
Medical Directive ThS'AL"AIuLI be --cc
way to shift from reimbursement fr
procedures tc-arsa reimurrem'-nt f,r
better physician patient c,.-rfrmmir c,&
tion regarding medical decisl- -n rusAKsg,

a change which is already being irqes
by others It might reduce the neel if-r
statutes such as those in Alaska ar
Tlexas, which use financial ditincer,:iej
fur ignoring patient preferences

CONCLUSION

We suggest that routine ass-at !,ty
cf the Medical Iirective in ph'--a"ss'
offices and routine dos-cusion ,-f treat-
ment options in the vainous scecan.s
(emph~aiung that advance care d-"a
ments are not limited to the reusa, 1
treatments) would prevent tre m,.t t-
rious draw backs of having lls L-ng-us
tic vagueness would be limited, irter
pretation -would be well gu:-ted *v
stated patient views; and apphcaN,y
would be extended and clarified Pmoy
decision would be available when no

preferred sources were possible a-)d
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would be aided by the Medical Direc-
tive. A minimum of information com-
prehension by the patient would be nec.
essary to assess patient preference.
well and much of that information would
be available in the Medical Directive
itself. The special skills and judgment of
the physician would be a3 necessary as
ever, and their use would be enhanced.

Wa thank John Sted. MiD, for hia rntrngm
aughllt. and support an Daniel Federnan ME),
fenpen Bran. MD, JD. MPH. sad Georp Anv-
nis, JD, MPH, for their rbucal reoloas o( the
manuscript
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From the Office of the General Counsel

Advance Medical Directives

SOCIETY has increasingly recognized the right of patients to
refuse life-sustaining care that merely prolongs the dying
process The American Medical Association,' ethicists,' and a
presidential commission' all have sanctioned the with.
draws] of artificial life supports from a terminally ill or perma.
nently unconscious patient if the patent had expressed the
desire that such treatments ot be used Moreover, the vast
majority of Americans beheves that a person wishes regard-
ing the use of life support in the event of terminaJ illness or
permanent ucxsciouanm should be honored ,Nrw York
Tilma March 17. 1985, sect I iM

While the right of pints to determine their on treat-
ment clearly has been recognized, problems arie when it
comes to invoking that right This isbeause the mueioeither
utilizing or withdrawing artificial life support generally does
n-A armie until the patient has become urconscius or other.
wise mentally incompetent At that point, of course, the
patient wnU be unable to indicate his wishes Moreover, the
patient might not have indicated before becoming inompe-
tent whether life-sustairng care should be used in the event of
terminal illness or permanent unconseiusness Even if the
patient did discuss the use of artificul life supports, the prior
statements will often be discounted by the court& ifthey were
made in general terms, in casual crmrrstarc, a a sponta-
neous reaction to another person% medical treatment, or
while the patient was young and in excellent health 1,
In ahort, a person' right to decline arificial Lfe support can
be frustrated by a failure to leave sufficvently clear advance
directives

ITre are two important mechanim by which an individ-
ual can clearly indicate in adve" howitrea ent decisions
will be made regarding the use of artificial life supports,
namely, through written directions ie, a lii U) or ap-
pointment of a proxy to make health care dtctns in the
event of incompetence An individual may also choose to
utilize both of these mechanisms in a complementary fashion.
For example., c patient may provide a proxy with written
directions r gmglnig treatment m certain situations, while
depending on tv proxy to make all additional nedicaJ
decfisons.'

In a recent report prepared by the Committt on Medico-
Ieo Problems, the Aneroian Medical Associaio discussed
the idvartages and disadvnug ofthe different approavches
to advLne medical directiv.'This article presents ain ex-
peMded version of the report.

,4m, May z 1990--va No r 1

Living Vales

Forty-one states have passed living will statutes These
statutes provide that a person written, advance directives
regarding the use of tficul life support will be honored
Living wills are executed while the individual ai still compe-
tent to make medical decismons, and they become effective
when the indiviual loe that competenice " T'he individual
may draft the diretions in her own Language or use a model
will that is printed in the statute *

Through a living will, a person can specifwally dictate the
kinds of life supports that should be used an the conditions
under whwr, they should be used For example, a pervkn
might decline a ventilator but not mediatiocs if terminally ill
Or a person might refu s feeding tube if permanently uncon-
sclous but not if ternrally ill

Living wills have signficant drawbacks, however First, a
will drafted in specific language cannot provide guidance for
circumstances that were not anticipated when the will %a
written If, on the other hand, the will is written in general
language to cover a broad range of possible circumstances.
then its terms may be ambiguous in particular situations In
addition, many statutes restrict the kinds of directions that
may be liven in iving will For example, living will statutes
cten apply only in the settng of a terminal condition." which
is generally defined a an irrversib condition that makes
death imrunent."* A hving will tatute, then, may not appty
f the patient suffers from a persistent vegetave state M ,re-

over, in som states, the living will statute may ric apply to
the vnthdrawalof a feeding tube "

Mast of the courts that have addressed the issue of the
withdrawal of artLcUl lfe supports have recognized that
individuals have a cormoi law or constitutional right to re.
fuse treatments in settings other than those covered by a
hvng will statut 'Conseqently, ifs patient eapresed treat-
ment preferenceis a ying w l for circumstances that Aent
beyWid the scope of the hving will statute, the preferences
would likely be upheld under common or consUtutional Il
However, the liutaton in a state hving will statute may
influence patients when they compose their wills isny pa
tient sre likely to use the nodel living w-ill form that is
pubhiahed as part of thstate l iing wiU statute In addition,
courts maybe i fluenced by the scope of the hiing will statute
in deciding the scope of patient common law or constitution-
al right to refuse Lrtiiial lfe ort."

M*k40bC~VwS4-0W O"GwfS
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The problems with a living wiU can often be addressed by
desigration of a proxy to make health care decisions.

Appointment of a Proxy Decision Maker

The second mechanism for a person to indicate i- advance
% hether artificial life supports should be used is by appointing
a family member, friend, or other person as a 'proxy" or
"agent" for making health care decisions The proxy decision
maker has the authority to make an) medical decisions for' the
patient that the patient would be entitled to make if he were
menLa!ly competent The proxy reaches a decLsion by apply-
ig the patient's pnor statement ari pe.,ornal values to

determine what the patient aouLd want to have done under
the circumstances

There are two aa)s to a point a proxy In appronmatriy 12
states, the thing will atati e invudes a pr-v~lin fir the
aT,,-1ntnent nf a health rare 1 rosy """ * 'y ap[ointing a
$,ro it' uder a h4Irg A .; s'.at ute, an Indv .iluat can avoid Lboth
the rigid.h iof s wc ifir ire-t,.. is and the ambigui tN .f genie al
dirctir,ns Hneer. tecaie the proxy) authnnt% eten,-I no
further than the ;patent's authont,. if the lyIng %iIl stat .te
limits the k Nls of direction that the patient ma) give, then a
r.nms app- oite.l in accordance with the Irviion. cfa v'ate's

li vIng w 6itta'* i 1Irr.jtel in the same %a) Thjs. ifhe i lng
%il 'tatite a;,pple onl) to terrrmnal condiho . , the prox, cran
ma ,e heal r cre lecisi ns only in the setln,- of a ternnal
cr Itiun Wj:le ,,rie cortz. ma r,cig-nize li irg wil that
Rrarts a r . I m ,e a.h.,nty than is perrn:tted unter the
star's l. n ,a:i sta u

t
'. ,th, reiay 'limit the ,r,,i ' athor.

it t r ,,7it eqprcsLv 'leLneate, bI Ia
A mreth.. f appint,rg a prox. 'ith m, re flenkJre , at!,r.
. e trreatin of a 'A j ra 'Ie p,, Pr f attorn-." - h ich '- a

r'ofir '-u ,f ,Afv r (.fat non A 1-A-rr ,4 att,,rry A a
n, ar.% t, A h ich (ne p, r%,,n tJ,;e "pnir)c1 '"& ran aI.' ., rlze
an ,t,'r -rr,n ,the agenr tto take legally t,.Yid,r g ar'lir, , n
the ri:.n,; a, A tl-otatf " T.e agent ,pe. nt 1e a laA,?er. hut
Ian 6~e a (am,I, rn ri t.er, friend enl i

, 
)e, or ari? , ther

legal;% competeni alit
I niarN $wwerf ,f at', ni are usu&[llI inalep, jate it the

%etir g of teaith iare ,ecqions for the h i e..e .. liq is
t*e as., the ,rinrar% |-,*,-r of attonr-) creates a pr,', a-,
th-ru that I% hmiteId in the rame %ay U the [nrcipai'o
au!t,,ntN Hence. when the j,rncmpaJ becomes legal nr m-
petent, the pros) ii ,toxrpetent to act on her behalf In
reporse to this deicienc) 4f the ordinary power of attorney.
etver) state ha adopted a durable powir of attorney) statute
l'ri-er a durable |,ower of attorney, the agents authority
rnumns in effect (or, in &m caes, Lakes eflecti when the
pinrcipl become incompetent "*

It is unclear whether durable powers o(-ttor ey can be
used to grant authonty to an agent to make health care
decirwis TraditUorlly, d durable pcers o(attcrne) have been
used in connecton with actions that involve the principal's
property or fir nancial affirt Conavently. a court mrught find
that the legisLature d(id not enact the durable poer of attor-
ney aLtute wtth the intent to permit its use for health care
decisions The New Jersey Supreme Court, on the other
hamnd. has interpreted the alte'l durable power of attorney
statute to encompa s health care dec-#ruse

T avoid any uncertainty w heather durable powers of attor-
ne) can be u&ed for health care, at least I I states have enacted
durable powers of attorney for health care." A durable power

ZM kAA Moes2 '990 -vom 263 No~ 17

of attorney for health cae expliciUy permits an individual to
delegate to an agent his right to accept or refuse health care.
The delegation may be a broad one, permitting the agent to
make any medical decision that the principal could have made
if legally competent. Alternatively, the principal may choose
to delegate only the power to make certain medical decisions.'
Moreover, the principal can include in the delegation of power
statements regarding her treatment preferences for specific
situations.' For example, the principal may indicate that no
life- ustaining measures, including a feeding tube, should be
u'ed in the event permanent unconsciousness. In any event,
the agent is obligated to act in accordance with the pnncipals
deu'es and intents, whether expressed in the delegation of
poaer or in other vays by the prtncipal before the principal
became incompetent."

Durab'e powers of attorney for health care have important
advantages over l.i ga il.ls. While Lving tis are often limit-
ed to treatments in the setting of a terminal illness ^here
death is imminent, durable powers of attorney for health care
can generally be used to delegate aauthonty for health care
decisions in all cases of patient incompetence Further, be-
causLe the agent ha legal authority to make health care deci-
stons, ph)siciar are able to rely on the agent's decisions even
alhen the patient desires were not clearly expressed or did.
n-,t take into account unforeseen developments tIndeed, the
durable power statutes generally provide immunity from suit
for ph)sici"an ho act on an agent's decision if the physician
belees in g.ood faith that the decision is rit contrary to the
patent' desires "; In other words, the agent is able to
resolve abiguities or inconsistencies in the patients ;'nor
wntten and oral statements when deciding what the patient
AOul I wa,,t under the circumstances In contrast, there is rn
rnp a:th legal authority, other Uan a judge, to interpret the

terms of L L yIng will in cases of disagreement or amnt,nigity
regarding the patient wiqshes Co, sequently. aith durable
,iters if attorney for health care. there ithould be le"s of a

reed or tendency to sek ju cial intervention A living ill
als) .u ffers from the possibility that it may get los1t or that the
Ih% sPician ahn treats the patient may not be male aware of its
f,.etence r There is less of a likelihhio] thaL a proxy decision

maker a,jl,i be lost or overl(oked
'I'here are important disa &ntages to the ,drable poser of

attorney for health care For many people, there is no person
thet they ulOid be comfortable with u an agent to maue all
heaLh cart deoacins In addiLion if family members do.agree
about the patient desares, decisions by the agent are shject
to challenge u not consi tent with those desires Some com-
mentat,ors have argued that decisions of a proxy are leesa
representate of a pitient wishes than treatment prefer-
ences expressed in a hNing w ll,' However, %hen a patient
designates another individual as the proxy decision maker,
the patient is chv-4nng to accept the proxy's understanding of
the patientls preferences a to accept the proxy's treatment
choices based on thlt understandig.

Incorporating directions for certain treatment decisions
into durable power ofattorney documents may be the optimal
method for ensuring Lhat a patient wishes will be implement-
ed. A patiem,.eold be able to provide specific inatructions for
the course of treatment in many crcirrictancea while main.
taminr control over the decision-makung rocesa in tinantici.
patd circumstaric In addition, when making treatment
decisions in ',urarticipated circumstance, the proxy would

IMeoja Orsoivet - O*,<Pe
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have a greater sense of the patiently general preferences for
treatment from the specifle instructions included in the
document.

The Physician's Role In Implementing
Treatment Preferenca

In a 198 public opinion survey conducted by the the Ameri
can Medical Association, 66% ofadults reported that they had
discussed with family members their treatment preferences
in the event ofa coma from which doctors believe that recovery
is not possible." However, only 15% of the patients in the
study had filled out a living will. Other polling data yield
similar results; many more patients have treatment prefer-
ences regarding artificial life supports than have expressed
those preferences through a living will or appointment of a
proxy decision maker.*

Physicians can serve a primary role in ensuring that pa-
tients give appropriate consideration to the issue of artifcial
life support and that the treatment preferences of their pa-
tients are adequately documented." Physicians can initiate
discussion and advise patients of possible treatment decisions
that might have to be made once the patient is no longer
competent and can supply the patient with pertinent medical
information regarding terminal illnesses and permanently
unconscious conditions. In addition, physicians can document
the patients wishes in the patient's medical record, thereby
ensuring that there is sufficient evidence of the patients
preferences even if the patient does not write a living will or
appoint a proxy decision maker.

Physicians should not wait until the onset of an illness or
disease to begin exploring a patient's treatment preferences.
As the Karen Quinlan' and Nancy Cruzan' cases demon-
strate, even relatively young and healthy patients should be
encouraged to think about the issues that surround treatment
decisions in the event of terminal illness or permanent uncon-
siousness. Because a patient wishes may change with the
passage of time or with the progression of illness, a patient's
treatment preferences should be periodically revisited. A
patient wishes may also change upon the occurrence of a
significant life event, such s having children or becoming
widowed.

While it is often difficult for people to discuss their own
death in a concrete way, it is becoming increasingly important
for individuals to express their preferences regarding the use
of artificial life supports. For perhaps 70% of Americans, a
decision will be made whether to provide life-sustaning medi-

JAMAA.Mayl2.19W - Vol2 MA No?1

cal case when devastating illness becomes tenninal or irrever-
sible.' Making these decisions in advance will ensure not
only that the patients wishes are carried out but also that
family members and friends can act on the patient's behalf
with the confidence that they are acting in the patient's best
interests,

David Orentlicher, MD, JD
Ethics and Health Policy Counsel

Kristen HIkola made important contributions to the research and
witing o(this article.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN HEINZ

Mr. Chairman, along with the miracles of modern medicine come weighty deci-
sions on when to prolong life. The recent Supreme Court decision on the case of
Nancy Cruzan underscored the importance of having an advance directive to assure
that such decisions are not made haphazardly or without respect for the patient's
wishes.

I applaud the efforts of Senator Danforth and Congressman Levin to assure that
all adult patients of hospitals, nursing homes, clinics and health maintenance orga-
nizations are provided with information about their rights under the applicable
State law to have a living will and/or assign a family member or other person dura-
ble power of attorney. Requiring institutional providers and HMOs to have written
policies and procedures concerning advance directives as a condition of participation
will encourage and assist individuals to make decisions now, while they are of sound
mind and body, for future health care events.

Patient education, however, is just one aspect of what is needed to assure that the
rights of individuals are respected in decisions to continue or terminate treatment.
A complimentary and equally important measure is required as well: institutional
protocols to direct professional staff in their actions when a patient is not able to
participate in decision making about their care. I am referring in particular to pro-
tocols regarding when to resuscitate a dying patient.

Institutional resuscitation policies and guidelines were strongly advocated in 1983
by the President's Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and
Biomedical and Behavioral Research, and the Joint Commission on the Accredita-
tion of Iealthcare Organizations requires all accredited health care facilities to de-
velop resuscitation guidelines. Nonetheless, a report by the Office of Technology As-
sessment that I commissioned a few years ago during my tenure as the Chairman of
the Special Committee on Aging found that hundreds of hospitals and thousands of
nursing homes still have not developed or implemented such protocols. Of those that
have, only a small percentage include reference to other types of life sustaining
technologies, or to living wills and other advance directives.

When health care facilities do not have clear guidelines for their professional staff
to follow when the need for resuscitation arises, the results can be truly unaccept-
able, as was demonstrated by our committee's examination of specific case histories.
For example, in one case, that of Ms. Stevens, the lack of a policy led to her being
kept alive against her wishes. When Ms. Stevens was admitted to a nursing home in
Florida, in 1986, she and her son agreed that if she had a heart attack or stroke, she
did not want to be resuscitated. The nursing home, however, had no policy or proce-
dure for documenting or responding to Ms. Steven's request. Several months later,
when she suffered permanent and severe brain damage from a stroke, she was put
on a ventilator, despite her original request. Her son was forced to go to court to
ensure that his mother's original wishes were respected.

In another case, a decision was made not to resuscitate an 83-year-old woman in
New York, without any attempt to determine her wishes. This patient had been in
the hospital for several months battling pneumonia when she suffered a heart
attack. Because there was no written agreement between the patient, family or
doctor, no one knew whether or not this patient wanted to be resuscitated, so she
was not.

The OTA report, which I referenced earlier, recommended the adoption of formal
institutional guidelines for making decisions on whether to use or withdraw life sus-
taining treatment. The phrase "use or withdraw" is particularly important because
discussions regarding advance directives often presume that patient will choose to
have treatment withdrawn or withheld should they become medically incompetent,
when in fact there are patients that want to fight for life under any circumstance.
In developing public policy regarding advance directives, the right of individuals to
sustain their life must be respected as much as their right to die.

Last year, in response to the findings of OTA, I developed "The Life Sustaining
Treatments Act," which was discussed in the Finance Committee during the budget
reconciliation, but not included as part of the final package. My proposal, which I
believe could be married to that of Senator Danforth quite readily, is to require
Medicare and Medicaid participating hospitals and skilled nursing homes to provide
24-hour staffing of at least one individual currently certified as competent to per-
form Basic Life Support Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation and to develop a written
protocol for resuscitative services. Such a protocol would assist each hospital pa-
tient, nursing home resident, and persons authorized under State law to act on their
behalf should they become incapacitated, in making decisions about whether and
when to withhold resuscitative services.
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The requirement that nursing homes have the capability to provide CPR at all
times is long overdue. Only 30 percent now have a staff person certified in CPR
available around the clock, and only half require their nurse to hold present certifi-
cations. Unless all nursing homes have staff capable of providing CPR 24 hours a
day, a resident's wish to be resuscitated is a hollow one.

Institutional protocols would be a significant step forward in helping patients ex-
ercise greater control of the end of their lives. These protocols also would provide
hospitals, nursing homes and their staffs with important protections by reducing the
risk of litigation and helping to settle disputes, should they occur. In addition, proto-
cols can protect the civil liberties of professional staff by allowing them to withdraw
from a case if they have moral objections to the requested treatment plan.

As envisioned by my proposal, each written protocol would be developed with
medical staff, nursing staff and other appropriate personnel and be approved and
adopted by the governing body of the facility. Among other things, the protocol
would describe the procedures by which an individual decision of whether or not to
withhold resuscitative services is to be reached and the procedures to be used in re-
solving potential family or other conflicts which may occur in the decision making
process. The protocol would require that appropriate orders be written by the physi-
cian primarily responsible for the patient, and that documentation of the orders is
included in the patient's medical record, if resuscitative services are to be withheld.

Mr. Chairman, the development and application of life-sustaining medical technol-
ogies has rapidly outpaced the development of any consensus by our society regard-
ing the moral, ethical, legal and financial ramifications of the use or non-use of
these technologies. What is clear from a growing compilation of case law is that pa-
tients have a right to control their destiny. We must support that right to the full-
est extent possible. I am convinced that if each prospective patient were provided
with a copy of the institution's resuscitation protocol and information about their
rights concerning advance directives, and the presence of any such directive was
documented in the medical record, much of the confusion and trauma that current-
ly surrounds decisions regarding the application of life sustaining technology could
be prevented.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR SANDER Ml, LEVIN

Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify at this hearing.
I also want to commend Sen. Danforth and Sen. Moynihan for their leadership on
this important legislation.

Latter today you will be hearing from several witnesses who will surely address
many of the technical issues relevant to the Self determination n Act, and, perhaps,
many issues that art, not relevant to the hill. What I'd like to do this morning is to
make sure we don't lose the forest for the trees in our deliberations. The context for
these discussion can be summed up in three interests that underlie this legislation:
personal decision-making, clarity, and knowledge.

Last month's Supreme Court decision in the ('ruzan case has brought the issue of
personal decision-making into sharp focus. Eight of the nine justices recognized that
we have a right to accept or refuse medical treatment. This right to determine the
medical treatments we prefer is rooted in the ethical principle of autonomy, and in
constitutional liberty interests. This is not to say that people may choose medical
care that is inappropriate, or that they should make these decisions in the absence
of consultation from family, health care professionals, religious advisors, or others.
But respect for the integrity of the individual within society is part of our American
tradition.

The Supreme Court reiterated a point that courts have been making for many
years, that the right to make decisions regarding one's own welfare choose does not
end should people become unable to communicate their preferences. Our second
major interest, clarity, comes into play at this point. The Court ruled that states
have the power to set standards for how clear the prior wishes of an incapacitated
person must be in order to be honored. Although there -was disagreement about
whether Missouri's standard was appropriate, the justices overwhelmingly agreed
on the validity and importance of advance directives-living wills and durable
powers of attorney-in providing the clarity that is necessary in such difficult situa-
tions.

In the week or so following the Cruzan decision, it seemed that copies of living
wills were published in every newspaper in the country. But advance directives did
not spring up overnight. They have evolved over the last 15 years, and contain nu-
merous safeguards to assure appropriate use of the directives, worked out after ex-
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tensive negotiations with various provider, patient, and religious groups at the state
level. Advance directives can help people implement their desire to have life-sus-
taining treatments withdrawn or withheld when these treatments only serve to pro-
long death. They can also articulate treatments that are desired; clarifying for pro-
viders what the patient feels is acceptable or preferable.

Booklets and pamphlets about advance directives, designed for the general public,
are currently being developed and distributed by many groups, including the Ameri-
can Bar Association, the Catholic Health Association, and various state medical as-
sociations, such as those in Illinois and California. In fact, a booklet entitled "A
Matter of Choice: Planning Ahead for Health Care Decisions," was produced several
ears ago at the request of the Senate Special Committee on Aging, and distributed
y the American Association of Retired Persons.
Advance directives can significantly increase the clarity of all parties concerned

when dealing with stressful, traumatic situations in which difficult decisions need to
be made. People need not wait until it's too late, but can provide evidence of their
wishes in advance, when there is time to deliberate and plan. The fact is, however,
that only about 10% of the public have formulated advance directives. In addition,
studies show that physicians are not well-informed about the opportunities for ad-
vance directives provided by the state. And thus, our third major interest: knowl-
edge.

The major point of the bill is that better medical decisions can be made if parties
involved in those decisions are well informed as to the options open to them. In all
of our discussions, nobody has seriously argued that it is desirable to withhold infor-
mation from people. Forty-seven states have passed advance directive legislation.
They did not pass this legislation hoping that nobody would find out. Our bill's pur-
pose is to educate people, including health care professionals. about advance direc-
tive,,.

Let us be very clear about what our bill does NOT do. It does not preempt state
law. It is clear that the power to make substantive policy regarding advance direc-
tives resides with the states. Many of the concerns that are expressed in relation to
the SelI Determination Act are relevant to already crafted state law, such as provi-
sions regarding, witness constraints, pregnant women, and others. Our bill main-
tains the state's jurisdiction to define the details of implementing advance direc-
tives. What we are doing is attempting to enhance people's knowledge of the oppor-
tunities the states have already provided them. I believe that such personal and im-
portant medical decisions should be made by individuals, families, and physicians.
They should not be made by judges, except in exceptional cases. The knowledge and
clarity produced by this bill will facilitate the achievement of that goal.

We take no position on what choices people make about their health care, nor do
we require that anybody choose to fill out an advance directive. Part of the principle
of respect for autonomy it to respect a person's decision NOT to formulate an ad-
vance directive. Indeed, our bill specifically prohibits providers from conditioning
the provision of care on the presence or absence of advance directives.

We are not seeking to penalize providers. We have made the requirements of our
bill a condition of participation for Medicare with the intent of demonstrating the
importance of the issues involved and the actions that need to be taken. But we cer-
tainly do not intend that providers will be expelled from Medicare simply because
they have forgotten to provide a brochure to a couple patients. We are well aware of
the reality that providers need to be "substantially out of compliance" with the con-
ditions of participation before action to exclude them will be taken.

I think it is important to note that the public is way ahead of us on this issue. As
we hold endless discussions about whether people will be frightened by being told of
their options to plan for their future, surveys public opinion show that the vast ma-
jority of Americans favor the concept of advance directives, and want to be told
about them. A recent survey in Michigan, done by Wayne State University, found
that 94% of the public feels that people "should be allowed to decide in advance
what means will or will not be used to keep them alive" in the event of a coma.
Another survey found that over two-thirds of a sample of elderly patients welcomes
the opportunity to discuss the question of life-sustaining treatments with their phy-
sicians, and 53% felt that the physician should raise the subject. In hearings in May
in the Health Subcommittee of Ways and Means, we heard testimony from a re-
searcher at Harvard who has found that both physicians and patients respond posi-
tively to discussions of advance directives.

One writer, commenting in an August 1989 issue of Hospital Practice, put the
issue quite well: "Physician-patient communication should be more open, more fre-
quent, and better taught thar, it has been in this era of intensive life-support tech-
nology." Our bill is only a small step-the step of having patients and those caring
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for them have information available to them-that will facilitate the tend toward
better communication and, as a result, better health care.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD A. MCCORMICK, S.J.

I am Richard A. McCormick a Jesuit priest and John A. O'Brien Professor of
Christian Ethics at the University of Notre Dame. I have been teaching Christian
ethics and writing in the field for 35 years. A subspeciality has been bioethics. In
that capacity I have been a member of the following committees: the Ethics Adviso-
ry Board of the former Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; the Ethics
Committee of the Catholic Health Association; the Ethics Committee of the Ameri-
can Hospital Association; the Ethics Committee of the American Fertility Society. I
speak for myself not for the Cathclic Church though my convictions are deeply in-
formed by the moral perspectives of that church. I do not speak for the Catholic
Health Association though I share virtually all of its sentiments pertaining to S.
1766. I agree with the Catholic Health Association's endorsement of S. 1766. I
should like to explain why.

There is a basic human right of self-determination with regard to acceptance or
rejection of medical treatment. This is an implication of human dignity. If there is a
right to accept or reject medical treatment iself-determination), it seems to follow
that there is a corresponding obligation on someone to make the exercise of that
right practically operable and exercisable. This obligation has two overlapping
facets: (I) negative: not placing obstacles, removing obstacles; (2) positive: providing
facilitating measures. obviously these two facets overlap very extensively.

One of the greatest obstacles to the exercise of the right of self-determination in
this context is ignorance about the right itself and about the ways to exercise it.
This ignorance causes families great suffering at the time of crisis when they are
faced with treatment decisions. This ignorance also promotes the fear of malpractice
for physicians because they have no clear knowledge of the patient's wishes. Simi-
larly, lack of knowledge and discussion about this right and its implementation
through advance directives leads to cases like Nancy Cruzan where the state has
refused to allow treatment to be terminated.

I can personally testify through my own work that ignorance about this right and
its implementation is widespread. Over and over again when I address the public on
care of the dying, people approach me to inquire about advance directives and the
durable power of attorney. In general I would say that the vast majority do not
know where to turn or what to do to state their personal preferences. S. 1766 is basi-
cally aimed at this serious lack of knowledge regarding the tools available to pa-
tients to express their views of life-sustaining treatment. In Section 2 of S. 1766 we
find a listing of the reasons for this legislation Here I want to add two more rea-
sons which can strongly impede the exercise of self-determination.

The first dimension of health cnre that can support ignorance about self-determi-
nation is the increasing depersonalization of such care. When health care is deper-
sonalized things are done to patients. This can easily be an institutionalized form of
an older paternalism.

The depersonalization I refer to is by and large traceable to three factors:
Technology. Everything from diagnosis through acute care to billing is done these

days by computer. That is but a symbol of the massive presence of technology in
modern medicine. In saying that, I mean in no way to knock technology. Technology
quite simply makes possible the otherwise impossible. No one who has fought an
uneven battle with kidney stones will take careless shots at the lithotriptor. No one
who has been spared a stroke by carotid endoarterectomy will criticize the sono-
graphy and arteriograms that clinched the diagnosis. No one whose lesion was pin-
pointed by magnetic resonance imaging-will belittle that wonderful technology.

Even after technology has been given its due, it remains true that the price of
efficiency can be a measure of depersonalization. This must give pause to a profes-
sion whose self-description is that of a healing ministry on a person-to-person level.

Cost containment. The cost of health care in the United States hovers around
eleven percent of the GNP. It has become routine to encounter descriptive phrases
such as "out of control" and "skyrocketing" to paint the picture. The factors con-
tributing to the enormity of the health bil are well known: sophistication of serv-
ices, higher wages, more personnel, inflation, cost pass-along systems, the malprac-
tice system, unnecessary care, etc.

But there is a cost-containment revolution afoot. Diagnostic related groups (DRG)
are a symbol of this. Joseph A. Califano, Jr., former Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare (1977-79), puts it as follows:
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The spirited air of competition is for the first time swirling through the
health industry. Fed up with years of waste, the big buyers of care-govern-
ments, corporations and unions-are demanding the facts, changing the
way doctors, hospitals and other providers are used and paid, and reshaping
financial incentives that have encouraged patients to seek unnecessary
care. And a host of new health care providers is scrambling to get their
business. -

Califano points out some interesting facts that form the background for new cost-
containment efforts. Item. Some 20-25% of hospital admissions are unnecessary.
Item. There are erratic geographical variations in medical practice. For instance,
the rate of major cardiovascular surgery is twice as high in Des Moines as in Iowa
City for patients with the same symptoms. Item. Patients of fee-for-service physi-
cians are twice as likely to have bypass surgery as those in health maintenance or-
ganizations. Item. A small number of patients accounts for a disproportionately
large proportion of health costs. For instance, more than 30% of Medicare's expendi-
tures goes to patients with less than a year to live. In 1984, 3.4% of Chrysler's in-
sured accounted for 43.5% of the company's health care payments.

Obviously, the new concern with cost containment will spawn many ethical prob-
lems. I will not attempt to detail them here since I am chiefly concerned with the
emergence of the cost-containment factor itself and its impact on the depersonaliza-
tion of health care.

Public entities. I use this term to refer to the increasing presence of legislation
(e.g., Baby Doe rules), the courts and the legal profession in medical decision
making. The symbols of this presence: legislated living wills, \Vade-Bolton, Quinlan,
Fox, Storar, Dinnerstein. Conroy, Brophy, Chad Green, Nancy Cruzan, and a host of
others.

It is my thesis that these three factors (technology, cost containment, public enti-
ties) can affect the very matrix of the healing profession. This matrix is constituted
by the conviction that medical decision making best serves the interests of patients
when it is located within the triad of patient-physician-family. (By "physician" here
I mean to include all members of the health care team, e g., nurses.) Decisions must
be tailor-made to the individual patient. They are like a glove fitting an individual
hand. They are personal decisions.

The three factors I have listed are impersonal factors. They can easily have the
effect of preprogramming our treatment. And clearly this can result in depersonal-
ized treatment, a subtle form of oppression of the weak and dependent by the pow-
erful and healthy. This growing depersonalization of treatment has led George Cald-
well, former president of the Lutheran General Health Care System, to note that
what goes on in hospitals too often is "fixing" and not "healing." Whatever the
case, in a depersonalized atmosphere patient self-determination easily gets sub-
merged.

The second dimension of health care that can reinforce ignorance about self-deter-
mination is death as the ultimate enemy The medical profession is committed to
curing disease and preserving life. That we take for granted. But this commitment
must be implemented within a healthy and realistic acknowledgment that we are
mortal. The point seems so obvious as to be trivial. In a sense it is.

But living it out is not. The attempt to walk a balanced middle path between
medico-moral optimism (which preserves life at any cost, with all means, regardless
of diagnosis, prognosis, family history, patient preferences, etc.) and medico-moral
pessimism (which takes life when it becomes onerous, boring, dysfunctional and
"hopeless") is not easy, especially in a highly litigious atmosphere. Symptoms of this
abound in the inflated statements we encounter on life-preservation. Let a few suf-
fice here. Worcester Hahnemann Hospital issued this policy directive. "No one, pa-
tient, family or physician, may consent to, direct or initiate the removal or with-
drawal of care or treatment which may be considered in any way to be life sustain-
ing to any patient, except as provided below." The "provision below" was that the
patient be dead according to the so-called Harvard Criteria of Death and be declared
so by the attending physician. In other words, no withdrawal of any life-sustaining
technology unless the patient is dead!

Carol A. Smith, Assistant Attorney General of the State of Washington, gave this
opinion (1977) regarding the law with respect to withdrawing or withholding life
support from a dying patient: "Under the present law, an attempt to bring about
death by the removal of a life sustaining mechanism would constitute homicide,
first degree."

Such attitudes also pervade the medical profession. In testimony before the Presi-
dent's Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical
and Behavioral Research, Dr. Marshall Brummer, a pulmonary specialist, was
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asked: "Is it the duty of the physician to do everything for that patient until that
patient is called to his or her reward?" The answer: "Yes."

Behind such assertions lies a kind of medical idolatry, the absolutization of physi-
cal existence. This idolatry takes concrete form in the conviction that the inability
to cure or prevent death is medical failure. The disturbing corollary of this: every-
thing that can be done must be done. When this attitude pervades the hospital set-
ting self-determination is crushed.

In combination the two dimensions of health care that I have mentioned act as
powerful obstacles to the notion of self-determination and of the tools of its imple-
mentation.

It has been my experience that most decisional problems touching acceptance or
rejection of treatment can be traced to lack of communication. For this reason I be-
lieve that the notion of advance directives can relieve this problem. Advance direc-
tives such as durable power of attorney and living wills encourage discussion and
documentation of views on sustaining treatment in advance. Thus the pain and
burden on families can be eased at the time of dying.

Like the Catholic Health Association, I strongly support proposed changes in the
language of the bill that require the Secretary of the Department of Health and
Human Services to conduct a public information campaign that includes develop-
ment or approval of materials that will be made available to Medicare and Medicaid
providers to help them comply with the provisions of this bill. It is far better to
earn about health care decision making rights and advance directives prior to en-

tering the hospital.
I also support S. 1766's provision that the provider determine the existence of a

previously executed advance directive.
I should like to underline an aspect of S. 1766 that can easily be missed: staff edu-

cation. I would support alternate language in the bill that would allow facilities to
collaborate with each other on their educational efforts for both staff and communi-
ty. I much prefer this to requiring facilities to create institutional ethics committees
as the vehicle for education. An ethics committee should arise spontaneously from a
felt need.

Finally, I agree with those who request that explicit language be added to the bill
that would exempt hospitals from applying the provisions of S. 1766 to emergency
room admissions until the patients are medically stabilized.

(Citations in this testimony may be found in my book The Critical Calling,
Georgetown University Press, 199.1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DAVID PRYOR

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your holding today's hiring on S. 1766, the patient
self-determination act. You, by chairing this hearing, and Senator Danforth, by in-
troducing S. 1766, are providing a great public service by focusing needed additional
public attention on the sensitive issue of the right of individuals to maintain control
over decisions about their personal health care treatment.

I recall Jack Danforth expressing his concern about this issue on numerous occa-
sions during last year's Finance Committee deliberations on the repeal of the Medi-
care Catastrophic Coverage Act. He deserves a great deal of credit for acting on his
concerns by introducing his bill and I am pleased to be a cosponsor of S. 1766.

Most of us here today are aware of the recent Supreme Court decision in the case
of Nancy Cruzan. While the Supreme Court did not grant the family of Ms. Cruzan
their wish to withdraw medical treatment from their permanently comatose daugh-
ter, it has put the spotlight on the importance of advance decision-making about our
own health care treatment. One of the most important messages to be drawn from
the Cruzan decision is that if we do not wish to continue our existence in a perma-
nent comatose Ftate or to be the subject of a legal drama excruciatingly painful to
our loved ones, as the Cruzans have experienced, then it is best that we express
clearly in advance our specific wishes.

Fortunately, most of the States have taken steps to make it possible for individ-
uals to do just that. Nearly all States have addressed the individual's ability to con-
trol their autonomy in health care decision-making by enacting laws establishing
various forms of so-called advance directives. Most typically, these laws are known
as living wills and durable powers of attorney, while Nancy Cruzan did not have an
advance directive, most of us have the opportunity to do just that if we wish to-
maintain control over our health care treatment in the event we should become ter-
minally ill or otherwise severely incapacitated. Unfortunately, however, it seems
that far too many Americans remain unaware of their right to make these choices.
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Moreover, even when we execute an advance directive valid under State law, we
have no guarantee that our wishes will be honored by the hospital, nursing home,
other health care setting, or a physician, entrusted with our care.

I believe that legislation governing the enactment and provisions of these advance
directives is appropriately a matter for State jurisdiction. With few exceptions, the
States have exercised their responsibility on this matter. However, there is an ap-
propriate Federal role here. The Danforth legislation specifically addresses the re-
sponsibilities of health care providers who are the recipients of Federal funds.

In sum, the patient self-determination act requires that health care providers who
receive Medicare and Medicaid funds inform patients about advance directives, doc-
unient whether or not a patient has executed an advance directive, and honor the
wishes of the patient who has executed a legally valid advance directive. If the pro-
vider cannot, as a matter of conscience, honor the patient's wishes, then the provid-
er would be obligated to "arrange for the prompt and orderly transfer" of the pa-
tient to another health care provider.

The Danforth bill is a responsible attempt to help incdividuals and their families
to avoid the tragedy that the Cruzan family, and others, such as the family of
Karen Anne Quinlan, experienced. It does it in a way that fully preserves the re-
sponsibility of the States in this area.

Today's hearing will enable us to take a look at the full implications of the legis-
lation, particularly upon health care providers and the States. We have an excellent
array of witnesses beginning with Representative Levin, who has offered a similar
bill in the house, and Dr. Wilensky, Administrator of the Health Care Financing
administration.

I look forward to a full discussion today on this important matter so that we can
ensure that decisions concerning our health care are handled with the utmost digni-
ty, are consistent with our personal wishes, and are not burdensome to the health
care providers entrusted withour care.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL C. Rrri{;

INTRODUCTION

I am Paul C. Rettig, Executive Vice-President of the American Hospital Associa-
tion (AHA). On behalf of AHA's nearly 5,500 member hospitals and almost 48,00
individual members, I welcome this opportunity to present AHA's views on S. 1766,
The Patient Self Determination Act of 1989.

We applaud the Subcommittee for exploring the issue of advance directives and
living wills, and we commend Senator Danforth and Senator Moynihan for introduc-
in this legislation. The bill addresses two major issues of primary concern te hospi-
tas: first, the development of a national educational campaign to educate the public
regarding the importance of self determination and the use of advance directives;
and second, the use of both living wills and durable powers of attorney as mecha-
nisms for expressing patient treatment wishes. The more knowledgeable the public
becomes in the use of advance directives, the more frequently informed medical de-
cisions will be reached through collaboration between patients, families, physicians
and institutions. Senators Danforth and Moynihan propose, and hospitals whole-
heartedly agree, that competent adults should have the right to accept or decline
medical or surgical treatment, or appoint surrogates to make such decisions, in ad-
vance of the time they may be rendered incompetent by illness or accident. For
years AHA has played a leadership role in the ongoing debate concerning biomedi-
cal ethical issues. Through its Special Committee on Biomedical Ethics, the AHA
has published policies and positions addressing the role of patients, families, guard-
ians, physicians and hospitals involving the withholding and withdrawal of medical
treatment. Further, the AHAs bimonthly publication, "Hospital Ethics," offers a
forum for learned discussion of biomedical ethical issues. Most recently, the AHA
filed an amicus curiae brief before the United States Supreme Court in support of
the Cruzan family. The importance of advance directives to hospitals in effectively
rendering care cannot be overstated, as we confront the issue every day. Indeed, of
the 1,300,000 Americans who die each year in hospitals, seventy percent are in-
volved in a decision to forego life sustaining treatment.

NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL CAMPAIGN

The proposed legislation mandates that the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices develop and implement a national campaign to inform the public of the option
to execute advance directives and of a patient's right to participate and direct
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health care decisions. We believe that this educational campaign is important and
necessary to achieving the legislation's goal because if living wills and durable
powers of attorney are to be executed before the need for them arises, individuals
must be educated prior to being admitted to a hospital. Hospitals fully accept their
role in educating patients concerning advance directives. In this regard, AHA recog-
nizes also the importance of the physician role in sharing advance directive infor-
mation with patients, and commends the American Medical Association and other
physician groups for their efforts to that end.

ONGOING ISSUES

The proposed legislation requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services :o
conduct a study and report to Congress with respect to the experience of providers,
practitioners, and regulators in complying with the Act, as well as the methods for
communicating treatment wishes when patients are transferred or discharged to
other health care settings. In addition, the Secretary must make recommendations
for further legislative efforts to carry out the purposes of the legislation.

Hospitals strongly support a Federal effort to gather evidence of the effects of the
legislation. All issues surrounding the use of advance directives will not be resolved
by the Patient Self Determination Act, although the legislation is an excellent first
step in addressing the issue. For example, the bill does not deal with one of the big-
gest problems hospitals face-that of incompetent or unconscious patients. Providers
need direction on how best to handle such patients where clear written advance di-
rectives do not exist, or where a patient arrives in an incompetent or unconscious
state and the hospital cannot determine whether directives exist.

We note that the recent Supreme Court decision in Cruzan v. Director, Missouri
Department of Health left to the states the question of incompetent patients who
have not executed advance directives. Unfortunately, there is a lack of consistency
between state laws. For example, states may limit the use of advance directives to
terminally ill patients, thereby offering no guidance for treatment of patients in a
persistent vegetative state, such as Nancy Cruzan. Or, states may define medical
treatment to exclude nutrition and hydration, so that even where advance directives
exist, they may be enforceable in some states, but not in others. The Cruzan deci-
sion affirmed states' rights to establish laws and procedures for executing and im-
plementing advance directives and honoring a patient's wish to refuse treatment.

owever, to the extent that states define an individual's right to refuse treatment
differently, the Cruzan decision raises questions as to the extent of that right and
may make the task of educating individuals more complicated

le requirement that HHS conduct a study on the effects of the Patient Self De-
termination Act acknowledges that the discussion on advance directives needs to
continue. AHA offers its support and asistance to ensure that the study will lead to
the clarification of these ongoing issues.

KEY PROVISIONS OF LEGISLATION

The Patient Self Determination Act requires providers to maintain policies and
procedures recognizing the ability of competent adults to make decisions to accept
or refuse medical or surgial treatment, and to designate an agent or surrogate
through a durable power of attorney to make health care decisions, should the indi-
vidual be unable to do so. The legislation sets forth provisions which must be includ-
ed in providers' advance directive policies.

INFORM PATIENTs OF THEIR RIGHTS

Under this legislation, a health care institution must "inform" patients of their
right to make decisions about their own medical care, including the acceptance or
refusal of such treatment, and of their right under state law to execute a living will
or designate a durable power of attorney for health care decisions.

Requiring hospitals to notify patients of their rights to make treatment choices
and to ask patients whether they have an advance directive seems reasonable and
can easily be incorporated into existing procedures for admitting and history-taking.
Making this inquiry during the taking of the patient's history would assure that the
information is documented in the medical record, since hospitals routinely comply
with existing laws and accreditation standards requiring that a comprehensive phy-
sician assessment be completed within the first 24 hours of admission.

Hospitals believe it is appropriate to play an active role in informing patients of
their rights concerning advance directives, although the requirement as stated in
the legislation raises a concern. A general requirement to inform patients of their
rights under state law could inappropriately place hospitals in the position of legal
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counsel, in that they would be required to interpret and communicate state statuto-
ry and common law. This information would typically be transmitted upon admis-
sion to the hospital, thus placing the burden upon hospital staff who may not be
qualified to advise patients concerning the law. Furthermore, hospitals are con-
cerned that this general obligation would expose them to liability risk based on
their transmission of information to patients.

AHA understands that Senator Danforth intends to revise the Patient Self Deter-
mination Act to address hospitals' concerns about the informational requirement.
Specifically, we understand that the Secretary of Health and Human Services will
develop informational materials on individuals' rights to refuse medical treatment,
and will make the materials available to providers. Each state would be required to
supplement the HItS materials to reflect state law on the use of advance directives.
Hospitals. nursing homes, and other providers would be responsible for distributing
the materials to 'patients upon admission. This approach to hospitals' obligation to
inform patients of their rights would alleviate hospitals' concerns about communi-
cating the law. All individuals will receive accurate and uniform information on ad-
vance dir(tives, AIA, on behalf of its members, acknowledges and appreciates Sen-
ator l)anforth's reslp)nse to this issue. Hospitals, as part of our commitment to the
community, accept the resxonsibilitv to join with others in a collaborative effort to
educate the public on advance directives.

Finally. we note that the legislati_ 9 (oes not address the issue of comatose or in-
ci)lt'tent patients ho havt, no't executed living wills or durable powers of attor-
nIv thereforee, %%v suggest t hat the written information prepared by the Depart-
met of Ilealth and Ifluman ,Services and the states addre-,s this issue. Not only pro-
viders, but family and friends. need to bx- informed as to how to make treatment
decistais where no % rtten advance directive exi..ts and the patient is incapable of
IMki ng such decisions jwcitic state information is essential, as state laws on surro-

gate decision making r,

INWIt'MYNTATlON OF PATIENT TREATMENT WISIIS

The Itg' itt reqejir" hospitals to d.u Uent patients' treatment wishes and pe-
r ,4 ckall rt'-eiv, 'hr b i.h-s with the patient Tli- broad requirement may be
pro)blet'i,t l, .I.pitls .;,uld lx- charged with interpreting the oral expressions of
it ritiet v, is %Jli-, 'lich could nak. acci:rate docu mittation dilicult and give rise
to c(n fts.-ion1 Whtlnt 0he % she,- nttd to bE- Iplemented. II addition, an individual's
%% cou ld clia rigt t' tquintly deperdirig on the circu instances. requiring constant
rt-visioll of tht &Krlllr ratll loll

Wt' Uinder,,ta nd that Se"nat-ir I)anfiort h ite nids to address this concern and clarify
the intn t 4 lit leg rlat ii Ilos pil.- uoh bc req iired to inquire ulml admission
%Ohat-.t i a ritterr ;td%.ta\tca dirtctive exlsts,. and doclirit the response in the pa-
t lit's mit'dicalI rvcord T'hOltat us of the patrcnt' .- adva rice directive documentation

muHlt 14- rev\%%tid it t ht pat iii t is re;rdm(itted to the hospital at a later date. Ilospi-
ta l apprec ia ttt catarltic.,ato n f thet ditk'tmentation req Urernerit. and believe the revi-
siori) would Nst accomplish the goal ol this provision

TiRANSYFRS WIIER: WiSHFrS CANNOT HE IMr'I.-.MNTID AS A MA'ER OF' ('ONS'IEN('E

flispitals coin mend Swinator l)anforth for recognizing that providers for religious
or ethical reason ns iiay n)t. IiIn gtxx conscience, be able to carry out a patient's ad-
Vance directive or treatmtent wishes. In this case, the legislation requires that the
hospital or provider transfer a patient to a provider who will carry out the patient's
treatment wishes, ;Ls state law permits.

ETHICS COM M1I'ES

The Patient Self Determination Act requires that, as a condition of participation
in the Medicare program, hospitals establish an institutional ethics committee to
initiate educational programs for staff, patients, residents, and the entire communi-
ty on ethical issues in health care. In addition, the committee would be required to
advise on particular ethical cases and serve as a forum for such issues. Hospitals
have two concerns regarding this requirement. First, AHA sees ethics committees as
one option for resolving biomedical ethics dilemmas, but believes that the decision
!o establish such a body should be left to the discretion of each institution based
upon its needs. In its "Guidelines" on hospital biomedical ethics committees and in
Values in Conflict, the report of the AHA Committee on Biomedical Ethics, AHA
acknowledges the potential usefulness of ethics committees but does not endorse
their use in all hospitals. While hospitals believe that some form of an advisory
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forum is needed, an ethics committee may not be the appropriate forum for all hos-
pitals, particularly small and rural hospitals.

Second, the scope of functions suggested by the Act exceeds what is appropriate
for an ethics committee. Hospitals recognize ethics committees as one option for ad-
vising on individual cases, but not for achieving the Act's educational goals. In prac-
tice, ethics committees are most often used as internal forums for debate on ethical
issues raised by institutional policies or individual cases. They are typically used
primarily to advise patients and practitioners in working through difficult treat-
ment decisions. Ethics committees generally are not the proper instrument for initi-
ating public, or even staff and patient, education.

AHA understands that Senator Danforth intends to revise the legislation to
permit flexibility in the manner hospitals employ to address ethical issues and edu-
cate staff and patients on advance directives. The legislation will allow hospitals to
join with other institutions to fulfill their educational obligation, and will permit
each hospital to decide the most appropriate mechanism for advising on ethical
treatment decisions. We acknowledge and appreciate this response to hospitals' con-
cerns.

MEDICARE CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION

While AHA strongly supports the goals of the Patient Self Determination Act and
believes that the legislation will accomplish those goals, we do not support its tie to
the Medicare Conditions of Participation. The requirements for participation in the
Medicare program are meant to provide Medicare beneficiaries with access to high
quality health care. Providers should not be at risk of termination from the Medi-
care program due to a requirement not related to fundamental delivery of care.

CONCLUSION

In summary, AHA strongly supports the goals of the Patient Self Determination
Act, and is especially pleased that the revised legislation is expected to address
many of our concerns. We will continue to work with the sponsors to resolve the
remaining issues so that the goals of the act may be fully realized. Thank you for
the opportunity to share our views on the proposed legislation.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHiARLES P. SABATINO

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am Charles P. Sabatino, As-
sistant Director of the American Bar Association's Commission on Legal Problems
of the Elderly. I submit these remarks as the designee of our President, L. Stanley
Chauvin, Jr., and at the request of the Chair of our Commission on Legal Problems
of the Elderly, John I. Pickering, who could not be here today because of a prior
commitment. I want to thank the Subcommittee for the opportunit to appear today
to express the American Bar Association's support of the proposed Patient Self-De-
termination Act of 1990.

I would like to accomplish three tasks in my testimon), today. First, I will explain
the nature of the ABA s support of the "Patient Self-Determination Act of 1990."
Second, I will relate the relevance of this Act to the current state of the law. And
finally, I will offer some observations about the challenges and pitfalls we ought to
be aware of in the development of public policy in this sensitive area of health care
decision-making.

A. AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S SUPPORT OF PATIENT SELF-DETERMINATION

The ABA has addressed patient self determination in health care through three
policy enactments. First, in 1986, the ABA House of Delegates endorsed the "Uni-
form Rights of the Terminally III Act," promulgated by the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. The Uniform Act is intended to promote
uniform legislation for authorizing and implementing so-called "Living Willb." -

Second, because of the limitations inherent in living wills, the ABA in 1989 adopt-
ed a policy statement encouraging the use and recognition of a broader and more
flexible form of advance directive, the health care power of attorney.

Finally, in Februai-y of this year, the ABA endorsed a resolution supporting the
principle that individuals have the right to consent to and to refuse suggested
health care interventions, and that appropriate surrogates may exercise this right

on behalf of individuals who are incapable of making such decisions.
During the last three years, the ABA, particularly through the Commission on

Legal Problems of the Elderly, has exerted considerable effort to educate both the
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public and the legal community about the -iature and availability of advance direc-
tives, especially health care powers of attorney. The response to our efforts has un-
equivocally confirmed our belief that people want and need information and guid-
ance in planning ahead for lifetime events in a way that ensures respect for their
personal autonomy. Ou: first educational effort consisted of a short video on the
topic of planning ahead for incapacity. Featuring actress Helen Hayes, this video
has been shown to community groups all over the country by bar associations, of-
fices on aging, private attorneys, public television, civic and church groups, health
care facilities, and others to introduce individuals to the legal planning tools for pre-
serving personal autonomy.

An outgrowth of this project was the development of a recently released booklet
on health care powers of attorney, containing a plainly written explanation about
Health Care Powers of Attorney-what they are, why they are useful, what to con-
sider in establishing one, and, most importantly, a do-it-yourself form and instruc-
tions to enable readers to establish a health care power of attorney on their own.
The booklet also addresses when to seek individual counsel and the necessity of con-
sulting state law. Through the generosity of the American Association of Retired
Persons and other contributors, single copies of this booklet are available free from
AARP.

The proposed Patient Self-):. ermination Act addresses a major aspect of health
care decision-making needs by requiring Medicare and Medicaid providers to take
some elementary but critical steps to inform patients of their decision-making
rights, to inquire and document whether patients have executed an advance direc-
tive, and to respect patients' advance directives to the maximum extent permissible
under state law.

These steps are important for at It ast three reasons. First, most health care pro-
viders either do not have or do not communicate their policies concerning treatment
decision-making. Second, health care providers as well as patients and their families
too often fail to appreciate the importance of ascertaining patient wishes and prefer-
ences until it is too late to do so. And third, too few people are sufficiently aware of
the legal tools available to assure that one's wishes and values are respected. The
recent Supreme Court decision in the case of Nancy Cruzan poignantly underscores
the point that cur right to control health care decisions may depend on our docu-
menting utir wishes while still alive. This legislation appropriately addresses these
needs through Medicare and Medicaid provider agreements.

The bill's additional requirements that the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
icts evaluate the use of advance directives in health care decision-making and devel-
op a public education effort are especially important parts of this legislation. State
law and practice is developing in varied and fragmented ways, and serious national
research needs to be accomplished in order to provide better guidance for state and
national policy. For all these reasons, the ABA supports the aim and basic elements
of this proposed legislation.

B. CURRENT STATE OF THE LAW

Trhe statutory law concerning advance directives has developed in two distinct
waves-the first being the development of living will legislation from the mid-1970's
to the mid 1980's, and the second being the development of special health care
power of attorney legislation, starting with California in 1983 and continuin
through the present. Some 41 states plus the District of Columbia have enacted
living will legislation. A growing awareness of the limitations of living will legisla-
tion has been one of the key factors spurring on a current surge in health care
power of attorney statutes. As of July, 1990, the following 32 jurisdictions had en-
acted health care power of attorney legislation:

HEALTH CARE POWER OF ATTORNEY LEGISLATION AS OF JULY 1990

Alaska (1988)..... Louisiana (1990)
Califnia (1983) .. ...... . . . . . ................. New York (1990)
Coloa (1983) ........ .......... ....... ..... ...... ........ . .. i....... Oh (1989)
Connectiut (1990 ) ................................... ........................... ........... Oregon (1989 )
District ot Columbia (1989) .... .............................................................. Pe nns :nia (1982)
Florida (1990 ) o.................................... ....... 8................................................ Rhode I nd (198 )
Gec ig ia (1990 ) ............................................................................................ South Carolina (1990 )
Idaho (1988 ) ................................................................................................. South Dakota (1990 )
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HEALTH CARE POWER OF ATTORNEY LEGISLATION AS OF JULY 1990-Continued

Illhinos (1987) Tennessee (1990)
Indiana (1987) Texas (1989)
Kansas (1989) Utah (1985)
Kentucky (1989) Veimont(1988)
Maine (1985) Virgina (1989)
Mississippi (1990) Washington (1989)
Nevada (1987) West Virginia (1990)
New Mexico (1989). Wisconsn (1990)

I Awaitng go"vref's s)gulur.., as of 7 10 go

T'erty of these acts came into existence in just the last 18 months. Clearly, this
is an area of intense state legislative and public interest.

Absent special legislation creating DPAs for health care, other sources of state
law may directly or indirectly acknowledge their validity, at least in certain con-
texts. In six states without specific health care DPA legislation, "Natural Death" or
"Living Will" statutes either authorize or at least make reference to proxy decision-
makers. Unfortunately, the purview of proxy decision-making under these statutes
may be limited to the same extent that statutory living wills are limited. These
states are:

Arkansas, Delaware, lawaii, Iowa, Minnesota, and Wyoming

Court cases in two other states-Arizona, and New Jersey-look favorably upon
the use of durable powers of attorney for health care. Finally, in the state of Mary-
land, an Attorney General's opinion states that durable powers of attorney specifi-
cally delegating medical decision-making authority are legally effective in that
state.

Thus, in the aggregate, at least .10 states and the District of Columbia have some
affirmative legislative, executive, or judicial recognition of durable powers for
health care as of today. In the other 10 states, express authority pro or con is lack-
ing Nevertheless, most authorities who have looked at the issue believe that exist-
ing durable power of attorney statutes are broad enough in principle to include
health care decision-making powers within their scope (including the power to
permit withdrawal or withholding of life-sustaining treatment). States have moved
ahead with legislation primarily in order to clarify the law, incorporate patient pro-
tections, and grant provider immunity.

C. CHALLENGF-S TxO ADDRFSS AND FITFAI.IS TO AVOID

In our testimony on this same legislation before the House Ways and Means Sub-
committee on health on May 22, 1990, we highlighted certain challenges faced in
implementing this kind of legislation and some of the pitfalls that we hoped it
,.. would avoid. The challenges conc(-rned the need to overcome the increasing substan-
tive and procedural variability and confusion evident in state law, and the need to
pursue public education on this topic seriously. The main pitfall addressed was the
danger of allowing implementation of the act to descend to the level of mere paper
compliance. Those comments still reflect major concerns of the ABA, but instead of
repeating them here, we wish to focus on two concerns that have arisen in the
course of public discussion of this proposed act.

Portability ofAdvance Directices
At the time this particular bill was conceived, a major concern was the lack of

legislation authorizing advance directives in many states. The legislative avalanche
in the last year and a half has greatly vitiated this concern. Consequently, the pro-
vision in the original version of this bill requiring states to enact advance directive
legislation is of minimal value. In its p lace has arisen concern over state law varia-
bility which raises doubt about whether a validly executed instrument from one
state will be recognized in another. Just this past Monday my office received a typi-
cal letter from an individual with this question. The gentleman wrote:

"I am retired and spend half each year in Lake Luzerne, N.Y. and half in
Palm Springs, CA. I can't, naturally, be sure where I will be when and if I
need someone to act for me. So, do I need to appoint power of attorney to
two different people; one in NY and one in Calif..

37-339 0 - 91 - 5
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There may ind ed be some pragmatic reasons for having different surrogates in
different geog.aphic areas, but our concern here is the legal necessity to execute
two documents one in compliance with New York law and one in compliance with
California law.

Of the 32 existing health care power of attorney statutes, only six expressly grant
recognition to out-of-state Instruments that comply with the law of the other state
(D.C., Kansas, New York, Texas, Vermont, and West Virginia). This is the one area
that Federal action could make a dramatic difference in ensuring the rights of pa-
tients who by choice or by fate happen to cross statv lines. Without advocating a
particular position on the proper extent of Federal involvement in setting a state
standard, let me suggest that the Congress could consider a range of possible options
for Federal leadership in promoting what we lawyers call comity among state stat-
utes. At the high end of intervention, this legislation could preempt state law by
requiring states to grant recognition to instruments executed in other states as a
condition of receiving Federal Medicare/Medicaid funding. A less forceful version of
this approach would be to impose the requirement but allow states to override it by
legislative action. This would effectively introduce a standard, and put the burden
on states to act if they want to change the standard.

Another alternative would be to require states at least to make clear their policy
on recognition of out-of-state advance directives through legislative or administra-
tive action. A clearly stated Federal policy in favor of the interstate portability of
advance directives would enhance this effort, and certainly have exhortatory value
in itself even in the absence of other Federal action. Our previous testimony also
suggested the option of creating a Federal tiodel advance directive form. While such
a model could be directly binding only in Federal facilities, it would nevertheless
exert considerable influence on the development of state law. The ABA Commission
is willing and available to work with the Congress and the Secretary to refine and
implement any of these approaches.
* Impact of Advance Directives on the Poor and Isolated

The practical problem before us today is how to translate the individual's right to
control health care decisions into policies and practices that ensure the effectuation
of this right in the face of incapacity. Clearly, both the public and providers need to
alter fundamentally both their thinking and practices regarding the use of advance
directives. It is roughly estimated that only about 15 percent of the adult population
have executed any kind of written medical directive, and many health care facilities
have no policies or procedures recognizing their validity. Thus, initiatives such as
the Patient Self-Determination Act are especially propitious.

Looking ahead down the road, however, it is not hard to see some risk in pushing
the pendulum too far in the other direction. This could happen if hospitals and
nursing homes and other facilities become inappropriately involved in adising pa-
tients to execute advance directives that call for terminating treatments. Those with
loving family members, friends, and advisors will undoubtedly still make personally
authentic choices. However, indigent, poorly educated, and isolated individuals will
be vulnerable to facile execution of documents urged upon them by caretakers. The
inherent incentives for facilities do not always work in favor of the best interests of
these patients.

Consequently, it is important to confine the role of facilities to providing informa-
tion and education without presuming to undertake advocacy or individual counsel-
ing. The source of counsel and advice should be the family, attending physician, and
other confidants, counselors, or lawyers independent of the facility. We applaud sug-
gested changes in the bill which clarify this boundary of facilities' role and which
prohibit discrimination based on the presence or absence of an advance directive.
Additionally, the obligation of the Department of Health and Human Services to de-
velop informational materials further ensures an objective presentation of options.

In closing, let me again emphasize the American Bar Association's basic support
for this legislation and offer our resources to assist both in fine-tuning the Act's pro-
visions and ultimately in implementing the Act when it becomes law. Thank you.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. SCULLY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am Doctor Thomas Scully of
Reno, Nevada, Co-Director of the Bioethics Program at the University of Nevada
School of Medicine.

I appreciate the opportunity to speak in support of Senate Bill S 1766-"The Pa-
tient Self Determination Act of 1990" and thank the Subcommittee for its invitation.
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Although I am a member of several organizations endorsing and/or supporting this
bill, I speak as a private citizen.

I speak...

9 as a physician who has cared for mentally incompetent and permanently uncon-
scious patients who never made known their wishes concerning medical treatment.

e as a bioethicist who has frequently consulted with families, both privately and
in the context of a hospital ethics committee, concerning decisions that had to be
made for loved ones who never made known their wishes concerning medical treat-
ment.

* as a teacher and medical educator who realizes how difficult it is to persuade
people, young and old, to acknowledge their vulnerability and mortality, to confront
their denial of death, and to write down their wishes concerning medical treatment.

* as an author, who, with my wife, has interviewed hundreds of patients about
medical decision making (or more often lack of it) in their families, telling their sto-
ries, some tragic, some hopeful, and some joyful in our book "Making Medical Deci-
sions. "

* and I speak as a patient who has undergone major surgery four times (including
a kidney transplant) has survived a myocardial infarction and has gratefully experi-
enced the benefits of "high tech" medicine provided by a multitude of knowledgea-
ble, skillful, caring physicians and nurses, most of whom were total strangers to me,
knowing little or nothing of my life's goals, aspirations, hopes, fears or anxiety-not
to mention religious beliefs) or what I would wish to have happen to me should I be
unable to make medical decisions for myself.

Prior to undergoing the first of those surgeries, I executed a Durable Power of
Attorney for Health Care in order to spare my family the additional anguish and
heartache attendant to making difficult decisions to withhold or withdraw medical
treatment from me if, as a result of those surgeries or illnesses I had become perma-
nently unconscious or unable to make decisions for myself.

From all these perspectives, I see the urgent need for a Patient Self' Determination
Act, such as S. 1766, that will not only mandate all states to enact Advance Direc-
tive Legislation, but foster a highly visible and aggressive public education program
which stresses the importance of all adult citizens making their wishes concerning
medical treatment known, and (in light of the recent Supreme Court decision in the
Nancy Cruzan Case) making those wishes known in writing in the most "clear and
convincing" terms.

I will not elaborate on the present status of Advance Directive Legislation as
others will do that before this Committee or have already done so before the Ways
and Means Committee of the House on H.R. 4449.

Suffice to say that:
* 41 states and the District of Columbia have Living Will laws,
* 29 states have Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care laws, and
* another 11 states have case law or special legislation which indirectly acknowl-

edges the designation of a proxy for medical decision making.
With the exception of a few states, great advances have been made on the legisla-

tive front concerning Advance Directive Statutes. One could only wish that all
states adopted a uniform statute thereby assuring portability from state to state.

Practical problems in effecting the changes envisioned in S. 1766 arise in the
areas of education and implementation.

Public and professional education, two sides of the same coin, are, in my view, the
most important parts of this Act.

A. Public Education:
"A national campaign to inform the public" (Section 6) will hopefully increase

public awareness and create a demand to execute Advance Directives. But if the im-
plementation awaits the admission of mostly Medicare or Medicaid patients to hos-
pitals or nursing homes, then it will be too late for many, young and old, already
rendered decisionally incapacitated by either the injury or disease that brought
them to the institution in the first place.

Public education should be directed to every citizen who
* subscribes to a Health Maintenance Organization or joins a Group Health In-

surance Program
" is enrolled as a Medicare or Medicaid recipient
* is employed by the Federal Government
" is enrolled as a public employee in a public retirement program
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@ enlists in any Federal Service or is discharged and becomes eligible for Veter-
ans' Benefits

* registers to vote in a national election or completes a U.S. Census form.
But most importantly, public education should begin early:
e when every teenager takes a driver's education course or obtains a driver's li-

cense to drive on a federally funded highway. (Remember that a large number of
those in the persistent vegetative state and permanently unconscious are teenagers
and young a ults who survived serious automobile accidents which they never an-
ticipated and which occurred prior to their ever having made their wishes known in
a "clear and convincing" manner.)

e public education, regarding the need for Advance Directives should continue
each time a citizen renews his or her driver's license or registers an automobile.

B. Professional Education:
As public awareness concerning Advance Directives increases, health profession-

als must be ready, willing and able through prior education and training to inquire
about Advance Directives in a sensitive and caring way, facilitate the resultant com-
munication on the most sensitive of issues, namely death and disability and help
negotiate the execution of such directives.

The education and training of physicians, nurses, social workers, pastoral counsel-
ors and others working in hospitals and health care facilities are essential to the
successful implementation of this Act. If communication with patients is perfuncto-
ry, hurried, callous, ending up in legal formalities and paper pushing, then more
harm than good will result.

In this process, patients must be free to sign or not sign an Advance Directive,
free of coercion. They must also be reassured concerning the quality and type of
care to be provided so that the Advance Directives will not be misinterpreted as cut-
ting them off from beneficial care that they may want and should receive. Patients
must understand that, as their wishes to minimize, withhold or withdraw active
treatment are respected, they will still be cared for and not be abandoned.

C. Ethical Foundations:
Modern medical ethics is based on four principles; namely:
* Nonmaleficence; the duty or obligation not to cause harm to patients,
* Beneficence; the duty or obligation to do good and benefit others, that is, to help

patients further their own legitimate interests,
e Autonomy; the duty or obligation to respect persons and promote self determi-

nation of patients; and
* Justice; the duty or obligation to allocate social burdens and benefits fairly

among all persons.
In implementing this Act, the physician is essential. The doctor-patient relation-

ship is based on trust and it is the physician's responsibility not only to foster trust,
but, under the principles of autonomy and beneficence, to help patients further
their own legitimate ends.

Rooted in the principle of autonomy, Advance Directives serve to preserve a com-
petent person's expression of health care preferences at a time when the person is
unable to make decisions. In fostering communication, discussion and dialogue with
patients, the physician should engage the patient in a process of shared decision
making, so appropriately called for by the President's Commission. In my view, phy-
sicians and appropriately trained hospital personnel should routinely ask all adult
patients at the time of admission aOut the existence of Advance Directives as
called for in the Act. But most important is the inquiry about a surrogate decision
maker, proxy or Attorney in Fact.

A single page Living Will can easily be lost, misplaced or overlooked in the fast
paced, complex world of high tech, intensive care hospital medicine with its teams
of health care professionals. If a Living Will gets from the patient's safe deposit box
or the physician's office record to the hospital chart it may never be seen in a hospi-
tal chart which expands exponentially with reports, consultations and progress
notes.

It is far more important, in my view, for each person to designate, in writing, a
surrogate decision maker, either as a proxy or Attorney in Fact in a Durable Power.
This should be done in addition to the Living Will. The surrogate can monitor the
progress of the patient's care and be available to speak for the patient and interpret
what the patient had previously written down as his or her wishes. Such a surro-
gate should be able to assist the patient meaningfully in maintaining both dignity
and autonomy. Such a surrogate can help the patient review his or her records,
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obtain a physician qualified to give a second opinion, delay procedures when in-
formed consent is in doubt, delay undesired discharge, and forbid any experimental
or teaching use of the patient without the patient's permission or knowledge.

Such a person should be someone not likely to be intimidated in the health care
setting, someone well known to the patient, aware of the patient's values, and not
afraid to speak up and be assertive for the sake of the patient. The proxy or surro-
gate decision maker must be comfortable abiding by the patient's wishes, not their
own-particularly when there are issues concerning foregoing life-sustaining treat-
ment. Such a surrogate should be prepared to carry out the patient's wishes and not
impose his or her views on the patient.

I served as a surrogate for my 86 year old mentally incompetent mother during
the last few years of her life I sat with her when she died quietly and peacefully, as
she wished, without any futile last minute attempts at resuscitation, or attached to
machines or tubes.

Physicians' attitudes toward Advance Directives have changed significantly in the
last 10 years as indicated in a recent study from the University of Arkansas where
80% of all primary care physician respondents expressed a positive attitude and
fewer than 2% expressed a negative attitude towrd Advance Directives. More than
80% of the physicians in this study indicated that Advance Directives were an effec-
tive way for patients to influence their medical care should they lose competence,
help to reduce family discord and relieve patient worry about unwanted treatment
should they lose mental competency to make decisions for themselves. (It should be
noted out that Arkansas was one of the first states to pass Advance Directive legis-
lation in 1977 and now, following the model Bill of the National Conference of Com-
missioners of Uniform States, recognizes "proxy" directives, the inclusion of perma-
nently unconscious as well as terminally ill and the authorization of surrogates to
speak for patients who have no advance directives.) From this study, one of the few
of its kind reported in the medical literature, it can be concluded that "most of the
benefits claimed for Advance Directives-improved communication and trust, easier
and more confident treatment decisions, less stress and guilt, and promotion of pa-
tient autonomy"--are true.

Another study from the Johns Hopkin University School of Hygiene and Public
Health indicated that although 67% of hospitals had a formal policy regarding Ad-
vance Directives, only 4% actively inquired about these documents, and, although
46% of the hospitals reported having an ethics committee, the presence of an ethics
committee was not significantly associated with the presence of a formal policy. S.
1766 calls for the establishment of institutional ethics committees with educational
responsibilities. It is not clear what the make up of these committees would be and
what would be their duties in terms of establishing policies for hospitals and seeing
that they are implemented. This portion of the Act needs to be strengthened if the
Johns Hopkin's Study is an indication of ",.hat actually happens in hospitals-and I
believe it is! One suggestion is to assure that at least a few members of such com-
mittees are from the community and are not employees of the institution or mem-
bers of its governing board or medical staff.

In conclusion, it is clear that competent adults have the absolute right to accept
or reject any and all medical treatment, consistent with their private values and
preferences; and that this right should continue through the mechanism of an Ad-
vance Directive to the time when they are decisionally incapacitated. It is equally
clear from the recent Supreme Court decision in the Nancy Cruzan case that there
is a need for every adult to write down his or her wishes and preferences in advance
of decisional incapacity; and, that they, as syndicated columnist Ellen Goodman
wrote in her July 1, 1990 Travelers' Advisory-"Don't leave home without it."

Thank you very much.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GAIL R. WILENSKY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am pleased to be here today
to discuss advance directives, such as "living wills," and their role in making per-
sonal health care decisions. The recent, highly publicized Cruzan decision by the
United States Supreme Court has elevated the importance of living wills in the
public mind.

As we move into the 1990s, medical science and technology are performing life
saving and sustaining treatments that were unthinkable a few decades ago. Deci-
sions not necessary twenty years ago have now become commonplace in the hall-
ways of our hospitals and nursing homes. These health care decisions affect our
entire population, not just the elderly.
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The growing use of sophisticated medical services increases the likelihood that in-
dividuals will have to make difficult decisions about whether to prolong care. Pro-
viders of health care recognize that these decisions may place them in a troubling
position from an ethical and legal standpoint. In this health care environment,
living wills and other advance directives assume an even greater importance.

BACKGROUND

Before the recent Supreme Court decision, the importance of living wills was
slowly being acknowledged across the nation. Most States recognize living wills, du-
rable powers of attorney and other forms of advance directives as valid written doc-
uments expressing an individual's fundamental right to make choices about health
care. A living will is a written document that instructs physicians to withhold or
withdraw care that would prolong the dying process. A durable power of attorney
gives another person the authority to make health care decisions if an individual is
unable to do so. Over 40 states have laws or court rulings that acknowledge advance
directives and define parameters for refusing treatment.

I commend Senator Danforth and the Subcommittee for raising this complex issue
for discussion. Decisions regarding the quality of life and death are not easy to deal
with. A recent Harvard study revealed that only 15 percent of the patients surveyed
had made formal planning arrangements and only 9 percent possess an advance di-
rective. The study also found that when patients are informed of advance directives
by their doctor or other health professional they generally receive the material fa-
vorably and initiate formal planning.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION

Senate Bill 1766, the "Patient Self Determination Act of 1989," represents an am-
bitious effort to highlight the importance of advance directives, and to inform and
educate the public about such directives. We share these goals.

I follow a guiding principle: the more knowledge people have about their health
care options, the better able they will be to make informed choices.

Your goal of educating health care consumers about living wills is entirely con-
sistent with this principle. Even so, we need to ask questions:

" How can we best advance yourgoal of informing the public, and
" What role should the Federal Government play in promoting public awareness

of living wills?
S. 1766 would rely on the Medicare Conditions of Participation for health care

providers to achieve these goals. We are concerned that this woulu manipulate the
conditions to a purpose significantly removed from their primary objective of ensur-
ing that quality care is rendered in a safe environment. We also have serious con-
cerns about the adequacy of patient protections and the role of States and State
laws regarding living wills. Let me provide a little more detail about our concerns.

MEDICARE CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION

The Medicare Conditions of Participation serve the primary purpose of ensuring
that health care facilities provide care that meets professionally recognized quality
standards. The health and safety requirements embodied in the Conditions require
providers to meet prescribed standards for the health care services they furnish and
or the physical environment where they are delivered.

The bill would accomplish its objectives by imposing additional Federal regulation
and oversight of Medicare and Medicaid providers of health care. Specifically, to en-
force the bill's requirements, we would have topublish regulations amending the
Conditions of Participation for providers of care. The new Conditions would describe
the procedures and documentation necessary to assure that facilities are in compli-
ance with the requirements relating to advance directives.

Enforcing these Conditions would place the Federal Government in a position of
judging how adequately providers inform and educate patients about advance direc-
tives and their right to make treatment decisions; whether providers properly im-
plement advance directives within the limits of State law; and whether providers
ap ro riately advise patients and staff on ethical issues.

Under this scenario, the Medicare and Medicaid Conditions of Participation would
be used to regulate an activity which does not directly relate to the Conditions' im-
mediate goal of assuring quality care. Our enforcement of the Conditions would also
be diminished by turning the focus away from the actual care furnished to paper-
work documentation. This would be a risky precedent and could encourage further
use of Medicare's Conditions to accomplish other unrelated objectives.
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Let's be clear about this. The living will issue is too important to do otherwise. If
the Congress believes that society will be better served by knowing about living
wills, then let's find a way to provide that information directly. We should not ob-
scure the issue by including it in a regulatory process that deliberately stays at
arm's length from medical decision-making.

PATIENT PROTECTIONS

Our most important concern is for patients. The bill would require providers of
care to inform patients of their rights to have advance directives and to document
their treatment wishes. We are concerned that the bill does not provide adequate
safeguards for poor and vulnerable patients. Providers should not be given incen-
tives to limit possible financial losses by pressuring indigent patients into making
hasty decisions about living wills, or by implementing these wills too quickly.

A sick person may be unable to properly consider information about living wills
while in a hospital or other facility, at a time of physical and psychological stress.
Indeed, a patient could believe that his care might be compromised unless he gives
specific treatment instructions. The bill's requirements place an unnecessary
burden not only on the patient, but also on the health facility that is required to
provide the information.

Conventional record-keeping requirements and Federal survey processes cannot
effectively ensure that patient rights are protected under these circumstances.

A living will or other advance directive needs to be considered calmly and logical-
ly. A person needs time to think through the implications of such a decision and to
obtain any necessary advice and assistance. A discussion of living wills at a time
when medical treatment is being sought may only serve to confuse patients or to
create anxiety.

There must be better ways to inform people about living wills than through pro-
viders of health care. We should look at other avenues to provide information.

TIE STA II: ROLE

The bill would also require States to enact legislation regarding living wills as a
condition for Medicaid funding. If a State does n t does not comply, financial assist-
ance critical to the medical care of the poor could be jeopardized.

Further, the bill would require the Secretary to conduct a national, public infor-
mation campaign. It is true that a general campaign could increase the public's
awareness of the value of living wills. however, such a campaign could not be fully
effective without describing the varying legal requirements in each State. But I
don't think the States- would want the Secretary to interpret their laws. And, be-
cause of the diversity of State laws, the Secretary could not assure that an accurate
and consistent message on living wills would be delivered from State to State.

States are better equipped than the Federal Government to effectively inform
their citizens about advance directives. States know the scope of their laws; they can
best interpret these laws, and they can provide better oversight of the laws' imple-
mentat ion.

Unless potentially more effective means of educating the public about living wills
have been exhausted, we do not think the intrusive, cumbersome Federal regulatory
role the bill would require is appropriate. Other options could better advance the
objective.

OTHER OPTIONS

Improved public awareness about living wills could be better accomplished with-
out linking it to a Federal requirement. The government, at the Federal, State, and
local levels, funds other educational programs that are not tied to a regulatory en-
forcement scheme. Why should education about living wills be singled out as a com-
pliance issue?

We need to develop a coordinated package of informational activities that will ef-
fectively inform the public about living wills, outside of a forced or coercive atmos-
phere.

For example, we could consider establishing a national 800 number where people
could get answers to general questions and be directed to more specific State infor-
mation.

States could provide information at various' points of contact with their citizens.
One that comes immediately to mind is when people apply for drivers' licenses,
similar to what is being done for the organ donor program. Such a program could
also refer individuals to the 800 number for more explanation.
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In fact, States that want to elevate the importance of living wills could mandate
that providers conduct information and educational activities as a requirement for
State licensure.

We could also work with professional groups like the American Hospital Associa-
tion and the American Medical Association to encourage voluntary efforts by hospi-
tals and physicians. Informational material could be made available in waiting
rooms, again, with a reference to the 800 number. Physicians could participate in
continuing medical education seminars to encourage informed discussion of advance
directives with their patients.

Community and advocacy groups can be enlisted to spread the word on living
wills. These groups, along with trade associations, union organizations, professional
associations, and senior groups publish regular newsletters which can target specific
information to their constituencies.

Since the Supreme Court decision, we have seen many such organizations distrib-
uting information and providing assistance on living wills. We would hope these vol-
untary efforts would continue and would certainly lend our support and assistance
wherever possible.

I intend to see that HCFA does its part by providing informational materials to
our beneficiaries. The next update of the Medicare Handbook will contain informa-
tion on advance directives. I will also see that our new beneficiary education cam-
paign addresses this important issue. Further, we will consider other informational
tactics, such as "check stuffers," which we often include in Social Security checks to
provide important information to our beneficiaries.

We can also work with other Federal agencies such as the Administration on
Aging and the Department of Veterans Affairs, to tap into their routine lines of
communication with the people they serve.

The-options are endless. It will take a mutual commitment to develop an informa-
tional strategy that works, and HCFA will contribute its share to the effort.

CONCLUSION

I want to reiterate my strong support for making the public more aware of the
importance of advance directives.

However, given the sensitivity of the life and death decisions made through ad-
vance directives, action by the Federal Government regarding their use should be
carefully and cautiously considered. Any Federal requirement to advise and inform
should not result in a tension or pressure that is inappropriate in personal treat-
ment decisions. We can, however, work together to fashion cooperative programs
that educate the public about living wills.

I thank you for the opportunity to discuss this important issue and would be
happy to answer any questions you may have.



COMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF CRITICAL-CARE NURSES AND AMERICAN
NURSEs ASSOCIATION

On behalf of the American Association of Critical-Care Nurses (AACN) and its
70,000 members and the American Nurses Association (ANA) and the 200,000 mem-
bers of its 53 constituent state and territorial associations, we would like to present
our views on S. 1766 the, "Patient Self-Determination Act of 1900." The ANA com-
mends the sponsors and this committee's timely discussion of this issue. The AACN
and ANA have long supported patient autonomy and self-determination in health
care decisions. We also support the ethical standards of the nursing profession.

Recently, the American Association of Critical-Care Nurses and the American
Nurses Association joined The American Association of Nurse Attorneys ITAANA)
in an amicus brief before the Supreme Court in support of the petitioners, Mr. and
Mrs. Cruzan. They were joined by the New Jersey State Nurses Association, the
Missouri State Nurses Association, and the Emergency Nurses Association. The
amicus brief focused on the right of an individual to accept or refuse medical treat-
ment and the nurses role as a patient advocate. Finally, the amicus brief stated that
the nurse will be required to violate his/her role as the patient advocate if instead
of respecting the patient's right to self-determination, the nurse is required to con-
tinue treatment no matter what the patient would have wanted so that they could
end their life with dignity.

ANA's Social Policy Statement establishes that nurses have the highest regard for
self-determination, independence and choice in decision-making in matters of
health. Nursing is committed to the respect of individuals unaltered by the social,
educational, economic, cultural, racial, religious, or other specific attributes of those
receiving care, including the nature and duration of disease and illness. Our Code
for Nurses (Addendum No. 1) reiterates those principles.

The American Association of Critical-Care Nurses adopted a position statement on
the Role of the Critical-Care Nurse as Patient Advocate in August 1989. (Addendum
No. 2) It defines advocacy as respecting and supporting the basic values, rights, and
beliefs of critically ill patient. The critical-care nurse is obligated to support the de-
cisions of the patient or the patient's designated surrogate or transfer care to an
equally qualified critical-care nurse.

A recent survey of approximately 5000 critical-care nurses was conducted by
AACN and will be published soon as the "1990 Critical Choices Survey." The re-
spondents indicated that 70 percent of critical-care nurses are involved in withdraw-
al or withholding of life support decisions several times a month. Another 25 per-
cent participate in such decision making several times a week. Our findings show 90
percent of all critical-care nurses deal with such health care/ethical issues daily and
are comfortable with their involvement and level of knowledge.

We believe that a competent patient has the right to refuse treatment. A compe-
tent patient is someone who can make an informed decision. This includes the right
to accept or to refuse health. An individual should have the freedom to make deci-
sions with respect to his/her own life as long as that decision does not interfere
with the self-determination of others. We recognize the role of the nurse as a pa-
tient advocate. (See Addendum #2). The nurse advocate assists the patient so that a
knowledgeable decision can be made. The level of understanding needs to be ascer-
tained to determine whether the patient comprehends exactly what his/her decision
includes.

However, when a patient is incompetent, he cannot participate in such decisions.
Living wills and durable power of attorney have been legislated to assist with re-
solving this problem. The living will and durable power of attorney for health care
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are vital to ensure the rights and patient care wishes of those who are incapacitat-
ed.

Unfortunately, in general, people do not anticipate a situation arising that will
render them unable to make decisions. When such an incident occurs and no ad-
vance directive exists, a dilemma results related to what the patient would have
wanted.

When an incompetent patif"-t has not executed an advanced directive, the nurse
as the patient advocate may be placed in the middle, between what is best for the
patient and what the family or physician may want. Too many times nurses are
caught between the patient's wishes, the family's desires and the provider facility's
policies Nurses must implement physicians' prescriptions and nursing care based
on the goals set by the patient and the health care team including the family. The
nurse's duty is to provide quality care to his/her patients and to promote the qual-
ity of their life.

A dilemma exists whenever a person is in an incapacitated state due to illness. If
certain care is terminated or refused a person with a potentially curable disease
may die. If certain life sustaining measures are taken, there is the risk of prolong-
ing the provision of care to someone who wished otherwise or who would have op-
posed existence in a vegetative state. Keeping someone alive by artificial means can
be viewed as prolonging life or the dying process. Death is inevitable for everyone.
The quality of the dying process itself is the issue.
We believe that an individual given the opportunity to make an informed decision

should have his/her wishes carried out. A physician, family member or even the
nurse's own wishes should not be substituted in the place of the patients. ANA and
AACN have adopted position statements on the Withholding and/or Withdrawing
or Life Sustaining Treatment (addendum 113 and 4) because of the nurses signifi-
cant role in these decisions and their implementation.

These other interested parties may be motivated by personal feelings to support
their values or beliefs for the patient's decision. The patient's family members may
not want to let go or may not understand the long-term effects on the patient. Pro-
viders may not feel comfortable discussing death or may not believe in withholding
treatment regardl,-ss of whether the patient wants it or not. The incapacitated pa-
tient is unable to protect his or her self.

We believe that the patient's establishment of a living will and/or durable power
of attorney for health will ensure the implementation of the patient's wishes for
treatment or termination of treatment. It may also facilitate the family and health
care provider's acceptance of the patient's goals. Ideally, it will also prevent the su-
perimposing of another's morals or values regarding health decisions.

As Justice Sandra O'Connor stated in her concurring opinion in the Nancy
Cruzan case, "The liberty guaranteed by the due process clause must protect, if it
protects anything, an individual deeply personal decision to reject medical treat-
ment, including the artificial delivery of food and water . . ."Whether a state must
also give the effect to the decisions of a surrogate decision-maker ...may well be
constitutionally required to protect the patients liberty interest in refusing medical
treatment."

The Patient Self-Determination Act addresses the issue by placing the decision in
the individual's control. It also encourages individuals to create advance directives.

The American Nurses Association and the American Association of Critical-Care
Nurses make the following observations and recommendations on S. 1766 based on
our past experience in the education of the public, health care providers and pa-
tients regarding o an donations and the subsequent state and Feeral legislation to
implement required request programs in hospitals. We believe S. 1766 must address
these implementation and efficacy concerns to be beneficial in the health care set-
ting.

Public education is necessary before requiring organizations to comply with the
requirements of the Act. We believe that Section 6, Public Education Demonstration
Project must be implemented broadly and initially to ensure success. Facilities
would be placed at a disadvantage if they were required to comply with Section 3(b)
by the effective dates in the bill, if public education has not been initiated. Facilities
cannot bear the burden of initial public educatgn. Utilization of brochures and
pamphlets could be available for patients and families. However, people must be
educated before they enter a hospital. Such decisions require thought and discus-
sions with family and legal and spiritual advisers without the emotional pressure of
hoepitalization.

We agree that public education be required to be implemented no later than six
months after the effective date. However, we recommend that facility programs be
phased in for design and implementation no later than six months after that; and
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that health care staff be required to be educated to the concepts of advanced direc-
tives and their professional and legal responsibilities before facilities initiate such
programs. Additionally, mechanisms must be put into place to ensure consistency
and minimize duplication of efforts regarding inquiries about advanced directives.
ANA believes that an educated public, as well as oriented and committed health
care providers and clear facility policies will ensure acceptance of the programs.

The public needs to be educated about advance directives; before they are asked if
they have one. Inquiry about advanced directives is beneficial if the patient is com-
petent. It will not assist patients like Nancy Crunan who are incapacitated at their
initial contact with the health care system Surrogate decision-makers therefore are
important to guarantee the patient's wishes in such instances During s-.,ch health
care incidents, families are ofteir in crisis and nay lack full understanding of the
care or intervention options to be dicused Individuals need to be instructed on
what life support measures include and what happens %%hen a person is resuscitat-
ed. A I)o Not Resuscitate Order dKs not mean do not treat It means do not resusci-
tate.

Additionally, we must stress that authoriation language i Must include an ade-
quate appropriation level for the opxration of the public education project and the
asse. sent stud% Existing health care pr, grams cannot alf(rd to finance this en-
deavor, notwithstanding its value

ANA and AACN urge the consideration of a provision to require states to enact
recognition of advance directives li% s as prescribed inl other states The bill does not
address reiogn;tion Of such directies from o(ne state to anther We believe that an
institutional cormlitmlent must be (temontrated to address sues such ao advanced
directives, on( way is the st abi.,hm nit or utili/ation of an i4stlitutional ethics com-
mittee inclu:1ing represevitatve, of. the ni lt id i sciplinary h,,alth teani including
nurses a nd consumers IIoix-fullv. this will min ii,,e c iifilitt. with tattents health
care providers and institutions regarding the acceptanitc and imlnplmUntation of the
patient's wishes. Ii addition, in thet absence of state mandates, S. 17;6 dts not
specify how to enforce institutinal andi physician cormpliance with the advance di-
rectives. The, patiect's family or provider may not recogni/, their validity. This is
especially true wvhen the next of kil is opix)sed to tile patient's wishes iPat cents may
have to consider transfer to a different health care facility or change to different
physicians This could prove disruptive for soneone already it a stressful posit ion.
The patient's ,are may be compromised when faced with a choice between a physi-
cian or institution and the right to refuse certain types of medical treatment.

Socie t may have misconceptions of what an advance directive entails. A terminal
illness does not have to exist for a person to have an advance directive Its existence
is merely a way for a per-son to let his 'her health care decisions be known. A person
may believe that by signing an advance directive they will bx forgoing treatment or
that they will get less care. Patients must be asured't that they will receive quality
care notwithstanding their health cart- decision-making.

Nurses as care givers, patient advocates, and health educators must te involved
in this public education process; only then do we have a chance of ensuring that our
right to self-determintion survives even though we may become incapable of direct-
ly expressing decisions about our health care.

The experience of many of our members reflect the effect of advanced directives
and living wills or their absence can have on patient care. A recent experience of a
nurse in a skilled nursing facility during one eiglit hour shift is such an illustration.

A newly admitted elderly nursing home resident who was alert and oriented
became congested and exhibited symptoms of respiratory distress. The physician
was contacted and the lack of a Do Not Resuscitate order was noted. The emergency
response system (911, was called and the emergency response team proceeded with
cardiopulmonary resuscitation and intubation and other emergency care when the
resident arrested. Ironically. the person appointed as power of attorney arrived
during the procedure and indicated that the resident did not want heroic measures.
The nurse indicated that this was not documented on the resident's chart. The
daughter stated that he had made a living will but the wife would not honor it. The
resident subsequently died after admission to the emergency room.

The nurses' and physicians' actions were determined by the absence of an ad-
vanced directive. The family of the nursing home resident underwent the additional
psychological distress of seeing unwanted treatment inflicted upon someone for
whom they cared because his wishes were not documented and honored. There are
thousands of other examples like these. When nurses meet their discussions eventu-
ally turn to recounting such episodes. The issues are complex and frustrating to
those who care. A critical-care nurse has shared the following description of her
frustration.
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In many situations it seems that medical intervention only prolongs the
death of the patient. Sometimes it seems that therapy is instituted because
it is technically feasible but without much attention directed to the appro-
priateness of the outcome. The process of treatment selection seems to be a
response to a pre-programmed decision tree from which there is little or no
deviation.

In moments of crisis when decisions must be made about therapy, fami-
lies seem sadly willing to abdicate their responsibility with respect to the
choice of intervention to others. They seem unable to ask the necessary
questions and unwilling Co make decisions. It has been a source of conflict
to us when families do not understand that a condition is irreversible. Fam-
ilies often indicwe what they want done but may not understand the scope
of that directive.

The financial costs of these decisions to the health care industry have to
be staggering the emotional costs to the patients and families must be
beyond measu, :, and &or the nurses who are caught in this emotional whirl-
pool the stresses have to lead to indifference, frustration, conflict and/or
resignation.

Another patient incident involved a 65 year old married male with two adult chil-
dren who was admitted to a cardiac critical care unit. He was placed on life support
after a severe heart attack. He experiticcd M.ultinle body system failures requiring
him to be placed on hemodialysis and a respirator. He remained unresponsive and
respirator dependent in the critical-carc unit for two-and-a-half months, receiving
many transfusions and one-to-one care.

After another cardiac arrest and resuscitation the family indicated its
care decisions. The wife wanted her husband to be well again and one son
wanted his father to live. After an explanation regarding the intervention
options the wife remembered that her husband had Eaid he did not ever
want to be useless. A Do Not Resuscitate order was requested.

In light of such experiences we have therefore endorsed The "Patient Self-Deter-
mination Act of 1990."

We hope that discussions around the passage of this bill and subsequent passage
of S. 1766 and H.R. 4449 will ensure the participation of patients at every level of
their health care treatment plan. We look forward to our continued work with you
to accomplish the right of self-determination of health care consumers. Thank you
for the opportunity to provide testimony on this important issue.
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AACN
Role of the Critical Care Nurse

as Patient Advocate
TfE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION of Critical-Car
Ndre"t beilieves that patient advocacy is ano in to" com-

point of critical ca nurtng practice. Therefore, defl.
nitons of advocacy and th. behavior, that typify advo.

are essential.

4'1(REAS, the Code for Nums (American NuseA'
Asblocittioo, 1986) roqwrvs that curves safeguard th
paieat and the pul4k when health care a}4 sfety ar

d by the incompetent, uaethical, or Megal practios
ot Yeprson. and

IMXREAS. many deafnibona of advocacy exst, sad

Ot ILEREAS. cnticai c curves arr cfrvatod with
sfittations that require them to act trnediattly an the

psiiectas behalf, and

"FIHERFAS. personal and professolnol nks arv asso.
cited with being a patieot advocate, and

*'H ER.AS. elate curse pracliciN acts may rmqure the
nutse to be a patient advoate, and

WHEREAS. the promos of informed convert .man.
dab4 that the patient or the patient's 0vorat be
ienarmed flaly and gve imnsent freely, and

WHVFJEAS. the clat~nuurn of adv~cacy t Dot blisted
to a!e indvidual bt may esitnd tu ocwetal concerns,

THlEREFOXF. BE IT RSOLVEI) THAT the Amen.
can AsoKatio of Critil-ACars Nurses beliw-.e the
criicia] care curse is piotient adviocata.

ANt) T)AT the American AJocation of CntiW.-Cars
Nurt.. define advocacy as respecting and supportwl
thal nic values, rights, and beliefs of the cribcally ill
patteoL

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT the American
Aaeocation of CriticC-are Nure bellavea that s a
patient advocate., the criticad care urse shall dc the
roilowii r.
1. Reaped and support the right ( the patient or the

patient'. designated surrogte to autonomous in.
fam d decision -ang.

2. Intervne when thb beet iterstt of the patient o ain
question.

3. Help the patient obtain Deomary cae.
4. Respect the values, beliefs, and rights ofthe patient
6. Provide education tad support to help the patient or

the ptiont's d&signat aurgatt, make dmoose.
6. Repreont the patient in accordance with the

pall.. l' Choices.
7. Support tb. decisions of the patient or the patient's

designated surropt or tractier ca to an equally
quahlfid crtbcal cArs nurve.

8 Intorce-e for patients who cannot speak for them.
slv sin situatione thet require immediate sctioo

9. Monitor &ad safeguard the quality of care the pa.
teat rwe es,

10. Ad as hwlo b4tw so the patient, the patlent'a
family. and bealtu cas profeemonale,

HE IT RESOLVEDT1AT the Arcan-ea Association of
Critical -Cirs Nurse regni "e tat beadth care Institu.
tUoas ar tai.etrumsntal to prqvndog an eovuuni:snt in
whichh patient ad,ucecy is espectd and supported

AUSJ. BF rT FlRIT ER R;SOIVED THAT as pa.
tisut advocate. cr tical cars numes ultimae And prmote
action. to improve the haltb care o( the cntKcaiy ill
thougb social change.

REPERLVWf
AzenaNois'~Amor -a o w M6 Co& for wass with

lte.rp reme stataotu Kasae CWY, MO Author.

Adopted by .ACN Board o( Dirrion. Augut, 1989
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AACN
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Withholding and/or Withdrawing
Life-Sustaining Treatment

rEALTHCARS technology have dra- asur* that nursing care goals ae consistent with
ad the ability to prolong Life. Because patient preferences or beat interests.
a, ethical and legal dilemmas ais * In the event that We.sustaining treatment is with.
trapy is instituted to sustain vital held or withdrawn. critical care nurses will partieS.
henthereisnohopeo(reversingthe pate in planning, implementing. end evaluating

su pportiv car. Supportive cars includes providing
comfort, hygiene, saf, surroundinp and emotional

Association of Critcal-Care Nurses support for patients and the family.
Ucol ew* nurse have a significant
a patient's preferences and beliefs Thus AACN believes that healthcare institutions

tments o(th -type. must have policies that direct a protest to withhold
end/or withdraw ite-sustaining treatment. These

,AACN resolves that when choices policies should include:
aend/or with d ra wing life .su staining * A process for ongoing review of treatment goals and
ing considered. critical care nurses interventions. The scope ofthe care the patient w|il
e with idvidual patients or their receive should be specified in writing.
cans and other healthcare provid- * A process for designating a surrogate when the pa.
happen in an atmosphere that pro- tient does not have decision.making capacity.
obberation end communication of a * A process for dispute resolution among patients,
vc and best inter rests. surrogates, and health care team members when

there is disagreement about the decision-making
resolution, AACN believes that the process.

s are essential for nursing practice: * A process for transferring care of a patient to en-
rses will participate in ongoing as. other qu l ed critical care nuns, when a decision
patient's ability to make decisions to withhold and/or withdraw life.sustAining treat.
heelthcare. mant conflicts with the nurse's personal beliefs and

re.. will pariipat. in disussions ValUes.
tint's beliefs about end d Le or
ppropriat* time. The best time for This position on withholding and/or withdrawing
decisicnmaking about wthold. lifesustalning treatment is bued on tbese beliefs and

draw&] of life sustaining treatment ethical principles:
nto the heaJthcare system. 1. Individuals have a moral and legal right and re-
cannot make decisions for them. sponsibility to make decisions about their
ferences may be determined from healthcare and the use o( life.sustaining treat-
iv (such as living wills or durable meant.
y for health care). previous spoken 2. There is no moral or legal differences between with.
mution and personal lif style. holding and withdrawing treatment Considers.
ris, as patient advocates, will ini- tons that justify not initiating treatment ols^ jus.
te the decision-making process and tlfy withdrawing treatmenL

(Coaliiwed)

AMERICAN AS
OF CRITICAL.C

ONe CMIC PLAA 4U NE
"a~ See t1100PAS V14 410 4

SOCIATION
:ARE NURSES
4ORT VIACH CA 924,0
90 111"n 1 294&167 6 of", - . • ,"t ,V ' "'
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A person's capacity to make decisions is shown by
their ability to: understand relevant information,
reason &nd deliberate about choices, reflect on in.
formation according to their individual vaJues and
preferences, and communicate their decision to
healthcare providerL

4, The process for decision.malng on behalf of inca-
pacitated patients should be directed by the estab-
lished standards of substituted judgment or best
interests.

dvoana Dirvdive: A document in which a person
gi$es advance directions about medical care or design.
nates who shaild make medical decisions on their
bealf if they should lose decision-making capacity.
There are two types o( advance directives; treatment
diiectives. such as living wills, and proxy directives.
sukh as durable power of attorney for health care.

Be Interest ';,andxd: This standard gives prionty to
the protection of the patient's welfare. In these cases
tht designated surrogate tries to make a choke on the
patient's behalf that seeks to implement what is in the

patient's be;t interests by reference to more ObjecUve,
societally shared criteria.

Substituted Jude'mr : The doctrine of substituted
judgment requiresthatthe surrogate attempt to reach
the decision that the incapacitated person would make
if he/she were able to choose. This standard preserves
the patient's interest in self.determinsUon.

American AssocimUon d CHOWa.Care Nurses (1989).
Rote of tu critia CT nwoe of a posin odUoou.
Newport Beth, CA. Author. -

American Nursoe' As.ocistioa (10$6). Cod. for muro
wuoA M. 'l'petw ee aenwne. Kansas City, UO. Author.

Prudent Co n esiox for the Study ofEthical Prtems in
Medicine and Biowwdiool end Behavioral Re corch
(March 1983). Washaigton. DC. Government Printrng

The Irstinp Center (1987). G C&ul iw oS ter feymintrion
of lIfreutoPit4 tretarmer ond She care of the dyini.
Brarcbdl Manor. NY. Author.

Adopted by AACN Board of D,ectors. February 1990
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AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION

Committet on Etbk-s
Guldelints oa Withdrwiag or Withholding Food and Fluid

Is it morally permistsibl to withhold or wiledraw food or fluid from "ick patients-and should nuas.s ever be
involvd in doing so? The answer to these two related questions is No, under most C cusunccs, and Yes, in
a few insatices. The focus of these guideLs, therefore, is upon the cuwnstmaiwes under which it is morally
permissible o withhold food and fluid.

The starting point for our understanding of what nurses ought to do is based on the general moral consensus
of civilized societies, religon, and genciraios regarding the usual obligation to provide food and fluid to the
needy, tick, and dependent who can be helped by it. Sich an obligation is central to the common
understanding of nuss' ptofcisional and moral duties.

An aspect of nursing c e, as cared out regularly and routinely by all bedde nurses, is the eovison of
some form of food and fluid. Patients ced food and fluid in order to feel better, ph)sicauy, and cmotioa-lly.
The b-ni rots of life and health from receiving food and fluid are so dear that, espe,;aly for those in the
health professions (anid perhaps most especially for nurses), other, is a geacrally Unambiguoui moral duty to
provide them. Thus, under most circuzmsaunos it is not morally pcrmissible to %withhold or withdr 4 w food or
fluid from persons in their care, and aurses should not do so.

The moSt freq et instance when it is morally permissible, indeed obligatory, for curses to withhold fedins
are those occasions wbhn patient would clearly be mote harmed by receiving tha by withholding feeoog
Clinical examples indude patients pepaing for or just recording from surgery, iants with such condJt..,
as tracheo-esopbageal fistula or anal atre.a, ad certain overeacaag disorders. Thcse Circumstances are
temporary and usually involve subsitutc provision of specified nutr .ts. The goal is to provide proper
nutrition later. *hen it Ls sfe and bnefz.ical. Harm, as used n thus moral reasoning, is not simply syuony-lo,,
with hurt, paia, or discomfort, though it may involtc each It refers rather to serious damage, oftc,
it epaiiable, and involving thc loss of valued capacities or pleasurcs There are occasions when the prx,.,, i'
of food and fluid ts both pamfu) and beneficial and the jusficatioa for the temporary imposiuon of somc
short-term discomfort from hunger and thirst.

Thus far, we ba3e identified the two most ethically clearcut and coa.-non instances. Fust, nurses should
&!most al~a)s provide food and fijid because it Ls almost alays a ctseial, life-preer, hcah-g, ,a;
benefit. Second, nurses should temporary with1hold food and flud when their %cry provnsio clearly c. .iscs
harm

• Licjl dficulties arise %hen it Ls unclear Ahcther food srn fluid arc more beeficial or bau'ul Sincc abey
are etsserial for life, this uncertainty ultimately leads to questions about bother tle, under certain
conditions, might be a greater harm than de-ath. Deterainaton cf benefit and harm are furthcrc.,¢a'e
by questions about %hose cvaluarion of benefit and harm shouLJ be dccisia,. Should the calua,:on by the
paticzt, the family, the professional caregvere, a rehgioui adsor, or that of society, through the ,urt.
predo=nat 1 T'Ire are also questions about whetber pssible hbrms and benefits tO others, Ln .. Uti n tcc
the patient, should be considered

Since competent, rfecti, adults sre generally Ln the best position t, evaluate various arms anj enct'ti to
themsc'ves in the context of thcir oV'n alues, Ide projects, and tolerance of pain, their acreptanct of re f.,al
of food and fluid should usually t-. respected. This edcal judgment Li now lCU establUhcd legalyl' through
various cases affirming the right of competent pat.nts to refuse Lreatme©t, including food and r.wd. It is
moral, as wUc as kidaly, permissible for nurses to honor the refusal of food and fluid by competent p.ticnl.,
in their care The Code for Nurses3, the historical eohution of nurses' professional responrbilitcs A4 pa:,ct
adoctes, and the general moral principle of respect for persons, somctines refterrd to as the principle cl

autonomy, supports this view

It is important, ho ,eetr, to guard .gairst the possibility that respect for a competent patient's right to icfi-
food and fluid cold lead to indIterence or a inisplaced respect for patient autonomy. The danger, i tbo
instance, rcsuls in nurses' famlu-c to interest Ithselves in a patient's reason for exercising the' 1 resumtd
right It is the patient's reasis which cstablished the right and ktsich, therefore, are pivotal it deitmimng
%hat the nurse should do .Mortoscr, because such serious harms to the pi.ient are associated wth the tcfisi
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of food and fluid (initial discomfort from hunger and third , illness, physical wastIng sad ulimately, death), it
is not enough simply Co fulfil t(e obliga ion to respect the wishes of competent pcrsos Oblipzons to
prevent bam ad bring benefit also require that nurses seek to undersund the patient's reasons for refusaL
F'rst, it is important to establish clearly the patic mes ability ro understand her or his situation, the alterativ,
nd the associated harms and be.its. The refusal of food and fluid, how,u, L; au ;z:lf wvide.e of

iompete ce. Patients who refuse based on heir evaluation of lfe with severe physical constrais, or with
inractable pain, or as choice about way and time to die in the faco an eventally fatal illness, or as a las
resort to draw attention to important social causes4 wi usually have weighed carefully the various arms and

,xenez associated with their refusal, in the Uh of their own values and capacities Such reasoned reflection
should be respected by nurses. Thus, in the cas of compete paLtaa with good reasons p"teatent" Is the
waser to questions about whose evduation of beuft and harm should be decisive.
"lis answer should no, bowver, be taken automaticaky to apply to all circumstances of competent refusaL
Competent patients can refuse for incongruous reasons. ry may not have an accurate picture of the facts or
tbey despair for seasoas that are reversible, though they may got pre&ealy think this is true. Th:ee patients
shold receive spec sympaLbetic attention from nutses. Nurses should make every effort to conred
inaccurate views, to modify superficilUy held beliefs and overly dramatic gestures, and to restore hope where
there is reason to hope.
In certain instances. when a paticn is no longer e.uet-,e but i, Is possible to establish with certainty the
patit's projected refusal, the-tame respect foe a pain's vlues is indicated. Documents such a a UsingWaL or other wurittja or ell-stalihed verbal Advs1ne Directive, o the kep asipment ofe Durable
Power of Attotyae for heabeare, can be taken as a in discerning the patient's view. The application of a
previously stated refusal will, of aecssity, require the judpet-both clinical and moral-o nurses and
other caregivers as to whether the current situation is one to whichh the patient Intended her or his edua toapply. In general, Advance Dixcivts, evco those involving the withboklqi or withdrawing of food and fluid
should carry great weight in categives' discussions with the patient's family or surrogte. It is imperativ, in
this process, that nurses not substitute their own views about ,hich lives ate worth saving and living for the
%iew, of their competent or formerly competent patients.
In circumstances where tbe patient never has been compete (includiAg inifts, childIen, many mentally
retaded petsons, and the never competent mentally il), nurses along with others have the mocal and
profci.Zaia response ity to decide whether provision of food &ad fluid is in the patient's bes interest. The
same moral and professional resposibiliry falls to caregivers in the situation of a patient who is not now
competent, and wier the patents iews. whl compeent, cann be discovered. Patients who are
incomptem make A excerdiagy ,ulneate population dependent upon cAegivrs for careful thought and
compassionate &ct, induding tbe prosiuo of nuirstioa.
The withholdas of food and fluid migt be indicated only when feeding is futile because of underlying,
nacorreciable absorption ptoblcts; %bca it is i. severely bwrdesome to the patient or sustains le only

long enough to die of otker more painful causes. Only under very special circuranes is it morally
permsLble to withhold kecdig or give lcus than adequate fading to those who cannot speak for themselves
In such circunsus. the nurse's responsibility for care continues and special tention should be give, to
rnouth sod skin care, and other forms of compassionate touch.
If whbolrkg food and fluid appears more harmful than cxpccted, or it the patient's con"tion changes and
h)dratioc or nutritioa appease potentially beneficial, the gving of food aod fluid should be eitituted. Tb
siews and n oral seasibilitks of caregjirg family members should be influential iA decisions for such parties
unLkss there is clear indicatioa that (he family does ot wish to be involved in dccision.makiAg or is not
competent, or substitutes their own interets for those of the patient.
In almost all cases the pcoision of food and fluid is in the patient's best interest. For some, it is one of life's
cnlrsi pleasure4. Rarely is feeding more burdensome than betef'cial. In ac.dion, thc. oursc'S ubiigation to

fulfiJ the duties of her office or profession and remain faithful to her patiervs iacludcs the general role
promise that the nurse will engage in actiitis that are aur"uraive, even when such care is not clearly
beneficial so long as it is not harmful.6

Central to the beafit of life itself is the benefit of auislin which sustains physicaJ bcing and provides
ps)chologtal or cmoional comfort. Thus, even in circum.itanrca *+hcrc food and fluid does not provide

2
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adequate GoUrishmeni, it should be continued if it provides comfort. For xamplt, ants with ifreversible
absorption problems still enjoy sucking and mouthiAn food, or older adults who have refused further renal
dily4is may still derive pleasure from sips of fluid or bits of food despite thcir impending death. Feeding
should no be continued or forced. however, when it is futlc &nd wen it inflicts suffering or barm that i ao
outweighed by an important long-term bencfiL
The nursing profession believes that the social ad economic responsibilities which result from this position
should bc shared by all citizens, not solely those with a family member in nccd of nursing. We further believe
that the good conscience, security, and sense of well-beig among cities tests in part on the knowledge that
the vutlnable will be nourished and that carefully considered refusals of food and fluid %ill be respected.

'Nelson, Laweoce J., 'The Law, Professioenl RespoAsibility nd Decisions to Forego Treatmeat," Ouahily
Resu Bulledi, Joial Commission on Accreditios of Hoqp),,as January, 1986, p. 8.

2Oraw, Edward R. and Forsythe. Clark, "A PUl o(the Lat Fri-ad: Legial Issues for Physicia" ad Nurses
in Providing Nutrition and Hydratioa," um in Law dMe i, Vol. 2, No. 4, January 1987, p. 279-299.

3Ameri.an Nurs' Association. Codt lot hurs *Qh Iu4epedve Stotements. Kansas City, Mo.: The
Association, 1985.

4Suicide attempts as a prima face refusal ofie itself should not be taken m unquestionably entalg a
refusal of food and fluid. lntcrvention to halt or reverse suicide rightly includes the emergency provision of
food and fluid until the patient's reasons for the sukde attempt can be ascertained.

SA duwabli power of attorney is an individual's written designation of another person to act on his or her
behalf. when the designation is authoried by a state's duwable power of attorney statute. Under state law, a
power of attorney teminates when the desigating idividual loses decision maing capacity, w ereas a
durable power of attorney does not.

6Tbe Hastimg Ceter. Guldeines$ on Owe Termino of 1L .Suis4.iwg Trearmenr and thr Cate of the Cysng,
New York: The HastiAgs Center, 1997, p. 57.
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ADDENDUM #5

We strongly recommend that people take one or more of the following actions.

Only then do we have a chance of ensuring that our right to self-determination

survives even though we may become incapable of directly expressing decisions

about our health care.

I. Contact an attorney or health care advocacy group to discuss whether a

"Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care" is available. Through such a

document, you can appoint someone to make health care decisions for you in the

event you become unable to express your own wishes. You can also state

specifically what those decisions should be in given circumstances.

2. Check your state's Living Wills laws. Different states have different

restrictions on the power of these documents. A Living Will must be made while

a person is competent.

3. Talk to your health cae providers--nurses and physicians. Make your

treatment wishes known to them in advance of the need for treatment anA ask them

to document the wishes in your medical records.

4. Communicate your viewpoint to your state lawmakers. The Supreme Court has

said it is up to the states to develop procedures for recognizing and

implementing a person's directives about health care, so they need to hear from

their constituents.

5. Communicate your viewpoint on this issue to your U.S. Senators and

Representatives. A national uniform effort is needed to educate people about

exercising their right to determine their own health care.

6. Tell those close to you--family, friends, spiritual advisers how you feel

about life-sustaining treatment in various situations. There are some

jurisdictions where, in specific circumstances, families may still act as

substitute decision-makers for an incompetent patient, and may consent or refuse

health care on behalf of the patient.
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ADDENDUM #6

The following scenarios appeared in an article written by Gerri Kobren for The

Sunday Baltimore Sun on July 8, 1990 about the scope of living wills. The

incidents were intended to educate readers about the effect of such documents.

Linda. 32, like Nancy Cruzan, has been unconscious for
seven years. She breathes on her own, but she cannot
eat or drink. Food and fluids drip through a tube
inserted in her stomach.

Her parents believe she would not want to live this way
and have asked that the tube be removed so she can die
naturally.

Linda. like Hs. Cruzan, had never made known what she
would want in such a circumstance.

No case like Linda's--which, like other scenarios in
this article, is hypothetical--has been argued in
Maryland courts, local legal experts say.
Theoretically, however, the family of any person in a
vegetative state would have to go through the same
process as the Cruzan family, according to Mr. Schwartz:

o rney would have to go to court to have someone
declared Linda's guard.ian.

o The court would appoint a lawyer to act on Linda' s
behalf.

o The guardian would nave to get a lawyer.

o Physicians would have to determine L.inda' s
condit ion.

o The guardian would then have to petition for
withdrawal of life-sustaining measures and
artificial feeding and hydration The case would
be argued by the two lawyers and perhaps even a
third representing a hospital or nursing home

o The court would either accept or deny :ht
petition.

"The only way a person can be sure their wishes will be
carried out... is to preparc a durable power of attorney
for=,. Mr. Schwart: said. 'A living will would not do it."

When Bill was in his 20s, he sat down and wrote: "I do not
want to be kept alive by artificial means. If I am ever
in a persistent vegetative state and unable to communicate
my wishes, I want my wife to children or doctor to end
artificial life support for me.- He signed and dated it.

Then one day when Bill was 45, a car accident left him
comatose. His wife found the paper he had signed 20
years earlier and presented it to Bill's doctors.
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Documentation that is less formal and less specific may
not be as effective, Maryland lawyers say.

Even with a statement written years before, family
members are "not going to walk into a nursing home with
it and have them say, NFine," said attorney Jack
Tranter, former chairman of the Maryland Bar
Association's health care law division.

'The family would have to go to court to have a guardian
appointed, who would then go to the nursing home and
make decisions based on the fact that you had clearly
expressed what you wanted. It's better than nothing,
but you are clearly better off if you have the durable
power of attorney for health care."

A regular durable power of attorney for legal and
financial matters is not sufficient. A Baltimore woman
discovered this when she objected to insertion of a
naso-gastric feeding tube for her husband, an
institutionalized Alzheimer's disease patient.

Although she had a power of attorney form that empowered
her to make decisions if her husband were terminally
ill. nursing home authorities told her that did not give
them the authority to allow him to starve to death.

"I was given the alternatives of making a court case or
transferring him out of the home," said the woman, who
asked that her name not be used. Even though she agreed
to allow use of the tube, her husband died three days
later.

Joseph, 85, was in the hospital being kept alive by
machines. lie had a massive stroke and multiple organ
failure.

He uas alive, but he was unconscious and worsening. His
family thought it was time to let him go. He had not
completed a living will. -:t dii hc have a durable power
of attorney.

For terminal patients, a decision by family and doctors
to stnp treatment mat indeed by 'legally appropriate-,
Mr. Schwartz said.

"If a person is dying and hasn't done a living will or
durable power of attorney, and the family is in
agreement that the proper course. ..is to stop the life-
sustaining treatment, and if the treating physicians and
the (hospital) ethics committee agree, that is a proper
way for a decision to be made."

The article ended with this observation, "But whether
this kind of decision-making works in all terminal cases
remains doubtful."
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF NuRsE ATTORNEYS, INC.

"The Patient Self-Determination Act of 1989," S. 1766 and "The Patient Self-De-
termination Act of 1990," H.R. 4449 seek to ensure that a person's right to deter-
mine his or her own health care future is respected. The proposed bills address
those situations in which competent individuals specify in advance what kind of
treatment they do or do not want-or who should make those decisions-should
they become unable to do so. The legislation is intended to help individuals establish
advance directives by educating health care providers as well as patients' and by
requiring that health care institutions have written policies and procedures to
ensure their use.

Until recently, Federal oversight on decisions to withhold or withdraw medical
treatment from adults was relatively nonexistent. The development of the law has
been a function of statutes and case law at the state level. These state laws and
decisions vary greatly from state to state. Defining a proper role for Federal Govern-
ment intervention in this very emotionally charged area of health care decision-
making involves at a minimum balancing individual rights, provider responsibil-
ities, ethical standards and societal norms (as expressed in the state statutory
scheme and precedents). In this controversial area, preservation of the right of indi-
vidual self-determination appears to b. emerging as the dominant consideration.
The established Federal position of 'no role' in health care decision-making for
adults may be altered in the near future if pending legislation which supports great-
er use of advance directive mechanisms in health care institutions becomes enacted
into law.

SUMMARY OF THE LEGISLATION

"The Patient Self-Determination Act of 1989," S. 1766 was introduced on October
17. 19M9. by Senators John Danforth (R-MO) and Daniel Moynihan (D-NY). A com-
panion bill, "The Patient Self-Determination Act of 1990," H.R. 4449 was introduced
in the House of Representatives on April 3. 1990, by Representative Sander Levin
ID-MI). The proposed legislation is based on the principle that competent adults
have a right to control the medical decisions that affect their lives. The bills wcre
motivated by concerns that patients, in the absence of clear directives regarding
their views of life-sustaining treatment, do not have their preferences respected
when they become incapacitated. Under current standings, the bills would seek to
enhance patient participation in health care decision-making by educating people
about the options of executing a living will and for appointing a proxy through a
durable power of attorney to represent their wishes should they become unable to
do so themselves.

Both S. 1766 and HI.R. 4449 affect all certified Medicare and Medicaid providers
through amendments to the Social Security Act. These amendments add new re-
quirements to Medicare provider agreements and Medicaid state plan requirements.
The House bill goes further to explicitly include health maintenance organizations
which operate under a deficient authorizing section of the Medicare statute. Other
health care providers over which the Federal Government has jurisdiction such as
the Veterans Administration, Department of Defense and other Federal institutions
are not within the scope of the legislation.

Under the proposed legislation, providers must establish written policies to ensure
that patients are informed of their rights to direct medical treatment decisions, to
advise patients of documents they can execute to make sure their wishes are carried
out, and to record and periodically review preferences for intensity of medical care
with the patient. There is no explicit requirement mandating that Medicare and
Medicaid certified providers honor patients' wishes.

The legislation shifts the burden of production for advance directives from the pa-
tient to the provider. Under current law, Medicare and Medicaid providers are
under no obligation to ask if a person has executed any advance directives. The
burden is on the patient or his surrogate to produce information about the existence
of any directives and bring it to the attention of the providers of care. "The Patient
Self-Determination Act" requires Medicare and Medicaid certified providers to in-
quire as to the existence of these directives, ideally upon admission. However, under
no circumstances can admission (initial treatment) be denied based on the existence
or lack of advance directives.

Legally valid advance directives are to be implemented under the proposed bills to
the maximum extent permissible under state law. Where the provider is unable to
implement the patient's wishes as a matter of conscience, arrangements for prompt
and orderly transfer must be made. The Senate bill would also require the creation
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of an institutional ethics committee to provide education and to advise on particular
cases.

S. 1766 further requires that as a condition of Medicaid state plan approval, states
enact legislation authorizing the use of advance directives if they have not already
done so. According to the Senate bill's sponsors, six states would be required to
enact legislation to comply with the law. Failure to do so within a reasonable time
would lead to temporary loss of Medicaid funds. The House bill contains no such
requirement.

ANALYSIS

The introduction of Federal legislation which would seek to enhance patient par-
ticipation in health care decisions through greater use of advance directives raises
at least the following issues:

1. Whether Federal legislation is necessary and/or appropriate to protect and pro-
mote an individual's right of self-determination in matters of medical decision-
making.

2. Whether the provisions of the proposed legislation will affect the stated pur-
poses.

3. Whether the legislative process of public attention, debate and enactment will
satisfactorily address the substantive and procedural issues raised in the proposed
bills.

The assumption underlying S. 1766 is that a patient's right to self-determination
and right to refuse treatment is of little value if not supported in clinical practice.
Therefore, the bill attempts to address the problem by mandating procedural as-
pects of the use of advance directives for health care decision-making. The proposals
are limited to specified providers under the Medicare and Medicaid programs. The
legislation does not affect other Federal medical providers such as the Veterans Ad-
ministration or the Department of Defense.

By requiring written policies and procedures to inform -ll patients of their rights
to make decisions, accept or refuse treatment, appoint a surrogate and/or provide
written instructions to the provider, S. 1776 andH.R. 4449 appear to endorse the
use of advance directives but do not explicitly require that they be honored by the
provider. Both on an individual provider basis and institutionally, there are no
methods to monitor compliance a,,d no meaningful enforcement provisions In
theory, Medicare certification or Medicaid state plan approva! could be at stake for
a potential "violation."

The use of the term "provider" may cause unintended conflicts where multiple
providers are involved. This is particularly true in the case of an individual attend-
ing physician and an institutional provider such as a nursing home where policies,
personal ethics or interpretation of state law may differ.

In addition, the Act places the responsibility for determination and implementa-
tion of the patient's wishes upon the "provider" and the "entity." This is contrary
to the current common law which places the responsibility for obtaining a patient's
informed consent for treatment decisions upon the ph-ysician, not the health facility.

The lack of national standards in the development of state legislation regarding
living wiils and durable powers uf attorney, and inconsistencies in case law and
precedent in this area of the law make determinations of patients' rights and the
validity of an express wish or a written document purporting to be an advance di-
rective subject to question. Providers may see the requirement of informing patients
of their rights under state law as burdenF-me and inappropriate because of their
lack of knowledge of the law and the inconsistencies that exist in the law.

Very few state statutes recognize the validity of an advance directive executed in
another state. This lack of portability and the lack of minimum national standards
may be a source of confusion and uncertainty to patient and provider alike. The pro-
vider is not capable of opining on the legal validity of a document purporting to be a
living will. The law does not provide guidance to resolve conflicts among family
members and the patient and does not address the difficult, clinical and ethical ques-
tion of decisionally incompetent patients who have never exectited an advance direc-
tive.

Many state laws contain ambiuities in definition or restrictions in application
that may in fact restrict a patient s right to self-determination in matters of medical
deciion-making. Definitions of terminal illness, statutory requirements that death

IThe forcing analysis was benefited by the research done by the Office of Technology As-
enment and Alan Meisel in his book Right To Die.
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be imminent, and the issue of artificially supplied nutrition and hydration are some
of the most problematic areas. Therefore, deferral to state law may not always en-
hance individual rights. Most state courts have not had occasion to interpret their
state statutes authorizing living wills. Furthermore, the case law, where it has de-
veloped, has tended to be very fact-specific and generally unpredictable as courts
themselves struggle with these decisions. The purposes of the law might be more
easily realized if the Congress considered the alternative of mandating Federal min-
imum standards for state legislation authorizing advance directives. However, oppo-
nents of such a requirement would likely see such a mandate as an infringement of
states' rights to legislate under their parens patriae power.

Providers may also feel the recordkeeping and policy generating requirements are
more burdensome than beneficial. Neither bill requires providers to honor the pa-
tient's directives. Rather, merely having policies and procedures in place will satisfy
the statute. Thus, there is no meaningful enforcement or compliance action possible.
Furthermore, those who believe in supporting life at any cost, or who are skeptical
of Federal involvement in medical decision-making, may see the bills as unwarrant-
ed intrusion on the physician's prerogative and infringement on the confidentiality
of the doctor-patient relationship.

Interjecting institutional providers be-tween the doctor and the patient may also
cause confusion and contlic. with state laws. Confusion may be the result of multi-
pit persons. including the attending physician inquiring as to the existence of ad-
vance dirtctives Sormeone may try to influence the substance of a patient's decision
by loAbbving for or against a particular objtctiv'e. B assigning responsibility to all
providers, in addition to the attending physician, these provisions may also be in
direct c-ntlict with state, law provision that assin responsibility for advance direc-
tives sllyl% to Lit.i atte ding physician. and those that place- the burden of produc-
tion on th, patient rat her than the provider

Manldilrv traninter provil iv ns rais, otent tial is.,ues ill areas l,ere there are li rn-
:ivd .rtil-rtve, piLicelen - t)r where the patients change, their miids about ireat-
ineti prefirerice- alter tit' providet u nderLtkes ,(- cart- for ihivi "Flit Iltgislation
(l fl l uth,.rw -,, taik, thl, ethical piltions of tl'e pri\,,ider into1 ilccountllt eXCept ill
thtt Ir,ni-!-'r re-i li rvorIl

l" cr , ,- i l14-t ,,idl ,o, iimllicit rt- uirtiient t.,r iitrriit,, d'cisi i-inmakinig by
tht' , 'ri' but n, ,\ ''- hirltilnkedur.1il itilird- , 'e -urt' that the ilatietil is in-
1,IrIllel. oll !hil hli r -'i, e', t 's hvi( ,r under.tatd..it, the implition tif his ii her

10t.. hti Iti'rthc Ire-i' niri l%'u'l Uun V p'ovalers! to Il L'it this iiitorni iti~ln
1ii t i,-,iit ii i e r i i -0,- i ollt tll,, r,,vidiu'r 

-  h -. :u- io tht, f atiunt unde-r .t ir,..'ful
cur~n -tui ici- -, .ut hi ., .l~I:ll-.-.1ei to) a hol- ltai t-int t'org 'v roi -,r uitrsl. hotin ,
Il~u:-.i- ll 'th i--ti, i l t, '

-
' rt.'garditll iiteli-ii\ h ( i4 'idic.1i tret!i, ent wit ii a i-

ll':I! e l.-,l ltXt,-, . 1K1 4i - f , t t\ tie i vl ue-.t ,ill Imaruuner it ,v\tratiirditui-ir\ treat-
ill'llt Iet-. lic l ., 1. It,.u. L i llh rit-li'- I i'. right it itr llust' t rv n l itin it ail.,u carry an

imi1it ,d riglt ti n \ d l l In. ,! li d tla tI rcat,, nri, t ('tIul I d I C I )i IL al 01il c, r i X illi-
plt, reqi.wt l 't h i r ira-pkiunt is, exerc ', it' t hi- right of ,.elf-deterlniiatif f
n4ott. MI.\ not" -rii a k e'.i tx-rs u' eivue. tht spect'c r i, rittnlo iri and the high cost
of dyinrg i1113\ L teppu 1' . ts of thus,- Ilgisltion tet clani t hat it is purely budget
drivt,rii

methodss are needed to educatt' peo. ple who wint to docu nent their tre-intnient
pref'rt'nces in advance of future incapacity. In fact, just the process of debate and
legislative consideration leading to enactment may encourage more competent
adults to consider and document their treatment preferences Additional consider-
ation of the legal. ethical and practical issues associated with decisions to withhold
or withdraw medical treatneit is warranted. Both the Senate and the House ver-
sions of the proposed legislation give some consideration to this objective by requir-
ing studies and demonstration projects to be conducted by the Department of Health
and Human Services. More analysis would appear to be indicated in areas where
serious legal uncertainties exist because there is no relevant jurisdiction, because
laws differ greatly in the different jurisdictions and because the law is changing
rapidly. Existing legal precedent does not offer clear guidance to providers; there-
fore, research, demonstration projects and public education aspects of the legislation
may be more appropriate for enactment at this time.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS

The American Jewish Congress welcomes this opportunity to present testimony in
support of the patient Self-Determination Act of 1990 (S. 1766).

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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For over 70 years. the AJCongress, a membership organization of 50,000 American
Jews nationwide, has fought to defend the individual rights of Jews and all Ameri-
cans, particularly those rights of free exercise of religion and separation of church
and state enshrined in the First Amendment to .he United States Constitution.

Because the complex ethical legal and public policy issues created by advance-
ments in medical technology have profound significance both for religious observ-
ance and cultural pluralism, matters of particular concern to the organization, the
American Jewish congress in 1988 created a Bio-Ethics Task Force. The mandate of
this Task Force is to make recommendations to the governing bodies of the AJCon-
gress on the position it should take with respect to legislative initiatives and court
decisions involving bio-ethical issues. This Task Force, composed of prominent bio-
ethicists, medical doctors, patients, Rabbis, and other individuals learned in this
field, in turn, created a subcommittee which evaluated the issues involved in deci-
sionmaking with respect to life-sustaining treatment. This subcommittee after more
than a year of study submitted a report which in May 1989 was approved by the
Governing Council of the AJCongress. That report entitled Decisions to Forgo Life-
Sustaining Treatment, unreservedly supported the general right of patients to de-
termir.e for themselves whether to forgo life-sustaining treatment, and also support-
ed the right of patients to write advance directives or appoint health care agents to
implement their wishes about what type of treatment they would want in their last
dR{he Report concluded that providing individuals with the opportunity to deter-

mine their medical future when they still retain decisionmaking capacity would"reduce suffering, bring comfort and restore dignity to patients and their families."
Further, the report noted, this policy of preserving the autonomy of the individual
through use of such devices as the advance directive or health care agent "simulta-
neously respects the diversity of religious and ethical views within the American
community and contributes to the protection of freedom of conscience' and religion
and the Fluraiism which has for so long been a source of our society's strength."

As an arm of a Jewish organization, the American Jewish Congrtss Bio-Ethics
Task Force in its report recognized that there might be differences among the three
branches of Judaism on issues relating to refusal of treatment. For example, it
noted that some representatives of the Orthodox Jewish tradition teach that preser-
vation of life is a paramount value and that virtually all other values are rendered
subservient to this overriding concern. However. it pointed out that other Jewish
religious theologians and writers take a le absolutist approach to preservation of
life.

The AJ'ongress, Task Force concluded, however, that since legislation authorizing
use of advance directives did not command any particular course of conduct with
respect to the use of medical technology, and left it to the individual to determine
the issue for him or herself according to his own religious or ethical tradition, such
legislation because it advanced free exercise of religion and religious values should
be supported.

In the light of this firm and carefully considered commitment to the importance
of a patient's decision-making, AJ('ongress welcomes the introduction of S. 1766. S.
1766 requires that as a condition of participation in Medicare and Medicaid, health
care institutions must inform adult patients of their rights under state law with re-
spect to specifying their treatment wishes as well as about the institution's own
policy with respect to withdrawal of treatment. It requires hospitals and nursing

omes to maintain written policies and procedures to determine whether Medicare
and Medicaid beneficiaries, at the time of admission, havE prepared an advance di-
rective and to document the treatment wishes of the patier~t and periodically review
such wishes with the patient. The institutions would be required to ensure that le-
gally valid advance directives be implemented to the maximum extent possible
under the relevant state law; arrange for the prompt transfer of a patient to the
care of others when, as a matter of conscience, the hospital cannot implement the
patient's wishes; and create an institutional ethics committee to initiate educational
programs on ethical issues in health care for staff, patients, residents and the com-
munity. Also, within 6 months of the date of enactment, the Secretary of the De-
partment .f Health and Human Services would be required to develop and imple-
ment a national campaign to inform the public of the option to execute advance di-
rectives and of a patient's right to participate in and direct health care decisions.

'The AJCo ngrem Report recognized that the religious moral views of a health care agency
may be opposed to such decision and in these circumstances took the position that the institu-
tion should be given an opportunity to transfer the patient. We are happy to note that S. 1766
also respects the institutional conscience in this way.
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We believe S. 1766 will go far to increase knowledge about and use of advance
directives and health care proxies. This bill becomes of even greater importance in
the light of the Cruzan case. In that case, the United States Supreme Court recog-
nized a competent person's constitutional liberty interest in refusing medical treat-
ment. However, at the same time, the Court held that a state could require a very
high standard of proof concerning the patient's wishes regarding withdrawal or re-
fusal of life-sustaining treatment and could reject efforts by third parties to take
action on the patient's behalf in the absence of such proof. The Missouri Supreme
Court in that case did not specifically define what kind of evidence would suffice.
However, as a dissenting Justice of the United States Supreme Court noted, "its
general discussion suggests that only a living will or equivalently formal directive
from the patient when competent would meet this standard." 2

However, surveys show that the overwhelming majority of Americans have not
executed such written instructions.3 On the other hand. surveys also reveal that
most Americans would not want, for example, to have their lives maintained with
artificial nutrition and hydration if they were in Nancy Cruzan's situation. 4

These two facts that an overwhelming majority of Americans would want to have
treatment withdrawn under certain circumstances, and that few individuals have
provided the formai directives which the Supreme Court has held a state could
demand before it would honor an individual's wishes suggest that any measures to
educate patients about advance directives fill a serious need, S. 1766 by giving indi-
viduals an opportunity to learn about advice directives, discuss their treatment
wishes with health professionals and to execute such directives while they are still
competent, goes far to meet that need and increase patient autonomy and self deter-
mination. While taking no position in what decisions individuals should make or
even whether they should execute an advance directive at all. S 1766 by increasing
knowledge enhances patient participation in health care, a requirement of ethical
decision-making.

Turning to the particulars of the bill itself. AJongress supports the requirement
that a durable power of attorney for health care or a living will, be made part of the
patient's medical record for the treatment care team and -,uggvtts further that the
bill require that copies of the document also be filed in the health cars institution's
central files We would also join th(se who urge that the public information cam-
paign to be developed by the secretary include preparation or approval of materials
that will he made available to Mdicare and Medicaid providers to help them
comply with the provisions of this bill and that such education not await the admis-
sion of Medicare or Medicaid patients to hospitals or nursing homes

As Thoma J Scully. M 1) of the Program in llio-Ethics. University of Nevada,
pointed out

If the implementation awaits the admission of mostly Medicare or Medic-
aid patients to hospitals or nursing homes, then it will be too late for many,
young and old, already rendered decisional incapacitated by either the
injury or disease that brought them to the institution in the-first place.

Public Education should be directed to every citizen who subscribes to a
Health Maintenance Organization or joins a Group Health Insurance Pro-
gram, is enrolled as a Medicare or Medicaid recipient, is employed by the
Federal Government, is enrolled as a public employee in a public retire-
ment program, enlists in any Federal Service or is discharged and becomes
eligible for Veterans' Benefits, registers to vote in a national election or
completes a U.S. Census form.

But most importantly, public education should begin early when every
teenager takes a diver s education course or obtains a driver's license to
drive on a federally funded highway. (Remember that a large number of
those in the persistent vegetative state and permanently unconscious are
teenagers and young adults who survived serious automobile accidents
which they never anticipated and which occurred prior to their ever having
made their wishes known in a "clear and convincing" manner), public edu-
cation, regarding the need for- Advance Directives should continue each
time a citizen renews his or her driver's license or registers an automobile.

'Opinion of Justice Brennan, dissenting in Cruzan v. Missouri Dept. of Health, 58 U.S.L.W.
4916, 4932 (June 25, 1990).

3 Id. at n.21, pointing to various surveys indicating only 9% to 23% of those questioned said
that they had executed advance directives or living wills or put their treatment mtructions in
writing.

4 Id. at 4929.
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We also join with the American Bar Association in urging the Committee to study
the problem of portability from state to state of advance directives. The variability
and complexity of the various state living will and durable power of attorney stat-
utes suggest that some measures are necessary to ensure that patients who happen
to fall ill in states other than the state in which they have executed an advance
directive will have their interests protected.

Finally, we wholly reject the view of Gail Wilensky, Administrator of the Health
Care Financing Administration, that the Medicare and Medicaid Conditions of Par-
ticipation should not be used to regulate concerning advance directives an activity
which she argues "does not directly relate to the Conditions' immediate goal of as-
suring quality care."

We at the American Jewish Congress believe that the shared decision-making be-
tween the patient, his family, and his health care provider which would be encour-
aged by S. 1766 is an essential aspect of "quality medical care" and, in fact, such
care cannot be delivered without it.

Passage of S. 1766 will go far to eliminate the depersonalization and tyranny of
technology from which patient care has long buffered and which deprives many pa.
tients of the dignity and autonomy they wish and need in their last days, We urge
its enactment.

STATEMENT OF THE CAT|IOU" IEALTI! AssgwXITION OF Tile UNIT: STATF-

The Catholic Hfealth Ass.ociation of the United States WClIA, is the national serv-
ice organization comprising Catholic hospitals and long term care facilities, their
sponsoring organiations and systems. and other health and related agencies and
services operated as Catholic For 7!") years, the Catholic healthcare ministry has re-
sponded to the call to participate in the healing mission of Christ

S 17;;. The Patient Self Determination Act. sponsored by Senators John C Dan-
forth iR-M(,i and Daniel |) Moynihan il)-NYI. would require providers of services
under Medicare and Medicaid to ensure that individuals who receive their services
be given information atxut their rights to participate in healthcare decisions that
affect them The bill also would require that providers be educators on issues con-
cerning advance directives for their own staff and communities

F.sp xct for human dignity requires that any healthcare system nurture the au-
tonomv of individuals by building in as much opixprtunity for personal choice as pos-
sible One of the central themes of ('atholic sx'ial teaching is that human dignity is
manifest in our ability to reason and understand, in our frevedom to shape our own
lives and the life of our communities Within the ministry, we hae a.sunled the
responsibility to help the sick, the elderly, the indigent, and the dying give concrete
expresion to their personal dignity by developing and offering them ways to exer-
cise self-determination

The recent interest in living will legislation and proxy healthcare decision making
reflects, in part, the worry many persons have about not being given the opportuni-
ty to participate in healthcare decisions being made about them. Many fear being
kept alive on life-sup pert systems without their consent. Many are just as concerned
that healthcare proftsionals may assume unjustifiably and without consulting
them that they are "too old" or "too sick" to receive a certain treatment.

These legislative initiatives and the set of moral issues that such legislation at-
tempts to address are of particular interest to the Church. The Catho ic tradition
looks on life as a gift of God that human beings hold in trust. It motivates us to
support laws that protect persons' rights to participate in their treatment decisions
and that provide a way for them to make their wishes known in advance should
they become incompetent or permanently comatose at the end of life. Likewise, our
tradition inclines us to actively oppose legislation that would legalize euthanasia or
assisted suicide.

The concept of advance directives is one that CHA believes can enhance better
communication among patients, families, physicians and care givers. Advance direc-
tives such as durable power of attorney for healthcare and living wills encourage
discussion and documentation of views on life-sustaining treatment in advance. The
pain and burden placed upon families of patients can be eased at the time of dying
when the patient s own wishes are known in advance. In that way, the patient's
participation in his own healthcare decision making is not lost if the patient be-
comes unable to make decisions.

With S. 1766, the protection of a person's right to self-determination in healthcare
decisions is taken one step further. The bill would require hospitals, long term care
facilities and other healthcare providers to provide information to individuals about
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their rights under State law to make healthcare decisions and document in the med-
ical record whether or not a patient has executed an advance directive.

Some hospital personnel worry that patients will be frightened if they are asked
about advance directives on admission. The specific concern is that patients will see
this request as ar indication that there are additional, unexplained risks involved in
the hospital stay. We are aware of no evidence of this sensitivity from hospital per-
sonnel who routinely ask all or some specific groups of patients about whether they
had completed an advance directive.

Consistent with our belief in a person's right to self-determination in healthcare
decisions, CHA supports S. 1766 which would ensure that the existence of previously
expressed wishes of a patient, as written in a durable power of attorney for health-
care or a living will, would be made part of the medical record for the treatment
care team.

CIJA strongly supports proposed changes in the language of the bill that require
the Secretary of the Department of Hfealth and Human Services to conduct a public
information campaign that includes development or approval of materials that will
be made available to Medicare and Medicaid providers to help them comply with
the provisions of this bill. Since it is better to learn about healthcare decision
making rights and advance directives prior to entering the hospital, the public edu-
cation campaign will be able to target persons who are now healthy and not under
the stress of an impending hospital or other facility admission. The informational
materials are vital to providers so they can ensure consistency and accuracy of in-
formation being provided to patients on the sensitive subjects of the right to accept
or refuse medical or surgical treatment and the existence of advance directives.
likewise, CQlA also suplrts the bill's requirement for states to develop or approve
state-specific informational materials regarding advance directives.

This propxosed legislation is not a "right to die" bill. or a "living will" law. The
legislation takes no stand on what particular decisions individuals should make, nor
doe-s it require individuals to execute advance directives. The Federal and state in-
formational materials to be developed must give equal importance to the patient's
right to choose to sustain, as well as to terminate, treatment. Blkcause of the serious
lack of knowledge regarding the tools available to patients to formally express their
vies of life-sustaining treatment, this legislation attempts to enhance patient par-
ticipation in healthcare decisions, which is a requirement for sound ethical decision-
making

In support of respect tor patients' preferences. ('1IA is in agreement with S. 17566's
provision that the provider determine the existence of a previously executed ad-
vance directive hospitals and other healthcare providers have a moral obligation to
act in their patients' best interest by inquiring about a valid document that not only
is expressly drafted to be used and known in such a situation, but which facilitates
difficult treatment decisions. The hospital or other healthcare provider may also
benefit from patients" having or being asked about advance directives. Ilealthcare
professionals can often accept decisions with which they disagree if they are assured
that the decisiOn represents the patient's preferences. The advance directive can
provide that reassuring information.

If healthcare facilities are to be the providers of information about advance direc-
tives, first they will have to be sure that they themselves understand both the legal
and ethical import of the advance directive. S. 1766 requires that staff education be
conducted to accomplish that understanding. CIIA supports new language in the bill
that would allow facilities to collaborate with each other on their educational efforts
for both staff and community. This approach is much preferred over requiring facili-
ties to implement institutional ethics committees and to use the committees as the
conduit for education. While there is increasing recognition of the role and value of
such committees, there is a serious question as to whether they should be mandated.
If the committee does not arise from a felt need of the institution, it is doubtful that
it will be effective.

While CHtA agrees that the patient's right to make healthcare decisions can be
asserted without the execution of legal documents, in the present legal and health-
care climate there exists a need for public education on the issue of advance direc-
tives, and good legislation could be helpful in that process. The public education
campaign that is required as a part of this bill will be an important tool. The study
to assess implementation of directed healthcare decisions to be undertaken by the
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services will evaluate the expe-
rience of practitioners, providers, and government regulators in complying with pro-
visions of the act. CHA suggests that the experience of those for whom the act is
most dedicated-patients and residents-be included in the evaluation.
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CHA also requests that explicit language be added to the bill that would exempt
hospitals from applying the provisions S. 1766 to emergency room admissions until
the patients are medically stabilized.

The Patient Self-Determination Act is an important piece of legislation to which
The Catholic Health Association is pleased to lend its support. Community service
and education are a vital part of the healthcare ministry for Catholic providers.
Through such efforts, the right of patients to control medical decisions that affect
their lives can be protected.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE OF AMERICAN RABBIS,
Youngstown, OH, July 12, 1990.

To: Senate Finance Subcommittee on Health
Re: The Moynihan-Danforth Patient Self-Determination Act
From: Committee on Judaism and Health, Central Conference of American Rabbis

As chairperson of the CCAR Committee on Judaism and Health, I want to share
with you our committee's support for the earliest possible passage of the Patient
Self-Determination Act. At our meeting held in Seattle on June 26, 1990, we sub-
scribed to the following:

(1) Whereas the morning's newspapers reported the decision of the United States
Supreme Court in the case of Nancy Cruzan of Missouri;

(2) And whereas the Court appears to instruct lower courts to attend carefully to
the clearly expressed wishes of each individual regarding his/her own treatment or
non-treatment;

(3) And whereas the purpose and effect of the Moynihan-Danforth Patient Self-
Determination Act is to enable patients to make their wishes known in a clear
form, if they wish to do so and have not previously done so in a currently accessible
form;

Therefore, be it resolved that this committee endorses and repeats the support ex-
ressed on our behalf at the press conference held b' Senators Moy'nihan and Dan-

orth at the Russell Office Building in October, 1989, and recorded in the Congres-
sional Record,

And be it further resolved that this committee urges the passage of this Act with
all deliberate speed, to address to some extent the concerns of the United .States Su-
preme Court, expressed in the decision in the Cruzan case.

Respectfully,
RABBI JONATHAN M. BROWN,

Chairperson, CCAR Comnittee,
Judaism and Health.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOAN BRIDGERS DINAPOU

EDUCATION AND DIALOGUE ARE IMPERATIVE TO PATIENT SELF-DETERMINATION

Individuals have a right to make their own healthcare decisions and a right to
designate, in advance, someone to make these decisions in the event they are ever
judged incompetent or cannot communicate their own decisions. These rights are
not new. But, as the emotional and financial cost of healthcare rise, the impact of
ignorance of these rights becomes critical.

Recently, the United States Supreme Court reaffirmed these individual rights. In
the Cruzan Case, the Court affirmed the constitutional right of a competent person
to refuse life-sustaining treatment, including artificially administered nutrition and
hydration. However, the Justices upheld the state's right to require clear and con-
vincing evidence of the patient's desire to refuse treatment when that patient
cannot communicate a decision or has been judged incompetent.

This ruling underscores the importance for people of all ages to consider and
make their healthcare choices known before they are no longer able to make their
own decisions. Yet, estimates given to Congress during hea testimony and floor
proceedings reveal how few people have living wills and durable power of attorneys
or even recognize the importance of these legal tools. When there are no living wills
and durable power of attorneys that document the patients' desires, families, nealth-
care providers, healthcare institutions and attorneys face the potential of unneces-
sary conflicts, dilemmas and costs.
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Recognizing these problems and the need to prevent them, The Duke Endowment
andthe National Endowment for the Humanities, through the Medicine and Society
Program of the North Carolina Humanities Committee, joined in coalition with the
following North Carolina organizations to support and fund the development of a
tool to educate and facilitate dialogue about difficult healthcare decisions among in-
dividuals, families and healthcare providers: North Carolina Association For Home
Care, North Carolina Association of Long Term Care Providers, North Carolina Di-
vision of Aging, North Carolina Health Care Facilities Association, North Carolina
Homes for the Aging Foundation, Wake Area Health Education Center, an affiliate
of Wake Medical Center and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Area
Health Education Centers.

The project was initiated and guided by a steering committee that represented the
sponsoring organizations. The author and co-author, in consultation with an inter-
disciplinary committee and review panel, evolved the format and content of A Prac-
tical Guide to Life & Death Decisions: Questions to Ask . . .Actions to Take .... 
The process of making healthcare decisions is viewed from the vantage points of the
individual, family and healthcare provider.

The contents of this tool highlight the unique interdisciplinary perspectives that
medicine, nursing, health administration, ethics, psychology,. education, religion, law
and the consumer bring to these complex healthcare decisions. Although the sam-
ples of a living will and a durable power of attorney at the end of the text ate based
on North Carolina law. the contents address issues, processes and legal rights that
reflect Federal statutes and United States Supreme Court holdings.

This guide focuses attention on the medical-legal-ethical factors surrounding the
right to make healthcare decisions and discusses the use of a durable xower of attor-
nev and a hu'ng trill to clarify personal decisions. Rarely do perfect choices exist or
the situation demand only one difficult decision. Usually a series of complex health-
care decisions are required. [fence. the guide focuses on a process individuals can
use to work their way through possible choices to reach their own personal deci-
sions It informs them that a hicing 'ii and a durable bh m ter of attorney) ire two
legal tools to clarify personal choices.

The proposed Platwnt AcllIjterininttun A't app,.ars to be a positive and impor-
tant step toward enhancing patient involvement in their healthcare decisions, af-
firming the principle of informed consent and extending patient self-determination
through bting i'lls a:nd Ii4rthbie per- of a tt,rne'N. But. it should not be vievwed as
complete solution to patijent involvement in their own healthcare Being informed
that they have the right to consent to or refuse diagnostic and treatment regimes
(icos not automat i all% equate with krnow:ig how to sort through confusing choices
to make these very personal decisions

The public can b, 1iniled by what appears to bX- a si iple solution There may be
the tendency to concSnt to treatment without really understanding they have the
right to refuse, They may corn ete iiring utill and (hirable pon Cr of attorney forms
without knowing tleir purpose, limits, implications and consequences Important
healthcare decisions merit more attention than just filling in the blanks of stand-
ardized forms of a ht ing till and a durable power olf attorneN. First, there are ques-
tions to ask yourself, your family, doctors, attorney and others Then. actions you
can to take to clarify aind document your decisions.

Therefore, the educational and accountability requirements in the Patient Self-De.
termination Act are essential elements of this legislation. Through the education
provisions. .onsumers and healthcare providers can become aware of medical-legal-
ethical issues they need to consider, identify questions to ask about risks, benefits,
limits and consequences of their options, and recognize actions they should take to
inform others of their decisions. Then, the balancing healthcare provider account-
ability provisions, which reinforce their current legal responsibilities, increase the
probability that only wanted healthcare will be delivered.

Healthcare decisions are some of the most important decisions many people will
have to make for themselves or others. Interdisciplinary tools, such as A Practical
Guide to Life & Death Decisions.- Questions to Ask .. . Actions to Take . - . ,* can
assist patients and healthcare providers to clarify these complex issues while facili-
tating the imperative dialogue among individuals, families and healthcare provid-
ers.

Information and ongoing dialogue are essential prerequisites to informed consent
and the subsequent ability of an individual to maintain control of their increasingly

* For information on availability and cost of A Practical Guide to Life & Death Decisions:
Questions to Ask . ..Actions to Take . . ., send inquiries to Consultation & Research, Inc., PO
Box 3202, Durham, NC 127715, Fax # 1-919-383-3934.
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complicated healthcare. The Patient Self-Determination Act's requirement that pa-
tients be informed of their right to consent to and refuse medical procedures and
treatments reinforce the legal mandate that individual and institutional healthcare
providers now have to obtain informed consent prior to intervention.

The proposed Patient Self.Determination Act can be giant step toward enhancing
patient involvement in their healthcare decisions. By affirming the principle of in-
formed consent and facilitating patient self-determination beyond competency and
the ability to communicate, it can also assist individuals to control their emotional
and financial healthcare cost by decreasing unwanted diagnostic and treatment pro-
cedures.

STATEMENT OF THE MINNESOTA COMMISSIONER OF HUMAN SERVICES

The State of Minnesota is pleased to provide testimony regarding ' mator Dan-
forth's proposal to require Medicare and Medicaid providers to make available to
their patients information about living wills and to ask their patients whether they
have executed living wills.

WA'hile the intent of the proposal-to encourage people to execute living wills-is
commendable, it has the potential to exacerbate problems with Medicaid provider
relations.

In order for a provider to obtain reimbursement from the Minnesota Medical As-
sistance Program (Medicaid), he/she must comply with a myriad of state and Feder-
al rules, regulations and administrative policies. Although they are necessary for
the administration of the Program and the health and well-being of Program recipi-
ents, these requirements can be quite k)urdensome.

In Minnesota, access to health care is becoming an increasingly significant prob-
lem in some areas. We are finding that some providers choose to end their participa-
tion in the Program simply because they are no longer willing to take on the admin-
istrative burden. In an effort to reduce this effect, we are attempting to keep new
administrative requirements to a minimum.

This new proposal would impose a new administrative responsibility on a provider
community that has fewer than ever incentives to participate in Medicaid. Also,
there may be providers who are philosophically opposed to the concept of a living
will and other advance directives, and who would be forced to discontinue their par-
ticipation in the Program. Finally, this is a requirement that would be extremely
difficult to enforce. Therefore, only the most conscientious providers would bear the
burden.

Again, although advance planning for incapacitation should be encouraged, it
should not be mandated at the expense of access to quality health care, nor should
it be required only of those persons who use public funding for their health care
needs. Perhaps the goal of this legislation could be better accomplished by promo-
tion of living wills among the general population.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HOME CARE

The National Association for Home Care (NAHC) is the nation's largest profes-
sional association representing the interests of nearly 6,000 home health care pro-
viders, homemaker-home health aide organizations and hospices, who care for mil-
lions of Medicare beneficiaries. As such, NAHC strongly supports the intent of the
Patient Self-Determination Act (S. 1766). The recent Supreme Court ruling in the
Cruzan case makes it particularly important for patients to be made aware of their
rights under State law to issue advance directives.

It should be noted that home care providers have long been engaged in activities
that echo the intent of this bill. For example, the Home Care Patient's Bill of Rights
(see attached) which is distributed to home care patients, stresses the importance of
patient participation in the development of the care plan. The Bill of Rights states:
'Clients have the right: to be fully informed in advance about the care and treat-

ment to be provided by the agency, to be fully informed in advance of any changes
in the care or treatment to be provided by the agency that may affect the individ-
ual's well-being, and (except with respect to an individual adjudged incompetent) to
participate in planning care and treatment or changes in care or treatment.'

Furthermore, providers as a matter of course follow patients' wishes regarding
"do not resuscitate" (DNR) orders-for example, orders that no efforts should be
made to resuscitate the patient if he or she should go into cardiac arrest. In many

37-.339 0 - 91 - 6
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instances, the patient's physician makes the patient's wishes known to the home
care agency prior to admission into home care.

NAHC does, however, question whether it is appropriate to use home care agency
s-aff to communicate information regarding advance directives to the patient. Al-
though home care providers would not be responsible for actually drafting the mate-
rials trhLt would be distributed, the bill would make the visiting staff responsible for
giving patients these materials. If, as seems likely, patients would have questions
about this information, nurses, homemaker-home health aides and therapists would
be put in the position of trying to explain complex provisions of state law.

Moreover, the provision of these materials could be expected to raise questions in
the patient's mind about the state of their health which would call for reassurance.
In order to allay these concerns, the home care staff could be placed in the awkward
position of trying to respond to questions about the patient's medical prognosis that
should be properly handled by a physician.

Further, under the current provisions in the legislation, there is a strong possibili-
ty of patient confusion. By the time a patient reaches the home care setting, he or
she will, in the majority of cases, already have been presented with the same infor-
mation, but with varying explanations, at least once already as the result of previ-
ous stays in a hospital or skilled nursing facility. NAHC would recommend that one
entity have central responsibility for disseminating advance directive information.

One option would be to make the patient's primary care physician responsible for
providing the appropriate information. Primary care physicians typically have life-
long involvements with their patients. Advance directives should, of course, be
issued at a relatively early age if the individual is to be covered when, without
warning, he or she is incapacitated by some traumatic event-an auto accident, for
example. The primary care physician could reach these people before they become
incapacitated, for example by providing the necessary information as part of routine
physical examinations.

NAHC would also suggest that states take the lead in conducting educational
campaigns to inform people of their rights under their respective laws. In this
regard, we strongly support the provision in this bill that requires all states to enact
legislation on this issue. NAHC would further recommend that states develop model
"living wills." State laws on this issue are enormously complex, and in constant flux
because of the growing body of case law. Thus, it is appropriate for states to play an
active role in explaining their statutes and disseminating accurate information. To
assure that this information is brought to people's atter tion at an early age, states
could provide it in conjunction with awarding driver's licenses, analogous to organ
donor information.

Last, NAHC would urge that the Department of Health and Human Services be
encouraged in its efforts to develop materials on this issue, and that the subject be
covered by the handbook which is distributed to all Medicare beneficiaries.

NAHC applauds Senators Danforth and Moynihan for introducing this important
legislation and stands ready to assist the Committee in its efforts to address this
issue.
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BILL OF RIGHTS*
I ome care consumers (clients) have a fight to be notified in writing of their rights and obligations
before treatnnt is begun. The client's family or guardian may exercise the client's rights when
the client has been judged incompetent. Home care providers have an obligation to protect and
promote the rights of their clients, including the following rights.

Clients and Providers Have a Right to Dignity and Respect

llon: care clients and their formal caregivers have a right to mutual respect and dignity.
Caregivers are prohibited from accepting personal gifts and Korro" ing from clients.

Clients have the righl:
- to have relationhips %% ith hoie care providers that are based on honesty ard ethical standards

of conduct:
- to be infoirmd of the prxedure they can follow% to lxge complaints A ith the honw care provider

about the care that is, or fails to be, furnihed. and regarding a lack of re,.ct for property (it)
lodge complaints with us call __

* to know about the disposition (if such complaints,
, to s oice their grievances %% without fear of discri mination or repri,,al for has ing done o; and
• to be advised of the telephone number and hours of operation of the ,,tate's home health "hot

line." The hours are and the number is ..

)ecision making

Clients have the right:
" Ii be notified in %k riling of the care that i, tobx furnished. the t,, i i,. 

"liiil I i. I rgiers
ssho All furnish the care and the frequcnc,' of the 'iits that are proix),ed it t, furnihed;

* to be advised of any change in the plan of care before the change is nade;
" to participate in the planning of the care and in planning changes in the %.re, and to be ad% ied

that they have the right to do so; and
* to refuse services or request a change in caregiver without fear of relrial or discrimination.

The honk care provider or the client's physician may be forced to refer the client to another source
of care if the client's refusal to comply with the plan of care threatens to conipromise the
provider's commitment to quality care.

* In t982. ih Nauorat A&%sxiatioo for lItornCarc "Tw~d at~oxprrchnsase Cokof LLhscs U%toi~hh all mcmtbcrs sUbscnk
Among the clements in this C(de ,%asahe flat Bll of R ighLs simiLa tothe nghs oullfcd in Lhi, dt. unicnli In I 97.Congrc.,
enated a "wu, imon rqusnng hme casm agents to infcm cltcmns of Lhe. rights.
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Privacy

Clients have the right:
* to confidentiality with regard to information about their health, social and financial circum-

stances and about what takes place in the home; and
* to expect the home care provider to release information only as required by law or authorized

by the client.

Financial Information

Clients have the right:
• to be informed of the extent to which payment may be expected from M.dicare, Medicaid or

any other payor known to the home care provider,
" to be informed of the chages that will not be covered by Medicare;
* to be informed of the charges for which the client may be liable;
" to receive this information, orally and in writing, within fifteen working days of the date the

home cwre provider becomes aware of any changes in charges; and
• to have access, upon request, to all bills for service the client has received regardless of whether

they are p dd out-of-pocket or by another party.

Quality of Care
Clients have the right:
* to receive care of the highest quality;
• in general, to be admitted by a home care provider only if it has the resources needed to provide

the care safely, and at the required level of intensity, as determined by a professional assessment;
however, a provider with less than optimal resources may nevertheless admit the client if a more
appropriate provider is not available, but only after fully informing the client of its limitations
and the lack of suitable alternative arrangements; and

* to be told what to do in the case of an emergency.

Quality of Care
The home care provider shall assure that:
* all medically related home care is provided in accordance with physicians' orders and that a plan

of care specifies the services to be provided and their frequency and duration; and
- all medically related personal care is provided by an appropriately trained homemaker-home

health aide who is supervised by a nurse or other qualified home care professional.

0 0 KsawW gmom Hm Cam
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL LEGAL CENTER FOR THE MEDICALLY DEPENDZNT &
DisAsLzD, INC.

This testimony is made upon the .'quest of Senator David Durenberger for the
National Legal Center for the Med.-k.ally Dependent and Disabled to comment on"advance directives" and on S.-1766, the "Patient Self Determination Act of 1989,"
proposed legislation now before this Committee.

The National Legal Center is funded as a support center by the Legal Services
Corporation to provide legal assistance to attorneys representing indigent persons in
need of life-sustaining treatment or care. As such, we have participated directly or
indirectly in every major termination of treatment or "right to die" case since our
inception. We are particularly concerned that persons with disabilities and others
who may depend upon medical attention not be discriminatorily deprived of the
care necessary to sustain their lives or well-being.

It is our understanding that S. 1766 will be amended to delete any requirement
that states enact "living will" or durable power of attorney for health care legisla-
tion as a condition for receiving Federal health care funds. Three matters remain,
however, that particularly concern us with regard to S. 1776: (1) general reserva-
tions over "living wills" and durable powers of attorney for health care, the use of
which would inevitably be encouraged should S. 1776 become law; 12) specific reser-
vations over the process by which states would be compelled to develop or to articu-
late their policies regarding the withholding or withdrawing of life-sustair"ng treat-
ment or care; (3) concern over the conscience rights of patients and health care pro-
viders.

1. RESERVATIONS REGARDING ADVANCE DIRECTIVES

We presume that the concept of an "advance directive" includes both "living
wills" and durable powers of attorney for health care. Forty-one states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia now have some fodTm of living will legislation. Twenty-two have
some form of legislation specifically authorizing execution of durable powers of at-
torney for health care. Four states have construed their general durable powers of
attorney statutes to authorize appointment of surrogate health care decisionmakers.
All 50 states have general durable power of attorney statutes.

There are certain difficulties in both the living will and durable power approaches
that should inspire a degree of caution and skepticism toward either.

A. "Living Wills"
First, living wills may violate the usual requirement for "informed consent" that

the affected person be specifically informed of the nature and consequences of medi-
cal treatment or care in the context of a specific disease or injury. "Living wills"
are typically directed toward an abstract future set of general circumstances and
therapies. They obviate the need to seek, and discourage the health care provider
from seeking, consent to forego specific forms of life-sustaining treatment in specific
circumstances. This may be particularly problematic because many may change
their minds over time regarding the nature and scope of treatment they may desire.

Second, living wills are often so general in their terms that they simply grant
health care providers immunity. that blankets discretionary decisions made under
the guise of honoring patient autonomy. Thus, the operative terms in living wills
typically provide that "life-sustaining" or "heroic" treatment may be foregone if the
patient has a "terminal condition." The health care provider will determine what
these terms may mean--often with little or no specific guidance from the living will
itself or from the legislation that authorizes execution of such a document.

Third, it is true that living will laws typically provide the opportunity to identify
specific forms of treatment that the person may wish to forego in specific circum-
stances. But because most living wills are not executed in contemplation of a specif-
ic condition-or specific circumstances, and because the multiplicity of possibilities
cannot be fully anticipated in any case, specific instructions will often prove irrele-
vant or even perhaps defeat the true intent of the person.

Fourth, the living will laws of almost all the states and the living will forms that
follow from them are almost all strongly ratcheted in favor of forgoing treatment-
they certainly do not impartially suggest that the person may require treatment
through the use of such a document, even if this is technically possible. Such an
unbalanced approach belies the asserted purpose of such laws: to protect patient au-
tonomy,. It is especially troublesome because the presumption that used to be ap-
plied m the absence of an advance directive-that aggressive treatment should
always be provided-has significantly eroded and, indeed, shifted toward a presump-
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tion against treatment for certain classes of people, especially older people and
people with disabilities.
B. Durable Powers of Attorney for Health Care

Durable powers of attorney for health care permit an individual to appoint a sur-
rogate health care decisionmaker. As such, their use avoids some of the difficulties
associated with the use of "living wills"-in particular, the very real prospect that
the living will might be overly general or overly specific.

On the other hand, this approach contemplates process even further removed
from the informed consent of the affected person than does the living will. And the
presence of a health care surrogate by no means guarantees that a decision will in
fact be made for a person that the person would have made for himself or herself,
as recent research shows. Diamond, Decision-Making Ability and Adtance Directile
Preferences in Nursing Home Patients and Proxies, 29 Gerontologist 622 (1989); Zwei-
bel, Treatment at the End of Life: A Comparison of Decisions by Older Patients and
Their Phs-ician-Selected Proxies, 29 Gerontologist 615 (1989).

Most disturbing, durable power of attorney statutes place no substantial restric-
tions on the authority of the surrogate to make anY health care decision for the ap-
pointing principal-they simply would impute or "trade off' to the surrogate the
same authority over the treatment of the person that the person himself or herself
would possess if competent. Since the patient may have the authority to refuse any
and all kinds of treatment or care-no matter how beneficial or minimally burden-
some, and irrespective of whether the patient has a terminal or any other condi-
tion-the authority bestowed upon the F arrogate is broad indeed.

There is little or no assurance that the appointing principal will fully appreciate
the scope of authority that he or she grants to another through use of a durable
power of attorney for health care. Moreover, the fact that one individual is bestowed
with the authority to withhold or withdraw even beneficial or minimally burden-
some treatment or care from another individual should heighten social and, hence,
legal concern. Thus, for example, suicide is in itself now nowhere in the United
States a criminal act, although it is hardly a "right." But suicide cannot be safely
assisted by another, and homicide by omission is universally punished by the crimi-
nal law.

I. DEVELOPMENT OF STATE LAW AND POLICY

Our stated general reservations over the use of "living wills" or durable powers of
attorney for health care are underscored in the context of S. 176G.

S. 17)66 would require both Medicare and Medicaid providers to maintain written
policies and procedures to assure: (l1 that the patient is informed of the patient's"right to make decisions concerning such patient's medical care, including the right
to accept or refuse medical or surgical treatment, the right to appoint an agent or
surrogate through a written power of attorney to make health care decisions on
behalf of such individuals, and the right of such patient to provide to such provider
written instructions concerning the patient's health care, including instructions for
the disposition of patent's organs ... ;" (2) that an inquiry is made whether or not
the patient had executed an advance directive; (3) that the patient's "treatment
wishes" are documented and periodically reviewed; and (4) that advance directives
will be implemented "to the maximum extent permissible under State law." See S.
1776 at §3(aX3) (p. 3, lines 21-25;p. 4, lines 1-21; §4(aX2) (p. 6, lines 3-25).The inevitable, no doubt inten consequence of these provisions would b to en-
courage patient medical treatment decisionmaking to the 'maximum extent" under
state law and policy. Assuming the preference for the near-absolute patient auton-
omy that underlies S. 1766 is correct and desirable, S. 1766 nevertheless does not
address the process by which state law and policy is to be formulated and articulat-ed.

Courts and legislatures have, over the past 15 years, begun to grapple with the
difficult and conflicting legal, ethical, and medical issues that encompass decisions
to forgo life-sustaining treatment or care. But no state has developed a comprehen-
sive body of law to govern such decisions; only a few states have developed anything
more thin partial answers to the questions raised by such decisions; most states
have litf le or no law on the matter.

S. 1766 would, however, require hasty and perhaps precipitous articulation and
development of law and policy in this area in order to assure continued receipt of
Federal funds-regardless of the degree to which law and policy is settled or clear
in an individual state. What entity is to articulate state law and pJlicy? Health care
providers? State health bureaucracies? Attorney or rnedisa associations? Legisla-
tures? Courts? The O.S. Department of Health and Human Services?
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Oversight to insure compliance with S. 1766 would require, at the vey least, that
Federal regulators be employed to judge whether the law and policy articulated by
an individual state or health care provider reflects, for example, implementation of
state living will statutes "to the maximum extent permissible under State law." Se-
rious questions relating to the system of federalism are raised when states' interpre-
tations of their own laws and policies may be so easily questioned by the Federal
bureaucracy.

S. 1766 assumes, both in its expressed "Purpose" and in its substantive provisions,
a "right" to refuse medical treatment or care unbalanced by any countervailing
state interest in the preservation of human life, in prevention of suicide, in protec-
tion of innocent third parties, or in preservation of the ethical integrity of the medi-
cal professions-the state interests recognized by courts that have considered the
matter. It seems to assume that patient "treatment wishes" should be honored, re-
gardless of patient competence or irrationality. Yet those who are a "danger to
themselves"-which is clearly the case when patients refuse care or treatment nec-
essary to sustain life-may be subject to possible therapeutic evaluation for compe-
tence in all 50 states. See. e.g., Mo. Ann. Stat. §§632.3553), 632.005(9Xa) (Vernon
Supp. 1985); Minn StaL. Ann. 253.A.07 subd. 17(ax hi) (West 1982).

S 1766 thus neglects concerns and interests that may be balanced against any as-
serted right to refuse treatment or care. Yet because law and policy that governs
foregoing treatment or care is underdeveloped in almost all the states, whatever
statement of law or policy developed in order to comply with S. 176;6 is likely to
reflect the imbalance inherent in this proposed law in order to assure the continued
flow of Federal funds.

We recommend, therefore, that S. 17; be amended to.
II1 State specifically how the process by which the nature of state law and policy

on foregoing and receiving life-sustaining treatment or care is to be formulated and
articulated, with due regard for the limitations imposed by the Federal system;

(21 Recognize various state interests in the "Purpose" of S. )1;6 that might be bal-
anced against any asserted "right" or "liberty interest" in refusal of life-sustaining
treatment or care. including the right and obligation of the state to inquire into
whether or not decisions to refuse such treatment or care are competent and volun-
tary.

IV. 'CoNSCINCF" PROVISIONS

Sections 3,am:0 and .liami (p 4. line.; l0-11. p 6. lines 15-161 of S. 17 6; both state
that providers must ascertain from patients whether or not they have executed a
"living will' or a durable power of attorney for health care. "while under no cir-
cumstances denying a patient admission based on presence or absence of such docu-
ments..

1' is entirely conceivable, however, that forms of discrimination other than denial
of admission may result from failure to execute such a document. Hence, we suggest
amendments that would broaden the protective scope of thtse provisions:

Amend §§34ax.0 (p. 4. lines l1' and §4(am3i p. 6. lines 15-161 by deleting
"denying a patient admission" and replacing it with "discriminating
against a patient.

Sections &3aX3) and 4(ax3i (p. 4, lines 22-24; p.5. line 1; p ,, iinee 1-4) both state
that the health care provider must "arrange or prompt and orderly transfer of a
patient to the care of others when as a matter of conscience the provider cannot
implement the wishes of such patient .... "

This is a necessary and desirable provision in view of the substantive require-
ments of S. 1766 and the unfortunate tendency of some courts to compel health care
roviders to act against their ethical principles. See, e.g., In re Requena, 213 N.J.
uper. 475 A.2d 886 (Ch. Div. 1986); Gray v. Romero, 69?F. Supp. 580 (D. R.I. 1988).

Nevertheless, we believe that S. 1766 is unclear as to whether or not it would
permit agents of providers (e.g., nurses) to assert conFcientious objections and on
whether or not providers would be compelled to carry out objectionable patient
wishes if they are unable to effect transfers. We thus suggest the following amend-
ments:

Amend §3(aX3) (p. 4, lines 22-24; p. 5 line 1) and §4(aX3) (p. 7, lines 1-4) as
follows: ". . . arrange for the prompt and orderly transfer of a patient, if
possible, to the care of others when, as a matter of conscience, the provider
or its agent cannot implement the wishes of such patient while under no
circumstance requiring the provider or its agent to act against conscience by
failing to provide necessary treatment or care to the patient;......
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We thank this Committee for providing us with the Lportunity to aid in its delib-
erations on this important matter.

STATEMENT OF THE OLDER WOMEN'S LEAGUE

The Older Women's League, OWL is pleased to lend its support to S. 1766, the
Patient Self-Determination Act. We commend Senator John Danforth's courageous
leadership in sponsoring legislation on this very sensitive but timely issue.

Death and dying are very much older women's concerns and staying in control
until the end of life has long been a vital concern of OWL. In 1985, our organization
sponsored a forum in the Dirksen Auditorium entitled "Taking Charge of the End of
Your Life: A Forum on Living Wills and Other Advarce Di-ectives." Tish Sommers,
co-founder of OWL, and former Senator Jacob Javits, both of whom were terminally
ill at the time, addressed the assembled group. This forum provided Lhe opportunity
to discuss the proper Federal role in assuring that a patient's wishes are carried
out. A fundamental assumption at this session was that every individual has the
right to make advance plans for his or her own health care that should be followed
at the end of life, regardless of contrary wishes of health care professionals.

There is a tremendous disparity between how people would like to be treated
when they are dying and what actually happens. The failure to communicate ones
desire about dying all too often results in tragic consequences. This was sadly rein-
forced by the recent Supreme Court decision in Cruzan v. Director, Misscuri Depart.
meant of Health when the court refused family members the right to intervene in the
treatment of their loved one because of the absence of "clear and convincing evi-
dence of the patient's wishes."

The vast majority of Americans have not taken any affirmative action to express
their wishes in advance concerning their desires about treatment in the event of
incompetence at least in part because they are not aware of their rights in this
regard and ignoran' of the consequences of failing to do so. Too many surrender
their rights to control their own destinies because they do not know tha,. they may
provide advance direction to family members and health care providers.

Two fundamental realities cause issues surrounding death and dying to be of cru-
cial importance to women. First, because approximately 85% of surviving spouses
and the majority of family caregivers are women, the burden and frustration of pos-
sibly not being able to carry out the wishes of a loved one falls primarily on them.
Secondly. because women tend to outlive their spouses they are more likely to die in
a nursing home or other institution where the probable absence of advance direc-
tives results in the possibility of institutional interference in matters of personal
preference at the time near death or incapacitating illness.

The Patient Self-Determination Act will help to addresses these concerns by re-
quiring Medicare and Medicaid providers to establish procedures which will provide
information to program beneficiaries which will enable them to participate in the
decisions affecting their own care.

The key concepts in S. 1766 are basic and straight forward: information, self-deter-
mination and documentation.

Information is empowering. There are huge gaps between what is currently legal-
ly permissible and what is generally known and understood by the public. It is note-
worthy that the proposed bill does not establish new rights. It merely establishes
structures and procedures which will assure that necessary information is dissemi-
nated to those who can act on it.

Self-determination means staying in control of one's own destiny. By requiring
providers to make available information about living wills, durable powers of attor-
ney, and organ donation, patients will have the opportunity to make their wishes
known so that when the time comes to make treatment decisions there will be no
doubt about what course of action the patient wants taken.

Documentation n",ans accountability. The legislation would require providers to
inquire about and document the existence of advance directives, as weli as any
treatment preferences and to review these periodically with the patient. Presum-
ably, such documentation would be accessible to appropriate providers so that a pa-
tient's directions could be easily implemented.

The contemplation of one's own mortality is not easy. But we all eventually must
face the inexorableness of death. To be able to do so in the context of staying in
control and knowing that our personal desires will be followed allows us to face
death with dignity and at least some degree of comfort. The Older Women's League
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has long supported the objectives contained in the Patients's Self-Determination Act
and we look forward to its swift passage.

STATEMENT OF PROFESSOR GEORGE P. SMrrH, II, CATHOLIC UNIVERSrIY SCHOOL OF
LAW

Mr. Chairman. As a teacher, research scholar,' international lecturer and Editor
of The Journal of Contemporary Health Law and Policy, as well as an individual
who has studied the field of Health Law for twenty-five years, I appreciate the op-
portunity to present my views regarding SENATE BILL 1766, The Patient Self.De-
termination Act of 1989. I support strongly this proposal and urge its adoption.

Norman Cousins observed recently that "no one gets out of this world alive, and
few people come through life without at least one serious illness." A recent poll
conducted by the newspaper, USA TODAY, reflects the opinion that if and when
fatal illness does occur, Americans should be allowed to conclude their lives and,
further, that medical facilities should be made available to them in order to achieve
that end.3

A poll sponsored by the American Medical Association, the results of which were
released in November, 1986, showed that nearly 3 of 4 Americans or 73% of the
1,510 respondents in this survey, favor "with-drawing life support systems, including
food and water, from hopelessly ill or irreversibly comatose patients if they or their
family request it." Fifteen percent of the respondents opposed this option, and 12%
expressed uncertainty. Interestingly, 75% of those younger than sixty-five favored
the proposal, as did 64% of those sixty-five or older. Twenty percent of the older
group said they were unsure--compared with 10% of the younger group. The with-
drawal of life support systems was more likely to be favored by individual respond-
ents having at least a high school education as well as by those respondents whose
annual income was more than $10,000. 4

When Americans died in 1950, the majority died at home with their families and
local physicians in attendance. Today, death has become "medicalized," with-the
result that human interventions replace natural processes, thereby prolonging life
in one form or other. With a growing array of high -powered life support techniques
and so-called "miracle" drugs, death is simply another matter of human choice and
one laden with ethical complexities. Presently, of the approximately 5,500 Ameri-
cans who die each day, 80% do so wired and insulated in an institution where the
expensive technology is arrayed and controlled by specialists who likely know little
about the patient beyond the medical problem.,5

In classical Greece, medicine had three roles: to alleviate the sufferings of the
sick; to lessen the violence of diseases that afflicted them; or to refuse "to treat
those who (were) overmastered by their diseases, realizing that in such cases medi-
cine is powerless." Indeed, the most common duty of all Greco-Roman physicians
was "to help, or at least to do no harm." Whether a hopeless case was taken by a
physician was purely a matter of discretion. This prevailing sentiment of physicians
in this period of civilization found strong precedent in Egyptian and Assyro-Babylo-
nian medicine. As a medical sentiment, in fact, it continued in vitality throughout
the Middle Ages. In the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, Francis
Bacon is commonly thought to have advanced the conclusion that medicine should
seek to prolong life and expand longevity, and the notion has grown in an exagger-
ated the misdirected manner since that time.

Thus, while a physicians so-called duty to prolong life qua life has no classical
roots, the idea of "respect for life" does have a rich tradition of observance. Howev-
er, even though physicians did not actively seek to terminate a life either by abor-
tion or euthanasia, they neither sought to actively prolong life, itself. With the rise
of Christianity, abortion, suicide, and euthanasia became sins, even though the pro-
longation of life never became a virtue or a duty.6

In 1983, the President's Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medi-
cine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research concluded that artificial feeding
should be regarded as a treatment decision and not mandated except when the ben-
efits of its use outweigh the burdens. In 1986, the American Medical Associations
Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs announced its conclusion that all means of
life-pro'origing treatment-including food as well as water-could be withdrawn
from patients in an irreversible state or those in a terminal condition.7

A so-called "living will" is an instrument that indicates its maker's preference not
to be started or maintained on a course of extraordinary treatment in the event of
accidental or debilitating illness. The biggest uncertainty surrounding living wills
and their subsequent administration is related to whether health care providers are
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required-under pain of civil or criminal sanction-to execute the terms of the will.
An interlinking concern is whether those partici pant charged with fulfilling the
will's terms will be assured of immunity from civil or criminal prosecution. Wheth-
er refusing life-sustaining therapies would constitute a suicide largely remains an-
other vexatious and unresolved issue. Regardless of these great uncertainties, some
thirty-eight states and the District of Columbia have passed living will legislation.$

Those jurisdictions recognizig living wills still address the types if medical tech-
niques that are "extraordinary and the typ of circumstances that will "demon-
strate that the person's previously expressed desire to forego treatment continued
up to the time immediately prior to his or her medical disability." Without legisla-
tive decisions that tackle these issues with clarity, the courts will be faced with a
case-by-case determination of the parameters of life.9

To correct some of the weaknesses and uncertainties of living will legislation,
more and more states are enacting Natural Death Acts.' 0 In actual practice, there
is evidence to suggest that a patient's wish to be kept off life-sustaining treatment
may be ignored in states where Natural Death legislation exists. If attending physi.
cans and health care providers view such legislation as the sole means for both ini-
tiating and implementing a decision to forego treatment, and if they believe that
the decision cannot be made by a surrogate on behalf of the patient but only in
strict accordance with an advance directive that has been properly executed, dying
patients may in fact be subject to treatment which is neither requested nor benefi-
cial. As an additional fear, an improper inference may be drawn that a patient does
not want life-sustaining treatment ended under any and all circumstances unless a
directive has properly been executed. The truth of the matter might well reveal that
a directive was not executed because of either ignorance of its legislative existence,
an unawareness of its importance, or even uncertainty regarding how it should be
composed. I I

Generally, the right to die, or natural death acts, apply only to "competent
adults," with children and mental incompetents being excluded. Yet, some jurisdic-
tions have made provision for proxy consent. In North Carolina, the controlling stat-
ute allows proxy consent for an irreversibly comatose patient who has not previous-
ly executed a living will. Consent may be given-by a spouse, legal guardian, or R
majority of the relatives of the first degree. No reference is made in the statute to
any other type of incompetent patient. Virginia does not expressly allude to the
rights of patients with inadequate decision making capacity and refers only to com-
petent adults. New Mexico provides for proxy consent for minors, although not for
incompetent adults. Arkansas. however, covers both minors and incompetent
adults.' 

2

As a consequence of the numerous weaknesses encountered with living will legis-
lation and Natural Death Acts, additional safeguards should be utilized for imple-
menting advance directions on life-sustaining modalities of treatment. Specifically,
adoption of proxy directives through durable powers of bitorney statutes would go
far toward assuring an individual's desires regarding treaLment. A sizable majority
of states authorize durable powers of attorney that enable the appointment of a
proxy to act after a person becomes incompetent. The language of these statutes is
usually broad enough to accommodate the appointment of a surrogate to facilitate
problems which involve health care for the incompetent. However, the statutes were
not enacted for remedying these specific problems of incompetence. 3

Since the usual power of attorney ceases when the principal becomes incapacitat-
ed, some states have created specific durable powers of attorney whereby an agent's
authority continues after a debilitating event happens to the principal. In this way,
the power may create an "advance proxy directive" allowing an individual to nomi-
nate another to make all decisions regarding health care in the event the principal
becomes incapacitated. This mechanism greatly advances the efficiency and fairness
of the whole decision making process for incapacitated persons." 4

As durable power of attorney statutes are adapted and applied to areas that they
were not originally designed to accommodate, care and study must be undertaken to
make certain that these original procedures-initially enacted to "avoid the expense
of full guardianship or conservatorship proceedings when dealing with small proper-
ty interests"-are not abused burdens of decision making and in allowing the courts
to respect individual and familial privacy's

In August, 1985, the National Conference of Commissioners of Uniform State
Laws approved and recommended for enactment in all states a Uniform Rights of
The Terminally Ill Act. This Act authorizes an adult to execute a declaration to his
physicians and health care facilities directing the withholding or withdrawing of
life-sustaining treatment in the event he is in a terminal condition of health and
thereby unable to participate in decisions concerning medical treatment. The scope
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of the Act is quite narrow in that it provides only one way for the wishes of a termi-
nally ill person to be fulfilled. It is designed to avoid inconsistency in approach to
decision making, which has continued to plague living will statutes, by providing
that the effectiveness of a patient's directive will be executed uniformly in all
states. 16

Section Three of The Patient Self-Determination Act of 1989 is the crucial mecha-
nism for assuring autonomy and self-determination in health care decisions. The
provisions that mandate Medical Provider Agreements be executed and, as such,
state in writing the policies and procedures concerning patient medical care-and
the right to accept or to refuse medical or surgical treatment-are quite correct and,
indeed, proper. Allowance for periodic review of the wishes of the patient as to his
or her course of treatment is a so very sound and commendable. All of these policies
are, in turn, both advanced and strengthened by the provisions within this Section,
that Living Wills and written Durable Powers of Attorney-when legally validated
within each state--be implemented. This proposed legislation, which I support vigor-
ously and urge its passage, tracks well with the initiative in this area of concern
seen recently in New York and-as observed-in popular polls, throughout the
country, itself, by a majority of Americans. On July 1, 1990, the New York state
legislature approved legislation allowing incoming hospital patients the right to des-
ignite friends or relatives as proxy decision makers to order cessation of life-support
systems (that, in turn, may or may not include artificial nutrition and hydration)
should they become terminally ill. "

On June 25. 111K, the Unite-d States Supreme Court held in the case of Cruzan v.
Director of the Mtissouri l.'txirtmett of Health, that it was proper for the state ofMissouri to apply a clear and convincing standard of evidentiary proof in determin-
ing the extent of an incompetent patients right (here. a thirty.two-year-old-woman
named Nancy ('ru/.anl-exercisd through her parental guardians-to discontinue
nutrition and hydration when "living" in a persistent vegetative state.' Ms.
('ruzan has, since a 10 3 automobile collision, been surviving in a coma provided
artificially with food and water. ('Capable of living, with artificial assistance, for
some thirty or more years,. the state of Missouri is paying presently $130,000.00 a
month to maintain her tragic existence. Perhaps the only option open presently for
Ms. ('ruzan's guardians to effect her death with dignity is to move her to another
state where the right to refuse ftxKd and water, as medical treatment, is recog-
nized 19

The practical effect of this "s d- and "devastating" decision by the High Court is
that it may prompt very ill Ix|Odle to consider suicide before they lose physical and
mental control of their faculties 2" A .'alutary effect of the decision, however, on the
ninety-five percent of those Americans who do not have living wills will be to force
them to deal with the eventuality of their own death and to think through very
carefully the manner in which thev wi'sh to die under controllvd niedical conditions
hopefullyy, such thoughtful re-evaluations will in turn prompt more citizAns to exe-
cute living %ills a nd. when appropriate, durable powers of attorney authorizing sur-
rogate decision makers to implement final life-threatening medical decisions for
them The JPatit t &'lfl ct rrtnat ion Act of I19,0 would go a long way toward ad-
vancing arid guaranteeing such a re-evaluation, a re-evaluation neteed desperately
on both an individual and a societal basis if death with dignity is to be common
place in America "
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STATEMENT OF THE SOCIETY OF CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE

The Societ of Critical Care Medicine supports legislation sponsored by Senator
John C. Dan orth, S. 1766, the "Patient Self Determination Act of 1990" (the "Act"),
which would ensure that people are informed of their rights under State law to con-
trol decisions about their own health care through the use of advance directives.
This bill is particularly important to practitioners of critical care medicine who too
often encounter situations where the patient is unable to voice his or her wishes.
The Supreme Court's recent decision in the case of Cruzan v. Director, where a ma-
jority of the Court indicated that the Constitution protects an individual's right to
refuse life-sustaining medical treatment but held that states may restrict that right
by requiring "clear and convincing" evidence of the patient's own wishes to be pre-
sented before life-sustaining therapies are withdrawn, emphasizes the need for fami-
lies and their physicians to discuss issues related to death and dying and express
them in writing so that a patient's wishes are known before a crisis occurs. Requir-
ing Medicare and Medicaid providers to inform their patients of advance medical
directives allows individuals to exercise their freedom of choice as to the treatment
they wish to receive in the event they subsequently become unable to express their
preferences to the health care professional caring for them.

The Society is a 20-year old, multi-disciplinary organization formed by specialists
from anesthesiology, internal medicine, pediatrics and surgery. The more than 4,000
members of the Society blend the knowledge, skill and technology from the four
medical specialties, nursing, and allied health professions into a coordinated effort
to achieve an optimal outcome for critically ill or injured patients. The goals of the
Society include promoting and developing optimal facilities in which critical care
medicine may be practiced, assuring high educational standards in critical care
medicine, and improving humane care for patients with acute life-threatening ill-
ness and injuries.

This last goal is that also of the Act. Just as good medical practice seeks the con-
sent of patients before any medical intervention, people clearly have the indisputa-
ble right to refuse that treatment. A patient should not lose that right if he or she
becomes unconscious or otherwise unable to make decisions. Too often, though, pa-
tients are unaware of the options available to them, and their families or personal
medical provider lack the legal resources of advance medical directives which clear-
ly spell out the spoken wishes of the individual. As more than 80 percent of people
today die in hospitals, medical centers and nursing homes, these institutions are
likely outlets to inform individuals of their right to determine the course of their
medical care.

More than forty states and the District of Columbia have statutes recognizing
"living wills" which dictate an individual's wishes for medical treatment in cases
where life could be sustained but at great compromise to the quality of that life;
more than half of the states recognize durable powers of attorney for the same pur-
pose. However, there is great variation in these state laws. Recognizing that this
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variation is due in some degree as a reflection of local beliefs regarding advance di-
rectives, the variations nonetheless complicate the ability of individuals to ensure
that their advance directives would be valid in another state in the event of travel
or relocation. Provisions regarding comity of other states' rovisions for advance di-
rectives ought to be included in the legislation to prevent tXo likelihood of these situ-
ations. Moreover, a single, uniform model of advance directives would ensure that
variances in state interpretation do not require treatment diametrically opposed to a
patient's stated wishes.

Even with the great availability today of these medical directives, though, com-
paratively few people take advantage of this freedom of choice. Here, too, S. 1766
would ensure that all people admitted to hospitals and nursing homes which receive
Medicare and Medicaid funding are aware of the extent to which State law allows
them to dictate their medical care, providing an important, though perhaps not the
most ideal, educational outlet for these tools.

Advance medical directives allow an opportunity for communication between the
patient and his or her doctor and family to discuss and document the patient's
views of life-sustaining treatment which may ease the burden on families and pro-
viders when it comes time to decide whether or not to pursue all possible treatment
options. In the view of the Society, it is important that S. 1766, and related legisla.
tion sponsored by Congressman Sander Levin, include provisions to encourage in-
volvement by the patient's personal physician in an initial counseling session deter.
mining the patient's personal medical direttitve, and that they consult with critical
care specialists in updating the directive as the course of the patient's care necessi.
states.

Without these directives, doctors often just do not know the patient's exact wishes
in these situations, and though the family feels that their loved one would prefer to
die peacefully, providers in the critical care setting are obligated to do all in their
power to resuscitate the life of the patient. The "Patient Self Determination Act"
would greatly reduce the incidence of second guessing the patient's wishes, which
can come at great emotional-and financial-expense to the family.

Today's medical technology enables doctors to take extraordinary heroic measures
to save patients' lives in instances where they might have once died; afN.- the crisis
has passed, though, the doctor must wrestle with moral conscience of the conse-
quences of his actions. Timely enactment of S. 1766 into law will improve the ability
of practitioners of critical care medicine to treat their patients in the most appropri-
ate and ideal manner possible: according to the informed decision of the patient as
determined with specific knowledge of his or her medical condition and framed by
personal ethics.
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ti aker', V.hile e,.h poll addr'.,,cd thete

iue', in a ,ttlhll ditterent ,m a. taken all
togit lher. the freult' of the cartier poll',
and the Hr l'. t,, ' "I the limerw poll
"hm ale that .mip'n" ftr thete polite hit
Ib-n ,ttadl. irK reatinm during the past
ttto de ,de' llii~e'.er, the R/ic. m't ;,

the, liiri% in te'tigato'n it unique ai .ng

the lmhh ptmllt in il',in rating the
hrad ntsrt ut geneted,. f right mad'i

'stilit. 1et. in anal? iing N)% at, l Itutk
t hanged dependin g on the. iir. uni tant e
in lt ed. anJ 11 rteaing but .Anwn-

tan% imIagine h it t, ri lxhaN ito Iit

tItUatI4,N ' herL the right to die bt.nuel'.
an it',.
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Right-to-Die Policies

Fight in ten Amneani, think there are
'.omectinie% circum..stance.. heree a patient
hould he Aloy ed to die. -A hereas only IS

persvent think d.tkw r.. "n nuriscol .. ould
atA aui tido ei ri thing po'iblc to %a.il c the
lfie o-f a patient BI.iek.. hom-again
Chriiano. people -A hoK are oet) religiou..
people oo.er age 65 and people %shit ir
nr- olle~g graduate, are lightly, more
ikely ito think that a pantilnt. life should

"in same states, illIs legal to stop medical
treatment that is keeping a terminally illpatient alive, or never start the treatment
In he first place, If that's what the patient wants.
Do you approve or disapprove of laws that let
patients decide about being kept alive through
medical treatment?"

M Aijr -. , C., M

Total

RettilooInl
Owe L Its

IM Very lapita

Proleretce

'lln 4woe Cinstiam

alvsay-.be ~a%ed. Homei~er. eocn amnA
thc%e group% a clear nujonty boceoles
that, in solm circuumstane%. a patient
Q.hxuld mniA ri ve life-sum~auning

treatment.

T1he pu~*tc's feelings abut ngh-to-dic
tegi%liioii ar dinoen bi it. belief in the
nee~d Itor i..eonin ad~niini..iering life-
..usiiig medical treatntini Eight in
ten adult. itppr.% c of %(tate laook - that
alloolk medial trr,,imenf for a tenininillk
ill patient to he Ailih 4 'no tx thheld
if that i. %k h.it the patient lool i..he.
Oeor Fii~urr I )OnlI) I pcrventotf the
publi di-,.ipfooi ti Wf . i thit let
pit icni.. d% i&e jout being kept .ile
through toed illal irritnient. and 5
pre~nt appro-c t i he.e liv.. on I in
e.iin %lituluonq Again, i blk. ol

age (-.5 arid ilder peopl A~ho ha..e m,4
gone tolk-je. and pecoplo: Athi are o~cr%
teligitu.. tile%%Ik liel Cto C.
aly-roi.tl for ri~hi 14 die Iei..laiin

r1 v il 14 o .% than a tioo third%.
trals iti in ill ploulaiion %ubgriwip.
jfApri.e. lotfright to die legilarsoln in at
14aI 'iti1k ii% Uiti%..IrkT C%

%1i tt ji hji c -.oioe lornmil o ight ito-
die licj-ljtioVn, but the i tie: (inain.-

onr.i ei ii Ior the Iiwitim in it%.
hi~i,vy. the I S Suporemex Cootn ioniid
crcd v. heihei there i% a .;in.titiuilnaI
light to di%,inn lie .utAining
rncdtkl liimicri in the .. e tif ( 'l4:.'i
t1 Afi%'ori In Nev. Jer,,ey tight its die

leillationI rceen1i appro...ed hi the tatet
Socniaie is draA ing %witis ini fi '.ei eAl
it)Ieinhes ilt thc ',tate II. mihi, %(C4111

mitlin thai prtduocd the p owfo
the lciidlwin ari trouti 'inco religitoti
and rqighto iirt rops in theL 't-tl It'-
urperlin herbe-lir the bill. .ipprkiloctd in
Arill h% the Ne e, eyo Sn-1ar. is Ill hic
.apprIi cd h, the ~.ibyand ..g ncd
inti ljA boo ( w~ntriu I lori

I cisir thin hill i IM of the Ntalc.. ihait
haue ercn..o tight tol die lciliiion tol
diate hjoe .il' inlo Ikd rom iiioti4 o
Nliient, to. .pe,.iloo a health Arc ik.

d

d
d

d
d

11 I'C W X
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"If a patient with a terminal disease Is utiable to
communicate and has not made his or her wishes
known In advance, should the closest family
member be allowed to decide whether to continue
medical treatment, or should a family member not
be allowed to make this decision?"

U 111X.fat U NkoAkksdU -.w V~

Total

Imjiortantesof

Own Lile

Witry IMPmpui

Religious
ProIlrre
Pto~tesTI

C tO41 PC

'osvis Apitm Clsitiaae

person. or pro~y. to author iththold.
Ing or iiiiithdrai AI of their life support.
11oiAe er. the public clearly support the
us.e of pro x de I sion mak.e r..

In the % ew\ of mnost Amnenican.. clo'ic
famnly meniher' ought iobc able to ierse
a%. prisie'. fix terriitnal patientt. %sho ate
unable Is.-)inmuntcale and haN c not
nide their \4 i,,he'. kriom. n in uds ace,
tSee F rjirc 2 tScsen in ten think famtilN
mecnitx-r' .hould be alloviecd to rmke

diiqn.abouit medic ii tiriitnient on
behalf of the patient. \ihilc another 5
rierrtxil think thi. i ppropnrte oNnh in
Noni irLuniNIancc.: Onl \ i-ut ot-e tn
%i\ Adult-, oncrall. ind a Nltehtl\ greater
prkljitiwtit hlaNIN%. think,, .tth plro\
.le. ioi na tkig %hosild in,, Ix- hc .1ow c
'cviplc IN\ c theL Ige ti 51: \,c %

.onwm hait t'irc urlinI\. Nk it ju'i

unde-r one in toc iin~urc tiiiot i hcihcf
Pi'ui kl\ i'o aiukinie should %ii ;xti

ahlosCd

W i: puhik. in I jri iut. I- kti' % Ih
%iricrw 11:'ltItiCdling> tn1.1kc, .1

1111k(.11 ,IditinIlgtii is ticttilfl t

rL n, l lo mi. int, I ttiti 1ht i to li

jii I i .- t I hi I i cisi I i ,c dII v

t ttic it4-.c Is in ha t . qIc e t I i s tin tItc
tink ilit in.lic~.ti'u ~h ii iil rciui'.c
trckic4ticclt. iith ticr tnit it .; , I ,,Ihi'.v

Iga mro it, N thtit f ei t: Il kl t: It in

h'idsiii' ohdIciliint, \khilc S nIir:no"t
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"When a severely hAndicapped child is born,
do you think the parents have the ri ght to refuse
medical treatment that might save the infant's
life? Or, do you think the infant, no matter how
handicapped, should receive as much treatment
as possible?"

Totbl

Race
Wilt

Importance of
Religion in
own Life

Smuwifal If"1648*1

9wa LAis Ciftisa

moKxi% ated b) a general rcecctiot, of
"pruk) k(I*.%itf making. since the

o~er%%lclrning inajponh~it fja wI citing
cloIreIi rclji% niale tnxitrivni dci.iwns
kA herv the patlient i% unible it) i prv%. hi%
or her % i~ht%.Fpr~pn o~c

Other rei,,orn. that pi n itwN' .aiui intaunl
piicni,, litlter Irikit 0cpinionI hl .dui dult

I la'jtI N1~ (rt IN au rc'cj.%r~ h il't i.

Ne~ui Yirk thati NLKIt. rnicilk. c.ulli,N

Sh,.e ,\ thlill kill to j1'un 4111i01.1

thu ICdoItcrnitun tu i ulu

libtn:% .Ii. an lIC ei * I, 11,

I l ,1 ( I k- o- l I. t Iii h I It ti, r I I shii

."I 0.1111Iil~L ,~ '' 3, t, in

IIkt I Ii g ii, If I % C v I

01C ii .Ii I:, I I Il iI 'i 1 I 11. - 11

I'l h-11 'LI' , ill I I ,l 1 Ik I 11l I I 1!

[I '[ I ICrlCA 1 1 011 1 11itl. i LI

If -iC Iiui I

hil in' I, 1,11 1, ('t liti l

Iik 1 I' I. t I i I~1' t
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Feelings About Aging
In tida~ a raipadi'. aging tvie'.. Amnericans haire pri~(oundii
mated feelings about gnn'.Mg old. Only.four an ten (39 pen en)
adfults miii!.! lir to like tolo h00 -a 'rs la id. andi haIft'4E9
percent) ii outS emphatacalh4 nort an: ito like to for that oald.
Ioimen. in parrii u/ar, do. not Iiiiitfivr'.unli ret.'. hang the
milesitone uaf their Jtkh banihda . mm huh as ininto, Oince thit
at'co..npliihmni n mre lae)'.for a ititliaf t~hit a nman On!'.
.31 pem en, ofm oenn, compared %m At alnitist halftOX pen ent) of
men, admiut that them iid lire to toe l00) cars old

Dr Arnold Gilditrei, a iraiiiaiian ait the UiS (i'ra'.a Run'au.
ni'r% that the p pulation oifa eontenanan. quadru~pled her%. (en

'ih' the '.var 20ik)athere Ail! he another 611pe et an. nrase in
thi. hIp rt )the po paalatirt and the I 'Si. aill then huaa orii?'. jut

a/noatr 11pmor era ta') the toorr-ltM/puipulaton. "'andi heq keti
'.toinen'i a/hare toa an mikae to S.3 pent tnt an It) 'eart

m ati mill tat e ahem an B'da.' ut the riank,'r of. in. rena .ini!
,A rre the'. iatii u/ate it afoar niater i/ha the J,.'%.iam'i re tiaii

eacr'...e (A pen emit ian nrine t.'meishine Ai. tpe.'ple -

mnt ti nit/ha.tfi hi oii. o ta nt let% i trm-o v'aidprrre'.ii
an their liar. t'prn tna .'iw~nepr.plem reta.'ni'ther '.paati(
ipge. tanl n /erther" toil %9i/iring an the lie a'irthir i hi/itemn
ain.!~iralih/iltirn(14 pa t-n ti. trio cit Zpnentueaileaper-

in.in bn.'ila.' a/a/uace a pmtn A .~f.'p2entrieni

ti't that the'. mn. t h'.'A y~ar'.' airi tadata iandieterra il f mi iaI
G;odl Rut. "ttw fo. U1' their pi'ite leeainti ah'utaeanc on the-
n du. tit'n 409 their rraprniatnlit in the ottrldl

hlhrn the pubt. it ,i'.idmato, out fhir a' ateitm .irriei. atb hide
rifler ~~ .4.pi / t .ni en ativaut aild aier emrrte 7/iee an ten

at) peon ornn mention %tior aio out health. .andliaaiithee 5
penoent noanea tpeaifia taaethth'.fr One ilwatter
mlirr' d)(1of h/ht their firln i'a. '.atuartn ot il hr hler %horn
the'. 're aodi.'pententa (her .me an tat a 1 penoinn tut
huts in a. tat taies nroet, ted or l'ing the .a/'alarti bpe anilepen.
dent ajnd~n otherr'' penrt hpi %arri, .t/h lt '.enia:' tiaepernt
an.ludaneg Otpen orto 1&1th%.r toorai thf/an ?tn,,K. hate'r. iabouit

(/pintia/I'.. almost t'ner an fi t 1 pent enti .q thiopae 50t (or
o'lder..n'mptiaerdi'Kith..-nl. (apnenritou~grd/t./ift
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The Implementation of
Patient Wishes

One swcion of the Ne-A Jersey legisla-
tion grats inimanit> frmmcvtii.
enmursal and jvofe-sionai Liability to
phy sicians IA ho chl), out their patients'
snsurucoions fewr cmrinti Man> states
hale sixh legislatise pius suns. Yet,
man) obien ens hase noted that ph) si -

tians often do "n can> out their
ptients' %%ashes m ith regard to life-
suslaininS mnedical treatmevnitvheauce
the> lack such explicit kegasilatis e
prixeettion and tw-at .' the) 

tsase an
i nheren t itende rit to '6ce, ulmen
.5&ilticins fix their patients tsriditkvii%

A %Mea iwI pane Is! a do s cn ph)ty i. iAn'%,
%tnting lati )car in JTr Nem I najanJk
lw ind/sf Ifiji ine, noted that a
patient*% ssnten instzuaktisvn% Oif
dir-. ites. regarding treatnwnt 'Ai notf
er ten ens- ugh influemn v either the
patient'% ahilit) to svtnsl risdisat
doa. ir ilAking at the cr1 of liftc tv the
pho siiAin'% N-has ivw A ith rt-axfs i tit

%11%h irs in hu~patals., ecwgen
rkisilu. arsi nursing hawirs [heorw
ri-njiti' A ss'n'tlerable gap -isa c-n the

.i.scjlaikc sit? the stilratti5c an.! ii'

In listI less Mranc think sisi tirN ins]
'ut-C' P-sb a 1.4 of Atten-tio 'iot insiruo.
lvi'1 tsii patients. At sshethei Oie

,Aiit I irairivirit tit keep their Ali k- ( tils
sifl in thi 1 % perent i %sass thi
11is]5 al paesi t'pit a lot 't1
atteiswi jsaIieiitj' lb s1he' attN 'ugh
this a iesa i Ightl% it-Yr pMt% dent 2

r<(ifti AnUrt' pMoile 'AhN' x lii Of%
has e helped tito isaic nsedi 5 A

1 tirratiefll
slisisis 14w a loses sww -Ah' ultcrrd! A

jwir'-injres (w ;iiitlul death I of 'N

;uhii as a -A Nile I' fvrs ccii ti it

alichIrti is' paireiil sa'A- h1s p rk<ent
bic-k hu i %q l n,%ioi--i is pailk. alit! I~

jvi, cmi has, nos %C 55i asrh. '',A nieti 5 a!

'Is'!c-i .si.i , wiitr ('ait rii A iuhw in

Visi aesi n, '~ arv h ; is tv- ~iln w

'A n-it Iss1' h'u'il \rk 'Id- 1s0s

osrin,wdcr .1s'iin; a her a pal! sin? aW'

noc sant treatment to0k kept alie, but
rweeies it nonethelcs3 and sur-sies ini a
severely> disabled conicutioin, fou in ten
(42 percent) think the do oo cw hospital
should he held Ills. responsible foe
the patient's disabled condition
IHIowe % e . almostA as maun> ( percent
think the hospital staff is justified in
tiui$ to. usase the patuent\s life.

Susan WiAi oii The lit-sings Center
noes that "there base kecn a handtul of
%saoCs in the sintry %sheme a patient tv
(anti> member h&s sued fix danuge-..
and there v. a saielt -e-tabli~hes idea in the
k 3%C lass that make' it appimae liv the

ussui'toainidr tes ~ae' She
sact n cto tatite the oinison it Justise

in Nessi Yawl that irspies-.es thi- bait
idea I %seN human N-m g i! Ault kacALr
and %-suns] cnmns ha' A right is' tetcninine
sahat hl 'tratN %lone: sAith his oani t's. s



Most Amencans, are siling to go much
further than simply supporting ight-to-
die policies v, hen ccnsidenng cases of
adults %h ho are suffering A ith a terminal
disease or disability. Sit in ten adults
think it is justified at least so" of the
time for a person to kill his or her ,spse
if the pouse is suffering tenble pain
from a terminal illness. (Sce Figurc 4
Onl% one in fisc thinks this is ne er
justified. Blacks register tx nost
tobtcltiori to nerc) killing. ,soth oser
one-third .16 en.enti ,a)ing suh acts
are nes1r justified+

"We sometimes hear of cases where a person hat
killed a spouse because the husband or wife was
sufleringtertible pain from a terminal disease. Do
you think the actions of these people are never
iustifled, sometimes justified, or always juslifled?"

Tolal

Imporlance of
Relgon In

Own ll

5totl iUwast

1l Ver IPiv liu

RelIg ous
Prference

Preftsatmi

Ca"~It

Si-s Aj to' Cbnosa

a. '~ ~ -~ V V

p.-

Suicide and Mercy
Killing

-,, -ti tulsO ks toss..rd '.ui'. ide¢. rermiin
- pit.tmenwd b% age tdaN. i% il more

a,.ccptan.c ot ,uiside espressed b%
S s)oungcr people in the ,'avestit insurable

di'a,or grcat ,utteiing -treanple.
tAo o-thirds 6,7 ir'v.atli of adult, under

agc 4 .isnl 54 per'.ent t thoe age 4) I
41' ii ink a pvr\on has a niasral right to
sui.ik" it sultering great pain Itt a

S disease satin oeatimpruisement.--p" -- c -i
fJ. l' ee old'.r peop'tle agree¢ + .lust underl

and 39 percent it those 65 and olkr. In
pan. this s ,.\\aue olk-r people are
m'.a tien in of their % is.s oin suicide
than younger peoIile.

Attades about ,u' ide al) are dillfrent
for men and utmen inthre of the four
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About half of the public think a person
has a moral right to commit suicide if
suffenng from an incurable disease or
suffenng great pain s% ith no hope of
iniproement, (See Fiture 5 1 Accep-
tance of suicide in such cases has been
increasing gradually) oer the fifteen-
N car perod sirce 1975 %%hen these
attitudes -cre firs measured b) the
Gallup Poll Fort) -eight pnrcent of the
public niosh think a moral nght to suicide
exists if a pcrsoni has an in-urable
disease, compared to 40 pcrtent in 1975.
ONer half (55 percent nrxi think a
person suffenng great pain 4itth r) hope
of inpw% ,emtr1 has a moral night to
suis ide, compared to tnly four in ten 441
percent 15 sears ago

h- ins reading jcepjan-t- of suicide as
targcll due to the aging ol the p"opula-
110n. as rese aled b) an anal sis of the
L hange in attitudes. o%, r time %% thin age
suhgroup t tle ptipulation 1Te older
pe-opk- m h omscr- hlming I re)e ted
su1 i& as a rc,je n to temeinal illness,
I %cars ago hac died and xh-n
replatd in theL pTulation by ytounger
jxvople " ith more noderate s Iev, % .0it
the is.¢p Jhlhtlt s1 is. suisad. in th,e
t.irn umnsrkes Tdta%. olkr p1ple
hja c ,iLs. ut suii.tdk that reseible

ago. A hilc toda.s iikJile-agcd kJults
reeithhe the % koung adults ot the '71 K

X
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situations ins estigated (all but the case
si here -'li ing has become a burden")
men are more likely to say that a right to
suicide exists.

The public makes clear distinctions
about the acceptability of suicide
bcisseen cases insolh ing terminal
disea, and suffering and thow % here
the patient has become a burden on his
or her famid), or dail) life ha,, nesome a
burden to the patient. Majorities of
American,, rc ie r a n-tKrai nght to
sul ide. %k ith 57 percent op)ed it the
burden on the fanilh iscitrcnnl% Iv%)a
and 59 percent of -'ed if life is a
burden for the indi dual. tlovecr.

"Do you think , person has a moral right to end
his or her own life under any of the following
circumstances?"

"First, when this person has a disease that's
incurable?"

+WW"

.... when this person is suffering great pain and has
no hope of improvement?"

"..when this person is an extremely heavy burden
on his or her family?"

11 1 1 1 1 ,1 1 al l, ' K

esen these attitudes represent an
increase in acceptance of suicide oer 15
years ago. v, hen almost three in fotr (72
percent) American, rejected a right to
suicide in cases % here a patient has
become an extremely hea% ) burden on
his or her family.

The role of religion in determining
% iess about ending the life of a suflenng
pcr,n through thesec more etreme non-
nmdical means t surpriing, Attitudes
about suicidee and killing a husband o

fe differ %!,rad. depending on the
strer,gth ofones'. religious ie,. but do
not differ baed on religious beliefs. The
attitudes of Protestant, and Catholics t n
the,,e isues are ser similar. [.eite the
fast that Catholic t.tnne lab'els the
taking of a life. inluding ae sn as a
sin. half of Calhol i. think a person
suftering great pain ha% a oral night to
,uicide. And. tml 17 percent of
Caiholi, think the nrc killing of a
huhand wi' sife i% neser jus.ificf

Most b"rm-again Chntians and ,et's
religious people rejct a right to sui idle
csen in the case ot a temiiaf illnes and
are fairly esenly di% ided in their
attitud.s abot uitde %%hen the patient
is suffering great pain. Yet. paradis.-
call%. a majority o itti-again Christians
and the serN rclgio-us think aKt% (f '.
called "meryV killing'" b husinds r
%% ies are omtime% justified

It appears that some Aimn an,.
parIi.ular1 rItho kisb are %er reli-
gious, make an imrK.rtan di,tulrosir
bet',eeti " hat is 'justified ' anti .hatl is a
..rght - This implies that the ditli.ult
de'i wor to end a per-n' life is pertaps
justified. understandabk and j-septabl¢.
yect not riud, ed.

The anibialent leehngs ol the public
about mere> killing and suicide are
reflected in the imp. ,sstorxd debate that
%urrunds. consideratitw of as t% e
euthanasia ad assisted suicide. The
recent aions of Dr. Jack Ksorijan in
Michigan. i'h helped to bring about the
death of Janet Adktns. an Oregon
Alhimer*% patient. hase fueled this
debate !losesor. a, Susan Wolf notes.
'although ethicist,. ph) ,icians and
other% debate aetise euthanasia and
assisted suicide. these coepts. ha.e
been iekarl) rejeted in the Ia."
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Personal Wishes
The % ie, s that Americans express about
right-to-die policies reflect their
personal feelings about bows they A ould
,hant their osn medical treatment
handled in % arious situation,, and %k hat
the) know or can imagine about the
A ishes of their parents People's
feelings about sshether they %sould
ch.e to receive or continue life-
su,,taining medical treatment change
depending on the medical circumstances
of the ca..

F,55s'l 6

'Ifyou had a disease with no hope of improvement
and you were suffering a great deal of physical
pain, would you tell your doctor to do everything
possible to save your life, or would you tell your
doctor to stop treatment so you could die?"

Total

Race

11.1
Age
0-29I

S4

More than half of all Americans would d
%4 ant their doctors to stop administering
life-sustaining treatment if the) had a
terminal disease and %% ere suffering a
great deal of physical pain (59 percent).
or if they had an illness that made them
totall) dependent on another family)
member for all daily care 51 percent.
(See Figures hand 7 I Fe, er than a
third are certain of their desire to has e
their ph) sicians pursue eery possible
treatment in the,.e to situations 128
pe recent and 3 1 percent. respect, %1) 1.

Oser four in ten (44 percent) Aould ssant
medical treatment stoped c% en in the
ca-.e %%here a terminal discase made it
difficult to function in day-to-da)
act iiIies. hereas 40 pe.rcentl k souId
%k ant all po,,ibk life sa ing medical
treatment-. and prtx'sdur, ued.

Personal choice, about medical treat-
ment in thee three ittatiot ar shaipd
h) the importance of religion in txw'o
life. In all cases, the islh to has, life-
sustain ing medical treatment vtOdra n
dereAsCs a% the inipttance of religion
incrrae,. llossscr. a majorit) (52
percent i ofen the ser% religious
sould A ant their oA n treatmenI sto41d
ifthe) %ere suffering a great deal of
ph) sitcal pain

Pemrsonl tchoices aso, sirs% h' rac andl
age. Hlkcs are le likl) thlan A htle to
think the) m ould oI it, has e treatment
sthopd in all three situatitns. in% ,li-
gated Young adult,. under age 10. d
fnot maie ditnrtion abott ho, the)
Vould A ant their o.% n treIatment handled
depending on the im.iure 01 the ,ituaton.
,Ahile older adults make such dit.inc-
lions I-or caniple. imre ptplc ,r
the age of it ' ould s, ant their treatment
stopped it the) -Acre sulfcring great pain
164 pe'rccnt than it the% Acre dependent
oin a family) member i SO percent I or had
difficult) stth daili thing (47 pcr.enll
Young adults do not distinguish arong
these ,iluations in judging boss theN
should rect 149 percent, .O percent and
44 percent Aould %%ant treatment
stopped in these three situatis.
respectweN I.
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"How about if you had an illness that made you
totally dependent on a family member or other
person for all of your care?"

Total

Mc't people think their parent.' A isthes
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"How about If you had a disease with no hope of
improvement that made It hard for you to function
In your day-to- day activities?"

Total

Rate
Wkito

65 ,redol

mA n medici. tatmrent stopped..-
especiall> in the case% 'here totally
dependent on another family member.
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instru tons regarding these A ihes.
People i4ho hate not atlend-d college
dicu,,s their spuw" A ishe. less thatr
those o, ho hae attended college.

Blacks are much less likel) than thite..
to hate had an) famt', dicu. u.ionu about
medical treatment ie.. ,heIher A ilh
a ,pouc. rmothtr or father. En though
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en .e do not eiplaim a h% black%, talk le,,s
often about the.•e issues A ith famil)

"We sometimes hear of cases where a person has
killed a spouse because the husband or wife was
suffering terrible pain from a terminal disease.
Can you imagine you, yourself, taking action like
this if someone you loved was suffering terribly
from an illness that was terminal?"

Total
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treatment. And. almost three-fourths 72
percent) of the people vho heIped make
treatment I%,iion%, fora d) ing losed
one ha% e talked to a family member.
friend or professional about the treat-
ment the) vouIld sani for thenmelss.

A h% ing v i is a document that pro ides
a patient' inslrutitir to his or her
doctor au tl hen li fe-utaining
medical treatment should he- %% ithdrav, n
or , thheld Almost one in ,,e en 14
percent) Amencan adult, has a hi ing

"Before today, how much had you thought about
I our own wishes for medical treatment If you were
n the kind of circumstances like those we've been

talking about? Had you given this a great deal of
thought, some thought, not very much thought, or
no thought at all?"

Total
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Methodology

ThIis survey is based on telephone
in riews with a repreentative sample
of I. 213 adults, age 18 and older, living
in the continental United States.
Inte.-views were conducted during the
period May I to May 5, 1990. For
results based on the total sample, one
can say %% ith 95 percent confidence that
the error attributable to sampling and
ocher random effects is plus or minus
three percentage points. In addition to
sampling error, question wording and
practical difficulties in conducting
surse)s can introduce error or bias into
the findings of opinion polls.

STATEMENT OF VOLUNTARY HosprrAw OF AMERICA, INC.

Voluntary Hospitals of America, Inc. ("VHA") is a national alliance of 651 not-for-
profit hospitals and their 184 affiliates. VHA very much appreciates the opportunity
to comment on the proposed legislation that would mandate a systematic role to be
played by hospitals in educating the public about advance medical directives.

VHA strongly supports the goals of the Patient Self-Determination Act (S. 1766)
which emphasize the importance of educating the public about their rights to make
medical treatment decisions and to execute medical directives stating their treat-
ment preferences. As not-for-profit, community-based organizations, hospitals have a
significant role to play in this educational process. VHA believes hospitals should
both inform individuals of their rights to draft medical directives and also make cer-
tain that these written directives are followed.

NEED FOR INFORMATION ABOUT MEDICAL DIRECTIVES

VHA recognizes that technologcal advancements in life-sustaining procedures
have complicated the difficult decisions individuals and their family members must
make regarding medical treatment. While these decisions may place significant
stress upon the individual, the family, and the community, it is evident that deci-
sions about medical treatment should ultimately be made by the person who is to
receive the treatment after consultation with family and physician.

Unfortunately, there are often times when individuals are unable to communicate
their treatment preferences due to either unconsciousness or incompetency. VHA
believes it is important to ensure that all individuals maintain control over medical
treatment decisions and that this control should extend to such times of incapacity.

In an effort to facilitate an individual's control over medical care decisions, a vast
majority of states have enacted laws that allow individuals to execute medical direc-
tives. These medical directives commonly take two forms: "living wills" and durable
powers of attorney for health care decisions. "Living wills" are legal documents that
state in advance the medical treatment preferences of an individual whio may
become terminally ill. Durable powers of attorney permit an individual to designate
a health care proxy to make decisions for that individual during periods of incapac-
ity.

While medical directives may be very useful tools for ascertaining and carrying
out an individual's wishes regarding medical treatment, less than 10% of Americans
have drafted such documents. Studies have indicated that as many as 95% of Amer-
icans believe their wishes regarding medical treatment should be known in advance.
These statistics as well as other studies indicate that the public is not well informed
about their rights to draft medical directives. Moreover, the United States Supreme
Court in Cruzan v. Director, Missouri Department of Health recently held that states
may require clear and convincing evidence of an incompetent's wishes as to the
withdrawal of the life-sustaining treatment prior to allowing such treatment to end.
The decision highlights the importance of clearly stating in writing one's wishes re-
garding life-sustaining treatment. It is evident that the public should be better in-
formed about medical directives.
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EDUCATIONAL ROLE OF HOSPITALS

As community-based institutions concerned about the quality of health care and
protecting the dignity of their patients, hospitals certainly have a role to play in
educating the community about medical directives. While the proposed legislation
focuses on the distribution of informational materials about medical directives by
hospitals at the time a patient is admitted to a hospital, hospital efforts to educate
the public should not stop here. Hospitals can voluntarily work to distribute such
information to their communities through numerous community-based activities.
For example, hospitals can use existing outreach programs and seniors access pro-
grams as opportunities to assist communities in learning more about medical direc-
tives.

VHA recognizes that the best time for the discussion of medical directives is well
before an individual is admitted to a hospital. Ideally, patients entering a hospital
with the potential need for life-sustaining treatment will already have thought care-
fully about and discussed such issues with their family, physician, and attorney
prior to hospitalization. Unfortunately, many people are not aware of their preroga-
tive to draft medical directives and thus do not take advantage of them.

THE PATIENT SELF-DEra.RMINATION ACT

Senator Danforth's Patient Self-Determination Act is an important step toward
making sure that the public receives information about medical directives. Ideally,
individual communities and public institutions should be moving voluntarily to pro-
vide the public with such information. However, because of the increasing need for
education about medical directives, a Federal initiative highlighting the importance
of such education is appropriate.

It is important to note that hospitals confront the issues surrounding decisions
about life-prolonging treatment on a daily basis. Hospital personnel are often in
consultation with patients and their family members about decisions to either initi-
ate or end life-sustaining treatment. Thus, hospitals already deal intimately with
the issues surrounding medical directives. -

The proposed legislation requires hospitals to inform adult patients at the time of
admission about their rights to make decisions concerning medical care and to exe-
cute medical directives. In addition, the bill provides that hospitals ask patients if
they have medical directives and document whether or not they do have them in
the patient's medical records. The proposed legislation takes a systematic approach
to solving the educational problem surrounding medical directives by utilizing an
existing administrative process to disseminate information. While the specific de-
tails of an individual's own medical directive should be discussed outside of the hos-
pital admissions environment, the point of admission could serve as an appropriate
place to provide pertinent information on medical directives.

VHA supports a provision requiring the Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices and the individual states to develop the specific materials to be distributed by
hospitals. VHA believes that it is essential that these materials are developed by
HHS and the states in order to ensure that different hospitals provide uniform in-
formation regarding an individual's rights under state law to execute medical direc-
tives. Requiring state governments to develop these materials also would absolve
hospitals from having to interpret state statutory intent.

Moreover, Senator Danforth's legislation requires that hospitals ensure that these
medical directives are implemented to the extent permissible under state law. VHA
believes these provisions constitute sound hospital policy and are effective means for
ensuring that individuals receive medical treatment consistent with their wishes.
We also support a provision requiring hospitals to maintain written policies con-
cerning the implementation of medical directives.

Representative Levin's companion legislation in the House, H.R. 5067, requires
that hospitals -must give adult patients information about such written policies.
VHA does not believe that it is necessary to provide every patient with this addi-
tional information. However, it would be appropriate to provide such information to
those patients who have executed medical directives. A hospital could inform pa-
tients who do not have medical directives that the hospital maintains written poli-
cies regarding the implementation of such instruments and that the patient could
review these policies upon request.

In addition, S. 1766 requires a hospital to arrange for the transfer of a patient if
as a matter of conscience the hospital cannot implement the wishes of the patient.
VHA appreciates the inclusion of this provision since it recognizes there may be in-
stances when a hospital would not feel comfortable carrying out a patient s treat-
ment wishes for either religious or ethical reasons.
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The Senate legislation further requires that hospitals establish institutional ethics
committees which would initiate educational programs for staff, patients, and the
community on ethical issues. VHA recommends deleting the ethics committee re-
quirement and supports changing this provision to require that providers, either in-
dividually or with other institutions, educate the staff and community about ad-
vance directives and other ethical issues in health care.

VHA believes this is an important revision. The majority of hospitals already
have ethics committees, but many smaller institutions would be burdened by such a
requirement. Hospital ethics committees usually serve as forums for physicians and
patients to discuss bioethical questions that are frequently case specific. In general,
these committees are not informational resources but are rather forums for discus-
sion and debate. The structure and purpose of such a function should not be man-
dated by the Federal government but should be left to the individual hospital.

Ueing the Medicare Conditions of Participation for enforcement of this legislation
is a rather stringent measure; however, there is precedent for such provisions. For
example, hospitals are already required to provide Medicare patients with informa-
tion concerning their rights to benefits at the time of admission. VHA believes that
both informing patients about their rights to execute medical directives and ensur-
ing that these directives are followed are as important as providing patients with
information about rights to benefits. We believe the requirements of the legislation
are directly related to assuring quality of care in that they make certain that pa-
tients receive care consistent with their treatment wishes.

Finally, VHA would support a provision such as the one in H.R. 5067 that explic-
itly requires health maintenance organizations and other prepaid organizations to
also provide information regarding medical directives at time of enrollment. VHA is
also aware of the proliferation of managed care and the significant role managed
care could play in the educational process as well. It would be most beneficial to
educate individuals about medical directives when they are not in the acute stages
of illness. Thus, the time at which an individual enrolls in an HMO or a prepaid
insurance plan would be an appropriate opportunity for informing that person
about medical directives.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, VHA recognizes the importance of educating the public about their
rights to make medical treatment decisions and to utilize medical directives that
state their treatment preferences. As community-based organizations concerned
about responding to the emotional as well as the physical needs of their patients,
hospitals have an important role to play in informing individuals of their rights to
execute medical directives and in ensuring that their patients' wishes are followed.

VHA supports the goals and many of the provisions of the Patient Self-Determi-
nation Act and commends both Senator Danforth for introducing this legislation
and Senator Rockefeller for holding this hearing. VHA intends to encourage its
member hospitals to accomplish the objectives of this legislation while it is under
consideration by the Congress.
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